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Francis Cousins 

‘Whoever seeks the Law will be filled with it’ (Ben Sira 32.15): An examination of the history 

of darash and its influence on the Acts of the Apostles 

Abstract 

This thesis contributes to the discussion of midrash in the New Testament (NT). It begins by 

investigating the history of the word darash, particularly its usage in a number of texts (the 

Tanak, Ben Sira, the Dead Sea Scrolls [DSS], and the Mishnah), the majority of which 

precede the composition of the NT. The results of the investigation indicate that the verbal 

form darash, from which midrash derives its name, was used with the sense of textual 

interpretation in the book of Ben Sira, and the DSS. 

An examination of the translation of darash in the Septuagint, shows linguistic 

connections to the genre of zētēsis, which has its roots in those who defended the poet Homer 

from criticism. Zētēsis has close links to midrash from a linguistic perspective and in the 

techniques used by the proponents of both. An examination of both the Hellenistic Jewish 

background of authors such as Demetrius, and Philo, in addition to the Hebrew texts such as 

Ben Sira and the DSS permits NT texts to be viewed from new perspectives. 

An examination of Acts, and the Council of Jerusalem in particular, shows that Luke 

uses the term zh/thsiv to describe the debate which takes place. Luke uses this term 

exclusively with relation to questions of Jewish law. This means that the decision as to 

whether Gentile Christians must adhere to the law of Moses is a legal debate, and the 

Apostolic Decree regulates Gentile Christians’ relationship to that law. 
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1. Introduction 

Since the second half of the last century, scholars, following in the footsteps of Renée 

Bloch
1
 and others, have sought to read the NT in the light of rabbinic midrash, 

examining how rabbinic exegetical techniques influenced NT writers, in order to 

come to a deeper understanding of NT texts.
2
 Following the discoveries in the caves 

at Qumran, studies have emerged which allow these two groups of texts to speak to 

each other.
3
 Additionally, the Hellenistic background of the NT cannot be overlooked. 

As well as sharing a language (Greek), other aspects of Hellenistic culture have had 

an influence on NT writers, an aspect that has been studied in part, but largely 

overlooked. This dissertation will demonstrate that bringing all these elements 

together can illuminate pericopae in Acts. Indeed, the central passage of Acts (Acts 

15.1-21), which narrates the Council of Jerusalem, is described as a zh/thsiv (debate). 

For Luke, this term is significant as it is only used in Acts to describe debates which 

relate to Jewish law. Thus, the debate which takes place at the Council, as to whether 

or not Gentiles must be circumcised and follow the law of Moses in order to become 

Christians (Acts 15. 1, 5), is a debate on matters of Jewish law. 

This study seeks to build on the heritage of previous scholarship by tracing the 

history of #rd (search) and #rdm (midrash) from the Tanak, through Ben Sira and 

the DSS, to the Mishnah. It will examine how #rd and #rdm are used, and trace the 

senses of the term and the semantic changes which have occurred. In addition, the 

study will examine the literature of the Hellenistic world. Beginning with an 

                                                           
1
 Renée Bloch, ‘Midrash,’ DBSup; vol. 5 (Paris: Letouzey, 1957), 1278-79. 

2
 Philip Alexander, ‘The Rabbinic Hermeneutical Rules and the Problem of the Definition of Midrash,’ PIBA 8 

(1984): 97-125. 
3
 Stanley E. Porter and Craig A. Evans (eds.), The Scrolls and the Scriptures: Qumran Fifty Years After; JSPSup 

26 (Sheffield: JSOT, 1997). George J. Brooke, The Dead Sea Scrolls and the New Testament: Essays in Mutual 

Illumination (London: SPCK, 2005). 
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examination of how #rd was translated in the LXX (notably by the verb zhte/w or 

cognates), links can be made to the genre of zh/thsiv, whose origins can be traced as 

far back as Aristotle and his defence of Homer against the poet’s critics. The genre of 

zh/thsiv illuminates a reading of certain NT pericopae, notably the Council of 

Jerusalem (Acts 15.1-21).  

Scholars who engage in a treatment of midrash and the Gospels often choose 

to focus on the literary structure of midrash before looking for echoes in NT texts. 

This study seeks to fill that lacuna by engaging in a comprehensive study of the use of 

#rd in the Tanak, the DSS, Ben Sira, and the Mishnah, through which semantic 

changes in the term will emerge. Furthermore, in order to provide a bridge to the NT 

and the Greek language, the translation of #rd in the LXX is examined. Through this 

examination, it emerges that the majority of occurrences of #rd are translated by 

zhte/w (or e0kzhte/w), revealing close semantic links with the activity of zh/thsiv, 

which was practised in the classrooms and symposia of the classical Greek world.
4
 

Although popular from the time of Aristotle until the early centuries CE, the activity 

of zh/thsiv has largely been overlooked by those examining the background of the 

NT. 

One of the motivations behind the present dissertation is that no other scholar 

has attempted to engage in the same kind of study covering these distinct aspects. 

While various scholars have engaged with the genre of midrash, they have done so 

from a literary perspective, which, though it can lead to fascinating insights, often 

                                                           
4
 Robin R. Schlunk, The Homeric Scholia and the Aeneid: A Study of the Influence of Ancient Homeric Literary 

Criticism on Vergil (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1974), 6. Meir Gertner, ‘Terms of Scriptural 

Interpretation: A Study in Hebrew Semantics,’ BSOAS 25 (1962): 1-27, notes the links between zētēsis and 

midrash. 
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leaves the process which led to the results difficult to follow.
5
 One potential pitfall 

facing those who study midrash is that they first define midrash before bringing this 

definition to the NT text and looking for something similar in that text. More recently, 

Paul Mandel has examined the history of the word #rd, concluding that until the 

Amoraic period (200-500 CE), it was understood in a legal-instructional sense, as 

opposed to a textual-hermeneutical sense.
6
 Mandel’s study remains within the world 

of Judaism. In this dissertation, links to the Hellenistic world through the activity of 

zh/thsiv add new and key insight to the debate. Although rare, the occurrences of 

zh/thsiv in the NT point to something which has been overlooked by scholars, 

notably in Acts, where the term refers to debates on matters of Jewish law. 

This study of the word #rd will examine the use of this verb, as well as its 

nominal form #rdm, in a number of texts across a period of approximately 1,000 

years. In a study of this kind, it is more important to know the meaning in context 

rather than etymology.
7
 While a linear development from biblical tradition to the 

Qumran corpus to rabbinic sources is not fully possible to construct, it is nonetheless 

worthwhile to approach the material in chronological order to facilitate understanding 

and help to clarify the general picture.
8
 Consideration will also be given as to whether 

midrash should be understood in the light of earlier traditions read forward, or in 

terms of later materials read backwards.
9
 How can criteria be constructed that enable 

the modern reader to determine when words widen their semantic fields and take on 

                                                           
5
 For example, Marie Noonan Sabin, Reopening the Word: Reading Mark as Theology in the Context of Early 

Judaism (Oxford: University Press, 2002). 
6
 Paul D. Mandel, The Origins of Midrash: From Text to Teaching; JSJSup 180 (Leiden: Brill, 2017). 

7
 James Barr, The Semantics of Biblical Language (Oxford: University Press, 1961), 108. 

8
 Lawrence H. Schiffman, Sectarian Law in the Dead Sea Scrolls: Courts, Testimony and the Penal Code; BJS 

83 (Chico, CA: Scholars, 1983), 19.  
9
 George Brooke, ‘Pesher and Midrash in Qumran Literature: Issues for Lexicography,’ RevQ 24 (2009): 79-95, 

(93). 
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new meanings? It is important to examine closely the way writers use #rd and 

#rdm, and especially the objects, which can denote a clear change of meaning. 

Instead of trying to fit each occurrence into an overall theory, each text or set of texts 

will be examined on its own merits and continuity from one work to the next is not 

assumed. 

The two main problems encountered by those who wish to look for midrashic 

roots in the NT are those of chronology and language.
10

 With regards to the first of 

these, the problem is clear, the NT was written between 50-120 CE (to give a wide 

range of dates),
11

 while the midrashic literature is dated much later. The earliest 

document of rabbinic literature, the Mishnah, is generally dated to 200 CE.
12

 The 

issue therefore for those who argue for links between midrash and the NT is that the 

midrashim are much later. The issue of language is perhaps simpler. The NT is 

written in Greek, while the language of the rabbis is either Hebrew or Aramaic. In 

response to these two issues, this study takes two approaches. The first, which can be 

deemed a search for the roots of midrash, examines how the verbal form #rd, and its 

cognate noun #rdm, are used in various texts. Secondly, the translation of #rd in 

the LXX will be charted, which in turn will lead to a study of the genre of zh/thsiv.  

While Second Temple Jewish sources are important due to date, this does not 

mean rabbinic texts should be disregarded as ‘irrelevant because they are late’. 

Stances comparable to those found in rabbinic literature are already presupposed in 

                                                           
10

 The problems have been recognised by Jan Joosten and Menahem Kister, ‘The New Testament and Rabbinic 

Hebrew,’ in The New Testament and Rabbinic Literature, ed. by Reimund Bieringer, Florentino García 

Martínez, Didier Pollefeyt, Peter J. Tomson;  JSJSup 136 (Leiden: Brill, 2010), 335-50. 
11

 Raymond E. Brown, An Introduction to the New Testament; AYBRL (New Haven: Yale University Press, 

1997), xxviii-xx1. 
12

 Günter Stemberger, ‘From Inner-biblical Interpretation to Rabbinic Exegesis,’ in Languages, Writing Systems 

and Book Production; vol 1. of The New Cambridge History of the Bible, ed. by James Carleton Paget and 

Joachim Schaper (Cambridge: University Press, 2013) 190-217, (196).  
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the NT.
13

 Despite the later date, rabbinic texts can offer illumination for the NT which 

is not to be found in earlier Hebrew and Aramaic sources. The interpretation of the 

DSS is likewise indebted to rabbinic literature. In attempting to place the NT in 

context, it is vital to examine as wide a range of sources as possible, including the 

earliest document of rabbinic literature, the Mishnah. 

Regarding dating, the relationship between rabbinic and Christian 

interpretation is one of mutual influence.
14

 This offers an important counter-argument 

to those who claim it is not legitimate to use the midrashim to illuminate the scriptural 

exegesis of New Testament or patristic texts because of the late date of final 

composition. It is possible to view Jewish and Christian interpretation as part of one 

continuing process.
15

 Günter Stemberger notes that scholars largely agree on the 

dating of rabbinic texts.
16

 The agreement however centres on the final form, and not 

the earlier units which help create the final text. According to Jacob Neusner, some 

sayings in the Mishnah are valid evidence for what people were thinking at that period 

of time and named attributions can be reliable at least for the era if not the 

individual.
17

 Stemberger notes that the reliablilty of a date applies to the whole work, 

                                                           
13

 Lutz Doering, ‘Sabbath Laws in the NT Gospels,’ in New Testament and Rabbinic Literature, ed. by 

Bieringer et al, 207-53, (207). 
14

 Philip Alexander, ‘Midrash and the Gospels,’ in Synoptic Studies, ed. by Christopher M. Tuckett; JSOTSup 7 

(Sheffield: JSOT, 1984), 1-50; Daniel Boyarin, Border Lines: The Partition of Judeo-Christianity (Philadelphia: 

University of Pennsylvania Press, 2004), esp. 11. 
15

 James D. G. Dunn, The Partings of the Ways Between Christianity and Judaism and Their Significance for the 

Character of Christianity (London: SCM, 1991), 251 argues: ‘A crucial step forward will be when the Christian 

scholars recognise that the beginnings of Christianity cannot be understood without reference to Jewish 

documents and traditions from the late Second Temple period.’ See also Susan E. Docherty, The Use of the Old 

Testament in Hebrews: A Case Study in Early Jewish Interpretation; WUNT 260 (Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 

2009), 94-95. 
16

 Günter Stemberger, ‘Dating Rabbinic Traditions,’ in New Testament and Rabbinic Literature, ed. by 

Bieringer et al, 79-96, (89). In spite of difficulties, scholars normally agree on the chronology – Mishnah, c. 200 

CE, Yerushalmi c. 400 CE. 
17

 Jacob Neusner, Judaism: The Evidence of the Mishnah, 2
nd

 ed. (augmented) (Atlanta: Scholars, 1987), 15. In a 

later article, Neusner argues that the named sage is representative of a time, so while a named attribution may 

not be authentic to the individual, who represents their time and serves as a good example for the era concerned 

(‘Evaluating the Attributions of Sayings to Named Sages in the Rabbinic Literature,’ JSJ 23 [1995]: 93-111).  
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though it cannot be denied that individual parts and traditions may be older.
18

 

Stemberger argues that beginning with the Mishnah is the right way.
19

 The problem is 

a too facile belief in the continuity of Judaism before and after 70, which is an 

antiquated, monolithic conception of Jewish history of the period. While Stemberger 

is speaking of the issue of halakah in his article, the same principles apply for the 

understanding of #rd and #rdm. What has gone before is not lost when new senses 

are taken on by these words, and #rd will never lose the basic meaning of ‘to 

search’. However, the objects do change, which will be one of the key discoveries in 

this work. 

With regards to the issue of language, the study will first look at the biblical 

text. The Bible of the early Church was the LXX, and not the MT, or any Hebrew 

form of Scripture. Firstly, the translation of #rd in the LXX will be examined. This 

will lead to a study of the genre of zh/thsiv, which has both linguistic and 

methodological links to midrash. As scholars have attempted to demonstrate, Greek 

influences penetrated deeply into almost every sector of early Judaism.
20

 The only 

reasonable precedents, though they are by no means definitive, for rabbinic exegesis 

are found in the Hellenistic world.
21

 While some parallels between Hellenistic 

exegesis and rabbinic literature have been noted, especially by David Daube,
22

 the 

                                                           
18

 Günter Stemberger, Introduction to the Talmud and Midrash; transl. by Markus Bockmuehl; 2
nd

 ed. 

(Edinburgh: T & T Clark, 1996), 57-59. David Kraemer, ‘On the reliability of attributions in the Babylonian 

Talmud,’ HUCA 60 (1989): 175-90, argues that it is possible to verify even named attributions in the 

Babylonian Talmud. 
19

 Stemberger, ‘Dating,’ 95. 
20

 Martin Hengel, Judaism and Hellenism: Studies in their Encounter in Palestine during the Early Hellenistic 

Period; 2 vols.; transl. John Bowden (London: SCM, 1974), 1:133. 
21

 David Kraemer, ‘Local Conditions for Developing Rabbinic Tradition,’ Hebrew Bible/Old Testament, vol 1: 

The History of Biblical Interpretation, ed. by Magne Sæbø; 2 vols. (Göttingen: Vandenboeck & Ruprecht, 

1996), 270-77, (276-77).  
22

 David Daube, Rabbinic Methods of Interpretation and Hellenistic Rhetoric (Cincinnati: Hebrew Union 

College, 1949); The New Testament and Rabbinic Judaism (London: University of London Athlone Press, 

1956).  
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genre of zh/thsiv has been mostly ignored. This is important when examining how 

the term has been used in the NT, notably in Acts. Indeed, the debate at the Council of 

Jerusalem (Acts 15.1-21), which is central to Acts, is described as a zh/thsiv (Acts 

15.2, 7); it will be argued that this zh/thsiv is a halakic debate on whether Gentile 

Christians are bound to adhere to the law of Moses, and how any such relationship is 

to be regulated. 

A key part of the study is determining when #rd carries the sense of the 

interpretation of a text. Analysis of the various texts indicates that the process is 

somewhat fluid. While already in the DSS and Ben Sira, it can be argued with 

confidence that #rd is used with the sense of textual interpretation, even as late as 

the Mishnah it has still not taken on the exclusive meaning of scriptural interpretation 

with the goal of producing halakah. Alongside the textual-interpretational model, the 

legal-instructional model of midrash needs to be considered. Some occurrences of 

#rd and #rdm may be explained as legal instruction. Indeed, it may be legitimate to 

argue that it is this sense which Luke has in mind when he uses the term zh/thsiv in 

Acts, where it refers to a discussion of Jewish law, and the related zh/thma refers to 

questions on the law of Moses. This is especially significant as the terms are used 

with relation to the discussion at the Council of Jerusalem, which regulates Gentile 

relationship with the law. Such a conclusion would indicate even closer links between 

the genres of midrash and zh/thsiv than previously supposed. 

Secondly, the study will focus on the use of interpretation of Scripture as a 

means of divine revelation, replacing direct or prophetic revelations. The history of 

the use of #rd provides key insights in this regard. Already in post-exilic writings of 

Scripture, there is a trend of the written word becoming a significant means of 
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revelation (Ezek 3.1-11; Ezra 7.10; Pss 1, 19, 119). The search for the ‘hidden things’ 

(trtsn – Deut 29.28) suggests that the words of Scripture were not enough on their 

own and required interpretation in order to more fully discern the will of God. The 

decline of ‘classical’ prophecy and new form of special revelation developed.
23

 This 

will be explored in more detail, especially in the study of #rd in the Tanak. 

The aim of this dissertation is to discover whether there are roots of midrash in 

the NT, specifically Acts. This is not to say that these texts are midrash, or even 

‘midrashic,’ but to examine whether Luke is using techniques familiar from rabbinic 

literature to (re)interpret the Tanak.  The primary interest is not Jesus and the 

disciples’ historical stance, but how the topic is represented in relevant texts. By 

taking the Tanak, DSS, Ben Sira and the Mishnah into consideration, and widening 

the net to include the LXX, and Greek literature (including that of Hellenistic Jews 

Demetrius and Philo), this work situates the NT within a wider milieu, taking into 

account what has come before and what came to complete form later. A closer study 

of the use of #rd in Ben Sira underlines its importance for a deeper understanding of 

the history of midrash. An examination of the genre of zh/thsiv sheds further light on 

the Hellenistic background of the NT. Taking both Hebrew and Greek sources into 

account allows for a more thorough investigation of the background of the NT and a 

description of some of the ways in which Luke uses the Tanak, and discusses Jewish 

law. 
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1.1 Methodology 

Although this study takes a new approach to the question of midrash and the NT, this 

does not serve to undermine or replace much excellent research into this issue. No full 

scale and comprehensive analysis of all features of Second Temple Jewish literature 

will be attempted here. It is difficult to speak of common features to all the 

compositions, and each text needs to be described on its own merits. In particular, 

focus will fall on texts which use #rd with the sense of interpretation of a text or 

with a legal use in view, beginning with the Tanak, which will set a standard 

definition. 

 

1.1.1 Methodological Approach 

George Brooke
24

 notes some of the key methodological issues for the understanding 

of midrash, asking whether #rdm is best understood in the light of earlier traditions 

read forward, in relation to contemporary evidence, or in terms of later materials read 

backwards. The major characteristic of the discussion has to do with the appropriate 

use of diachronic data, discussion that has the determination of relevance as a 

significant part of its profile. The primary concern is to determine when a semantic 

shift occurs, and a word takes on new meaning(s). The answer must come through 

examining the context of the text and determining firstly what a word or phrase means 

within a certain text, before moving to compare with other texts, especially those at a 

distance of time, location, worldview, and language.
25

 When comparing sources, 
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those closer in time take precedence.
26

 While a linear development is not assumed, it 

allows an overview to develop.
27

 When the words #rd and #rdm acquire new 

meanings, they do not always lose the old ones, so that in the same text, or set of 

texts, #rd can mean simply to seek or search, but also study or biblical 

interpretation. 

It is essential to combine both diachronic and synchronic studies in this study. 

One of the advantages of a diachronic approach is that it is possible, to a degree, to 

date the DSS.
28

 Synchronic, how language exists at one point in time, is also essential 

to the discussion, since it is necessary to examine how the term #rd is used in each 

text, or group of texts, in order to establish fully its semantic range. Good diachronic 

analysis will fully engage with a synchronic analysis at each point in order to fully 

establish the true range of meaning of any semantic term. Such an approach is of 

particular relevance to the study of #rd in the DSS, which demonstrates that while 

the verbal form in particular can retain the simple meaning of ‘to search’, it also 

allows a sense of ‘to interpret’, specifically with the biblical text as an object.
29
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To isolate words is artificial and unsatisfactory, yet justifiable and necessary.
30

 

Certain pitfalls need to be avoided, as to pay attention to a word often leads to an 

exaggerated estimate of etymological studies; there is a danger of ‘illegitimate totality 

transfer,’
31

 thus it is important to note that one instance of a word does not bear all 

meanings possible for that word, while recognising small differences in the way a 

word is used. This study does not intend to overstretch the meaning of words, but to 

indicate the possible significance in a certain choice of word, and to open the 

possibilities of meaning in #rd, #rdm, zh/thsiv, and zh/thma. In particular, #rd is 

isolated in order to come to a deeper understanding of the word and its cognate 

#rdm, particularly how they were understood by authors of texts. The aim is to arrive 

at the space from which NT authors work, placing their work in the wider context of 

first century Judaism. It will become clear that there is a certain fluidity of meaning, 

especially for #rd, which, while it never loses the base meaning of ‘seeking,’ can 

refer to study and biblical interpretation.  

In seeking to describe the use of words in certain texts, this study will examine 

how these words are used in context, with a particular focus on objects. As such, it 

will ask what meaning is possible for the word in context, and whether a ‘new’ 

meaning is an isolated case, or whether it can be supported from a second (or 

additional) source.
32

 One of the issues while considering the LXX is that legal terms 

and concepts may already have undergone a shift through translation from Hebrew to 

Greek, which in turn may or may not have had an impact on Jewish writings in Greek 
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dealing with legal issues.
33

 There is a challenge in examining such a large number of 

texts, which differ in time, literary purpose, and nature. Care will be taken to avoid 

what may be seen as an attempt to force all instances of the words #rd and #rdm 

into one set of definitions, instead of assuming that a variety of meanings co-existed. 

All instances of words that seem similar are not always similar, deriving from the 

same semantic field. It is equally true that instances of a single word that bear 

similarities, but are nuanced, are not necessarily different from each other regarding 

their semantic base.
34

 The challenge is to explain how one meaning evolved over time 

and space into other meanings of the same word. It is possible in many instances to 

map out similarities and variations of a phenomenon according to logical principles of 

development. The key aspect remains examining words in the context in which they 

are found, that is, in a particular document, or set of documents. This remains the best 

way to decide if a semantic shift has occurred. 

 

1.2 Literature review 

The purpose of this review of literature is to gain a general perspective of the field of 

research into midrash and the NT. The subject matter of this thesis is wide-ranging, 

including a variety of texts in both Hebrew and Greek, situating the NT works in the 

wider context of Second Temple literature, noting how authors such as Ben Sira, 

Demetrius, Philo, and the authors behind the DSS and the Mishnah have used the 

terms #rd and #rdm, and their Greek equivalents, particularly zh/thsiv. The 
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material under consideration being so wide-ranging, no other scholar has directly 

engaged in the same process. While this approach is innovative, it takes its initiative 

from a number of sources. As a consequence, the review of literature will examine a 

number of issues: the traditional historical approach to midrash; the legal-instructional 

approach to midrash (including the comprehensive analysis of the term #rd by Paul 

Mandel); midrash as a literary genre; midrash and the NT; and zh/thsiv in the NT, 

with a particular focus on the work of George Parsenios. 

While scholars may disagree about many elements of rabbinic midrash, its 

hermeneutical content – the exegesis of individual passages of Scripture, usually 

exceeding simple explanations of the text – meets a scholarly consensus.
35

 Most 

modern scholars assume a connection between textual explication and the role and 

function of scribes in general and Ezra in particular.
36

 One issue which can make 

scholarly discussion of midrash tough to follow is that scholars are interested in 
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different features of the overall problem. Amongst those who seek to define midrash, 

Roger Le Déaut argues ‘the term midrash expresses the conviction that the ultimate 

answer is to be found in searching the Scriptures where it will be revealed to whoever 

knows how to search,’
37

 while Gary Porton argues midrash needs to be closely linked 

to and cite the biblical text,
38

 and Géza Vermès defines midrash as ‘study and 

exposition of the written word in the school and synagogue.’
39

 This results in each 

scholar defining midrash on their own terms, before applying that definition to both 

midrashic and NT texts. By moving away from this approach, the current study 

situates both the NT and midrash in the wider milieu of Second Temple Judaism. 

A key turning point in the history of research on midrash is the acceptance of 

the interpretation of Scripture as a means of divine revelation. Markus Bockmuehl 

(who provides an overview of the field) notes the trend towards accepting the 

received, written word as a significant means of revelation, tracing its history in 

Ezekiel, Ezra, and the Psalms. According to Bockmuehl, exegesis can be a search for 

what is hidden in the law (Ps 119.18).
40

 Prophecy was replaced by the scribe’s study 

and interpretation of hidden writings. In the Tanak, seeking wisdom was encouraged. 

Ben Sira also focuses on the importance of the law, as a source of inquiry. For 

Bockmuehl, Ben Sira’s view of revelation is more obviously Torah-centred, since he 

localises a proper revelation of divine secrets in a qualified and inspired exposition of 

the law.
41

 Bockmuehl notes that Ben Sira is an important bridge between Palestinian 

and Diaspora Judaism. For the rabbis, the Torah is the sole locus of revelation (both 

Written and Oral Torah). Bockmuehl notes that the rabbis have a cautious attitude 
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towards the pursuit of divine mystery that follows Ben Sira in allowing only the most 

qualified to engage in such study (m. Hag 2.1). The DSS are marked with a rigid 

compliance with Torah. There is a strong sense the sect have access to the ‘hidden 

things’. Torah is opened up and revealed to the searchers of the will of God (1QS 

5.9). In sum, for Bockmuehl, the DSS conceive of new revelation as received by the 

Teacher of Righteousness and a leading council of priests through a presence of 

exegesis.
42

 Halakic ‘hidden things’ in the Torah have been disclosed only to the 

covenant community, and enable it to live according to a full knowledge of the will of 

God. 

Bockmuehl includes works of the Jewish Diaspora in his study, noting that 

Philo reveals the mystery of the Torah by allegory, which is unlike anything found in 

Palestinian Judaism. Philo’s exegesis bears general affinities with the Hellenistic 

practice of Homeric allegory. This shows that the link can be made between Homeric 

exegesis (zh/thsiv) and Torah, though Bockmuehl does not develop this idea in more 

detail.
43

 Links to the world of Homeric zh/thsiv merit further examination. 

Bockmuehl has examined many of the texts, which will be studied in this dissertation, 

giving an overview which presents the main themes. Close textual analysis will be 

undertaken in this work, thus demonstrating how Philo (and Demetrius the 

Chronographer) follow in the tradition of Homeric critics and defenders, applying the 

techniques of zh/thsiv to the biblical text, before examining the influence of this on 

Acts.  
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1.2.1 Traditional-historical approach to midrash: Renée Bloch; Géza Vermès 

The discoveries at Qumran reignited an interest in the field of Jewish studies. In this 

climate Renée Bloch proposed a new way of treating midrash, which she understood 

as a set of attitudes and a process that resulted in various interpretations of Scripture 

with related purposes.
44

 In ‘Midrash,’ Bloch describes the characteristics of midrash: 

firstly, a point of departure is Scripture – reflections or meditation on the Bible. 

Secondly, homiletically, midrash emerges from a liturgical reading of Torah. Thirdly, 

punctilious analysis of the text and illuminating obscurities. Every effort is made to 

explain the Bible from the Bible. Fourthly, the biblical message is adapted to 

contemporary needs. Fifthly, midrash either tries to discover basic principles inherent 

in legal sections with the aim of solving problems not dealt with in Scripture 

(halakah), or sets out to find the true significance of events mentioned in narrative 

sections of the Pentateuch (haggadah). Bloch’s application of the methods of 

historical criticism to the field of midrash led to her insistence on the need to examine 

the genre of midrash, in addition to midrashic interpretations of individual passages 

from the time of later biblical texts.
45

 

Bloch’s ideas were taken up by, among others, Roger Le Déaut,
46

 Géza 

Vermès,
47

 and James A. Sanders.
48

 Beginning with the premise that midrash relates to 

a text and situation of interpretation, midrashic comments may be stimulated by 
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difficulties and peculiarities of text, or by interests, questions, and the needs of the 

audience. Vermès, who subscribes to the same definition as Bloch, argues that Bloch 

first determines the meaning of #rd and midrash in the Bible and rabbinic literature, 

before describing the characteristics of midrash.
49

 Vermès sought to trace the 

development of exegetical traditions, seeing the beginnings of midrash in post-exilic 

biblical texts. Vermès argues that the earliest traces of post-biblical haggadah were 

found in explanatory glosses to the biblical text, before a great period of creative 

activity in the fourth or third century BCE.
50

 The primary purpose of haggadah was to 

fuse Scripture with life, an argument which follows on from Bloch’s description of 

midrash. 

 Bloch’s work was pioneering, and Vermès followed in her footsteps and 

demonstrated how the development of some exegetical traditions may be plotted. 

Problems remain with the dating of some sources (as noted above in the section on 

methodology). Additionally, questions remain as to what exactly Bloch was 

describing, with her comment that critical editions were lacking suggesting that she 

was not referring to Tannaitic midrashim, but later homiletical midrashim.
51

 This is 

not to distract from some important advances. The emphasis placed by Bloch and 

Vermès on the fundamental importance of the scriptural text is widely shared, but it 

does not take into consideration the role of extra-biblical factors – for example, 

historical circumstances, and the development of formation of theological ideas. 

Furthermore, Bloch’s insistence on the synagogue setting is not proven, with the real 

possibility of midrash originating in a school setting. This matter will be discussed in 

the chapter on Ben Sira. 
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1.2.2 The Legal-instructional model: Johann Maier and Paul Mandel 

Some scholars argue that midrash is a much later development and that #rd only 

takes on the sense of deriving law from Scripture at a much later stage.  

Johann Maier argues that there was no halakah at Qumran, principally due to 

the absence of the word in the Scrolls.
52

 While this argument is not infallible – 

halakah could after all be in its fledgling stage and not yet have received a name, the 

argument requires a response. Maier builds on the absence of the word to deny that 

the ‘Seekers After Smooth Things’ (twqlxh y#rwd) are the Pharisees. As he 

correctly observes, the word ‘halakah’ would have to be readily applicable to the 

Pharisees in order for the pun to work. This is doubtless correct, though it could also 

be the case that if the word were intimately connected to the Pharisees, against whom 

the yahIad raged, they would be loath to use the same word with reference to their own 

laws. Maier supports his position by arguing that the translators of the Bible into 

Greek did not use verbs for interpretive procedures in translating #rd, meaning that 

the sense in the Hebrew was not that of interpretation.
53

 These translations are not 

unexpected however, as will be discussed in the chapter on the Tanak, with #rd 

never losing its core sense of ‘to search’. 

Paul Mandel appears to agree with Maier, arguing that #rd had a non-textual 

connotation in the Second Temple period, and related more to instruction in laws than 

interpretation of the Bible.
54

 Mandel contends that while the later rabbinic texts of the 

Amoraic period use #rd and #rdm in the context of scriptural exegesis, in earlier 
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literature of the Second Temple period, including most of the Tannaitic passages, the 

word #rd does not have a textual-interpretive meaning.
55

 Rather, according to 

Mandel, it refers to public exposition or teaching of instructions, usually laws, 

regulations and ethical teachings. Therefore, though the word #rdm has come to be 

associated with interpretation of a text – mostly concerning the text of the Bible – 

Mandel claims that it had no textual implications during this period, and that only at 

the end of the Tannaitic period did the term #rdm begin to denote a type of 

interpretation of text, and the scriptural text in particular. He does not deny that the 

Bible and its interpretation served as a basis for Jewish scholarship; simply that the 

terms did not imply textual interpretation during these formal periods.  

Mandel poses three questions: What is the content or method denoted by the 

verb #rd and its cognate noun #rdm in the rabbinic corpus, and how are these 

related to the interpretation of Scripture? What is the relationship of the meaning of 

this word in rabbinic contexts in comparison to the meaning attested in previous 

corpora of Jewish literature? Can a semantic development be traced from earlier to 

later usages, and what can be learned from this development? In an earlier article, 

Mandel investigates the origin of the term #rdm.
56

 He argues that, while it has come 

primarily to be associated with scriptural exegesis, its origins lie within the purview of 

law. By analysing the terms sofer and #rd in light of Eastern, Mesopotamian 

sources, he maintains that a legal-instructional model, rather than a textual-

hermeneutical model, is better suited for understanding the origin of #rdm. For 

Mandel, Ezra, as priest and sofer, embodies the role of legal consultant, who was 
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responsible for the enactment and instruction of law. Indeed, the targumic sofer, as 

well as the Second Temple Greek grammateus, Mandel avers, testify to the activity of 

a teacher or interpreter of the law, the term deriving ultimately from the ancient 

Mesopotamian diviner of celestial phenomena known as t Iupšarru (scribe). The 

activity of these scribes is denoted in Hebrew by the term hrwth #rwd, found 

already in the Qumran texts with the meaning ‘expounder of the Law’. Thus, Mandel 

finds that, at this early stage, the hermeneutic aspect is absent, and it is especially in 

Amoraic midrashim that the flourishing of a creative, hermeneutical approach to the 

biblical text is detected. 

Mandel highlights the Mesopotamian influence of the use of the term #rd in 

the Tanak, with Ezra 7.10 indicating a semantic shift from the oracular ‘search’ for 

God’s laws to that of instruction of the laws. Mandel finds a parallel in Mesopotamian 

divinatory language and techniques of the Neo-Assyrian period.
57

 Mandel finds the 

lexical parallel compelling, positing that when Jewish scholars came in contact with 

the Mesopotamian milieu and scholarly maš’altu, the Hebrew term #rd underwent a 

semantic shift away from oracular ‘inquiry’ and ‘investigation,’ and toward ‘teaching’ 

and ‘interpretation’ of the divine will, including exposition of the divine text and 

traditional knowledge.
58

 Thus, for Mandel, #rd refers to instructional, not textual 

activity.
59

 In reaching this conclusion, Mandel takes the sense of #rd further from 

the core sense of searching which is present in the vast majority of occurrences in 

biblical Hebrew. 
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With relation to the DSS, for Mandel, an analysis of the passages in their 

literary context points to the activity of hrwth #rdm, and that of the Interpreter of 

the Law (IL), as denoting teachings of the law and teacher of the law respectively. 

Thus, they can be understood in the legal-instructional model.
60

 He recognises that his 

argument is against the consensus opinion.
61

 According to Mandel, there is no direct 

relationship between the instruction provided by a member of the community (IL) and 

the prescribed study by the ‘Many’ described in 1QS 6.6b-8, where the members of 

the community at large are expected to spend a third of the night in collective reading, 

investigation of laws, and prayer. For his theory to be consistent, Mandel must 

adequately explain the distinction of object – in this passage, +p#m is the object. By 

translating #rd as ‘instruction’ and not ‘interpretation’, Mandel does not quite do 

enough to explain 1 QS 6.6-8; 8.11-16,
62

 or respond adequately to Steven Fraade, who 

takes the Qumran community to be a textual, interpretive community, where Torah 

study and its continuing interpretation by members of the sect provide the raison 

d’être for the sect itself.
63

 Mandel states that those who argue for the community as a 

studying community, whose continued interpretation of Scripture leads to ongoing 
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revelatory activity, do so based on passages which include the words #rd and #rdm, 

reading them as terms which imply scriptural textual interpretation.
64

 In contrast, 

Mandel reads these terms with a sense of instruction. In this study, it will be argued, 

against Mandel, that the former reading is correct, supported by an analysis of the 

overall use of #rd and #rdm in the DSS. In an all too brief discussion of y#rwd 

twqlx, Mandel identifies this group with the Pharisees because they were ‘teachers 

of empty falsehoods’ (see also, 4Q163 23 ii 10; 4Q169 3-4 i.2, 7; 3-4 ii.2, 4; iii.3, 7).
65

 

Any insight into the enemies of the sect would also shed light on the sect’s self-

understanding, especially with relation to interpretation of Scripture or Torah. Mandel 

does admit that laws reflect interpretations of the biblical text, which parallel methods 

of exegesis found in later rabbinic discussions, or contrast with rabbinic 

interpretations of Scripture, with such interpretation also extending to the pesher. Yet, 

even if the methods of interpretation remain shrouded in mystery, that the community 

at Qumran did interpret the biblical text, remains at least highly probable, as will be 

demonstrated in this work.  

In bringing his findings to the occurrences of #rd in the Mishnah, Mandel 

finds that there is no indication of any scriptural exegesis in passages such as Yoma 

1.6; Sanh. 11.2; and H Iag. 2.1.
66

 Mandel argues, reviewing the rise of textual 

commentary in the rabbinic elite in a wider context, that the term #rd denoted the 

instructional role of the Sage in early rabbinic periods, and then transformed, through 

the development of law and text, within the rabbinic academic milieu.
67

 However, in 
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m. HIag 2.1, there is clear reference to certain passages of Scripture being unsuitable 

objects of interpretation, while in m. Yoma 1.6 and m.Sanh. 11.2, as many scholars 

agree, the interpretation of Scripture is inferred as the correct context.
68

 Moreover, the 

private setting envisaged by the Mishnah, does not fully engage with Mandel’s 

definition of #rd as public instruction. Similarly, in m. 'Abot 1.17 Mandel states that 

this deals not with the study of Torah but with its instruction,
69

 yet in the wider 

context of the Mishnah, ‘exposition’ or ‘interpretation’ are surely better translations. 

One weakness is Mandel’s failure to engage with the evidence from Ben Sira 

– who is the one who extols the virtues of the scribes (Sir 38.34-39.11).
70

 Those who 

carry the title of ‘scribe’ function as advisors and teachers of tradition, with no 

explicit connection to a written text. Mandel cites Sir 38.24-39.11, which describes 

the scribe as one who studies the Law of the Most High. He concludes that ‘Ben 

Sira’s sofer is not one who is involved with texts.’
 71

 This is his only comment on Ben 

Sira (using the Greek text, as this passage is only extant in Greek), which ignores all 

Ben Sira says about the law. This study will examine passages from Ben Sira in some 

detail, particularly Ben Sira 3.21-24, and Ben Sira 32.15, in which, it will be argued, 

Ben Sira encourages students to refrain from studying mystical and apocalyptic works 

and to focus on studying the Torah. 

While much of Mandel’s analysis of the links to Mesopotamian culture has 

merit and brings a new light to the discussion, his interpretation of the evidence from 

Qumran means that he fails to take account of the new senses which #rd had begun 
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to take on in the DSS, and the strong links to the interpretation of Scripture which 

#rd had in the Mishnah. In so doing, the overall merit of his study, notably the 

significance of the Mesopotamian influence which he highlights, is undermined, as he 

looks for a legal-instructional sense in place of reading in context. By reading the 

texts in context, it becomes apparent that #rd can carry the sense of exegesis of a 

text. This study will outline the various senses of #rd and #rdm which appear in 

those texts, and outline that, while #rd never loses its original sense of seeking, its 

semantic range widens to include searching for the will of God in a text (Torah). 

Mandel argues that the core meaning of #rd and #rdm results from a ‘legal-

instructional’ mode of discourse and not a ‘textual-hermeneutical’ one. In particular, 

it is the deferment of the ‘rise of textual exegesis’ to a later era that provides a new 

insight into previously opaque passages and items. Mandel’s study relocates to the 

end of the Tannaitic period the origin of the use of the term #rdm as relating 

specifically to scriptural interpretation. Prior to that time, leaders of the Jewish people 

seem not to have ascribed a specific term to textual interpretation.
72

 While Mandel is 

partly right, it needs to be admitted that #rdm and #rd can carry the sense of textual 

interpretation in Ben Sira, the DSS, and especially the Mishnah. Mandel argues that 

#rdm did not refer to the interpretation of Scripture, or any textual interpretation, 

before the end of the Tannaitic period.
73

 The limitation of their use to legal-

instructional contexts shifts the balance of evidence for an all-encompassing ‘age of 

interpretation’ and raises questions for the location of the interpretation of Scripture 

during this period, which may have taken place outside the milieu of classes of the 
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Pharisees, soferim and Sages. The weakness in this argument is that it can be 

undermined by one instance of #rd meaning interpretation of Scripture. This study 

will uncover more than one such instance. As such, while the legal-instructional sense 

of #rd cannot be ruled out, the sense of #rd as scriptural interpretation must 

certainly be ruled in. 

 

1.2.3 Midrash as Literary Genre: Philip Alexander; Michael Fishbane 

Philip Alexander attempts to come to a precise definition of the term 

‘midrash,’ by distinguishing both form and method. According to Alexander, midrash 

stands at the heart of Judaism and is key to its understanding.
74

 Alexander offers four 

definitions: 1) an interpretation of Scripture, whether a single verse (4QFlor 1.14), or 

a whole biblical book (Gen R); or, more generally, an undefined body of traditional 

commentary on Torah (CD 20.6; M. Nedarim 4.7); 2) the activity of studying 

Scripture (1QS 8.15; M. Pirke Avot 1.17); 3) legal enquiry or court of enquiry (1QS 

6.23; 8.26); and 4) a narrative study or treatise (2 Chr 13.22; 24.27).
75

 Midrash aims 

to explain the obscurities, difficulties and apparent errors of the biblical text: that is, to 

remove seeming contradictions; to draw out deeper meanings; to apply Scripture to 

the heart and conscience of the Jew; and, most importantly, to validate tradition in 

terms of Scripture.
76

 Midrash is also linked to study of the law, which Alexander 

describes as the highest branch of Jewish learning.
77

 This legal study has the goal of 

revealing the will of God, the chief means available for so doing being study of the 

Torah as given to Moses. While the Targums, for example, may have midrashic 
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elements, their form dictates that they cannot realistically fall under the definition of 

midrash.  

For Alexander, the term ‘midrash’ can be understood in two senses: a process, 

a method of interpreting Scripture using certain techniques; and the written text which 

is produced when this hermeneutical approach is applied.
78

 Alexander finds a middle 

ground, where analysis of each pericope and the tradition it contains can be combined 

with a consideration of the whole midrashic document. He accepts that both the real 

hermeneutical question posed by the scriptural text, and the ideological or theological 

stance of the interpreter contribute to the formation of midrashic exegesis.
79

 

Alexander has advanced the study of midrash by seeking to situate it within the wider 

context of early Jewish biblical interpretation, while paying heed to the important 

question of principles underlying midrashic exegesis. In response to claims that 

external factors to the text may result in eisegesis, a charge which may also be laid at 

the feet of Christian interpreters, midrashic interpreters always emphasise that they 

are drawing out meanings from the Scripture, and they developed a document of 

revelation to underpin this position.
80

 Central to this position is the understanding of 

Scripture as the word of God, and also polyvalent (Pirqe ’Abot 5.27). The rabbis held 

that Scripture is coherent, it being the purpose of the darshan to draw out the unity of 

Scripture; Scripture can contain no errors; and Scripture has no redundancies. Such 

was the foundation of rabbinic interpretation. 

In ‘Midrash and the Gospels,’ Alexander argues that to define midrash the best 

approach is to play down the etymology and insist on contextual definition. Such an 

approach would have little idea of the meaning of the term #rdm in Chronicles, Ben 
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Sira, and the DSS. For Alexander, the correct procedure in the definition of #rdm 

should be to isolate a corpus of midrashic texts, to examine these texts in order to 

discover their characteristics, and then to consider the question of whether there are 

texts outside the corpus which possess the same features.
81

 This avoids the problem of 

allowing any text which shares some familiar features to be called midrash. A focus 

on form allows for a more narrow definition. Midrash could also be defined by 

method, an approach which requires an understanding of how it relates to Torah. The 

rabbinic doctrine of two Torahs allows for some flexibility: Written Torah is fixed, 

unchanging, and inviolable, while the Oral Torah is open-ended, undefined, and 

continually evolving. It is responsive to life.
82

 Midrash provides the link between the 

two, keeping the Oral and Written Torah in constant alignment. This enables the 

sacred text to be made relevant to changing historical circumstances, which in turn 

means that there is no need to rewrite or alter the biblical text. Alexander admits that 

the task of the darshan is both exegetical and eisegetical, both drawing out meaning 

from and reading meaning into Scripture.
83

  Thus, Scripture can be interpreted by 

Scripture following the rules of the middot. The starting point can therefore be a 

problem with the scriptural text, or, equally, an issue in life to which Scripture can 

provide the resolution. 

 The key contribution of Philip Alexander has been to narrow the definition of 

midrash from that which was proposed by Bloch. Seeking to define more precisely 

midrash as a genre, and literary form, Alexander has limited the number of texts 

which can rightly be considered midrash, while also categorising other genres of 

Jewish biblical interpretation, such as rewritten Bible, and pesharim. Identifying key 
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literary procedures of midrash, without undue focus on the rabbinic middot, allows for 

more clarity on the definition of midrash and a fuller appreciation of why certain texts 

are included or excluded from this definition. 

 

Michael Fishbane proposes three broad methodological considerations when 

dealing with halakic and haggadic exegesis in Jewish exegetical tradition: the use of 

technical formulae to incorporate explicit quotations; the presence of parallel texts 

within the MT, or between the MT and its principal versions; and the dense 

occurrence of terms in biblical passages that become reorganised, transposed and used 

in a natural, uncomplicated form in later passages.
84

 Fishbane considers factors which 

influence the origins and development of exegesis: external pressures, for example, 

historical or social context; and internal issues – the text itself or perceived difficulties 

within it. He is aware of the need for greater methodological precision into the 

discussion of what is deliberate inner-biblical exegesis, as opposed to unconscious 

echoes or use of shared vocabulary.
85

 Fishbane accepts that the trajectory of the 

historical development of Jewish exegesis from traditions and practices found in the 

Bible must remain unproven; this is complicated by the composite nature of biblical 

texts and complex and lengthy transmission history. While it may remain unproven, it 

is still necessary to endeavour to trace the beginnings of midrash, something Fishbane 

attempts in his work. 

Fishbane closely examines the texts of Ezra and Nehemiah, and argues that 

Ezra, who returned from exile with a knowledge of ancient laws at the head of a 

retinue of Levitical interpreters, publicly read and interpreted the Scriptures for the 
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people.
86

 In Ezra, the returning ‘community of the exile’ was formed with Torah and 

its exegesis at its living centre: it was a community which ‘sought YHWH’ (Ezra 

6.21); and this, under Ezra’s eyes, meant strictly speaking that they ‘sought the Torah 

of YHWH’ (7.10). This set them apart from the ‘impurities’ of the local population 

(6.21).
87

 It was this ability to derive laws from human exegesis which was the key 

development led by Nehemiah, as it allowed laymen to challenge priestly authority, 

and ultimately led to the rise of the Pharisees.
88

 

Fishbane charts some of the occurrences of #rd in the Tanak, with a 

particular focus on Exod 18.15; Ezra 7.10; and various occurrences in Deuteronomy. 

While he views the expression ‘to inquire (#rd) of the Lord’ in Exod 18.15 as 

occurring in a mantic context, for Fishbane, Ezra 7.10 is a key verse, where the Torah 

serves as an object for rational-exegetical inquiry.
89

 For Fishbane, it is hard to 

conceive exegetical practices of early Jewish bookmen, and ancestral traditions 

referred to by the Pharisees and others, were not in some ways heirs to exegetical 

techniques and traditions with roots in ancient Israelite past. Thus, when prophecy 

ends, it is the sopherim who can discern the divine will via scriptural exegesis. 

Fishbane tracks this development in texts from Qumran and Ben Sira. While Fishbane 

briefly examines some of the texts from Qumran and two key passages in Ben Sira 

(3.21-24; 32.15), a more in depth engagement with Ben Sira and the DSS would 

strengthen his argument. 
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1.2.4 Midrash and the NT: A. T. Hanson; Susan Docherty 

One of the primary issues behind the consideration of the NT (especially the Gospels) 

and midrash is the purpose of the Gospels, which is primarily to tell the story of Jesus, 

or how his teachings circulated. Thus, any biblical interpretation and imagery is 

incorporated into the structure of a story, rather than fragmented stories incorporated 

into the structure of a scriptural one, as is often the case with rabbinic commentary.
90

 

That being said, even if NT texts cannot fall under the strict definition of midrash, 

their use of rabbinic techniques can still be analysed. 

 

Anthony Tyrell Hanson dedicated a series of works to the issue of the NT 

interpretation of Scripture, and how NT authors use the OT in their work. In The New 

Testament Interpretation of Scripture, he highlights the christocentric suppositions 

with which NT writers approached Scripture, which they believed followed a train of 

interpretation which had always accompanied Scripture.
91

 Their approach was similar 

to other groups, but with the goal of mining the significance of Jesus from the text, 

which differed from that of other groups within Judaism.
92

 Each group directly 

engages with the meaning of the scriptural text, and has its own perspective from 

which it reads. 

In The Living Utterances of God,
93

 Hanson argues that the Gospel of John was 

soaked in Scripture, and the results of John’s searches are placed in the mouth of 

Jesus. The Jews search the Scriptures in vain as they do not understand that Christ is 
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the key to Scripture.
94

 Christians were not interested in using Scripture to provide 

halakah, according to Hanson, since they did not take the Torah as their guide in life, 

and therefore did not need a halakah. Torah can provide moral guidance, but is never 

used in a halakic way. Such an argument further distances the evangelists from the 

rabbis, yet oversimplifies what John and the other evangelists were doing. Their task 

was two-fold: they searched the Scriptures for ‘proofs’ that Jesus was the Messiah, 

while also, where relevant, placing halakic utterances on the lips of Jesus. This is 

more the case for the Synoptics than John, yet John is not free from halakic dispute. 

In The Prophetic Gospel,
95

 Hanson proposes that John may be writing a 

midrash not on Scripture, but on the person of Jesus, which would of course break the 

boundary of the definition of midrash, which must be interpretation of a text. He 

begins by examining some of the interpretation of Scripture in the early passages of 

the Gospel, stating that Nathaniel was most likely studying Torah under the tree in 

John 1.48.
96

 Furthermore, John the Baptist is presented as playing the role of an 

inspired interpreter of biblical prophecy. At this point, Hanson posits that the Fourth 

Gospel has the appearance of an extended midrash or some kind of targum, while also 

admitting that the term is not exact.
97

 It is disappointing that Hanson does not pay 

attention to the discussion (zh/thsiv) about purification which takes place between the 

disciples of John and Jesus. It is this passage which comes closest in John to a halakic 

dispute, though the actual discussion takes place ‘off stage’. 
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Following Le Déaut,
98

 Hanson asserts that two features are characteristic of all 

forms of midrash: starting from Scripture, and making that Scripture contemporary. 

While this is true, it is a definition which lacks exactness, and is too wide to be truly 

useful. It is surely too simple to say that NT writers follow midrashic techniques. 

More must be done to outline these techniques, and such work has been undertaken 

by Docherty,
99

 following the Goldbergian school, especially the work of Samely.
100

 

The work of George Parsenios
101

 assists this discussion, though Hanson has the germs 

of the ideas in his own work with the idea that John is writing a ‘midrash’ on the 

person of Jesus. John’s technique of mining the Scriptures for information about Jesus 

is what both the evangelist and the Johannine Jesus see as the correct interpretation of 

Scripture. Therefore, when other characters in the Gospel ‘search the Scriptures,’ they 

do so incorrectly, lacking the understanding that Jesus is the key to the Scriptures. 

In ‘John’s Use of Scripture,’ Hanson makes the observation that midrash can 

be defined as starting from the text of Scripture, and it makes that text 

contemporary.
102

 Hanson argues that Jesus is substituted for Scripture, as it is the 

person of Jesus and not Scripture who is the subject of investigation in John.
103

 

Hanson accepts that this stretches the definition of midrash too far, as it is hard to 

retain anything of the usual sense of the word if we read it this way. Midrash must be 

written on Scripture, not a person. It does not throw light on the question of John’s 

use of Scripture simply to say that his Gospel is a midrash.
104

 Ultimately, John’s 
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primary aim was not to interpret any scriptural text, rather it was to demonstrate that 

Jesus was the fulfilment of Scripture. 
105

 

In his work, Hanson has made some very valid points about scriptural 

interpretation in John, which, when brought together, can lead to some interesting 

conclusions. However, his definition of midrash as something which starts from 

Scripture, and makes Scripture contemporary, is too broad to be useful. While Hanson 

notes that John is steeped in Scripture,
106

 this is not enough to allow it to fall under a 

definition of midrash. This is similar to what the Pharisees, Philo and members of the 

Qumran community were doing. Furthermore, he has not commented on the one 

allusion to midrashic discussion, a halakic debate, which takes place in chapter 3, as 

designated by the word ‘zh/thsiv’ (John 3.25), which refers to a debate about 

purification between the disciples of John and the Jews. 

 

Susan Docherty
107

 notes that recent advances in research into rabbinic texts 

have gone largely unnoticed by NT scholars. The midrashim provide valuable 

evidence of how another group of Jews approached the task of biblical interpretation. 

Docherty presents what she sees as critical issues: firstly, how narrowly one should 

define midrash. Secondly, whether midrash is scriptural exegesis or rabbinic ideology. 

With respect to the NT, this would ask whether NT authors were reading the OT 

christologically, attempting to find proofs for their beliefs.
108

 Thirdly, whether we 

consider midrashim as loose collections of sayings or as complete documents, which 

in turn leads to the question: ‘what view of Scripture would make it possible to find in 
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some texts a reference to Jesus, or to believe that some verses would only be fulfilled 

in the future?’
109

 Finally, one can ask how theories of reading midrash might be of 

assistance, for example in the field of linguistics, or in Samely’s work on biblical 

exegesis in the Mishnah. 

Docherty concludes that there is much to be learned from a more precise 

definition of different literary forms and genres of Jewish biblical commentary, and 

the detailed description of exegetical techniques. Some of the insights and technical 

vocabulary of linguistics can be applied to the study of scriptural exegesis of the NT. 

This allows interpretation of NT texts to be informed by midrashic interpretation, in 

particular the use of the OT in the NT. A deeper understanding of how Scripture was 

(being) exegeted in Jewish biblical commentary can aid interpretation of NT texts. 

 

1.2.5 zh/thsiv in the NT: Meir Gertner; George Parsenios 

Few scholars have noted the connections between the Hellenistic genre of zh/thsiv 

and the NT. Among those who have, Meir Gertner and Bart Koet have written articles 

on the importance of the genre (the latter in particular noting a debt to Leopold 

Zunz
110

), while George Parsenios has penned a monograph on zh/thsiv in the Gospel 

of John. 

Meir Gertner discusses many of the sections of my study, including noting the 

link between zh/thsiv and the midrashim.
111

 Gertner states that Paul’s ‘questions’ are 

nothing but Hebrew midrashim, which is the real equivalent of the Greek zh/thsiv.
112
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While recognising the full range of meanings which are attributed to #rd in the 

Tanak, Gertner rightly, following the critical consensus, designates Ezra 7.10 as a key 

point in the development of the term, arguing that from this point nothing in the 

religious and national life of the people could be decided without ‘inquiring of’ the 

text, and thus midrash was born.
113

 Gertner argues that while midrashic interpretation 

was already practised at that time, it must be assumed that the semantic change in the 

term’s meaning was the outcome of such practice and not its forerunner.
114 There are, 

for Gertner, four connotations of #rd: inquiring investigation; analytical study; 

midrashic interpretation; and plain exposition, which represent the notions of analysis 

and synthesis, or, with Plato, diairesis and sunagoge, that is, the investigator’s 

questions, and the answers found by him. These two fundamental procedures in the 

process of acquiring knowledge were contained in #rd from the beginning of its 

semantic history.
115

 

Gertner recognises that #rd is also employed in a variety of meanings at 

Qumran which are similar to the Tanak. However, there is also a semantic 

development in the sense of midrashic interpretation (notably CD 6.7; 7.18). In 

addition, the references to twqlx y#rwd as false interpreters and hrwth #rdm as 

the way of the Lord, lead to the conclusion that ‘surely studying and teaching the 

Torah was, in those times of the Qumran community and the Midrash rabbis, nothing 

else but midrashic interpretation’.
116

 While the article was written before many scrolls 

were published, the core texts were available to Gertner and his analysis is sound. 
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Gertner establishes links between the use of zhte/w and #rd – the former 

being often used to translate the latter in the LXX – while noting that the Greek term 

was never used to mean interpretation prior to the NT, nor did zh/thsiv or zh/thma 

have that connotation. Yet, according to Gertner, in some cases where they occur in 

the NT, they are nothing but the equivalent of the Hebrew #rdm.
117

 This dissertation 

will investigate the use of these terms in Acts, noting the importance of zh/thsiv and 

zh/thma with reference to matters of Jewish law. 

Gertner argues that #rdm acquiring the meaning of scriptural interpretation 

influenced the language of Greek NT writers, who, under the impact of the Hebrew 

original, gave the Greek noun zh/thsiv an additional connotation.
118

 He notes certain 

verses in Acts to support his argument, but, surprisingly, neglects to include the 

occurrences of zh/thsiv in Acts 15.2, 7. For Gertner, the importance of these terms in 

relation to scriptural interpretation is only clear when they are retranslated into #rdm. 

While the terms do indeed hold significance, it is more important to examine how the 

term is used within the context of Acts and other NT texts, and to take into 

consideration the genre of zh/thsiv, especially in its sense of to critique a text. 

 

George Parsenios has examined the Gospel of John through the lens of 

zh/thsiv as rhetoric and drama, specifically as a lawsuit motif.
119

 In this work, 

Parsenios’s basic premise is that the entire life of Jesus becomes a legal contest before 

the leaders of Israel, and that the pronounced judicial character of John is shaped by 
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the language and procedures of ancient rhetoric and ancient tragedy.
120

 Parsenios 

takes one of the senses of zh/thsiv, that of legal investigation, the origins of which he 

attributes to Athens, and seeks to demonstrate how it sheds light on the entire Gospel 

as a trial of Jesus.
121

  

Parsenios distinguishes two kinds of seeking in John. The first follows the 

pattern of the Tanak, seeking God and finding him, while the second has roots in the 

Athenian investigative process zh/thsiv. Parsenios admits that the more natural place 

to look for a background to seeking in John would be in the heritage of Judaism, 

especially the Wisdom tradition. It is the form of seeking from Wisdom literature 

which he views as the model for positive seeking, a form which is also present in 

Deuteronomistic history.
122

 The important question is ‘What do you seek?’ – an 

important question no matter what the background. The disciples seek Jesus and find 

in him the revelation of God. In contrast, the opponents of Jesus seek him and do not 

find him. More often than not they seek to arrest and kill him, which Parsenios views 

as linked to the Athenian legal investigative process.
123

 

Parsenios approaches his study in three stages: firstly, he examines the ancient 

sources in which seeking is a judicial term; secondly, he brings this to bear on John, 

demonstrating where seeking in John has a legal sense; and, thirdly, he shows that this 

helps John make his point and demonstrate the misunderstanding among Jesus’s 

interlocutors.
124

 Parsenios does note that one of the issues with his study is that all 

seeking in John does not fit his model, and indeed that seeking can simply refer to the 

act of looking for something, so these mundane instances are not included in the 
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study. Parsenios does not examine the single occurrence of zh/thsiv in the Gospel 

(3.25), the discussion of which he relegates to a footnote,
125

 seeing it as a 

philosophical inquiry or debate.
126

 Yet this instance is of great interest (even if one 

must be cautious not to read too much into a single occurrence), as the theme 

discussed is that of purification. This zh/thsiv is a halakic debate, which is of great 

importance considering the connections between the genre of zh/thsiv and midrash. 

For Parsenios’s enterprise to be successful, he admits that he needs to show 

how seeking has become a literary and theological motif within the Gospel of John.
127

 

To do so he highlights the parallels he sees with Oedipus Rex (OR), and the Athenian 

process of zh/thsiv, which is akin to the investigation which forms the pre-trial 

process. Not only does he assert that this is present, but he further sees the theme of a 

legal reversal present in both OR and John.
128

 In the former, it is Oedipus himself who 

is actually on trial, whereas in the latter, it is the Father who is the one actually 

conducting the trial. This latter link is perhaps tenuous, but does provide an 

interesting frame within which to view the Fourth Gospel. As further evidence, 

Parsenios notes that there is no trial before the Sanhedrin in John, which, he argues, 

supports his claim that the entire Gospel is a trial.
129

 Yet, there is a difficulty, as, in a 

legal setting, zh/thsiv is not actually the trial, but a pre-trial process. Furthermore, 

this understanding of zh/thsiv is a minority understanding in antiquity and Parsenios 

later admits that John was not familiar with the Athenian process, which somewhat 
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undermines his conclusions.
130

 He is correct to assert that the meaning within the 

Gospel is of primary importance and it is within this sense that it must be understood. 

Secondly, by viewing more than one sense of seeking, which acknowledges both the 

Tanak Wisdom Literature and the Greek world as possible sources, Parsenios shows 

an awareness of the influences on the author of the Fourth Gospel which can only be 

positive. It is possible, and indeed likely, that John was influenced both by Jewish and 

Greco-Roman culture. In a similar way, this study shall argue that Luke was 

influenced by both the worlds of zh/thsiv and that of rabbinic literature. All three 

authors blend traditions to shed light on Jesus and his ministry, something which at all 

times remains to the fore, and which makes NT writing unique.  

 

1.3 Evaluation of Literature Review 

The review of literature has examined the contribution of leading monographers, 

highlighting some diverse approaches to the definition of midrash, and the 

investigation of midrash and the NT. In addition to the Jewish literature, consideration 

has also been given to the Hellenistic, or Greek, background to the NT, with a 

particular focus on the genre of zh/thsiv. The literature leads to three main points, the 

definition of midrash; studies on midrash in the NT; and the Hellenistic Background. 

 

1.3.1 Defining Midrash 

The key starting point for many commentators was to define midrash. The earlier 

scholars such as Bloch and Vermès had a wide definition, including texts which are 
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based on Scripture, and genres such as rewritten Bible, and Targums. The work of 

Alexander charts a middle course, which avoids the definition of midrash becoming 

so wide as to be ineffective, while being aware of the distinctive elements of 

midrashic discourse which help to distinguish it from other forms of exegesis. By 

examining the principles which underlie midrashic exegesis, in addition to rabbinic 

forms, Alexander has been able to situate midrash within the context of Jewish 

exegesis, including the NT writings. 

 

1.3.2 Studies on Midrash and the New Testament 

Studies on midrash and the NT have had a tendency to describe or define midrash and 

look for (and find) similar things happening in the NT, by following, for example, 

Bloch’s five characteristics of midrash, and then finding a biblical passage which 

displays these five characteristics. Following this approach, Hanson has sought to 

read John midrashically, but found that in place of Scripture, it was rather the person 

of Jesus who was the object of midrash. Such an approach has stretched the definition 

too far, going beyond even Bloch’s five characteristics. Susan Docherty has examined 

midrash more closely, and sought to analyse how Scripture is interpreted in the NT, 

informed by the more precise definitions of different literary forms in Jewish biblical 

commentary of the rabbinic period. Docherty’s study demonstrates that early 

Christian and early Jewish biblical interpretation were formed in the same milieu, and 

that Christianity is best understood in a Jewish setting.  
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1.3.3 The Hellenistic Background 

Less explored in the context of NT studies is the Hellenistic background, both in 

terms of links to rabbinic literature, and for the NT itself. Such links had been 

investigated by David Daube, who noted similarities between rabbinic middot and 

rules of Hellensitic exegesis.
131

 Such links have also been discussed by Gertner. 

While the genre of zh/thsiv has largely been overlooked in this discussion, Parsenios 

has examined it as part of his monograph in the Gospel of John, arguing that the sense 

of zh/thsiv as legal investigation explains part of the context of seeking in John. 

While this inclusion of part of the Hellenistic background is welcome, further 

expansion to include the genre of Homeric zh/thsiv will provide some key insights 

which draw many of these studies and themes together. 

 

1.4 Summary of Dissertation 

This is not a theological study. It has a linguistic bias, but falls under the field of 

exegesis, with the aim being to cast new light on certain passages in Ben Sira and 

Acts, in addition to opening up new paths for investigation. The aim is firstly to 

investigate the meaning of #rd in the Tanak, DSS, Ben Sira, and the Mishnah, 

secondly, to examine its translation in the LXX, and, thirdly, to demonstrate how a 

deeper understanding and awareness of the history behind suzhte/w and zh/thsiv can 

provide new insights into some key NT pericopae. The findings on the Tanak are 

included in the second chapter, not because they are innovative, but because they 

provide the background for the rest of the study, and provide a basis for comparison. 
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This dissertation seeks to situate #rdm in the NT era, to describe what the term can 

mean in the first century CE. Furthermore, it will apply these findings to the Acts of 

the Apostles. 

 The next chapter investigates the use of #rd in the Tanak, where a distinction 

is made between positive seeking, which has God as its object, and negative seeking 

which does not focus on the Lord. Particular attention will be paid to Ezra 7.10, where 

the Torah is the object of #rd, and whether this may be the first instance of a text as 

the object of #rd. The use of #rd and #rdm in the DSS is investigated, 

demonstrating how the terms are used in the Scrolls in a similar way to the Tanak, but 

with some new senses, including the study of and interpretation of Scripture. 

Particular focus is also paid to the use of the terms hrwth #rwd and twqlx y#rwd, 

both of which include #rd. In the next chapter, the use of #rd in Ben Sira is 

examined, with two passages in particular (3.21-24 and 32.15) at the centre of the 

investigation. It is argued that in these passages Ben Sira encourages his students to 

refrain from apocalyptic speculation and rather to focus on searching in the Torah for 

wisdom. The use of #rd in the Mishnah is investigated in the following chapter, 

where it emerges that while it is most often used with the sense of scriptural 

interpretation, it does not at this point carry this exclusive meaning.  

 The next step is to examine how #rd is translated in the LXX. It is, as may be 

expected, most frequently translated by zhte/w or one of its cognates. The wider 

context of Hellenistic literature is examined, in particular the oft overlooked genre of 

Homeric zh/thsiv. The techniques of Hellenistic criticism have also been employed 
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by Hellenistic Jewish writers, notably Demetrius the Chronographer and Philo of 

Alexandria, whose use of zh/thsiv is investigated. 

 The results of this investigation are brought to the NT. The use of zh/thsiv by 

Luke in Acts is explored, noting that where Luke uses the terms zh/thsiv and zh/thma 

matters of Jewish law are being discussed. This is of particular importance at the 

Council of Jerusalem, where Luke describes the debate as zh/thsiv, indicating that he 

views the matter of whether Gentiles must be circumcised and follow the law of 

Moses as a Jewish legal debate.  
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2 ‘Seeking the Lord’: The use of #rd in the Tanak 

The aim of this chapter is to analyse and categorise the use of #rd in the Tanak. 

This will provide a point for comparison in studies of later texts. The chapter shall 

examine how biblical authors use the terms #rd and #rdm in the biblical text, 

noting any trends. This analysis will largely be in agreement with scholars who have 

studied these terms in the biblical context. Ezra 7.10 merits closer examination, as it 

carries great importance when one comes to consider how #rd is used in later texts, 

therefore focus will fall more intently on the use of #rd in this text, and its object – 

Torah. 

#rd occurs 165 times in the Tanak. The occurrences are spread across all 

three parts: 22x in the Pentateuch, 62x in the Former Prophets, 46x in the Prophets 

and 33x in the Writings. There are two occurrences of #rdm, in 2 Chr 13.22 and 

24.27.  

 

2.1 Translating and Categorising the sense(s) of #rd in the Tanak 

The primary sense of #rd in the Tanak is that of ‘seeking’ or ‘inquiry’. While the 

term can be translated in different ways into English, the sense of ‘to search’ 

underlies many of these translations. So while #rd may be translated by ‘inquire’, 

or ‘consult’ in individual cases,
132

 the concept of searching for the will of God 

underlies these translations. The object of #rd holds a particular significance. At its 
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most basic level, positive searching is that which has the will of God as its goal, 

while negative searching often has other gods, ghosts, or another object, which 

underpins the lack of trust the inquirer or searcher has in the Lord. 

 

2.1.2 The Original meaning of #rd  

The original meaning of the verb #rd is difficult to determine. While in biblical 

usage it is most correct to translate by ‘seek’, ‘ask,’ or ‘inquire’, the root must have 

undertaken a change of meaning from its usage, in Middle Hebrew, or Jewish 

Aramaic, where it carried the sense of interpretation, in addition ‘to tread’ or 

‘trample’.
133

 Within the Tanak, #rd appears frequently in 1 and 2 Chr and Pss, and 

relatively often in Deut, Ezek, Jer, and 1 and 2 Kings. It is not a term typical of 

Wisdom Literature. The primary meaning is ‘to seek’ and the precise sense is gained 

from the context. In comparison with #qb, which has a similar meaning, the range 

of profane usage of #rd is rather limited, making up only a quarter of 

occurrences.
134

 While there are isolated instances of searching for someone or 

something (for example, Deut 22.2; Job 10.6 [with #qb as the preceding parallel], 

Ps 109.10 [to seek futilely]), in contrast to #qb, #rd belongs to the cognitive 

sphere ‘to inquire after something’, ‘to investigate’, ‘examining’, referring not to the 

location of a thing or event, but to its nature.
135
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2.2 Senses of #rd in the Tanak 

The most common sense of #rd in the Tanak is that of seeking, a sense which can 

be extended from the general notion of searching, to the particular sense of searching 

for the Lord. As a consequence, this sense can include prophetic inquiry of the Lord, 

as well as being extended to include worship and reverence. #rd often has the 

connotation of inquiring of God, either for a solution (when one is in difficulty) or 

for knowledge of the future.
136

 Inquiry of God was generally conducted through the 

medium of a prophet or a seer (1 Sam 9.6-10; 28.6-7; 1 Kings 14.1-4; 22.5-7; 2 

Kings 1.2-16; 3.11). The inquirer is normally an individual (1 Sam 9.9), usually the 

king, with exceptions including the matriarch Rebekah (Gen 25.22), and ‘the elders’ 

(Ezek 14.20).
137

 

In the Psalms, one can see most clearly examples of #rd with the basic 

meaning of ‘to search’. In the majority of instances in the Psalms (15 out of 25), in 

line with its use overall in the Tanak, the object of #rd is the Lord, or God. 

Frequently, the psalmist records how the people sought the Lord (God), turning to 

the divine in lament (Pss 22.7; 34.5; 69.33; 77.3), a cry echoed in Job 5.8 and Lam 

3.25. Such seeking of the Lord was not always undertaken with the answer to a 

specific question in mind. Elsewhere in the Psalms, those who seek the Lord are 

portrayed in a positive light (Pss 9.11; 10.4; Ps 34.11), with the last of these verses 

proclaiming that the one who seeks the Lord will not want for any good thing. 
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In Chronicles, whether or not an individual king sought the Lord (#rdl 

hwhy-t)) is a means of evaluating the reign of that king. #rd is key in the 

Chronicler’s vocabulary,
138

 and the phrase ‘to seek the Lord’ or ‘to seek God’ occurs 

twenty-five times in the work. While it may seem to signify simply the act of 

seeking guidance, it is more correct to say that it had acquired the general 

significance of an inner attitude of loyalty towards God (2 Chr 12.14; 15.2-7). 1 Chr 

28.9, ‘if you seek him’, summarises this sense of #rd quite succinctly, using and 

adapting for its own purpose, the language of Deut 4.29; Jer 29.13; Isa 55.6.
139

 

Seeking the Lord is the opposite of forsaking him, and it is the means by which 

Solomon (and all kings) will be judged. The good king is the one who seeks the will 

of God, and who will subsequently follow that will. 

 

2.3 Objects of #rd 

The idea of seeking the Lord lies behind the majority of instances of #rd in the 

Tanak, both in the positive sense of seeking help or guidance in times of crisis, as 

well as the negative sense of turning to other gods or other sources of aid. It is 

therefore the object of the verb which ultimately determines the character of the 

seeking. It is appropriate to search for the Lord God, or for the will of God, and 

inappropriate to inquire of Ba’al or other gods. In the Tanak, #rd often has the 

connotation of inquiring of God for a solution when one is in difficulty, or for 

knowledge of the future. The Book of Samuel explains that formerly in Israel, a man 

who went to inquire of God would say, ‘come let us go to the seer’ (1 Sam 9.9). This 
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explanation outlines the role of the seer and later the prophet as the conduit through 

which someone could inquire of the Lord.
140

 In a large number of verses, especially 

in Kings, Chronicles, Jeremiah, and Ezekiel, #rd could be best translated ‘inquire 

of God’ or ‘consult YHWH’, and the prophet or mediator plays an important role in 

this inquiry (though the basic sense of seeking the will of God still underlies these 

translations).
141

 This leads Wagner to argue that the prophet acts as a mediator even 

when not mentioned, citing Gen 25.22 and 2 Chr 16.12 in support.
142

 While this is 

plausible for the verse from Genesis, the focus of the example in Chronicles is that 

Asa inquired not of the Lord but of physicians, a negative example of 

searching/consulting. Yet the role of the prophet as mediator cannot be denied. If 

there were any problems relating to either the personal life of the king, or the welfare 

of the people in the time before the Exile, inquiry was made of prophets or seers 

who would seek the will of God and relay this to the king.
143

  

Not all seeking was positive. Negative seeking is found where the object of 

searching or consultation was not the Lord God but other gods, the dead or ghosts, 

for example, ghosts: Deut 18.11; Isa 8.19; 19.3; Ba’al: 2 Kings 1.2, 3, 6, 16;
144

 other 

gods: Deut 12.30; 2 Chr 25.15, 20; Isa 8.19.
145

 Thus, it is the object of #rd, which 

determines the value of the search.  
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In the wider context, there are few examples of a person or a thing as the 

object of #rd.
146

 The object can be an ‘ideal’ value, primarily of a positive nature, 

including ‘justice’ (Isa 1.17); ‘good’ (Amos 5.14; Esth 10.3); but also ‘evil’ (Prov 

11.27). In Chronicles especially, ‘to seek YHWH’ appears frequently, which 

determines whether one is a true Israelite, and is applied to various kings.
147

 Indeed, 

the final judgement of a king in Chronicles relates to whether they ‘sought the Lord’ 

(or not)
148

 as outlined in 2 Chr 15.2. Further examples of the evaluation of the kings 

include 2 Chr 12.14; 16.12; 17.4; 25.15; 26.5.  

Legal terminology is also quite prevalent as an object of #rd, both with 

relation to Torah and commandments, and legal investigation, especially in 

Deuteronomy and the Psalms. Psalm 119 provides some examples of the former 

where the precepts (Mydwqp, Ps 119.45, 94) and statutes (Mqx, Ps 119.155) of the 

Lord are objects of searching (#rd).
149

 Avi Hurvitz views the combination of #rd 

+ ‘God’s commandments/Torah’ as unknown in Standard Biblical Hebrew, where 

the term #rd means simply ‘seek/search/inquire of’ God, not the ‘written word of 

God,’ citing Ezra 7.10 and Ps 119.155 as examples of the former, compared with 

Gen 25.22 and Isa 9.12(13) as examples of ‘seeking the Lord’.
150

 Hurvitz views this 

as evidence #rd underwent ‘a far-reaching semantic development within BH – a 

development which culminated in the Halachic terminology of Rabbinic literature 
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(“Midrash”).’
151

 While Hurvitz underrepresents the prevalence of legal terminology 

as an object of #rd, he does identify that it became more common in later texts, 

notably Ezra 7.10.  

Additionally, in Deuteronomy, the term #rd is used of rational legal 

investigation (Deut 13.15; 17.4, 9; 19.18). This particular semantic shift parallels, 

and even precedes, the similar one in Ezra 7.10.
152

 For whereas the expression ‘to 

inquire (#rd) of YHWH’ occurs in a prophetic context of legal inquiry in Exod 

18.15, the expression used in Ezra 7.10 is specifically ‘to inquire (#rdl) of the 

Torah of YHWH’. The divine words in Exodus serve as an oracle for rational-

exegetical inquiry. Furthermore, priests are recognised as interpreters of the law in 

Deut 17.9, 11.
153

 The addition of the Torah as an object of #rd signals a shift in the 

focus of the inquirer’s search, from the direct route to the Lord (via a medium) to the 

Torah of the Lord.  

This shift in focus is visible at various points across the Tanak. In Gen 25.22, 

Rebekah has conceived, but noticing something amiss, she went ‘to inquire of the 

Lord’ (hwhy-t) #rdl), the first occurrence in the Tanak of #rd with the sense of 

divination. Isa 34.16 ‘seek and read from the book of the Lord’ (rps-l(m w#rd 

hwhy) presents one example of a text as an object of #rd, though not yet with the 

sense of interpretation. Jacob Wright rightly notes that 2 Kings 22 is important in 
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terms of the transition from prophetic oracle to text.
154

 After the discovery and 

reading of the hrwth rps, Josiah commands Hilkiah and company to ‘seek’ a 

prophetic oracle (hwhy-t) w#rd wkl). Once the term is given validity by the 

prophetess Huldah, it receives an authoritative status. This transition from an oral to 

a written object of #rd is of central importance, and a key question for this 

dissertation is whether it is possible to pinpoint when the object of #rd became 

primarily a written text? For many commentators, it is Ezra 7.10 which provides this 

moment. 

 

2.4 Ezra 7.10 

The phrase containing #rd which has provoked most debate is Ezra 7.10: ‘for Ezra 

had dedicated himself to study the Torah of the Lord (hwhy hrwt-t) #wrdl) so 

as to do it and teach the statutes and ordinances in Israel’. The exact sense of both 

#rd and Torah is debated; with the former possibly meaning ‘study’, ‘exposition’ 

and ‘searching’, and debate on the latter focusing on whether it is a reference to the 

written Torah, or merely a more general ‘instruction’. It is the definition of ‘Torah’ 

which will allow the precise meaning of #rd to be established; if ‘Torah’ is indeed 

the legal text, #rd must have the meaning of exegetical inquiry.  

Ezra, who was a scribe skilled in the law of Moses (Ezra 7.6), which the Lord, 

the God of Israel, had given, was trusted with the task of encouraging the people to 
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become holy by following the Torah.
155

 In the book of Ezra, the purpose of his going 

to Jerusalem was ‘to teach in Israel statutes and ordinances’ (7.10).
156

 The role of the 

scribe developed from that of a mere copyist, to a more exegetical role, adapting 

laws to the complex reality of fourth century Judea.
157

 Ezra undertakes the roles of 

both priest and scribe, and is assisted by the Levites in promulgating, teaching, and 

interpreting the laws (Ezra 7.6, 11; see Neh 8.1).
158

 Yet Ezra is not limited to the role 

of a scribe who, in the age of the prophecy, merely recorded words dictated to 

him.
159

 Not only is he proficient in the art of the scribe, he is also endowed with a 

wisdom which enables him to make inquiries into the words of God. The scribe does 

not have the same direct access to the will of God as the prophet, who can 

communicate directly with God. Rather, he can resort to explanations and 

interpretations of God’s law in order ‘to fulfil it and to teach in Israel statutes and 

judgements’. 

It must be considered whether the word ‘Torah’ could mean law in the general 

sense. In Artaxerxes’s decree (Ezra 7.12-28), the word dat is translated by ‘law’ 

(Ezra 7.12, 14, 21, 25, 26). Dat usually relates to royal decrees and is not generally 

understood as the Aramaic equivalent for Torah.
160

 As a consequence, some scholars 

argue that since Ezra’s mission was secular in nature, the reference to the law being 

in Ezra’s hand (Ezra 7.25, 26) speaks to Ezra’s mandate to implement the Torah (the 
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law of the land) in the land of Israel.
161

 Following this argument would mean that 

Ezra is implementing the decrees of Artaxerxes, or the law of the God of Israel on 

behalf of Artaxerxes. Yet this diminishes the role of Ezra, who is priest, scribe, and 

learned in the matters of the law of Israel (Ezra 7.10, 11, 12). Joseph Blenkinsopp 

has argued that ‘the law’ in Ezra-Nehemiah, and therefore Ezra’s law, refers to the 

Deuteronomic law.
162

 While it is Ezra’s responsibility to enact the Torah (see 

especially Ezra 7.25-26), his responsibilities extend beyond this task to include 

interpreting the Torah for the people of Israel. In Ezra 7.14, one of the tasks is to 

inquire about Judah and Jerusalem according to the law of your God, which is in 

your hand, suggesting an interpretive function. This is distinguished from the 

offering of silver and gold in the following verse. Again in Ezra 7.18, the scribe is 

given the responsibility to interpret the will of God in order to decide how best to 

dispose of what remains of the silver and gold. As noted above, the expression ‘to 

inquire (#rdl) of YHWH’ occurs in a prophetic context in 1 Kings 22.8, and the 

expression ‘to inquire of Elohim’, relates to a legal inquiry in Exod 18.15. The 

expression used in Ezra 7.10 is more specific. The object of inquiry is ‘the Torah of 

the Lord’. Here, the divine text serves as ‘an oraculum for rational-exegetical 

inquiry’.
163

 Wright argues that Ezra’s seeking and finding in the Torah is 

demonstrated in Ezra 7.10-15, where he blends Deut 7.1-3; 23.4-9 and Lev 18, and 

applies them to the situation at hand.
164

 This suggests that the ‘Torah’ envisaged by 

the text is indeed a written text, the meaning of which Ezra will explain or interpret 
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for the returned exiles. The recurring references to the law of the God of Israel being 

in the hand of Ezra (Ezra 7.14, 25) strengthen the case that this law existed as a 

written text. One of the effects of Ezra’s mission is therefore to (re)establish the 

centrality of the book, the written Torah, as the basis of the life of the people.
165

  

The authority of the written Torah is generally recognised by most readers of 

the Tanak. References to the book of Torah are found at the end of Deuteronomy 

(30.10, hrwth rps + btk; and 31.9-13, hrwt + btk). Joshua is charged to 

keep and do what is written in the book of Torah (Josh 1.8, hrwth rps). 

Moreover, 2 Kings 22.8-13 narrates the discovery and public reading of a book 

under Josiah, including roles for a priest and a scribe, while Jeremiah 36 speaks of 

commandments in a written form, and Mal 3.22 calls on the people to always 

remember the law of Moses (h#m trwt). Psalms 1, 19 and 119 have Torah as their 

focus, with Ps 1.2 ‘but his delight is in the law of the Lord’ alluding to Josh 1.8. The 

location of these occurrences, at the beginning and end of certain sections of the 

Bible, suggests that the authors/editors consciously placed the Torah in significant 

locations in the work, which is an indicator of its importance. In most biblical books, 

hrwt simply means ‘teaching’ or ‘direction’. In Prov 1.8, the ‘teaching’ (hrwt) of 

a mother is evoked alongside the ‘instruction’ of a father. In Leviticus, the term 

frequently designates technical instructions on sacrifices and ritual acts. In 

Deuteronomy, ‘this Torah’ designates the collection of legal instructions contained 

in the Book. In the late books of the Bible, however, hrwt takes on a different 

meaning. It now refers to the book in which Jewish law is written down: Neh 8.4 

‘They discovered written in the Law (hrwt) that the LORD had commanded 
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through Moses …’. This meaning of hrwt is practically identical with the one that 

is common today. From a general purpose word, hrwt has changed into a religious 

term.
166

 The prominence of the book of the Torah in the life of the people is also 

highlighted by Neh 8, which reports the public reading and teaching of the book of 

the law of Moses in the presence of the assembly of the people. The fact that the 

words are not only read aloud, but also explained, suggests more depth to Ezra’s 

role.
167

 

In part, the purpose of Ezra 7.10 is to provide an overview of Ezra’s activities, 

which included interpreting, compiling, and teaching the pre-exilic Torah traditions 

to the community on their return from exile.
168

 In the book, Ezra’s role thus 

combines scribal, priestly, and exegetical functions, and is therefore greater than 

those who would argue that Ezra was simply a scribe who ensured the people 

followed the law. The community which returned from exile ‘sought YHWH’ (Ezra 

6.21), and the chief means by which they did this was in seeking the Torah of the 

Lord (Ezra 7.10). It was a community with exegesis at its very core.
169

 In an age 

when prophecy had ended, the ‘direct’ line to YHWH via the prophets had been lost, 

and the Torah becomes the means of ascertaining the divine will. As a consequence, 

some scholars argue that midrash, meaning the interpretation of scriptural verses, is 

already found in the Bible, as Ezra was engaging in a midrashic process in 

interpreting the Torah for the people.
170

 Part of the reason for this is that Torah had 
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emerged as the sole source of textual authority and, therefore, needed to be 

interpreted to reflect the current situation of the community. While numerous 

scholars rightly identify this verse as key in the history of interpretation, one needs 

to be careful not to place too much emphasis onto a single verse and retroject later 

understandings onto the biblical text. David Weiss Halivni, for example, argues 

‘Ezra was thus the principal architect of those aspects of oral law that were not 

already included in the full meanings of the scriptural commandments.’
171

 This 

comment goes too far. While Ezra did engage in a new process, he was not 

interpreting Scripture in the same way the rabbis were to do some centuries later. It 

is more correct to conclude that the key change in perspective at this time was to see 

a biblical text as the source of divine will, and in terms of our study, to view a text, 

moreover, the biblical text, as an object of #rd.  

The closure of the scriptural canon changes things fundamentally, as there can 

be no further additions to the biblical text.
172

 New meanings can only be found 

through interpretation of that biblical text.
173

 The first such recorded interpretation is 

found in the book of Ezra, who inquires of the Torah of the Lord as previous 

generations had inquired of God for a living oracle (2 Kings 22.5, 8). Ezra 7.10 

provides clear evidence of a text as an object of #rd, something which became 

much more common in later texts, as will be demonstrated in the chapters which 

follow. 
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2.5 Midrash in the Tanak 

#rdm occurs twice in Chronicles (13.22; 24.27). It is clear that the midrashim, to 

which the narrative of Chronicles refers, are a text of some sort. Though their precise 

nature can be debated, it is generally accepted that the term does not carry the 

significance it had gained in rabbinic literature.
174

 Hugh Williamson hypothesises 

that there is no reason to suppose that the term #rdm has any particular 

significance,
175

 or indeed that it may refer to an alternative source at the disposition 

of the author.
176

 Hyam Maccoby proposes that the term is best translated 

‘exposition’, in the non-technical sense.
177

 Shaye Cohen posits that the term is more 

closely related to the Greek term historia, which can be distinguished from the 

Hebrew investigation into Scripture, because it is related to an investigation into the 

past.
178

 Cohen’s argument makes sense given the context of Chronicles, which 

provides a history of the people of Israel, although the text does not provide 

sufficient information on the context in which #rdm is used to allow a definite 

conclusion.  

Some scholars argue that there is a strong link between the term #rdm in 

Chronicles and prophetic material. Peter Ackroyd
179

 notes that the oracles mentioned 

in 2 Chr 24.27 contained a considerable amount of prophetic material, and observes 
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that the other mention of such a midrash in 2 Chr 13.22 is connected with the 

prophet Iddo. He also finds further evidence for expansions of narratives with 

prophetic material in the Isaiah sections in 2 Kings 18-20, and the fall of Jerusalem 

and its aftermath in Jer 37-44, which he contrasts with 2 Kings 24-25, where 

Jeremiah is not mentioned. Thus, Ackroyd can state: ‘There is perhaps here an 

indication of the existence of expanded forms of the Kings narratives, or of related 

writings, in which more prophetic material was integrated into the narratives.’
180

 

Samuel Zeitlin posits that the seers and prophets kept records of their prophecies and 

interpretations of the inquiries of the kings and the people, thus providing an 

explanation of the occurrences of #rdm in Chronicles.
181

 Such an explanation has 

the advantage of providing a linguistic connection to the occurrences of #rd. Louis 

Finkelstein was among the first to present the case that the ‘Midrash of the Prophet 

Iddo’ was not a series of stories, but a collection of his oracles, and moreover that 

the ‘Midrash of the Book of Kings’ is probably a reference to the Book of Kings 

from the Bible.
182

 This would mean that at the time when Chronicles was written, 

the word #rdm had two meanings: a place of prophetic discussion, and the 

substance of that discussion. Such a meaning builds on the sense of #rd which is 

most common in the Tanak, that of inquiring of the Lord through the medium of a 

prophet. Finkelstein makes the logical statement that if #rd means to ‘seek the 

Lord’ or ‘to commune with God’, then the place where the Lord is sought is a 

#rdm. Although this may have been the popular sense in common usage, 

Finkelstein admits that this meaning did not appear in Scripture, citing y#rdm tyb 
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(Ben Sira 51.23), which he translates as ‘lecture hall’, in support of his argument.
183

 

The meaning of #rdm in common usage must remain speculative, unless further 

evidence comes to light, so while Finkelstein’s argument is somewhat plausible, 

there is not enough evidence to fully endorse his conclusions.  

The paucity of occurrences of #rdm in the biblical text hinders attempts to 

come to a precise definition of the term. It is clear that #rdm has not developed the 

sense of interpretation of Scripture, and the most reasonable conclusion is that it 

refers to a text, most likely one that included prophetic oracles. While Finkelstein 

may not be correct in stating that 2 Chr 24.27 refers to the Book of Kings in the 

Bible, it could well be the case that it did record the details of when the kings made 

inquiries of the Lord through the prophets. 

 

2.6 Conclusions on use of #rd in the Tanak 

This examination of the use of #rd in the Tanak agrees with the majority of 

scholars that in the vast majority of cases, the verb is used in the sense of seeking or 

searching. #rd can be distinguished from the verb #qb, which carries a similar 

meaning, in that #rd is only infrequently used in mundane contexts. While #rd is 

often used in the context of searching for the Lord (God), or the will of God, often 

through the medium of a prophet, it is the object of the verb which determines the 

character of the search. In Chronicles, judgement is passed on the reign of a king by 

whether or not they sought the Lord (hwhy-t) #rdl). This evaluation of searching 

can be extended to the majority of occurrences of #rd in the Tanak. Positive 
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searching is that which has the Lord God as its goal, while negative searching is not 

searching for the Lord God, or indeed searching for other gods, Baalzebub or ghosts. 

Searching for the Lord also includes the sense of searching for the will of God; to 

this end #rd also carries the sense of inquiring of the will of God, an activity which 

was often undertaken on behalf of the king by the prophet, though the inquirer could 

also be an individual. 

An important occurrence of #rd is found in Ezra 7.10, where the object of the 

verb is ‘the Torah of the Lord’. While on other occasions, there is a hint that a text 

may be the object of #rd (for example, Isa 34.16; 2 Kings 22.13), in Ezra 7.10 it 

becomes clear that Ezra, who holds the dual role of priest and scribe, sets his heart to 

interpret the Torah of the Lord for the people on their return from exile. This verse is 

the only time in the Tanak that ‘Torah’ occurs as an object of #rd, highlighting the 

importance of the Torah for the people on their return from exile. Moreover, it 

suggests that as the age of prophecy had ended, and when the prophet was no longer 

available as a means of inquiring of the will of God, the text of the Torah took on a 

greater role as a means of discerning that will. So while previously the prophet/king 

may have inquired of the Lord (hwhy-t) #rdl), in the time of Ezra, and 

following, the more appropriate means of inquiring of the Lord was to inquire of the 

Torah of the Lord, which had been given to the people. Thus, it is entirely plausible 

that Ezra 7.10 presents one of the earliest roots of midrash in the sense of 

interpretation of Scripture. While one must be careful not to place too large a burden 

on a single biblical verse, the following chapters shall examine the occurrences of 

#rd and #rdm in the DSS, Ben Sira, and the Mishnah, which will fill in more dots 

on the line of the sense of #rd and #rdm at later stages and it will become clearer 
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how the terms were used in various texts, in order to come to a deeper understanding 

of how #rd could have been understood at the time when the NT was written. 
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3. The use of #rd and #rdm in the Dead Sea Scrolls 

This chapter will examine the use of #rd and #rdm in the Dead Sea Scrolls, 

specifically how the terms are used, with an emphasis on the objects of #rd and 

#rdm. It will investigate how the term is used with reference to the community study 

sessions; how legal terms appear more frequently as the object of #rd than in the 

Tanak. The figures of the ‘IL’ and the ‘Seekers after Smooth Things’ will be 

analysed. The use of #rd and #rdm to describe the test which judges whether a 

person is worthy to be (re)admitted to the Qumran community will be studied. With 

specific regard to the use of #rdm, the term hrwt #rdm will be investigated, as 

well as how #rdm is used as a title for and within documents. As many of these 

themes are interrelated, there will naturally be some overlap; however, I aim to 

demonstrate that there are both similarities and differences in the way #rd and 

#rdm are used in the Tanak and the DSS. The particular focus of this chapter will be 

on those differences, specifically, leading to the question as to whether the terms were 

used with reference to the interpretation of Scriptures in the DSS. 

One of the key questions this thesis seeks to address is that of a potential shift 

in meaning of the verb #rd. Biblical Hebrew often refers to people seeking God or 

inquiring of God,
184

 or seeking an oracle from God,
185

 while in two later texts the 

object is no longer God – in Ezra 7.10 it is the Torah of the Lord and in Ps 119.155 

the statutes (Myqx).
186

 This is a process which Shaye Cohen links to the canonisation 
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of the Torah.
187

 The presence of a text as an object of #rd suggests that those 

seeking God’s will began to look for it in texts. 

A central question in this respect is how one can determine when words widen 

their semantic field and take on new meanings?
188

 The key aspect of this question is 

whether #rd and #rdm should be understood in the light of earlier traditions read 

forward or in terms of later material read backwards. This chapter will examine firstly 

how the terms are used in the community texts at Qumran; before determining 

whether the terms #rd and #rdm can be associated with exegetical study at 

Qumran. This will provide a deeper understanding of how the Qumran community 

read and interpreted their Scripture, and will additionally allow for analysis of how 

these terms were understood by a community in the last centuries BCE.
189

  

 

3.1 Introduction 

The term #rd occurs 134 times across the various documents found in the caves near 

the Dead Sea; this is added to by twelve occurrences of the noun #rdm.
190 The verbal 

form appears in fifty-three different scrolls. Of the 134 occurrences, #rd appears 10x 
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in 1QS (with an additional three occurrences of #rdm)
191

; 8x in CD (one occurrence 

of #rdm); 6x in 4Q266 (with one occurrence of #rdm)
192

; 10x in 1QH; 6x in 

4Q169; and 7x in 11Q19, six of which parallel, or closely follow, the text of 

Deuteronomy. It is important to note that the majority of occurrences of #rd are 

found in what are generally agreed to be community compositions.
193

 In order to 

arrive at a conclusion on how #rd is used at Qumran, key texts in which the term is 

found – the Rule of the Community and the Damascus Document will be examined, in 

addition to the key phrases twqlxh y#rwd and hrwth #rwd. The use of #rdm in 

the scrolls will be investigated, with a particular focus on its use as a title, midrash as 

legal interpretation, and midrash as judicial inquiry.  

George Brooke has proposed the replacement of non-sectarian, modern 

categories of analysis with sectarian terms which better reflect wider Jewish practice, 

a shift which allows categories which would, he argues, be deemed suitable by trained 

and skilled sectarian users of Scripture themselves.
194

 As Brooke notes, the key 

question is how to place #rd, that is, whether priority is given to the basic meaning 
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of searching, as principally found in the Tanak, or whether its meaning is closer to 

that in later Hebrew usage of study.
195

 The two sides of the argument are best 

represented by Johann Maier and Lawrence Schiffman. Maier argues that scarcely 

sufficient evidence exists for a connotation of #rd like ‘to interpret’ or ‘to expound’ 

in early Jewish literature.
196

 In contrast, Schiffman’s views on scriptural exegesis at 

Qumran depend upon understanding the verb #rd in the DSS as ‘to study’.
197

 An 

alternative approach is proposed by Paul Heger, who argues that the meaning of #rd 

is best determined by an examination of its use in context; therefore, some quite early 

biblical uses are best translated by ‘study’, whereas others are not.
198

 

It is important not to limit the understanding of #rd to a single word in 

English. It has a much wider semantic range in the DSS, which, while largely similar 

to that of the Tanak, leaves some of the minor uses in biblical Hebrew behind, while 

taking on some new meanings, mostly with regards to interpretation. It is the objects 

of #rd, notably Torah and related terms, which mark this new understanding of 

#rd.
199

 At Qumran, a person can be the object of #rd, within the context of a 

community examination, a sense largely absent from the Tanak. 

The DSS are a collection of documents found in caves close to Khirbet 

Qumran at the northern end of the Dead Sea, and are often connected to this 

settlement. While the focus of this work is not to identify who wrote the Scrolls, I will 
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briefly state my position on some of the theories which seek to identify the sect (at the 

Dead Sea). Most scholars have assumed that the manuscripts found in the caves were 

a library of the community which lived at Qumran.
200

 A notable dissenting opinion is 

that of Norman Golb, who argues that the Scrolls must have been taken from 

Jerusalem and hidden in the desert as they were so numerous.
201

 Most scholars hold 

the opinion that the proximity of some of the caves to the site cannot be coincidental. 

Additionally, that many of the scrolls are critical of the Jerusalem priesthood lends 

further doubt to Golb’s thesis. While taken as a whole the Scrolls have a ‘sectarian 

character,’
202

 it does not follow that all were composed at Qumran. They may have 

been brought by other sectarian communities for safekeeping. The scrolls were not all 

placed in the caves at the same time, with the average age of scrolls in Cave 1 and 

Cave 4 older than that of the others. The placing of scrolls in caves at different times 

lends credence to the theory that they were connected to a community that lived on 

the site.
203

 

The majority of scholarship follows what is known as the Qumran-Essene 

hypothesis. This identification was first proposed separately by Eliezer Sukenik
204

 and 

Millar Burrows,
205

 and developed by André Dupont-Sommer. The theory was 

developed by Cross,
206

 Józef T. Milik,
207

 and Géza Vermès. Grounded on CD, which 

states that the movement arose 390 years after the destruction of Jerusalem, and 
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references in the Pesharim to a wicked priest, it was argued that the Qumran 

community seceded from the Jerusalem Temple when the Hasmoneans usurped the 

High Priesthood. This theory has come under scrutiny, with John Collins noting that 

the community as described in the Scrolls is not a uniform entity, with CD referring to 

people living in camps throughout the land, who marry and have children, though this 

was not true of all members (CD 7).
208

 Serekh says nothing about women or children, 

though it does state that where there are ten members, there should be a priest (1QS 

6.3-4). 1 QS 8.11-15 describes a retreat to the desert, though whether this refers to the 

founding of the community remains uncertain. The archaeological evidence does not 

assist attempts to identify the community or its history. 

While the original hypothesis that the DSS formed the library of a community, 

probably of Essenes, who lived at Khirbet Qumran, still prevails, they are no longer 

viewed solely in the context of this Qumran settlement. Members of the sect did not 

only live on site, and the DSS contain material which was not written by the sectarian 

community. While this chapter will focus most closely on material from Serekh, CD 

and the Hodayot, other texts which relate to the use of #rd and #rdm, particularly 

where there is a sense of interpretation of a text, will be examined, namely 4Q249 and 

4Q375. In so doing, an overall picture will emerge of how the terms are used in the 

DSS as a whole, as well as how the yah Iad understood #rd and #rdm. 
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3.2 Key occurrences of #rd in the DSS
209

 

This section will examine how #rd is used in the Rule of the Community and the 

Damascus Document. This discussion shall include a closer examination of y#rd 

twqlxh and hrwth #rwd, two phrases which provide insight as to how the 

community viewed the Torah and its interpretation.  

 

3.2.1 Serekh: A studying community 

There are ten occurrences of #rd and three occurrences of #rdm in 1QS, as well as 

some further occurrences in copies of Serekh which have been found among the Cave 

4 manuscripts. One possible function of Serekh was to serve as a record of judicial 

decisions, and a report of ordinary traditions. This is different from a rule book as 

such; community decisions were taken on the authority of the rabbim (1QS 6.8-13), 

or the sons of Aaron (1QS 9.7).  This document, especially in its central passage, both 

physically and spiritually (1QS 6-8), presents constant study of Torah as foundational 

to the Qumran way of life, building on the opening lines of the text: l) #wrdl 

wynpl r#yhw bw+h tw#(l[ #pn lw]kb[w bl lwk]b; ‘in order to seek God with 

[all (one’s) heart and] with a[ll (one’s) soul;] in order to do what is just and good in 

his presence’ (1QS 1.1-2). The community’s commitment to Torah is emphasised in 

slightly different wordings in all the introductions (1QS 1.1; 5.1; 4QS
b
 5.1//4QS

d
 1.1; 

1QS 8.1-2).
210

 I argue that, for the sect, the best way to seek God is to study God’s 
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law, highlighting two key occurrences of #rd in the text: the importance of seeking 

God (1QS 1.1); and that the way of the Lord (see Isa 40.3) is hrwt #rdm (1QS 

8.15).  

The term #rd occurs in the first line of the scroll, where the community is 

encouraged ‘to seek God with all their heart and soul’ (1QS 1.1). This usage of #rd 

almost equates seeking God with the Shema, which encourages the Israelite to love 

God with all his or her heart and soul. This same vocabulary is used in a similar 

phrase from CD 1.10, ‘they sought God wholeheartedly’. While this is the only case 

in the Scrolls of God being the direct object of #rd, on several occasions God can be 

inferred as the object through the use of a pronoun.
211

 This phrase sets out the 

community’s purpose: to seek God ‘in order to do what is good and upright before 

him as he commanded by the hand of Moses and by the hand of all the prophets’ 

(1QS 1.1-3). This is not a particularly remarkable statement. As Carol Newsom notes, 

‘It would be difficult to find any Jew of the Second Temple period who would 

disagree with the centrality of these matters or with the way in which they were 

expressed.’
212

 The desire is not simply to seek God, but to seek God with a purpose – 

in order to do what is good and upright. This highlights the importance of the verb, as 

#wrdl provides the orientation for the entire introduction. The further occurrences of 

#rd in the text of Serekh provide further insight into this opening verse. 
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In 1QS 5, the term #rd occurs twice: 1QS 5.9: tyrbh yrmw# Mynhwkh 

Mtyrb y#n) bwrlw wnwcr y#rwdw; ‘the priests who keep the covenant and 

interpret his will and to the multitude of the men of their covenant’; and1QS 5.11: 

t(dl yhwqwxb wh#rd )wlw w#qb )wl )yk wtyrbb wb#xh )wl )yk       

w(t r#) twrtsnh; ‘for they are not included in his covenant for they have neither 

sought nor examined his decrees in order to know the hidden matters in which they 

err.’ The latter passage employs both #qb and #rd in the same phrase, something 

which is uncommon if not unique, suggesting a slightly different nuance in the 

meaning, and lending weight to the argument that #rd carries an interpretive 

function at Qumran. The objects of #rd in the passage are wnwcr ‘his will’ and 

yhwqwxb ‘his decrees’, the latter phrase recalling Ps 119.155. 

The passage outlines the conduct expected of the men of the 

covenant/community, and contrasts this with the men of injustice who walk on the 

path of wickedness. The first verse suggests that interpretation of Scripture by 

genuine Zadokites is accepted (as they are men of God).
213

 The chief reason for study 

is to seek God’s will; they need not only to obey the will, but also know what the will 

of God entails. In contrast to those who seek God, the men of injustice are excluded 

for not searching for the hidden matters (twrtsnh) in which they err, and have 

treated the revealed things (hlgn) with disrespect (1QS 5.11-12). The phrase evokes 

Zeph 1.6: ‘Those who have turned back from following the Lord, who have not 

sought the Lord, nor enquired of him’ (wh#rd )lw hwhy t) w#qb )l). In this 
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passage, the opponents of the sect are defined by how they do not act: they do not 

seek the Lord’s decrees in order to know the hidden things, and they treat the hlgn 

with disrespect.
214

 This raises the possibility that the schism between those who seek 

God and the men of iniquity is found in the different attitude the sect adopts to 

Scripture. Furthermore, the hidden things are not beyond the men of injustice in 

principle.
215

  

The precise nature of the study to which 1QS 5.11 refers remains unclear.
216

 

There is debate on the correct translation of this phrase. Lawrence Schiffman reads 

‘laws’ as the object of both verbs and translates: ‘for they did not search and did not 

study his laws’.
217

 Géza Vermès, taking a different approach, reads: ‘they have neither 

inquired nor sought after Him concerning His laws’.
218

 Schiffman’s translation is the 

most accurate as it follows the allusions to Zeph 1.6 most closely. Typically of the 

DSS, seeking after YHWH is interpreted as study of Torah.
219

 The community at 

Qumran saw itself as being in a privileged position of receiving the true revelation of 

things which were hidden from the rest of Israel (nistarot), but were revealed to the 

community, while the nigleh was revealed to the whole of Israel. However, the 

sectarians believed that the hidden things could be discovered by searching Scripture 

(hrwt #rwd), an activity to which the community appeared to devote considerable 

time (see 1QS 6 below).  
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The current passage suggests that the reason for the schism between those who 

seek God and the men of iniquity lies in the different attitude the sect adopts to 

Scripture. The men of iniquity are those who have not ‘sought or searched his laws’. 

This consultation of the hidden precepts of God was to be done in order to know the 

hidden things. The yahIad was not therefore simply rejecting those who neglected the 

study of Scripture, but people who adopted a different approach to scriptural 

interpretation.
220

 It must be recognised that the object of #rd in this instance is not 

Torah, but qwx, so while there is a distinction to be drawn between #rd and #qb, in 

this particular instance, the object is not the scriptural text, but the regulations of the 

community. The Myqwx may indeed be a reference to the hidden things.
221

  

Further down, column 5 presents an examination of a prospective member: 1 

QS 5.20-21:hrwtb wy#(mw wlk# ypl wh(rl #y) Nyb dxyb Mwxwr t) w#rdw; 

‘they shall examine their spirits in the Community, one another, in respect of his 

insight and of his deeds in law’. In this case, the object of #rd is a person, whose 

worthiness to (re)join the yahIad is being examined. The connection between the act of 

investigating (#rd) and that of judging is clear (see Isa 16.5 – judge and seek 

justice). Based on the reading of the interpretation of the nistarot and nigleh, it 

follows that members of the sect would be examined on their understanding of these 

matters, and that their conduct would meet the standards expected of the ‘men of the 
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covenant.’ The testing of a new member includes knowledge of the statutes of the 

sect, and whether they are familiar with the process for attaining these statutes.
222

  

This passage establishes the importance of seeking God, and seeking Torah. 

The objects of #rd (the will of God and the statutes of God) are to be sought by 

members of the community, though the processes of such searches have not yet been 

outlined.  

 

3.2.1.1 1QS 6.6-8: ‘A man to interpret the law day and night’ 

1QS 6.6-8 has two occurrences of #rd; the first refers to the constant presence of a 

person interpreting the law, day and night; with the second indicating that the Many 

spend a third of the night in the tripartite activity of reading the book, interpreting and 

blessing. The passage lies at the heart of the Rule of the Community, as the ideal all 

other regulations support and protect. 1QS 6.6-8, in particular, outlines that constant 

study is central to the yah Iad’s way of life, and the community have produced the 

literary output to prove this is the case.
223

1QS 6.6-8: M# wyhy r#) Mwqmb #my 

Mybrhw wh(rl #y) twpy l( dymt hlylw Mmwy hrwtb #rwd #y) hr#(h 

+p#m #wrdlw rpsb )wrql hn#h twlyl lwk ty#yl# t) dxyb wdwq#y 

dxyb Krblw; ‘And in the place which the Ten assemble, there should not be missing 

a man to interpret the law day and night, always one relieving another. And the Many 

shall be on watch together for a third of each night of the year in order to read the 

book, explain the regulation, and bless together.’   
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The first task is to determine whether the text is best read conjunctively, or 

disjunctively, whether the document prescribed a single study session presided over 

by an interpreter, or whether the study session of the Many is distinct from that 

undertaken where ten assemble. A conjunctive reading of the Hebrew rulings would 

signify that the second part amplifies the implications of the first, with the man 

interpreting Torah presiding over the nightly study.
224

 A disjunctive reading is also 

supported by the Hebrew; CD 13.2-4 supports such a reading, with the waw read as 

‘but’ rather than ‘and’, indicating that the first rule applies to the man interpreting 

Torah in a small community cell, while the second refers to a separate gathering of the 

Many.
225

 1QS 6.6-7 requires that any representative of the community council 

numbering ten contains someone learned in the interpretation of authoritative texts. 

Moreover, the ‘priest’ (Nhk #y)) of CD becomes a man who interprets Torah in 1QS 

6.6, suggesting a role in engaging the others in Torah study. 

Sarianna Metso notes the distinction between the three verbs denoting what 

she terms kinds of study and their direct objects: )rq denotes recitation with its 

object ‘Book’ most likely referring to the biblical text or Pentateuch (see Jos 1.8 

hrwth rps).
226

 Of the three verbs, reading is often overlooked. Explicitly 

mentioned in Neh 8.1-8, which is of significance, reading could simply mean recite or 

read from memory. George Brooke has noted that the verb )rq is quite commonly 

used in relation to texts and study skills that were possibly endorsed in the sectarian 

communities gathered for study.
227

 Reading seems to involve more than recitation 
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from text or memory; it seems to involve comprehension and even some kind of 

active engagement with the text as it was performed.
228

 This reading, or oral 

performance, could be the first act in the study session, perhaps including the offering 

of comments or glosses.
229

 

#rd ‘designates an act of exposition, but the question is: “does its object 

+p#m, here translated as ‘ruling’, also refer to the biblical text … or does it refer to 

some other entity?”’
230

 This same question is posed by Jaffee, who responds by 

following Schiffman’s understanding of +p#m as a 

technical term in CD and 1QS denoting behavioural prescriptions particular to 

the community. The Ruling, on this reading, is in some sense the preserved 

record of the periodic disclosure of ‘things hidden’ from all Israel and 

‘disclosed’ to the YahIad in their collective textual studies according to the 

Ruling of each time’ (+p#mkw t(w t( +p#ml; CD 12.21).
231

  

Ongoing study was a ritualised part of the community’s collective life, an assertion 

which is supported by the stipulation that the priest be the first to bless the bread and 

wine at the common meal following the decree on studying the Torah. In addition to 

the phrase from Josh 1.8, Fraade notes the allusion to Ps 1.2: ‘on his law they 

meditate day and night’. While the biblical text speaks of the Torah never ceasing 

from Joshua’s lips, Serekh speaks of never ceasing to be a ‘man who studies Torah’. 

There is a contrast between the biblical injunction to utter words, and Serekh, where 
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studying leads to teaching the community how to conduct themselves.
232

 The allusion 

to Ps 1.2 is important, as in addition to the recitation, something more is happening 

here, even beyond the meditation proposed by the psalmist. 

The presence of +p#m as the object suggests that it was not only Torah which 

could serve as the object of #rd. Jaffee sees +p#m as a source of teaching in its own 

right and #rd (expounding) it as a matter of applying and extending the Ruling itself. 

The successive revisions of both 1QS and CD are cited in support of this opinion and 

lead Jaffee to conclude:  

this passage assumes the existence of an authoritative body of written texts 

related to, but separate from, the laws encoded in the Torah. It is the corpus of 

inner-communal ‘disclosures’, rather than the unadorned scriptural text itself, 

that undergirds the specific form of life that distinguishes members of the 

community from those beyond the perimeter.
233

  

Florentino García Martínez
234

 has argued that the activity of the IL was taken as of 

equal authority with the books of the Law and the Prophets, which suggests that the 

activity of #rd might have concerned three authoritative sources: the Law, the 

Prophets, and the insights of the IL. 

The overlaps between 1QS 6.6-8 and Ezra-Nehemiah (specifically Neh 8.2; 

Ezra 7.10) indicate that 1QS 6.6-8 could refer to communal study of the biblical 

text.
235

 Alternatively, Schiffman takes +p#m to mean divine law, or, more 

specifically, the community’s own revelations, which are determined by exegesis of 
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Scripture.
236

 Fraade,
237

 noting the occurrences of the terms together in Isa 1.17 and 

16.5, posits that the phrase could mean to ‘seek judgement’, which, while it might fit 

other occurrences of #rd in Serekh, does not fit the profile of 1QS 6.6-8, where 

engagement with, or exposition of, a text is in view. The passage describes either 

general inquiry into Scripture or exegetical activity deriving communal laws from 

Torah. Whether the term +p#m refers to the scriptural text, or to rules derived from 

the scriptural text, 1QS 6.6-8 provides evidence of communal revelation and study of 

written texts, using the term #rd to describe that study. Thus, the most likely sense 

of #rd in this verse is some kind of exegetical activity. There is clear reference to a 

book (rps), which in the DSS indicates various authoritative works: the Law, the 

Prophets, Jubilees (CD 16.3), The Book of Life and the Book of Hagu.
238

 The term 

+p#m #rd therefore is most likely used to indicate the development of laws via 

searching in the Scriptures. 

The third activity, blessing (Krb) may place the study in a liturgical setting. 

Such a setting would also explain the timing of the study session, which took place at 

night, a time when the altar in Jerusalem was inactive.
239

 This would mean that the 

textual study supplements the Temple system. An important link may be drawn to 

Ezra here, where the community engaged in public recitation of Torah having 
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returned from Exile at a time when the Temple was not yet rebuilt. As the community 

were not able to participate in the Temple cult, the study sessions may have been the 

community’s attempt to overcome this lack in its worship. The blessing may have 

included the endorsement of the interpretation involved in the study of Scripture.
240

 

Many of the blessings at Qumran rely heavily on scriptural traditions, mostly from 

other poetical, liturgical, or prophetic texts. Together with )rq and #rd, Krb 

covers nearly all the interpretive activity which took place at Qumran. The latter of 

these terms serves as the endorsement for the reading (how the community might 

designate its re-interpretation of written texts) and interpretation, the study of the Law 

and the Prophets.  

The particulars of the study mentioned in 1QS 6 remain vague. It is possibly 

an exegetical activity that generates from the Torah itself, as a kind of midrashic 

application, a normative prescription for explicitly communal behaviour.
241

 The 

general disinterest of Qumranic texts, however, in using the literary form of exegesis 

to link communal rules to laws mitigates this very interpretation.
242

 This may mean 

that there is an authoritative body of texts in existence related to, but separate from, 

the laws encoded in the Torah. According to Jaffee,  

it is the corpus of ‘inner-communal’ disclosures, rather than the unadorned 

scriptural text itself, that undergirds the specific form of life that distinguishes 

members of the community from those beyond the perimeter.
243

  

Metso recognises that while the precise nature of the study sessions is unknowable, 

the DSS do provide some clues, suggesting that the Pesharim could have been created 

in study sessions, and remarking that ‘the passage in 1QS VI, 6-7 gives evidence of 
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communal recitation and study of written texts’.
244

 The illuminating part of the task is 

that the study is not limited to one individual, or indeed to a small group of the 

community leadership, but that study of the Torah is the task of the community as a 

whole. 

The common identity of the community, as proposed by this passage, is built 

around common practices and rituals, which sanctify and give meaning to the life of 

the individual as part of the sectarian community.
245

 The passage highlights the 

importance of study for the community, and how the act of studying has become 

ritualised, taking place in a nightly study session, alongside the activities of reading 

and blessing. Moreover, an important new sense is that of +p#m as an object, 

suggesting that not only was the Torah/biblical text a suitable object of #rd, but also 

the community’s regulations, or the results of its biblical interpretation. 

The Many are required to establish a nightly study-watch throughout the year, 

comprised of three acts: reading, interpretation, and blessing. Thus textual study is a 

collective act incumbent on the whole community and to be continuously maintained 

in the community, even to be carried out during one third of the night.
246

 The 

consequence of this interpretation was new revelation and divine guidance during the 

era of Belial, in which the community thought it was living (1QS 2.19; 1.23; CD 6.14; 

12.23). The passage emphasises the continuity or regularity of the study of the law, 
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underlining its centrality to the Qumran community.
247

 This study session allowed the 

community’s teachings and interpretations to be promoted.  

 

3.2.1.2 1 QS 8.10-16
248

: Preparing a Way of Study 

In this passage, there are two phrases in particular which merit investigation, the first 

referring to an ‘interpreter’, #rwdh #y), and the second to hrwth #rdm, which is 

held to be part of the interpretation or enactment of the prophecy in Isa 40.3: 

1QS 8.11-12: whrtsy l) #rwdh #y)l w)cmnw l)r#ym rtsnh rbd lwkw 

hgwsn xwr t)rym hl)m; ‘And every matter hidden from Israel but which has been 

found out by the interpreter, he should not keep hidden from them for fear of a spirit 

of desertion.’ 

1QS 8.14-15: wnyhwl)l hlsm hbr(b wr#y **** Krd wnp rbdmb bwtk r#)k 

h#wm dyb hwc r[#]) hrwth #rdm h)yh; ‘As it is written (Isa 40.3): “In the 

desert, prepare the way of ****, straighten in the steppe a roadway for our God”. This 

is the study of the Law which he commanded through the hand of Moses’. 

The character of the Interpreter, and the activity of studying the law, which 

will prepare the way for the Lord, are of particular importance and reveal much more 

about the importance of Torah interpretation for the Qumran community. I contend 

that this passage presents a community with study at its heart, who sought in the law 

the correct way for them to prepare the way for the Lord in the wilderness. The 
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Interpreter is responsible for revealing the twrtsn to full members of the 

community, who retreat to the wilderness, where they will prepare the path for the 

coming of the Lord by studying law.
249

 

The character of the Interpreter (of the Law) is introduced in 1QS 8.12. The 

Interpreter is not to conceal anything which has been hidden from Israel but which he 

has discovered from the community for fear of a spirit of desertion. Hempel argues 

that this person does not appear to be an office, individual, or authority, but a single 

member of the community engaged in study of the law at all times.
250

 Such an 

interpretation would suggest that whenever a member is engaged in study and finds a 

‘hidden thing’ it should be shared with members of the community immediately. On 

the other hand, Leaney associated this ‘Interpreter’ with the ‘man who enquires’ in 

1QS 6.6, where provision was made for constant exposition of Scripture in any group 

of ten or more.
251

 It is also the case in this interpretation that any fully-inducted 

member of the sect was able to carry out this role and receive revelation. The 

Interpreter in 1QS 8.12 is a person fulfilling one of the functions of the sect, a position 

which would be filled by different people at different times on a rolling basis, and 

thus not the same functional role as the one who will appear at the end of days (see 

4Q174). 

The expounding of Torah was a task which each member of the community 

was expected to undertake daily. The choice of #rd as the verb to describe this 
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search is mirrored in the result ((sm). In 1 QS 8.11 (sm is used specifically for the 

discovery of the twrtsn by the IL. In addition to Schiffman,
252

 who argues that the 

legal materials of the sect are the result of sectarian biblical exegesis, Metso has 

demonstrated how halakic exegesis impacted on the community’s activity, though the 

reverse was probably also the case, with the community’s actions prompting the 

innovation of new halakah.
253

 It is likely that the Interpreter was the one responsible 

for overseeing the community’s halakah, either finding the twrtsn himself, or 

guiding the process of their uncovering. Such a process also fits with the occurrence 

of #rdm in 1QS 8.15.  

The phrase hrwth #rdm in 1QS 8.15 has generally been translated by ‘study 

of the law.’
254

 George Brooke, however, notes that from the internal evidence of the 

pericope, the matter is ambiguous.
255

 While ‘study of the law’ could be the 

interpretation of ‘prepare the way’, it could also serve as the interpretation of Krd 

alone. For the sectarians, study of the law is either the way, or the means of preparing 

the way, for the Lord. Moreover, the community which edited and copied the scrolls 

literally lived and walked in the desert following guidelines or halakah obtained 

through the study of the law.
256

 The link to Isa 40.3 carries its own significance, as the 

objective of the community’s legalism and searching of Torah was to be ready for the 
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final age.
257

 The author of 1QS interprets Isaiah’s preparation of the ‘way’ as 

representing instruction in Torah. Images of ‘walking’, ‘watering,’ and ‘building’ 

recur in Qumran literature in depictions of desirable or undesirable behaviour 

associated with proper, and against distorted or insufficient knowledge of Torah. 

Instruction in the law establishes the ‘proper’ way along which leaders direct 

members of the community, leading ultimately to salvation.
258

 The motivation of the 

journey into the wilderness is also separation from the company of the men of 

injustice, suggesting a halakic element, since the preparation of the way in the 

wilderness is identified with study of the law.
259

 More than that, the interpretation of 

Scripture could provide an explanation for the history and suffering of the 

community, in addition to clarifying its meaning in a time full of expectation for 

them. What Charlesworth and McSpadden term as the sect’s ‘pneumatic and 

eschatological approach to Scripture and their hermeneutic of fulfilment’ reveals the 

very reason behind their life in the wilderness.
260

 1QS 8.12-16 appears to refer 

directly to the exodus to the desert, which is understood symbolically as fulfilling the 

commandment of Isa 40.3 to prepare a way in the wilderness for the ‘End of Days’.
261

 

This preparation includes the interpretation of Torah, specifically, to explain it 

according to sectarian interpretations. 

On the evidence of the current passage alone, it is not possible to say that this 

was the only meaning of #rdm for the Qumran community. Vermès can argue that 
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#rdm is used in 1QS 8.15 in a non-interpretive sense of teaching or enquiry ‘rather 

than the more common usage connecting it with exposition of the law’.
262

 In 4QS
b, d 

(hrwth y#n) l( lyk#ml #rdm – 4Q256 9.1; 4Q258 1.1) the midrash of the men 

of the law (i.e. men of the community) is said to be the responsibility of the wise 

leader (lyk#m). The overall purpose of the #rdm was to reveal the will of God; and 

in 1QS 8.10-16, the study activity of the community is placed on par with God’s other 

means of revelation: the inspired prophets.
263

 There is a distinction to be made 

between this study activity and the prophetic interpretation of the Teacher of 

Righteousness. #rdm is an activity in which the whole community participates, and 

the counsel of 1QS 8.12, that the Interpreter reveal all the twrtsn, underlines this 

fact, which is built on the unity of the sect. Part of being a member of the community 

is therefore undertaking the practice of its esoteric Torah study, which forms part of 

the oath taken by new members (1QS 5.8-10; see CD 19.33-20.13). Moreover, to 

depart from this teaching carries a stiff penalty: removal from the community. In spite 

of this, a role does remain for special community officers – such as the IL, who may 

exert an element of control over how the community conducts its ‘Midrash Torah.’ 

 

3.2.2 4Q Serekh Texts 

The copies of Serekh from Cave 4 indicate that some of the other copies are different 

and older than 1QS. That the community perhaps held 1QS in more esteem may be 

because the redaction process provided a scriptural legitimisation for regulations of 
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the community, as well as reinforcing its self-understanding.
264

 Despite 1QS perhaps 

being the ‘primary’ text, there is evidence that the community appears to have 

continued to copy a shorter and earlier form of the text, even when the more extensive 

version of 1QS was available.
265

  

In 4Q258 1.1, which parallels 1QS 5.1 f., the text reads lyk#ml #rdm 

hrwth y#n) l(. The same passage in 4Q256 9.1 is only partly extant. ‘Midrash for 

the instructor [concerning the men of the law who freely volunteer to revert from all 

evil and to keep themselves steadfast in all] he commanded.’
266

 The phrase does not 

have a parallel in 1QS, and the passage does not interpret a specific verse or passage 

of Scripture, but details rules for living in community, with a particular focus on 

separation from the men of injustice. The text of 1QS 5.1, dxyh y#n)l Krsh hzw, 

‘now this is the rule for the men of the community’, suggests that #rdm could be a 

synonym for Krs. One may speculate that midrash was both the development of and 

final form of community rules, and that in a later text (1QS), the two were 

differentiated so that Krs came to mean the rules in their final form, while #rdm 

was the means of developing these rules. 
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3.2.3 Conclusions on the use of #rd and #rdm in Serekh 

Two key motifs linked to the term #rd occur prominently in Serekh, namely, seeking 

the Lord, and studying the law. In many respects, ‘seeking the Lord’ is the primary 

sense of #rd, as it is this task which the members are exhorted to do in the first line 

of the document (1QS 1.1). One of the means by which the community endeavours to 

seek the Lord is by studying Torah, which in turn leads to new ways of following the 

Lord, and indeed leads them to prepare the way of the Lord in the desert. Where ten 

members are gathered in one place, someone must be engaged in study of the law day 

and night (1QS 6.6), and the entire community is to spend a third of the night studying 

the regulation (1QS 6.8).
267

  

The yahIad defined itself as a community which studies and searches Scripture 

(1QS 5.7-12; 6.6-8). In addition, it saw preparation of the way of the Lord as the study 

of Torah (1QS 8.15), which resulted in uncovering of the law. Moreover, as the 

examination of the IL and the Seekers After Smooth Things will demonstrate, the 

sectarians used Scripture to understand their identity, and set themselves against the 

wicked, who did not search Scripture correctly. Further, the evidence of 4Q176 

suggests that an individual, acting as a representative for the community, searched the 

Scriptures for words of encouragement and comfort in a time of uncertainty. This fits 

the mould of the use of #rd in 1QS, which describes various study sessions which 

took place in the sect. 

The yahIad held the study of Scripture at its core, both in terms of self-

definition, and with regards to the development and application of laws. This study of 
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the use of #rd and #rdm in Serekh affirms that the terms were used with reference 

to the interpretation or study of Scripture, and that such activity was indeed central to 

the community’s self-understanding (1QS 8.15). The yahIad prided itself on its 

scriptural study and at least one member was always engaged in study of Scripture (1 

QS 6.6-8). 

 

3.3 The Damascus Document: A community who seeks God 

In the Damascus Document, the term #rd occurs eight times and #rdm once, with 

#rd used in a variety of senses. In two verses (1.10 and 6.6), there is a reference to 

the community having sought ‘him’, who can be inferred to be God. There is one 

reference to the Seekers After Smooth Things (1.18) and two references to the IL (6.7; 

7.18), respectively ‘enemies’ of the community and a key office holder. A closer 

examination of these two phrases will follow. Most intriguingly, Ben Zion 

Wacholder, with the aid of some of the new texts found in Cave 4, sees the last three 

words of the document, as found in 4Q270 (7ii15), to be revealing:  

The last three words of these concluding lines reveal to us, presumably, the 

book’s original title which … reproduces also the Hebrew name of the work: 

Nwrx)h hrwth #rdm ‘The Midrash on the Eschatological Torah 

(MTA)’.
268

  

In this section, I shall focus on the community’s seeking of God and propose that one 

of the principal means by which they sought God was searching Scripture. Within the 

context of the Damascus Document, they focused on the correct interpretation of the 

law under the direction of the IL, and separated themselves from the Seekers After 

Smooth Things, whose interpretation of the law was faulty. Following this, I shall 
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consider the merits of Wacholder’s hypothesis that the document may be best titled 

MTA. 

Twice in CD, (1.10: whw#rd Ml# blb yk; ‘they sought him [God] with an 

undivided heart’; and CD 6.6: whw#rd yk; ‘for they sought him [God]’) verbal forms 

of #rd are used to describe seeking God. In the first instance, because God was 

sought with an undivided heart (which is positive in terms of the DSS), God raised a 

Teacher of Righteousness (qdc hrwm, CD 1.11) in order to direct the community to 

the path of his heart. This echoes 1QS 1.1, which sets out the community’s existence 

as seeking God with an undivided/whole heart. In the second instance, seeking God is 

also presented positively, with those who sought God called ‘princes’. These 

occurrences are in line with the use of #rd in the Tanak, and while they provide 

examples of how the sect may use the term in line with usage in the Scriptures, it is 

the unfolding of how they seek God that is of most interest to this study. 

The opening section of CD, which presents the history of the sect’s origins, 

narrates the beginning against the backdrop of the dichotomy between ‘Ephraim’ and 

‘Judah’.
269

 The link between ‘Ephraim’ and the Pharisees has been accepted by the 

majority of scholars,
270

 those called ‘Ephraim’ are certainly opponents of the sect, 

who differ on the correct interpretation of Scripture. The raising of the Teacher 

provides some rationale for the discrepancies of the sect’s halakah in comparison with 

other Jewish groups of the time. The revelation of twrtsn, only to the sect, through 

the exposition of Scripture, allows the sect to follow different halakah to other groups, 
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with these ‘hidden laws’ taken to be the correct interpretation of Torah. In setting up 

this opposition at the beginning of the text, the author presents the sect as the ones 

who are seeking God in the correct manner, unlike their opponents, who seek easy 

interpretations of Scripture (see CD 1.18). 

 

3.3.1 CD 6.2-11: Digging a well  

CD 6.2-11, which has been termed the ‘well Midrash,’
271

 is an interpretation of the 

song in Num 21.28, with allusions to Isa 59.20, 54.16, and Hos 10.12. With allegory, 

it describes the origins of the yahIad in several stages, as well as introducing an 

individual – the IL – at a pivotal stage in the community’s development. 

In this passage, which contains two occurrences of #rd (‘God called them all 

princes because they sought him’ 6.6; hrwth #rwd )wh qqwxmhw ‘and the staff is 

the IL’ 6.7), ‘to seek God’ is seen as a positive value and is linked with the study of 

the law, gleaned from an interpretation of a passage from Num 21.18. The passage 

recalls the original group of covenanters, who left Judah and went to live in 

Damascus, from which the document receives its name. In CD 6, the ‘wise men’ dug 

a well, which CD 6.4 identifies as the law. The passage also mentions the IL, under 

whose leadership the covenanters dug the well in the land of exile. This digging of the 

well is code language for the diligent investigation and observance of the law under 

the leadership of the IL (hrwth #rwd).
272  
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The passage provides a key insight to the community’s self-understanding as a 

study community. The true community went out into the wilderness and sought God, 

and were instructed by the IL.
273

 At a time of desolation, God raised up a righteous 

remnant, to which the Qumran community is the heir. Both priest and lay members of 

the community have access to this revelation, with both digging the well which 

unearths the revelatory teaching. As in 1QS 8.12-16, the community’s self-

understanding is closely linked to its study of Torah.
274

 Those who join the 

community are as much a part of the study community as those who were there since 

the beginning. The members are expected to take care to follow the exact 

interpretation of the law in 6.14 (hrwth #wrpk tw#(l; ‘to act in accordance with 

the exact interpretation of the law’) and 6.18 (h#wrpk tb#h Mwy t) rwm#l; ‘to 

keep the Sabbath day according to its exact interpretation’) and 6.20 (t) Myrhl 

Mhy#wrypk My#dqh; ‘to set apart the holy portions according to their exact 

interpretation’). The searching of the Torah, which is a special function of officers 

such as the IL, is not limited to these individuals; rather the entire community is 

expected to undertake the task of searching the Scriptures in order to determine the 

divine will. 

 A key role in this enterprise is undertaken by the mehIIoqeq (CD 6.7), who 

helps open the well, and who is otherwise known as the IL.
275
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of exegesis established by the mehIIoqeq can the community chart a course until the 

future Teacher of Righteousness will arise to lead them directly again.  

While the community’s continuing activity of opening the ‘well’ connects 

them back to their sectarian foundations, their adherence to the true rules 

established by the Interpreter of the Law guides them forward to a final 

teacher in the redemptive end of time.
276

  

These rules, elsewhere revealed from Torah, are the instrument by which Torah is 

opened. Such an approach can be understood in terms of the ongoing revelatory 

quality of the community’s life and self-understanding. The community conceives of 

its origins in terms of its acceptance of a divinely ordained set of ‘first rules’ revealed 

only to their founders. Once established as a ‘community of holiness,’ study both of 

Torah and communal laws constitutes a central practice of its religious life. Through 

such ongoing study, the Torah is more fully disclosed to them and new, hidden laws 

are revealed to them to suit their changing circumstances. Even as ongoing revelation 

characterises the community as whole, it is instituted by certain elite functionaries, 

significantly, as per this passage, the IL.  

 An alternative reading has been posited by Wacholder, that in CD 6.4 ‘the 

well’ means the Torah and its diggers are interpreters, and that meh IIoqeq refers to both 

Moses and the IL, whom he deems a futuristic sectarian interpreter of law, also known 

as the Teacher of Righteousness.
277

 He argues that the phrase whw#rd [Mlwk] yk, 

which he translates ‘for they all midrashized it,’ might have aroused scorn amongst 

the sect’s opponents. While this last point may be ceded, as it is natural that 

opponents of the sect would disagree with at least the sect’s interpretation and 

possibly the manner at which it was arrived, the rest of Wacholder’s analysis may be 
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challenged. There is muddled thinking regarding the past or future appearance of the 

IL. Furthermore, it does not fully countenance the role individual members of the sect 

have in digging the well. There is a problem with the interpretation of whw#rd as 

‘midrashized it’, since r)b and hrwt are both feminine, which would require the 

suffix yh. As the suffix is wh, the consensus reading of sought him (meaning God) is a 

better reading. Moreover, in order to match ‘all’ (Mlwk) to the verb, Wacholder 

moves its placing in the sentence so that it no longer accompanies ‘princes’. The 

majority reading is preferred, as Wacholder stretches the text too far to add further 

support to what remains a compelling analysis of the overall meaning of the text. 

 This passage helps to describe the process by which the twrtsn are revealed. 

According to the allegory based on Num 21.18, the princes and nobility are rulers of 

the sect, not the IL.
278

 The IL is sent by God to create the appropriate tools to interpret 

Torah, which are in turn passed on to members of the sect, whose wise men explain 

Torah and unearth the hidden things in order to explain the Torah and discover the 

twrtsn. Such an unearthing is only possible by using the tools provided by divine 

revelation, meaning only members of the sect have access to these tools. The 

mehIIoqeq is not only a transmitter of divine legislation, he also performs a leadership 

role, aiding this newly-formed group to interpret and practise God’s law correctly for 

the age of wickedness.
279

 The ‘well midrash’ therefore has a dual role: it describes the 

origins of the community, and introduces the figure of the IL, who came at a pivotal 

stage in the community’s development.
280

 Such an understanding is further supported 
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by CD 7.18, which elucidates the community’s self-understanding as closely tied to 

the study of Torah. This is presented as a two-stage process: firstly, the ‘diggers of the 

well’ are the princes of the biblical verse; secondly, the nobles are the people who 

continue the activity of the original founders. Those who join the community are as 

welcome and able to study Torah as the founders.
281

 If one can identify the mehIIoqeq 

as the IL, the person to whom this title refers is an individual from the past, the 

community founder, who will also be followed in the eschatological era by a final 

Teacher of Righteousness, or Interpreter, the priest Messiah.
282

 The IL is therefore 

both a function and a title, as there was an Interpreter in every local group of the 

community, and a figure of the past who was the original IL, who will appear in the 

future and work alongside the Davidic Messiah (4Q174). Such an analysis fits the 

various occurrences of the IL most neatly, and while the community’s own 

understanding of the figure and role may have developed over time, the Interpreter 

was undoubtedly a key figure in both the community’s origins and legal 

interpretation, and expected to (re)appear in the final days. 

 

3.3.2 Midrash of the Eschatological Torah? 

4Q270 7ii15 reads:  Nwrx)h hrwt[h] #rdm l( [bwt]k lwkh hnh ‘and so then 

all this is written with regard to the last interpretation of the law.’ Wacholder argues 

this phrase, which occurs at the end of this scroll (Nwrx)h hrwt[h] #rdm) – and 

partially in 4Q266 11.20-21 – is key, and that the beginning of the work most likely 
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contained this phrase.
283

 In support, he cites Hartmut Stegeman who expands the 

formula to ‘This is the final midrash of the law for all the children of light’ (#rdm 

rw) ynb l) Nwrx)h hrwt[h]).
284

 For Wacholder, it is more likely that hnh is the 

opening word of the title. One must consider whether this provides an example of 

midrash used as a title; it would be particularly significant if one of the foundational 

texts of the community were titled ‘midrash’.  

 The Damascus Document can be divided into two sections: the first, the 

Admonition, detailing the pre-history of the group which viewed itself as the true 

remnant of Israel, and, importantly, the true Israel for the future/eschatological age; 

and the second, detailing the laws which would pertain in this age.
285

 The document 

reflects an advanced stage of legal development in what Baumgarten terms the 

direction of rabbinic halakah.
286

 The DSS present a negative view of the Seekers After 

Smooth Things, and embrace legal traditions which cannot be supported on a literal 

reading of the Torah. The interpretation of law (hrwth #rdm) can be seen as a 

central concern of the community based on a reading of CD,
287

 which lends support to 

the theory that Midrash haTorah haAh Iaron (MTA) is the title of the text. 

 While the evidence of midrash forming part of the title is compelling, what 

exactly is meant by midrash needs to be established. Midrash does not carry the same 

meaning as during the rabbinic era, yet the evidence of CD strongly suggests it can 
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refer to development of legal material. As can be seen from CD 20.6, which states that 

conduct of members is to be judged according to the sect’s interpretation of Scripture, 

it seems clear that legal halakah was determined from exegesis, or supported by 

exegesis of the Torah. However, midrash does not always carry this sense, since it can 

apply to both legal and non-legal material.
288

 Taken alongside 1QS 6.24, which 

speaks of a community examination, and introduces some disciplinary measures, 

which correlate to material in CD, it is possible to see how the term could be used as a 

title – in the case of Serekh for a section of the text. Furthermore, midrash can mean 

the text from which the rules are taken, therefore taking the sense of legal rulings 

(developed from Scripture).  

 If MTA is the title of CD, it is possible to see a unifying element in what 

contemporary scholars have viewed as a somewhat disparate text. What is offered is a 

‘final midrash of the Torah’, or the one which will apply in the eschatological age. 

The rules are those which the sect promotes, likely those which have been dug up by 

the IL, or developed in the community’s study sessions. Consequently, the sectarians 

are the only ones with the requisite knowledge to be prepared for the eschatological 

age. 

 

3.4 ‘Seekers After Smooth Things’ and the Interpreter of the Law  

Two key terms which include #rd are the so-called ‘Seekers After Smooth Things’ 

(twqlxh y#rwd) and the ‘IL’ (hrwth #rwd). The role of Scripture in the use and 
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construction of the epithets should not be underestimated;
289

 however, more than 

Scripture, I propose that it is the interpretation of Scripture/Torah which influences 

the sobriquets, with the sectarians defining both their own community and their 

(relationship with) their enemies based on their interpretation of Torah, underlining 

the importance of the sect’s interpretation of Scripture to their self-understanding. 

 

3.4.1 Seekers After Smooth Things 

The phrase twqlxh y#rwd occurs ten times in the DSS, twice in Hodayot, 

once in the Pesher Isaiah, six times in Pesher Nahum and once in 4Q177. A close 

parallel to the phrase occurs in CD 1.18: twqlxb w#rd r#); ‘for they sought easy 

interpretations [smooth things]’.
290

 The occurrences in Pesher Nahum (4Q169) shed 

most light on the phrase, a derogatory name used for a group opposed to that of the 

author. The accusation of ‘seeking smooth things’ appears in three forms: y#rwd 

twqlxh (4Q163 23 2.10; 4Q169 3-4 1.2, 7; 2.2, 4; 3.3, 6-7; 4Q177 9.4); y#rwd 

twqlx (1QH 
a
 10.15, 32); and twqlxb w#rd (CD 1.18; 4Q266 2 1.21). Outsiders 

are labelled by the sect to distinguish them from members of the community.
291

 I 

argue here that the distinction is founded on the respective interpretation(s) of Torah, 

with opponents of the sect being charged with seeking easy interpretations. Of 
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secondary, but not unrelated interest, is whether twqlxh y#rwd can be identified 

with the Pharisees. While the latter issue has received much comment, it will not be 

the focus of this investigation, which does not seek to identify the historical figures 

behind the epithet. However, insofar as it remains relevant to the discussion of the 

term and its significance, the possibility that twqlxh y#rwd are the Pharisees will 

be discussed.  

The phrase ‘twqlxh w#rd’ utilises the language of Isa 30.10,
292

 in which 

Judah, a faithless and rebellious people, had told its seers not to prophesy what is right 

but to ‘speak smooth things’ and Dan 11.32,
293

 which speaks of the flattery of smooth 

words, to portray those who do not heed true prophecy and those who are prone to be 

seduced by flattery because they violate the covenant. Similarly, the language of the 

Psalms and Proverbs, in addition to Ezek 12.24, criticises those who speak smooth 

things, equated with duplicity and deceit, ideas which remain prevalent in the DSS, 

especially the Hodayot.
294

 twqlx, carrying the sense of ‘smooth’, has a negative 

connotation when connected with words or speech. In the Hebrew text, the phrase can 

carry the sense of flattery and deceit. The meaning of the phrase twqlxh y#rwd 

may not only be flattering things, but also easy ones, as the phrase may relate to 
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interpreters who search for the easy way out rather than total obedience to laws in the 

Torah.
295

 

The ‘smooth things’ therefore contrast with the truth, being easy and 

appealing, while the matters of truth may appear demanding and uncompromising. 

The main question is whether these ‘smooth things’ were the result of scriptural 

interpretation, which by implication is an attack on the interpretation of Scripture 

offered by opponents of the sect.
296

 A clue may be offered by the word y#rwd, and 

whether it relates specifically to searching the Scriptures. It is significant that the 

word used is derived from #rd and not rbd or hp#, which suggests an interpretive 

dimension. The sectarians have therefore adapted the biblical phrasing to emphasise 

their own meaning.
297

 As the study of #rd in the Tanak has shown, it is the object 

which determines the value of the searching; similarly, at Qumran, the y#rwd 

twqlxh are viewed in a negative light due to the goal of their searching, which can 

be contrasted to the positive figure of the hrwth #rwd, whose role will be discussed 

below. This suggests Torah is an appropriate object of #rd, and that its correct 

interpretation is of great importance to the sect.  

The occurrence of twqlxb w#rd in CD 1.18 supports the idea that Torah is 

the object. The sectarians accused their opponents of looking to make observance of 

law less burdensome through their ‘easy (false) interpretations’. Hannah Harrington 

states that this ‘may be sarcasm directed against the Pharisees who derived their law 
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from Scripture, with an agenda to alleviate its difficulties if possible’.
298

 The 

identification of the Pharisees with the twqlxh y#rwd is widely accepted among 

scholars, however, no specific legal position is attributed to the seekers, to cement 

such an identity. While in other texts, the Scoffer
299

 is accused of lying and misusing 

speech in various ways, including tearing down ‘firmly established things’, there is 

nothing to identify specifically with the Pharisees, a case for which must be made via 

other texts. It is clear that in place of seeking God wholeheartedly (CD 1.10), these 

people have sought ‘smooth things’. 

It is possible that twqlx may be a pun on the term ‘halakah,’
300

 meaning the 

phrase must refer to scriptural interpretation, and pinpointing scriptural interpretation 

as the source of halakah for the sect. John Meier, however, argues that the term 

‘halakah’ does not appear in the DSS, nor is there any textual evidence for its usage in 

the centuries at the turn of the Common Era.
301

 Martin Jaffee flatly dismisses claims 

that the term is found in the DSS.
302

 This places doubt on the efficacy of y#rwd 

twqlxh as a pun for the Pharisees’ lax interpretation of halakah, since, if the term 

was unknown at the time of writing, the pun would not have been comprehensible. 

Furthermore, on the only two occasions where the noun halakah may occur in the 

DSS, it is used in a positive sense (1QS 1.25 – candidates seeking membership of the 

community; 1QS 3.9 – in a positive sense of a person joining the community). Thus, 

even if the term is used in the DSS, it is in the sense of ‘walking’, ‘conduct’, 
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‘behaviour’, and not the later technical rabbinic sense.
303

 Nonetheless, even if the sect 

did not name their enterprise ‘halakah’ they were certainly engaged in deriving laws 

from the scriptural text, and did use the term #rd to refer to this enterprise. While 

attempts to confirm the designation of the Pharisees as the twqlxh y#rwd require 

more work, the use of #rd to refer to scriptural exegesis is supported.  

A second possibility, given the links in the scriptural text of twqlx with 

prophetic utterances, is that the term does not refer to false exegesis, but to false 

prophecy. This however, would undermine the Qumran view of the life of their 

opponents being governed by ‘easy interpretations’ of Torah and a penchant for 

finding loopholes.
304

 If criticism of their opponents was for their interpretation and 

application of Torah, then it makes more sense to see the term twqlxh y#rwd as 

referring to Torah and not prophecy. Furthermore, if the Pharisees are being attacked 

over the ‘oral Torah,’ the term fits more neatly with its prophetic antecedents. It is 

through their speech that the twqlxh y#rwd mislead, by their smooth, deceitful talk, 

which brings to mind an early Pharisaic oral Torah. James VanderKam allows that:  

At the least one may say that their Essene opponents from Qumran and those 

that produced the Damascus Document insulted them by using epithets that 

highlight the abuse of speech – something that is not the case for their 

treatment of other enemies.
305

  

This suggests the Pharisees were especially associated with at least an oral form of 

teaching in late Second Temple times. 
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The two occurrences in Hodayot confirm that the Seekers After Smooth 

Things are enemies of the sect and present an image of a group who misinterpret the 

Torah. In these passages, arguments centring on the misuse of language are to the 

fore, with opponents presented as an organised group, or congregation (1QH 10.32). 

The verb #rd certainly has overtones of the act of interpretation, and while halakah 

is not a term used by the yahIad, it could, as Newsom notes, be used mockingly with 

reference to the technical terminology of its rivals.
306

 While the flatterers are 

undoubtedly opponents of the author of the Hodayot, it is their manner of seeking 

which places them in opposition. The opponents are those who do not prepare the way 

(1QH 8.13; 9.19-20 [Isa 40.3]), nor do they walk in the way of his heart (1QH 12.18, 

25; 14.10, 24).
307

 Rather, they seek God among idols (1QH 12.15) and search with a 

double heart (1QH 12.14). Additionally, in 1QH 10.34, there is a reference to the 

Teacher being an object of contempt and reproach in the mouth of all hymr y#rwd, 

‘seekers of deceit,’ another name for enemies of the sect.
308

 The ones who seek 

‘smooth things’ are deceitful in their enterprise. ‘They change your law which you 

engraved in my heart for twqlx for your people’ (1QH 12.10-11). The sectarians 

have different pejorative designations for their opponents which provide some clues, 

if not to their identity, to the kind of things which evoke the ire of the community.
309

 

One of these, I contend, was the false interpretation of Torah. In addition to their false 

searching/interpretation of Torah, they seek the Lord with a double heart (1QH 
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12.14), among idols (1QH 12.15), and in the mouth of prophets of fraud attracted by 

delusion (1QH 12.16), not as they should in the Torah. 

The citations from Pesher Nahum are of most relevance in deciding if 

‘Seekers After Smooth Things’ is a reference to the Pharisees, something taken to be 

a truism of scholarship.
310

 VanderKam argues there is enough information in Pesher 

Nahum to reveal the identity of the Seekers After Smooth Things.
311

 This would 

indicate that the Pharisees searched the Scriptures for ways in which to conduct 

themselves (halakot), choosing to search for smooth or easy things (halaqot), taking 

the easy way out. While the Pharisees are perhaps the most likely group to fit the 

description attached to the Seekers After Smooth Things, the use of the term by the 

yahIad may be more of a catch-all term, which can be directed at different opponents 

as circumstances dictate. Outsiders are labelled to distinguish them from community 

members, and Scripture is interpreted in such a way as to label all those outside the 

community as wicked covenant violators.
312

  

The ‘Seekers After Smooth Things’ are incontrovertibly enemies of the sect, 

due to their interpretation of Scripture, taking an easier route than the sect. While the 

term halakah may not inspire the sobriquet per se, it cannot be denied that the phrase 

has biblical roots, linked to Isaiah (and other texts). While it is a truism to pinpoint the 
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Pharisees as the Seekers After Smooth Things, this remains the most likely 

possibility.
313

 Enemies of the sect were those who had a differing interpretation of 

Scripture, with which the yah Iad disagreed because they sought to take the easy route. 

Considering the evidence of 1QH, this may not be any single group. Furthermore, it 

cannot be a coincidence that the main person responsible for interpretation of Torah in 

the sect is the IL, a term bearing much resemblance to the Seekers, founded on the 

same verb #rd. 

 

3.4.2 Interpreter of the Law 

The term hrwth #rwd (IL) occurs five times in the DSS (CD 6.7; 7.18; 4Q174 1-2 

ii 11; 4Q177 10-11.5; 4Q266 3iii19), and is used in different ways, referring to figures 

in the community’s past, and (potentially) in its future. The IL is referred to in CD 6.7 

as a historical figure; in CD 7.18 in an eschatological context; and can be identified 

with the priestly Messiah (4Q174 1-2 ii 11; see 1QS 9.11; CD 12.23; 14.19).
314

 

The IL is a key figure in the sect, and of particular interest to this study due to 

his role in interpreting Torah. The origins of the term are linked to Deut 18.15, where 

the Lord promises to raise up a prophet like Moses, and Deut 17.8-9, where a difficult 

matter of judgement is brought before the Levitical priests. In the latter verse, #rd is 

used to refer to the inquiry of the priests. Furthermore, Ezra 7.10, as well as 1 Macc 

14.14 and Sir 32.15, have been proposed as additional biblical foundations for the 
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term, mainly on linguistic grounds.
315

 The function of the IL is unique to Qumran in 

the Second Temple period, though there is some debate as to whether he is a 

messianic figure. His counterpart, the Teacher of Righteousness, was identifiably a 

priest, and would fulfil the role of the messiah of Aaron, meaning that the IL could 

hold another role, such as the prophet like Moses. It is further possible that the two 

figures were not always clearly distinguished.
316

 For the purposes of this 

investigation, it is the role of the IL as an exegete of Scripture that will be 

investigated, as it is the community’s interpretation of Scripture which forms the 

focus of this study.  

Phillip Callaway notes the three different ways to read the position of IL.
317

 

The figure may be historical, not historical, or IL is a blanket term for the original and 

later ‘searchers’. In CD, the IL is the historical precursor to a teacher. In 4QFlor, the 

IL must be a contemporary, or forerunner of the Teacher. In Serekh, it appears that no 

single individual is the IL, which includes anyone involved in the purposeful inquiry 

into the meaning of Torah. Other passages in Serekh could be interpreted as schematic 

references to the messiah and his legislative forerunner; therefore, there is no need to 

treat the figure as historical. 

 There are subtle distinctions in the use of IL across Serekh, CD and 4Q174, 

and even within CD itself, which describe an activity, or relate to an office and later 

eschatological figure. Jean Carmignac proposes that the IL refers to any Essene, not a 

specific figure like (the Teacher of Righteousness).
318

 While this proposal may fit the 
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context of 1QS, the IL features as a specific figure in CD 6.7 and 7.18. The former 

verse identifies the IL with ‘the Star’, and mentions a succession of ‘Staves’ which 

may indicate a succession of Interpreters, the first and the last being of greatest 

importance.
319

 This could be reconciled with the coming of an eschatological figure 

with the title IL, such as outlined in 4Q174, making the IL the priestly messiah of 

Aaron. Vermès proposes IL is a title, and that every local assembly of the community 

had an IL, which fits with 1QS 6.6. CD 6.7-10 references an IL who was a figure of 

the past, while 4Q174 identifies a figure appearing in the future, to work beside the 

Davidic Messiah, when the community moved from Jerusalem to Damascus.
320

 The 

IL can refer to a figure in the past, a messianic figure, and/or any member of the 

community engaged in Torah interpretation. 

In CD 6.4, rod/qqxm can mean ‘leader’ or ‘lawgiver’ by means of a play on 

the word. Thus, the historical founder of the community, here identified as the IL, 

establishes precepts which are considered valid until the coming of an eschatological 

figure, the Teacher of Righteousness.
321

 This interpretation is distinguished by its 

application to history and the experience of the sect. The IL is set up in contrast to the 

Prince of the Congregation and apostates, and acts as a guard against apostasy. This 

reading fits with the interpretation that he is a messianic figure, supported by verses 

which indicate that the IL is a figure at work in the community. The IL has the correct 

interpretation of Torah, unlike the apostates, who may be equated with the y#rwd 

twqlxh. According to CD 6.7-11, the IL issued the decrees that should be walked in 

‘during the age of wickedness’ (CD 6.10). It thus appears that this law is only valid 
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for an interim period (‘the age of wickedness’ CD 15.6-10) and may therefore be 

abrogated by the Teacher at the end of days.
322

 CD 6.2-11 offers proof that the IL 

predates the Teacher, and is an authority figure who has already come to the group 

and issued decrees.  

Peretz Segal notes that the IL is viewed as a successor of Moses and can be 

further identified with the mehIIoqeq, the one who interprets Torah.
323

 The laws 

established by the meh IIoqeq are binding on the community in addition to the Torah, or 

as the correct interpretation of Torah. The IL establishes the laws for the community, 

and may be further identified as the founder of the community.  

The purpose of the IL is of greatest significance for this study. The Qumran 

community believed the IL was sent to give them the exegetical tools necessary to 

create halakah.
324

 Wacholder argues that the importance of #rd is reflected in its 

usage, noting the contrast between hrwth #rwd and twqlxh y#rd. Torah can be 

searched, as seen in Serekh. 1QS 6.6 determines that each community movement, 

should have an hrwtb #rwd #y), to be engaged in constant Torah study, while 1QS 

8.11-12 presents a community official (#rwdh #y)) whose role is to instruct new 

members in the teachings of the sect. All this means, for Fraade:  

if revealed knowledge and interpretive authority is concentrated in the priestly 

class and officers of the community, whether because of pedigree or 

specialized knowledge and activity, it is shared by the community as a whole 

by virtue of their common life of mutually justifying discipline and ritualized 

study.
325
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This is an important point, meaning all with full membership of the community are 

entitled, if not obliged, to #rd Torah. Hempel concurs that xrwtb #rwd #y) in 6.8 

does not seem to be an office, but a single member of the community engaged in 

study at all times.
326

 The association of the IL with Scripture interpretation appears on 

different levels: in Serekh as a member of the community engaged in studying the 

law; and in CD, the IL appears in 6.7 as a figure in the community’s past assigned a 

key role in interpreting law; in CD 6.7 and 4QFlor the title is mentioned in an 

exegetical context as if the title itself was derived from Scripture.  

George Brooke, noting that 4Q174 supports two eschatological figures 

expected at Qumran, argues that one of these was to interpret the law.
327

 However, the 

evidence does not necessitate the IL being a priest, and Brooke argues convincingly, 

citing Ezra 7.10; Sir 32.15; 1 Macc 14.14; and Jub 1.12, that the task of seeking the 

Law is assigned to all.
328

 

The precise identity of the IL is not the immediate concern of this study. More 

importantly, the sect had an office, the holder of which was tasked with overseeing 

the community’s scriptural study. This office may have been held by a succession of 

individuals over time, or by different members of the community following a rota. 

The role’s existence underlines scriptural study’s importance at Qumran. Moreover, 

the apparent contrast between hrwth #rwd and twqlxh y#rwd indicates the 

Qumran community believed that there was a ‘correct’ way to study Scripture, which 

was not followed by their opponents. Such differences may provide the sect’s 

rationale for retreating to the wilderness (1QS 8.15). The community as a whole, from 
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the time of its origins, is characterised by study as a medium to discover esoteric 

Torah teaching (1QS 6.6-8). Yet to allow all members free reign to uncover new laws 

would lead to a somewhat chaotic environment, if not regulated with the correct 

checks and balances. The IL provided the tools to search the law correctly, and guide 

the process of midrash ha-Torah, the derivation of sectarian law.
329

 

 

3.5 Nistarot and Nigleh 

This section shall discuss the significance of twrtsn and hlgn, which, I will argue, 

function as technical terms. Deriving their origin from Deut 29.28, they distinguish 

between the ‘revealed laws explicitly stated in the Torah’ and ‘the hidden laws known 

only to the sect’.
330

 Their meaning in a legal context has been examined by Gary 

Anderson,
331

 Aharon Shemesh and Cana Werman;
332

 Ben Zion Wacholder,
333

 who 

has argued they may be employed in esoteric sapiential contexts; and David 

Flusser,
334

 who extended the technical usage to include broader ideological 
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interpretations. Shani Tzoref
335

 elucidates how twrtsn and hlgn are used differently 

in texts of different genres, demonstrating a correlation between genre and exegetical 

stance in the relevant texts. 

Aharon Shemesh and Cana Werman
336

 argue that the Qumran sect assumed 

certain religious rules, previously hidden from Israel, had been revealed to the sect. 

The secret things that once belonged ‘to the Lord our God’, now ‘belong to us and to 

our children’; that is the sectarian legal rules. The revelation of commandments 

previously hidden from Israel constitutes one aspect of the yahIad’s broader tendency 

towards isolation.
337

 The yahIad considered part of its doctrines to be esoteric.
338

 This 

esotericism is fundamental to the Qumran worldview, is linked to the Essene view on 

dualism, and the belief that the community were God’s elect. The rules of conduct 

governing the community were clear, and the yah Iad believed that these were secret 

teachings which the community (or its officers) dug for in the Scriptures (CD 6.4). 

Matters discovered by the IL should not be kept hidden from full members, lest there 

arise a ‘spirit of desertion’ (1QS 8.11-12; CD 15.13-15). These teachings are found 

through interpretation of Torah (1QS 8.13-16).
339

 Furthermore, the sect attacks their 

opponents for not searching Torah; this intensive searching of Torah was the only 

way of ascertaining the meaning of the twrtsn.
340
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The twrtsn belong to God, but are progressively revealed to the 

community.
341

 The distinction between hidden and revealed laws is evident in the 

penalties prescribed by the foundational texts of the community (1QS 6.24-7.25). 

Those who deliberately violate one of the revealed laws are banished with no return 

permissible; in contrast, those who violate sectarian halakah (hidden laws) are 

punished, but thereafter may be readmitted to the community.
342

 twrtsn and hlgn 

are central terms in the community’s understanding of the law. 1QS 5.11 indicates a 

separation between the men of the covenant and their opponents, based on searching 

the Lord’s decrees. A key difference is that the community has access to the hlgn and 

the twrtsn, whereas those outside can only know the hlgn. The manner of obtaining 

the twrtsn is key. Members of the sect engaged in an exact study of Scripture using 

exegetical methods similar to the rabbis, and twrtsn could be discovered by 

‘thorough, careful and intensive study searching in the Scripture.’
343

 The precise 

nature and extent of this study is not explicitly provided. Schiffman names the hlgn 

as simply Scripture, while the twrtsn are the sectarian interpretation of Scripture.
344

 

The twrtsn are derived through divinely-inspired exegesis, meaning they are 

ultimately derived from Scripture, and the yah Iad relied on biblical interpretation for 

the derivation of its halakah (like many contemporaries).  

Alternatively, Devorah Dimant argues that the hlgn are laws whose 

interpretation is clear to everyone, while the twrtsn are only correctly understood by 
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the sectarians, who developed them by means of divinely-inspired exegesis.
345

 The 

laws consist of ‘that which was hidden from Israel but found by the man who 

searches’ (1QS 8.11-12; see 5.11-12). One needs to search in order to find the 

twrtsn. The role of the IL is central to this enterprise. The use of twrtsn and in 

particular hlgn in the DSS, supports the majority opinion. 

From a practical perspective, Israel Knohl offers three reasons for the use of 

the terminology: firstly, to account for the wide gap between the laws of the sect and 

the halakah prevalent among the majority of Israel (e.g. CD 1.11; 3.13-16); secondly, 

to explain the discrepancy between the laws of Torah, as interpreted by the sect, and 

the lives of biblical personalities as portrayed in the historical books of the Bible (CD 

5.2-5); thirdly, to assume for the sect’s halakah a status of esoteric Torah, not to be 

revealed in public.
346

 This outline provides a three-fold reasoning for the community’s 

use of twrtsn and their rationale behind using the terminology in question. The 

yahIad certainly used twrtsn to refer to halakoth which were specific to the 

community and had been derived from scriptural exegesis. 

Study held a central place in the community, which in turn led to the 

development of particular halakah, which the community termed twrtsn, produced 

in community study sessions. This halakah was unavailable to those outsiders, but 

was to be followed by the true covenanters. For this to be justified, the twrtsn 

required some sort of divine approval. 4Q375 offers a key insight into understanding 
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how the sect derived its secret or hidden laws, and justified following these particular 

laws. 

 

3.5.1 4Q375: Testing a True Prophet  

4Q375 centres on a debate around false prophecy. The text takes as its point of 

departure Deut 18.18-22, where a false prophet is one who declares something that 

does not come true. According to Wise:  

Our author, speaking as Moses, presupposes a situation in which two groups 

disagree about whether or not a prophet has spoken truly. The matter is cast in 

terms of apostasy, but in Second Temple times that might easily connote 

biblical interpretation with which one did not agree.
347

  

This last point is of special interest to the present study, especially the single 

occurrence of #rd in the text, 1 ii 7-8: hwhy [twwcm lwk ]t) #rdw; ‘and shall 

study [all the commandments of] YHWH’.
348

 4Q375 exemplifies the use of legal 

material in a new context, resulting in an attempt to explain actual events in the life of 

the sect and presenting them as biblical material.
349

 

The passage narrates Aaron doing something around the parokhet and the Ark, 

studying the laws which have been hidden from Israel until now and emerging to tell 

the people the results. John Strugnell considered taking #rd in its late biblical sense 

of the public exposition of Scripture (also noting the strange reference to the public 

reading of law on Day of Atonement in m. Yoma 7.1-2, which presents 
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difficulties).
350

 The title hrwth #rwd, used for the sect’s principal exegete, is a 

better parallel. That sense would call for a supplement to this passage implying 

imparting of these laws ‘to all …’ fitting the role of the IL. Within the context of 

4Q375, the author conceives an elaborate ceremonial trial involving the high priest 

and the Ark. Secret laws are kept in or near the Ark, meaning that the high priest 

retires there and studies in order to determine if the prophet is true or false, thus 

revealing God’s verdict. This has roots in #rd in the sense of divination (1 Sam 28.7; 

1 Chr 10.13). The object of #rd is the twwcm, which have been hidden from Israel 

until now, recalling the twrtsn in other sectarian texts. 

The location of the act of studying is noteworthy. Locating it in a place so holy 

that none may enter ensures that the study of the hidden things (twrtsn) will be done 

between God and the high priest without the cooperation of others. Only after the 

event will the high priest emerge to reveal the answer. As Gershon Brin comments:  

As the high priest has to interpret the scriptures to find out the decision which 

he must reach for that case, he himself does not know what the law is. So the 

phrase ‘[that which have been con]cealed from thee’ may be understood to 

refer not only to the people; these are concealed laws from everyone, 

including the high priest.
351

  

Thus, the twrtsn can be divided into two levels: those for the people, that the IL and 

other sect leaders know how to solve; and those neither ordinary people nor leaders 

know how to solve. 4Q375 outlines that in the latter circumstances only the high 

priest, not a regular IL as in 1QS 6.6, has a procedure to reveal those twrtsn and 

give God’s answer.  
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There are important links between 4Q375 and Serekh. 1QS 8.11-12 reads: ‘the 

interpreter shall not conceal from them, out of fear of the spirit of apostasy, any of 

those things hidden from Israel which have been discovered by him.’ All knowledge 

gained by the Interpreter must be shared with the whole community. In contrast, the 

charge is laid against the wicked people that ‘they have neither sought nor enquired 

after him, concerning his laws that they might know the hidden things in which they 

sinfully erred’ (1QS 5.11). The study of Torah must provide the basis for the 

behaviour of members of the sect, distinguishing them from the wicked ones. 

However, it is only in extraordinary circumstances that the high priest has the task of 

studying the Scriptures. Generally, the priests interpret Scripture as part of the sect’s 

daily life (1QS 5.8-9). 

4Q375 provides evidence both of scriptural exegesis and that the sect felt it 

necessary to ground this in the text, suggesting that the author belonged to a group 

with reason to want to add nuance to biblical commands, as there is evidence that the 

yahIad was engaged in scriptural interpretation through the IL and the Teacher of 

Righteousness. This modification could hardly be done in the name of any but Moses. 

By explaining how God’s orders come to the community, the author distinguishes the 

true prophet from the prophet who speaks apostasy to the nation in order to lead them 

astray. 

 

3.5.2 Conclusion on Nistarot and Nigleh 

The hidden laws which members of the community are required to follow have been 

unearthed from digging in the Torah during the community’s study sessions. These 

laws are found under the direction of an/the IL. 4Q375, while not necessarily a yahIad 
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text, narrates an episode which indicates that (perhaps in special circumstances) the 

high priest may have to study laws in the environs of the Ark. For this study, the 

presence of these twrtsn, which are found by searching the Torah, demonstrates that 

the community at Qumran did search the Scriptures for new halakoth, and used the 

term #rd to describe this search. The next section will examine the use of the 

nominal form #rdm in the DSS. 

 

3.6 Midrash in the Dead Sea Scrolls 

The word #rdm occurs 12x in the DSS, all in sectarian compositions.
352

 #rdm 

occurs only twice in the Tanak, in Chronicles, in both instances in the name of a book, 

from which the reader can gain information about a particular subject (kings Abijah 

and Joash respectively). Its use in the DSS is different, with the word carrying a range 

of meanings, including ‘study, investigation’.
353

 Nonetheless, scholars who approach 

the Hebrew language from a diachronic perspective see the immediate connection 

between this late BH feature and its presence in the DSS.
354

 The term is used in a 

variety of senses across the Scrolls, referring to both legal and non-legal material. 

#rdm can have the sense of judicial inquiry, notably in 1 QS 6.24 and 8.26, where it 

occurs in a construct with yahIad ‘an inquiry of the community’. However, it is also 

used to refer to a communal study session in 1 QS 8.14-15 as well as in a titular sense 
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(4Q258 1.1.1; 4Q256 5.1; 4Q249). Alongside 1 QS 8.15-16, 4Q174 allows for the 

view that investigative searching might move beyond the Law to include the Prophets 

and Psalms, at least occasionally in the history of the community.  

The key question is whether #rdm can mean scriptural exegesis at Qumran. 

Timothy Lim, attempting to categorise the occurrences of #rdm at Qumran, presents 

four categories
355

: communal study (1QS 8.14-16, 26); judicial inquiry (1QS 6.24); 

communal regulation (CD 20.6; 4Q266 18v18-20); and a title for authoritative 

interpretation (4Q258 1i1), as well as noting its appearance on the title page of 4Q249 

and the occurrence of #rdm and r#p in 4Q174. For these latter occurrences, Lim 

favours the sense of ‘authoritative interpretation’.
356

 Such a sense is more open than 

the more precise ‘scriptural interpretation,’ which does not pin down the source of the 

interpretation as Torah, as suggested by many of the titular occurrences of #rdm.   

Steven Fraade views three levels of meaning in #rdm at Qumran, viewed in 

the context of early rabbinic literature: the activity of interpretive study of the 

Scriptures; discrete exegetical results of such study; and the text collections of such 

exegesis.
357

 The central question is whether #rdm can mean scriptural exegesis or 

study at Qumran, which is not unrelated to the use of #rd in the Scrolls. This section 

will examine the use of #rdm in three senses: as a title, as biblical interpretation, and 

as a judicial inquiry. 
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3.6.1 Midrash as a Title  

#rdm is used in certain texts as a title, either of the entire document/Scroll, or 

a section thereof. This section will examine those instances: 4Q(256)Sb 9.1; 

4Q(258)Sd 1.1; 4Q266 11.20; 4Q174 1.14; and 4Q249. Such a usage indicates that 

the covenanters viewed #rdm as not only an activity, but also results of that activity. 

The evidence of 4Q249 in particular indicates that by #rdm the community was 

referring to interpretation of Scripture, in turn shedding light on the use of #rd. 

 

3.6.1.1 Midrash as a Title in Serekh and CD 

In two copies of Serekh from Cave 4, #rdm occurs as a title for a section (4Q256 9.1 

– which has a parallel text including Krs in 1QS 5.1), or the entire text (4Q258 1.1). 

It needs to be established what #rdm means in these instances. While it can refer to 

the results of interpretation of Scripture, #rdm can also refer to judicial judgements 

in the yah Iad. Additionally, as noted above, 4Q270 7ii15, contains the phrase #rdm 

Nwrx)h hrwth, which Wacholder maintains is the title of the text.
358

 This section 

examines these uses of #rdm. 

1QS 5.1-6.2 begins ‘this is the rule (Krsh) for the men of the community.’ 

The parallel text 4Q258 1.1 (by#hl Mybdntmh hrwth y#n) l( lyk#ml #rdm 

hwc r#) lwkb qyzxhlw (r lwkm; ‘midrash for the Instructor concerning the men 
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of the law who freely volunteer to revert from all evil and to keep themselves 

steadfast in all he commanded’), replaces Krsh with #rdm. As 4Q258 1.1, reads 

#rdm for lk#m in 1QS 5.1, some scholars have posited that ‘midrash’ may appear 

in the title of 1QS. Such speculation is unlikely. As Metso states:  

The possibility that My#[rdm is part of the title of 1QS 1:1, which has to be 

considered in the light of 4QSb 5:1 and 4QSd 1:1 (lyk#ml #rdm in both 

manuscripts), is less problematic, for the terms Krs and #rdm always seem 

to appear alternatively, and never simultaneously in the titles of 1QS and 

#rdm is a word only used in the singular in the Rule of the Community.
359

   

The title of the document is more aptly ‘For the wise leader, to instruct the men 

during his life, the book of the order of the community.’ This title fits the content of a 

text which outlines the conduct required of the community members, better than one 

based on scriptural interpretation. 

1QS 5.1-6.2 relates to exegetical decisions of the sect which are binding on its 

members, who take an oath to follow community decisions, including the twrtsn. 

Johann Maier argues that #rdm appearing in place of Krs indicates that #rdm did 

not have any special meaning in the DSS.
360

 On the other hand, Lim argues that 

#rdm appears as a title for authoritative interpretation in 4Q258 1.1 (comparing this 

to 1QS 5.1).
361

 That #rdm acts as a title cannot be disputed, the question concerns 

what the title indicates about the content. Where the material indicates judicial 

decisions, the sense of #rdm as examination is more evident. However, in 4Q174 

and 4Q249 an alternative sense is also present. 
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A similar case could be made for reading 1QS 6.24 as a title for a further 

subsection of Serekh: yp l( dxy #rdmb Mb w+p#y r#) My+p#mh hl)w 

Myrbh; ‘And these are the regulations by which they shall judge in an examination of 

the community depending on the case.’ This phrase is followed by a long line of 

offences and misdemeanours and their appropriate punishments, which has parallels 

not only in the Cave 4 versions of Serekh, but also 4Q259 and the Damascus 

Document.
362

 The phrase suggests that #rdm is the source from which the injunctions 

which follow were taken.
363

 Therefore, #rdm may refer to a written text, possibly 

including community decisions on judicial matters or examinations, not to exclude the 

possibility that the results of the community study sessions would also be deemed 

#rdm. 

4Q270 7ii15 contains the phrase Nwrx(h hrwt[h] #rdm, which both 

Stegeman and Wacholder propose as the title of the text ‘Midrash of the 

Eschatological Torah’.
364

 Coupled with the examples from Serekh, it is very possible 

that #rdm could form part of the title of CD, especially given the content of the text. 

Added to conclusions on the use of #rd in the Scrolls, it is plausible that #rdm 

could refer to the results of scriptural exegesis, though the evidence of the Serekh 

texts would indicate that #rdm more correctly in these documents refers to 

collections of legal decisions of the community, whether or not they are the result of 

scriptural exegesis. 
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3.6.1.2 Midrash as a Title in 4Q174 

4Q174 1-2 i 14: My(#r tc(b Klh )wl r#) #y)[h ]yr#)m #rdm;        

[ My(#rh ]Krdm yrs [hmh r]bdh r#p ‘Midrash of (Ps 1.1) “blessed is the man 

who does not walk in the counsel of the wicked”. The interpretation of this wor[d: 

they are] those who turn aside from the path of [the wicked.]’ This phrase, which 

follows a vacat, can be read as an introduction, or title, to the section which follows, 

an exposition of, or an instruction deriving from, Ps 1.1.
365

 Of particular interest is the 

occurrence of both #rdm and r#p. The interpretation of Ps 1.1 equates the man who 

does not walk in the counsel of the wicked with members of the sect. The ‘counsel of 

the wicked’ is understood as those who turn from the path of righteousness, an 

interpretation supported by references to Isa 8.11 (which is understood as referring to 

the end of days), Ezek 44.10, and Ps 2.1 (which is understood to refer to the chosen 

people of Israel, that is the sectarians, in the end of days). 

The key question concerns the meaning of #rdm in this phrase. The material 

which follows includes the interpretation of a Psalm verse, with references to two 

verses from the Prophets and another Psalm verse, not unlike the Pesharim, 

unsurprising given the introduction r#p. The vacat and the word #rdm indicate the 

beginning of a new section, though Lim argues that it would be awkward for a new 

section to begin rbdh #rp, given that this is a stereotypical formula which occurs 

in continuous pesharim to introduce a sectarian comment on a biblical verse.
366

 Such 

an argument can be difficult to justify as, other than the puzzling double reference to 

both #rdm and r#p, it does not seem out of place for #rdm to be the title of the 
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section and r#p to signal the beginning of the interpretation. The coexistence of both 

words in the one phrase is unique. In response to this puzzle, Lim proposes that 

#rdm refers to the content of the community’s study, and r#p to an interpretation of 

not only Ps 1.1, but also the accompanying interpretation.
367

 Therefore ‘midrash 

pesher’ would not exist as a unique genre, since the r#p in 4Q174 would mean an 

interpretation of a pre-existent sectarian explanation of Ps 1.1, perhaps a result of the 

nightly study sessions. Referencing the use of #rdm as a title in 4Q256 and 4Q258, 

Lim argues that, in these cases, #rdm does not refer to a genre of biblical exegesis, 

but to an instruction or rule which the wise leader will impart to the sectarians, and 

does not refer to the study of Torah as such, ‘but the instructions and regulations, 

grounded in Torah for sure, that all observant members of the community must 

follow’.
368

 However, as 4Q249 will show, it is possible for #rdm to be used in a 

titular sense with reference to biblical interpretation, meaning that such a sense cannot 

be ruled out in the current case.  

George Brooke proposes that #rdm in 4Q174 1.14 is a technical term, not 

referring to the literary genre, but identifying a method of scriptural interpretation, 

which would have been that employed in study sessions by the community.
369

 Brooke 

further argues that #rdm may carry a quasi-technical function so that all thematic 

analyses of prophetic texts might be understood as formal searching of the Scriptures, 

‘the kind of interpretive enterprise which could be written up and presented for 

particular thematic purposes’.
370

 In an earlier work, Brooke argued that this text acts 
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as proof for a genre called ‘Qumran midrash’, with 4Q174 containing midrash (but 

not rabbinic midrash) of a particular haggadic kind.
371

 The structure of scriptural 

citations and interpretation made up of statements of identity and explanation 

‘resembles the other Qumran writings where there is scriptural citation and 

interpretation.’
372

 The best conclusion is that #rdm means the yahIad searching of the 

Scriptures, and may also refer to the product of that searching, hence its use in the 

titular sense by the sectarians. The product may be interpretation of scriptural text, but 

also legal halakah, which is the product of study sessions. 

While the Pesharim comment solely on prophetic texts, interpreted in light of 

the community’s experience, the sectarians did not limit biblical interpretation to 

Torah, and were happy to name their interpretation of the Prophets #rdm. As 

Shemesh notes, 4Q174 uses the term #rdm to indicate the interpretation of a verse 

which may even come from a composition he has before him.
373

 Philip Alexander 

expresses a note of caution that too much can be read into a word which may simply 

mean ‘interpretation’, or ‘explanation’.
374

 This signals the problems encountered 

while seeking to define the use of #rdm at Qumran, yet one must not be deterred by 

difficulties, but seek to understand and categorise each usage on its own merits before 

reaching some more general conclusions. It is certainly the case that #rdm can be 

used in the titular sense, as seen in other texts, and to describe scriptural 

interpretation. Thus, it is reasonable to propose (especially as what follows is an 
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interpretation which cites four scriptural verses) that, for the community at Qumran, 

#rdm can carry the sense of scriptural interpretation. Furthermore, it is quite 

plausible that the same was the product of community study sessions. 

 

3.6.1.3 Midrash as a Title in 4Q249 

 The opening line of this text reads ‘h#wm rps #rdm’, ‘Interpretation of the 

Book of Moses’. This line is found on the verso of the scroll, with the remainder of 

the very fragmentary text, written in the esoteric script ‘Cryptic A’ on the recto. This 

is one of only five extant manuscripts found in the caves at Qumran which have the 

title written on the reverse (the others being 1QS; 4Q8c; 4Q504; 4Q257). Since the 

text is so fragmentary, it is impossible to come to a definitive conclusion as to the 

form of the #rdm presented in the document. Nonetheless, it is not unreasonable to 

suggest that Scripture, probably the Torah, was the object of midrash in the text. 

4Q249 contains a list of legal ordinances written in cryptic script that includes 

Pentateuchal expansions of the laws of leprosy from Lev 14.33-53. More recently, it 

has been demonstrated that the original title h#wm rps was corrected by a later 

scribe to h#wm #rdm. The word #rdm was added by a second scribe, who marked 

the word rps as a deletion.
375

 The original title was amended to reflect the content of 

the work (the illegible scripta inferior) calling these new regulations the ‘Midrash of 

Moses’.  
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Stephen Pfann notes that 4Q249, one of the earliest of the group’s halakic 

works, already reflects a rather developed methodology, and that the method bears 

certain similarities to that used in Pharisaic and rabbinic traditions.
376

 This 

methodology was in all likelihood led by a skilled Interpreter. One reasonable 

scenario suggests that the study sessions, as outlined in 1QS, formed the basis for 

such scriptural exegesis. The preserved text in 4Q249 is a freer paraphrase or even 

interpretation of Lev 14.
377

 Moreover, an explicit citation formula bwtk r#)[k 

appears in frg. 13, and possibly also in frg. 14 (where only the )k survives). It is 

plausible that the community produced works on the basis of scriptural exegesis. 

Scripture and its interpretation held a central role in the Qumran community, and 

where #rd can refer to the interpretation of Scripture, and study sessions can bear the 

title #rdm, a document with the title h#wm #rdm would most likely contain 

scriptural interpretation. 

 

3.6.1.4 Conclusions on use of Midrash as a Title in the Dead Sea Scrolls 

#rdm appears as a title of a document, or section thereof, in four of the texts 

preserved at Qumran. The content of these texts varies, including community 

regulations in the case of 1QS and CD, interpretation of prophetic texts in 4Q174, and 

interpretation of the Torah in 4Q249. Regarding the latter text, it is plausible that the 

h#wm (rps) #rdm was the product of the community study sessions, overseen by 

the hrwth #rwd, which may have provided the basis for supporting the 
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community’s halakah. 4Q249 is the exception and other instances of #rdm do not 

refer to a genre of biblical exegesis, but have a specific referent in the preparation of 

the way in the wilderness (1QS 8.15), or more generally the study of the community 

(1QS 8.26).
378

 Thus Lim differentiates 4Q249 from the use of #rdm in 4Q256 and 

4Q258, with the latter two referring to an instruction or rule as opposed to scriptural 

exegesis. Such differentiation may be based on the content of 4QS rather than the 

context of the use of #rdm. 

In 4Q249, the title must describe the content of the scroll. Thus, it is more 

likely that the covenanters called their interpretations of Scripture #rdm. One can 

expect to find scriptural exegesis in the content of 4Q249, perhaps composed by the 

IL, or the product of community study sessions. Such interpretation was likely used in 

support of the community’s halakah, as seen most clearly in CD, and influenced some 

of the longer sections of Serekh. While the content of the Serekh texts, 4Q174, and 

4Q249 differ, for those who penned them, all merited the title of #rdm. As such, one 

may conclude that, while the term #rdm did not have a tight definition in the DSS, it 

could be used to describe community regulations (S), scriptural interpretation 

including that of prophetic texts and the Psalms (4Q174), and interpretation of Torah 

(4Q249).  

  

3.6.2 Midrash as Biblical Interpretation 

This section will examine the possibility that #rdm was used with the sense of 

biblical interpretation. 1 QS 8.15, where the way of the Lord is understood as study of 
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the law, is one of the foundational texts for the community, and would appear to 

indicate that #rdm can be understood in the sense of biblical interpretation, which in 

turn highlights the importance of Scripture, and its study, for the community. The two 

most important terms for legal interpretation at Qumran are #rdm and #rp.
379

 In 

five of its twelve occurrences in the DSS, the noun #rdm is followed by Torah; 

additionally the title of 4Q249 is h#wm (rps) #rdm. Yet, as Fraade argues, whether 

this refers to scriptural exegesis is unclear: ‘The same ambiguity pertains in the DSS 

to the use of the verb lidrosh in conjunction with a text or body of laws.’
380

 However, 

the many occurrences of hrwth #rdm would suggest that the term is significant, 

especially when it is foundational for the community (1QS 8.15; CD 20.6). The 

content of #rdm certainly differs from rabbinic midrash, that is ‘the explicit citation 

and interpretation of Scripture as a source of or justification for law.’
381

 Yet #rdm 

can be distinguished from r#p. The latter, generally, focuses on a particular text, 

while the former is exegesis in which a corroborative passage in Scripture plays a 

part, and an exegetical form in which a passage is interpreted in the light of a second 

passage.
382

 While the texts the covenanters call #rdm may fall under the definition of 

midrash, it is difficult to determine the hermeneutical rules which lie behind the 

exegesis. 

 George Brooke argues that while the object of the midrash is not made explicit 

in 1QS 8.15, the context implies that it refers to an examination of members of the 
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community, citing 1 QS 8.26 in support.
383

 While the latter sense is clearly correct for 

other occurrences of #rdm, the sense of #rdm as scriptural interpretation cannot be 

ruled out, especially given the context of 1QS 8.15, and other uses of #rd in Serekh. 

Lim, in contrast, views both 1QS 8.14-16, and 1QS 8.26 as examples of #rdm in the 

sense of communal study.
384

 Again, this sense is possible for 1QS 8.15, where the 

object of study is Torah, but is less probable, even problematic, for 1QS 8.26, where 

the object is a community member. With Torah as the object in 1QS 8.15, Brooke’s 

designation of an examination of other members of the community becomes 

problematic, since their conduct would be measured against Torah. This is not the 

usual criterion for examination of community members, which normally covers their 

insight, deeds, and adherence to the mishpatim. In 1QS 8.26, #rdm could refer to 

interpretation of Scripture, as a measure of the conduct of the member who 

transgressed, though examination by the mebaqqer remains more likely. Elsewhere, 

Brooke had argued that the preparation of the way of the Lord is to be understood as 

the study of the law which God had commanded through Moses, in contrast to the 

literal call to separate and go into the wilderness.
385

 As the community had separated 

themselves from other Jews by taking literally the journey to the wilderness, it is 

logical that they would seek to support the differences between them and their 

opponents by recourse to Scripture. Scriptural interpretation leads to discovery of the 

twrtsn, one of the functions of the IL.
386

 

Thus #rdm could mean scriptural interpretation, considering the community 

was founded on the centrality of Scripture, and nightly study sessions focused on the 
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interpretation of Scripture, probably with the goal of finding halakah, or scriptural 

support for community halakah. While #rdm can be distinguished from the Pesharim 

(which had a different purpose outside the purview of this study
387

) in the 

community’s collective life, the searching for God’s will in Scripture, was the means 

by which they expected divine revelation to continue.
388

 Combined with the analysis 

of midrash as a title, one may conclude that the authors of the DSS used #rdm to 

relate to both the searching of Scripture and the composition that was the product of 

that search. The reason for interpreting Scripture is important: they were preparing for 

the eschaton, which they believed to be imminent.
389

 The interpretation of Scripture, 

and the hermeneutic of fulfilment, provides the raison d’être for the community’s life 

in the wilderness. This interpretation had a two-fold function: to provide an 

explanation of the history and suffering of the community, and to clarify meaning in a 

time of expectation.
390

 The ‘way’ in the wilderness is the elucidation of Torah, an 

activity in which one person is continually engaged (1QS 6.6-7), and in which the 

whole community takes part at night (1 QS 6.7-8).
391

 Through collective study, God’s 

will is revealed to the community, placing study on par with other means of 
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revelation. Indeed, the correct interpretation of the hlgn leads to the revelation of the 

twrtsn. Study is undertaken by the whole community, and the IL will not withhold 

any information, even from new members (1QS 8.11-12; 1 QS 5.2).
392

 

The text of 4Q259, h#wm dyb hwc r#) hrwth #rdm h)yh clearly 

alludes to Isa 40.3, providing strong evidence that ‘preparing the way’ means study of 

the Law. If Metso is correct in arguing that 4Q259 is more original than 1QS, this 

lends credence to study being central to the community from its beginning.
393

 The 

redaction process of Serekh both strengthens the self-understanding of the community 

by underlining their role as guardians of the covenant and true keepers of the law, 

while also providing scriptural legitimisation for community regulations.
394

 Yet, those 

who wish to apply this understanding of #rdm to every occurrence of the term in the 

Scrolls are mistaken. The term still carries other meanings. While Schiffman may 

claim that #rdm can refer not only to halakic, but also haggadic exegesis, the former 

being more common,
395

 such a meaning does not extend to every occurrence. For 

example, in 1QS 6.24, the examination of a person is clearly in view. 

 As #rdm can carry the sense of scriptural interpretation in the DSS, one can 

see that the sense of #rd most common in the Tanak (searching), can now be 

extended to searching Scripture. This conclusion allows for another dot on the line 

between the use of #rd in the Tanak and the Mishnah. I propose that such a sense 

also appears in Ben Sira, which helps explain why the DSS contains such a wide use 

of #rd in technical and exegetical senses. The interpretation of the Law (#rdm 
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hrwth) is a central concern of the Qumran community, as clearly evidenced in 1QS 

and CD.
396

 

 

3.6.3 Midrash as Judicial Enquiry 

A prominent sense of #rdm in the DSS is examination of members of the 

community. George Brooke has written that #rdm in Serekh ‘is the examination of 

people as much as it is the study of the text.’
397

 In 1QS 6.24 and 8.26, #rdm is used 

to mean a community investigation or examination, following the sense of #rd in the 

same text, where the object is a person: 1QS 5.20 ‘they shall examine (w#rd) the 

deeds of one who wishes to enrol in the assembly of the holiness in respect of his 

insights and deeds in law’; 1QS 6.14 ‘the man appointed at the head of the Many will 

examine him (wh#wrdy) regarding his insights and his deeds’; and 1QS 6.17 ‘… until 

they examine him (wh#wrdy) about his spirit and his deeds, until he has completed a 

full year.’ The test or examination to determine a person’s worthiness to be a member, 

or full member, of the community is called #rdm. A similar sense is found in CD 

15.11 where the person looking to be enrolled in the community must stand before the 

Inspector and should be persuasive ‘when he examines (w#rdb) him’. This sense of 

#rdm or #rd is unique to the DSS and finds no equivalent in the Tanak, or other 

works. Community members are tested and may be expelled for not following the 

right interpretation of the law (CD 6.18; 20.32-33). Members are also part of 

establishing how to follow the law (1QS 6.6-8). Apart from 1QS 8.15, the remaining 
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occurrences of #rdm in Serekh refer primarily to the examination of other members 

of the community, meaning that it takes on the sense of interpretation of people as 

much as of texts.  

 

3.6.4 Conclusions on Use of Midrash in the DSS 

The term #rdm carries three distinct senses in the DSS: a title, biblical interpretation, 

and examination of a person. These senses include the concept of study sessions, 

which fall under the category of biblical interpretation, and communal regulation, 

which falls under the titular category. The biblical sense of searching, which is the 

chief sense of the verbal form #rd in the Tanak, remains the foundation on which 

these senses lie. The object of searching now has additional foci; in addition to God 

(1QS 1.1), a text (both biblical and the +p#m), and (unique to the DSS) a person can 

be the object of the search/examination. While the Tanak provides two examples of 

#rdm as a title (2 Chr 13.22; 24.27), this sense has greater prominence in the DSS, 

frequently carrying Torah as its object, underlining the importance of searching the 

Scriptures for the Qumran community. With five of the twelve occurrences of #rdm 

having hrwt as their object, scriptural interpretation is the primary sense of #rdm in 

the DSS. Nonetheless, it must be noted that this is not the only sense present in the 

Scrolls, so it is not possible to say that #rdm only refers to the interpretation of 

Scripture. There are also instances where the titular form of #rdm refers to a 

community regulation, and where #rdm stands for examnation of a person. 
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3.7 Conclusions on the use of #rd and #rdm in the DSS 

This examination of the use of #rd in the Serekh texts has demonstrated that 

seeking the Lord was a primary concern, and that one of the means by which the 

Qumran community undertook this task was by studying Torah. The yahIad defined 

itself as one which studies and searches Scripture (1QS 5.7-12; 6.6-8), and saw the 

preparation of the way of the Lord as the study of Torah (1 QS 8.15). The 

examination of #rd and #rdm in the Damascus Document supports this analysis, 

with #rd being used in a similar manner to its senses in Serekh. Furthermore, as an 

examination of the IL and Seekers After Smooth Things, has shown, the sectarians 

used Scripture to understand their identity as a community, and set themselves against 

the community of the wicked, who did not search Scripture correctly. It was important 

to search Scripture in the correct manner. The terms twrtsn and hlgn add to the 

evidence that searching Scripture was of primary importance for the Qumran 

community. The reason for searching Torah was to uncover the twrtsn, hidden from 

the rest of Israel but revealed to the community by searching Torah under the 

direction of the IL. For the present study, the presence of these twrtsn demonstrates 

that the community at Qumran did search the Scriptures for new halakoth, and used 

the term #rd to describe this search. 

The examination of #rdm demonstrates that the term carries three senses in 

the DSS: a title, biblical interpretation, and the examination of a person. There are 

strong links to the biblical sense of both #rdm and #rd, which remain present in the 

occurrences of #rdm in the DSS, but with added nuance – the titular sense can now 
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be applied to scriptural interpretation and the development of halakah from that 

interpretation, and the primary sense of searching for God is extended so that search 

can take place in Scripture. This is not to say that this is the only sense in which 

#rdm is used in the Scrolls. #rdm can have a person as its object, with the sense of 

an examination of whether a person is worthy to join or re-join the community, and it 

may be a title for community regulations.  

In the context of this study, it is important to note that #rd and #rdm are 

used within the DSS to refer to the study of or interpretation of Scripture. The primary 

sense of searching (especially for the Lord) which was present in the Tanak has taken 

on additional forms of meaning in the DSS.  The yahIad held Scripture in very high 

esteem and used #rd and #rdm to describe their searching of Scripture. The yahIad 

searches for the will of God in Scripture/Torah, which is described in 1QS 8.15, as the 

preparation of the way of the Lord. While in the Tanak, the primary sense of 

searching for the will of God was through the medium of a prophet, for the yahIad this 

search takes place in Scripture, and this search can dig up new halakoth. In the DSS, 

however, #rd and #rdm do not have the sole meaning of the interpretation of 

Scripture. They can also refer to the examination of a person, specifically whether that 

person is following the hlgn and twrtsn; failure to do so can mean expulsion from 

the community either temporarily, or permanently in the case of the hlgn. 

The study of #rd and #rdm in the DSS has shown that one community in 

the last centuries BCE used #rd to describe their searching of the Scriptures, the next 

chapter will look at the text of Ben Sira, and examine how the sage searched the 

Scriptures, and the importance of Torah as the location for searching for God’s will.  
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4 ‘Whoever seeks the Law will be filled with it’ (Ben Sira 32.15): An analysis of 

the use of #rd in Ben Sira 

To this point in the dissertation the use of #rd in the Tanak and the DSS has been 

examined. The Tanak has provided a starting point for the examination of the use of 

#rd, while the DSS provide evidence of how one group in the Second Temple 

period used #rd. This chapter will consider the use of #rd in the book of Ben Sira, 

which will allow for both another text of the Second Temple period to be examined 

both in Hebrew and in translation to Greek. This will provide further evidence of 

#rd being used with the sense of interpretation of a text. 

 

4.1 Introduction 

The Hebrew term #rd occurs twelve times in the extant Hebrew text of Ben Sira, 

and is most frequently translated by the Greek zhte/w. In general, #rd is used in a 

similar fashion to the Tanak, although two passages warrant particular attention: 

3.21-24, where Ben Sira forbids his students from searching for that which is ‘too 

difficult’, or ‘secret things’; rather the student must limit study to that ‘which is 

authorised’; and 32.14-16, where Ben Sira encourages the reader to seek God, and 

states that whoever seeks the law will be filled with it, on both occasions employing 

the Hebrew verb #rd. Additionally, in 51.23, reference is made to the Beth 

Midrash. 

This chapter will analyse the use of #rd in Ben Sira 3.21-24 and 35.14-16 as 

well as the occurrence of Beth Midrash in 51.23.
398

 In the first passage, it will be 
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argued that Ben Sira indicates the limits of #rd, that is, what is appropriate for 

students to investigate. In the second, Torah is presented as that ‘which is 

authorised,’ the correct object of research. Finally, the chapter will examine the 

reference to the Beth Midrash in the final acrostic poem (Ben S 51.13-30), and 

discuss what it might mean within the context of his book. This study will shed light 

on the importance placed upon biblical interpretation by one sage in the last 

centuries BCE, and become more appreciative of the sense(s) of #rd at this time. 

The conclusions from the study of Ben Sira will be situated in the wider context by 

comparing the use of #rd in the Tanak and the DSS with Ben Sira. This chapter 

will argue that Ben Sira considers Torah (in its close relationship to wisdom) as the 

most appropriate object of #rd for his students. The sage warns his students against 

being attracted to Jewish apocalyptic and mystical works in their study, and guides 

them to search Torah instead (Sir 32.15). For Ben Sira, Torah could be searched for 

answers, using #rd with the sense of searching, or interpretation. The evidence 

from Ben Sira can be added to that of the DSS, that #rd was used to mean biblical 

interpretation in the last centuries BCE.  

 

4.1.1 The text of Ben Sira 

There are some problems associated with the text of Ben Sira. Its transmission is 

complicated – the Greek translation, attributed to the grandson of Ben Sira, is fully 

available, while the original Hebrew is only partly extant, with six manuscripts 

containing parts of the text found in the Cairo Genizah, one at Masada, and two at 

Qumran in caves 2 and 11; Syriac and Latin versions which have survived have their 
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own problems (which fall outside the parameters of this study
399

). Of the passages 

on which this study will focus, 3.21-22 is found in both MSS A and C, while the two 

following verses (3.23-24) have survived in MS A. Ben Sira 32.15 is found in MS B, 

while of the surrounding verses, 32.14 is found in MSS B and F, while 32.16 has 

survived in MSS B, C, and F. Ben Sira 51.23 is found in MS B and 11Q5. 

The Hebrew text is dated between 200-175 BCE. The author’s grandson 

translated the original text into Greek, writing about the year 132 BCE. The 

relationship between the Hebrew and the Greek is far from straightforward. Ben 

Sira’s grandson translated the document in a different cultural context, influencing 

his choice of vocabulary. He may also have had a different goal in mind for the book 

than his grandfather. Some scholars, such as Yadin, argue that frequently the 

grandson failed to understand the Hebrew, and in others, he had difficulty 

translating.
400

 This may overstate the case; in this study, focus falls on the final 

Greek form rather than the quality of the translation.
401

 Benjamin Wright examines 

the dependence on the Greek translations of the Hebrew Scriptures,
402

 concluding 

that, while Ben Sira borrowed from the Tanak freely,
403

 his grandson was not overly 

dependent on the Pentateuch LXX and did not use it as a dictionary. Yet differences 

in style between the prologue and the translation hint at an attempt to render the 
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translation in a more ‘biblical’ style, meaning that for the latter, the LXX translation 

language was appropriate.
404

 This study focuses on occurrences of #rd in the text 

and how they are rendered in Greek. With regard to the first point, particular focus 

will fall on the association of #rd with Torah, as well as looking for any association 

with the Greek genre of zētēsis. 

Ben Sira wrote in a period which is labelled as Middle Judaism by 

Boccaccini.
405

 This period was a bridge between the ancient Judaism of the sixth to 

third centuries BCE and the two main Judaisms which followed – Christianity and 

rabbinic Judaism.
406

 This was not a period of homogeneous thought; rather one 

could better speak of a multiplicity of Judaisms in operation at this time. The 

background to Ben Sira is a Hellenised world – where philosophy, literature and 

athletics were prevalent.
407

 Ben Sira was writing in a polytheistic society. The Jews 

living in this world had the delicate problem of conforming themselves to 

‘contemporary’ standards of what it meant to be civilised, while preserving in 

practice the essentials at least of their traditional monotheism, supported by 

observance of Mosaic law.  For Ben Sira, the great gift of divine wisdom is the law 

of Moses (Sir 24.33) – though the understanding of this concept is by no means the 

same as that held by the Pharisees and, later, the rabbis. 

Ben Sira was familiar with this Hellenistic world. He was well-travelled (34.9-

12) and may well have known Greek.
408

 Yet, Hellenism did not captivate him, his 

focus always turned to Torah, the guide to a good life. To be a wise teacher, 
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according to Ben Sira, means to be someone ‘learned in holy Scriptures.’ To study 

the Torah and prophetic writings presupposes a ‘spirit of understanding’ (39.6). The 

text of Ben Sira contains no explicit references to scriptural passages,
409

 though he 

does identify ‘the law which Moses commanded us’ with the ‘book of the covenant’ 

(Ben Sira 24.33), and various biblical people and events are referenced, notably in 

the praise of the fathers (Ben Sira 44-49/50).  

Not all commentators agree that Ben Sira knew Scripture, especially the books 

as known today. For example, Philip Davies argues that Ben Sira does not know the 

Pentateuch in canonical form, nor does he have a concept of Scripture, noting that he 

‘does not cite prooftexts from the literature, nor does he exegete passages from it’.
410

 

Davies concedes that ‘book of the covenant of the Most High’ in Sir 24 refers to 

Deuteronomy, but Ben Sira does contain evidence he was aware of other sections of 

the Pentateuch. Sir 24.3-4
411

 clearly alludes to Exodus.
412

 Similarly, Sir 15.14; 17.7; 

and 25.24 make it difficult to conclude that Ben Sira was unaware of Gen 1-3.
413

 It is 

more probable that Ben Sira knew the text but interpreted freely, than to assume that 

he was working from a variant form of the text. Sir 24.23 correlates the law that 

Moses commanded with the book of the covenant of the Most High God, a strong 

indication that the law existed in a written form. While the verse remains extant only 

in Greek, there is no doubt as to its meaning, and the book mentioned could only be 
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the Pentateuch.
414

 John Collins correctly argues Ben Sira knew the Torah, most 

likely in a form that has been transmitted to us, which he interpreted freely, and not a 

variant, unattested form.
415

 Jeremy Corley further argues that Ben Sira had access to 

most of the Hebrew Scriptures, including at least the Torah, the Former and Latter 

Prophets and Psalms, Proverbs and Job.
416

 Given that the book was likely written in 

Jerusalem between 200-175 BCE,
417

 this view stands to reason. Scripture has an 

important role in Ben Sira and this study aims to demonstrate that a unique element 

of Ben Sira’s work was the emergence of Scripture as a worthy subject of enquiry.  

Certain commentators have argued that Torah is not a subject of particular 

interest to Ben Sira. Von Rad argues that Sirach knows about it: ‘it has a part to 

play, but basically for Sirach it is of relevance only in so far as it is to be understood 

on the basis of … the great complex of wisdom teachings.’
418

 Von Rad views Torah 

in Sirach as simply defining and interpreting the term fear of the Lord. On the 

contrary, Torah forms a central role in Ben Sira’s theological outlook. In Ben Sira 

32.14-16, seeking the Torah is paralleled with seeking God. The law is an expression 

of God’s will for Israel, and, by studying and searching in the law, answers as to 

how to conduct oneself are found.
419

 Study of the law is not undertaken for its own 

sake. Much of Ben Sira’s teaching is in fact indebted to Torah, even a form of Torah 
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interpretation. The pursuit of wisdom must firstly be concerned with Torah (Sir 

9.15); Ben Sira is a Torah scholar first and foremost, and his activity resembles the 

rabbis after him more than the prophets before him.
420

 The wisdom teacher becomes 

‘learned in Scriptures’, as to study Torah presupposes the ‘spirit of understanding’ 

(Sir 39.6).
421

 Such understanding is not to be found elsewhere (Ben S 3.21-24). In 

contrast, the sinner turns away from the law, and even distorts it for his/her own 

purpose
422

 (Ben S 32.17b; 21.6). For Ben Sira, keeping the law is a mark of wisdom; 

it enables one to preserve oneself, and trust in the Lord, which he parallels with 

keeping the law (Ben S 32.24). 

The primary goal of Ben Sira’s work was to proffer wisdom, not exegete 

Scripture. The setting related to the Beth Midrash is also important. There is a 

pedagogical canvas on which the text is drawn, with Ben Sira seeking to construct a 

world for his students to inhabit, where he employs biblical language and texts, and 

authorises his own construction of the world and his students’ place in it.
423

 He 

writes his book with students to the forefront of his mind, as a legacy for future 

generations (Ben Sira 50.27-28). Not only does he give his students information, he 

also sets the parameters for their own investigation, as exegesis of Ben Sira 3.21-24 

and 32.15 will demonstrate. 

 

4.2 Ben Sira 3.21-24: ‘hswkmw #wrdt l)’ 

21 rwqxt l) Kmm hswkmw #wrdt l) Kmm tw)lp424 

22 twrtsnb qs( Kl Nnwbth ty#rwh# hmb 
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23 ty)rh Kmm br yk rmt l) Kmm rtwybw 

24 tw(tm tw(r twnwymdw Md) ynb ynwt#( Mybr yk 

Translation: 21 Do not enquire after those things that are too wonderful for you, and that 

which is concealed from you do not delve into.  

22 Concentrate on that which is permitted/authorised, for the hidden things are none of your 

concern.  

23 And do not be bitter about the rest which is kept from you, for you have already been 

shown things which are greater than you.  

24 For many are the schemes of people – evil imaginations causing them to go astray. 

MS C 

3.21 #wr […] l) Kmm My(rw rwqxt l) Kmm tw)lp 

3.22 twrtsnb Kl yhy l) qs(w Nnwbth hty#rwh r#)b 

 

4.2.1 Sirach 3.21-24
425

 

21 Xalepw/tera/ sou mh\ zh/tei kai\ i)sxuro/tera/ sou mh\ e)ce/taze.  

22 a(/ proseta/gh soi tau=ta dianoou= ou) ga/r e)sti/n soi xrei/a tw~n kruptw~n.  

23 e)n toi=j perissoi=j tw~n e)/rgwn sou mh\ perierga/zou plei/ona ga/r sune/sewj 

a)nqrw/pwn u(pedei/xqh soi.  

24 Pollou\j ga\r e)pla/nhsen h( u(po/lhmyij au)tw~n kai\ u(po/noia ponhra\ w)li/sqhsen 

dianoi/aj au)tw~n 

Translation: 21 Do not seek what is too difficult for you and do not examine what is 

too powerful for you.  

22 Reflect upon what you have been commanded, for what is hidden is not necessary 

for you.  

                                                           
425
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23 Do not meddle in matters that are beyond you, for more than humankind can 

understand has been shown you.  

24 For their speculation has led many astray and evil conjecture has made his 

understanding slip. 

 

4.2.2 Context of Pericope 

This pericope forms part of a longer passage (3.17-29) which treats the issue of 

humility – a disposition of the heart Ben Sira wishes to see among his students.
426

 It 

is linked to wise practice, an idea with echoes in Proverbs: ‘with the humble is 

wisdom’ (Prov 11.2); ‘the fear of the Lord is instruction and wisdom, and humility 

goes before honour’ (Prov 15.33). The humility Ben Sira urges in this poem is a 

combination of attitudes and virtues towards oneself and others, including an 

adequate self-image, patience, modesty, meekness, awareness of its limitation, 

respect for others, and, above all, total dependence on God.
427 Showing humility is 

important for Ben Sira – 1.27; 4.8; 7.16-17; 10.26-28. The Hebrew word wn( (Greek 

prau/thv), here translated ‘humility’ also means ‘modesty, meekness’.
428

 

Humility is important as Ben Sira is telling his students ‘know your limits!’ 

One way of showing humility is prayer, which is a form of humbling oneself before 

God.
429

 But humility also needs to be extended to study. The search for humility has 

roots in the prophetic writings, for example Zephaniah 2.3: ‘All you humble of the 

land who have fulfilled his law; seek righteousness, seek humility.’ The prophet 

links fulfillment of the law with the search for humility, which has similarities with 
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the current passage. Ben Sira wants his students to maintain dependence on God. To 

rely on human power alone is insufficient in any domain of life. I propose that Ben 

Sira 3.21-24 warns students away from certain unapproved sources of study, while 

encouraging them to stick to what is authorised or commanded.  

 

4.2.3 Key terms in 3.21-24 

Within the pericope there are three key terms relating to what students cannot 

research: wondrous or marvellous things (Hebrew), hard or difficult (Greek) 

(tw)lp /Xalepw/tera); things which are too powerful (or MS C evil [My(r]) 

(hswkm/ i)sxuro/tera); and secret or hidden things (twrtsn/krupto/v). Students 

are encouraged, rather, to reflect upon what is authorised or commanded (ty#rwh# 

/proseta/gh soi).  

 

4.2.3.1 Wondrous or marvellous things / what is too powerful or difficult 

It is difficult to identify what precisely Ben Sira means by these terms. They seem to 

be deliberately vague; it is clear some subjects of study are to be avoided, though the 

precise subject matter remains ambiguous. The adjective tw)lp (3.21 Gk: 

i0sxuro/v) seems to describe ‘works of God’ generally, and the secrets of the 

universe in particular. The text of Ben Sira sheds some more light on its meaning. 

tw)lp occurs in two other places in Ben Sira: In 11.4, the term modifies the works 

of the Lord (hwhy y#(m): ‘the works of the Lord are wonderful,’ and refers to the 

way human fortunes can unexpectedly change; in 43.25 tw)lp refers to marvellous 

sea monsters, in the context of a passage which speaks of the ‘works of God’ 

generally. In Sir 18.4-7, the Greek text states that one cannot penetrate the ‘wonders’ 
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(megalei=a) of the Lord. The context of Ben Sira favours a reading of tw)lp which 

relates to the works of the Lord, yet the term lacks a specific point of reference. 

Psalm 131.1 offers an interesting parallel. The psalmist says: ‘I do not occupy 

myself with things too great (ldg/mega/la) and too marvellous ()lp/qaumasi/ov) 

for me.’ The psalmist, like a weaned child with its mother, prefers to place his trust 

in the Lord. The psalm also fits the theme of humility which frames the passage in 

Ben Sira.  

One proposal is that these ‘wondrous things’ are the secrets of creation.
430

 

Benjamin Wright agrees that the term seems to describe the works of God generally, 

and the secrets of the universe in particular.
431

 In Ps 139.6, we read ‘Such 

knowledge is too wonderful (y)lp/qaumasto/w) for me, too high, I cannot fathom 

it,’ with reference to the Lord’s knowledge of the psalmist and omnipresence. Yet 

the precise definition of the term remains elusive. From the evidence available, one 

can conclude that tw)lp refers to the Lord’s wondrous works. 

 

4.2.3.2 Evil things 

MS C reads ‘evil’ (My(r) in place of hidden or concealed things in 3.21, with #rd 

as the verb. ‘Evil things’ could form an inclusio with ‘evil and erring imaginations’ 

in the last colon of the stanza (24b).
432

  Furthermore, the adjectives in the Greek 

translation follow the Hebrew of MS C (Xalepw/tera reflects a Vorlage more like 
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My(r), while the verbs are closer to MS A. If the reading of MS C is correct, it 

indicates that the forbidden teaching is not really marvellous and ‘high’ (v. 21); 

quite to the contrary it is evil and stirs up the evil curiosity (v. 24). Thus, the diligent 

student will go out of his way to avoid it. These evil things are clearly to be avoided, 

but a more precise definition of what is not to be researched remains elusive. While 

this reading is not inconceivable, in my view, the parallels with Deut 28.29, and the 

dichotomy between hidden and revealed matters, support the alternative reading 

hswkm. This reading connects with the following line. 

 

4.2.3.3 The nistarot 

The ‘secret things’ (twrtsn/krupto/v) are often linked to future events.
433

 For Ben 

Sira, God alone has the power to search creation and reveal secrets (42.11-21). 

Deuteronomy 28.29 suggests that the nistarot, because they belong to God, are not 

to be researched by humankind, a view supported by Sir 11.4, which states that the 

works of the Lord are wonderful and to be kept secret (krupto/v) from humankind. 

Two further verses illuminate the study of the ‘secret things’. In 42.19, Ben Sira 

states that God discloses what has been and is to be and reveals the traces of hidden 

things (twrtsn – a)po/krufov in Greek). The universe comprises not only the 

created order of visible and invisible things, but also the things that God ordained to 

happen.
434

 When the Greek term a)po/krufov occurs, it nearly always refers to 

God’s secrets,
435

 and here it is God who reveals those secrets.
436

 This supports the 

argument that the nistarot belong to God. Ben S 48.25 provides an interesting 
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contrast. Isaiah revealed what was to occur before the end of time – and the hidden 

things before they occurred. Ben Sira believes that Isaiah was shown eschatological 

realities, suggesting a prohibition on delving into the eschatological future.
437

 This 

must cast doubt on whether Ben Sira meant anything negative by stating that 

nistarot were not the concern of his students. It is more likely that the revelation of 

nistarot was honourable, but difficult, something reserved for the chosen few, 

perhaps one of the rewards granted to the disciples who seek wisdom (Ben S 4.11-

19). Ultimately, it is God who chooses to reveal these secrets; therefore they are not 

to be explored by the student.
438

 Indeed, once a disciple accepts wisdom, she comes 

to him and reveals her secrets (4.18: yrtsn). The suggestion therefore is that the 

pupil is not to enquire into the hidden things, as wisdom in her time will reveal them. 

The focus for the student should be on finding wisdom herself, via what is 

‘authorised’ or ‘commanded’. 

The revelation of what is hidden lies at the heart of the apocalyptic writings, 

frequently cited as one of the things Ben Sira is arguing against in this passage: the 

terrible consequences of speculative activity. The classic definition of the literary 

genre ‘apocalypse’ is provided by John Collins,
439

 who considers form and content, 

defining apocalypses as narratives in which angelic beings reveal hidden mysteries 

to humans. Thus, apocalypse is defined as:  

a genre of revelatory literature with a narrative framework, in which a 

revelation is mediated by an otherworldly being to a human recipient, 

disclosing a transcendent reality which is both temporal, insofar as it envisages 

eschatological salvation, and spatial insofar as it involves another, 

supernatural world.
440
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Writing at a time when apocalyptic writing was becoming more prevalent, for 

example in the book of Enoch, Ben Sira discourages his students from the false lure 

of apocalyptic and angelic visions and encourages them to focus on what is 

‘authorised’ or ‘commanded’. 

 

4.2.3.4 Authorised or commanded 

Students are encouraged to focus on that which is ‘authorised’ / ‘commanded’ 

(ty#rwh# /proseta/gh soi) in contrast to the ‘secret things’, or that which is ‘too 

wonderful’, ‘too difficult’, or ‘too evil’. All knowledge necessary for the student to 

have has been revealed. The most likely explanation for this is Scripture, or better 

Torah, which contains the only acceptable revelation of God.  

Ben Sira’s ultimate desire is for his students to adhere to the law of Moses. 

One means of achieving this goal is to encourage them to confine their study to what 

is authorised, almost certainly a reference to the law.
441

 In Ben Sira, the student who 

desires wisdom is instructed to keep the commandments (Sir 1.26), and constantly 

meditate on the commandments (Sir 6.37). There is a close association between law 

and wisdom (Sir 15.1; 19.20). Echoing a later rabbinic idea, one could argue Ben 

Sira sees the Torah as a fence of tradition.
442

 By encouraging students to stay within 

its boundaries, he is protecting them against wild speculation and false fantasies – 

whether these come from Greek philosophy, or apocalyptic or mystic ideas. For 

intelligence to be authentic it must be linked to the law (and encourage obedience to 

the law). Intelligence claiming to be self-sufficient is transformed to foolishness. 
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This pericope can be seen as a guard against the use of such self-sufficient, even 

self-serving, intelligence – and against free enquiry.  

The best explanation for the object of what is authorised is a text. The verbs in 

the passage refer to the activity of using texts for study, fitting the context of Ben 

Sira’s school. The implication is that the same method of study is used in other 

schools, only the subjects of study are different.
443

 Ben Sira praises the scribe 

(38.34-39.35), particularly as the one devoted to study of the law (38.34). The 

importance of the written text is underlined in Ben Sira 39.32 and 42.7. Ben Sira 

stresses that his counterparts research unauthorised subjects. The forbidden material 

is somewhat attractive and has led to experimentation. Ben Sira urges his students to 

study with his instruction and to focus their study on Torah.
444

 Within the context of 

the pericope, with its focus on humility, the student is required to show the humble 

attitude necessary to confine study to the Torah. In a wider context, the debate may 

be part of an intra-Jewish debate on Torah interpretation.
445

 

Ben Sira wishes to communicate that correct exegetical attitude to Scripture is 

important. This may be something that he teaches in his Beth Midrash (Sir 51.23). 

Deuteronomy 29.28 provides one key to the correct interpretation of the passage: 

what is hidden belongs to God, what is known is revealed to Israel in the Torah. To 

reject the anchor of Torah is to reject rationality and indulge in speculative and false 

fantasies – it leads one to seek in heaven what is already on earth.
446

 This is akin to 

cutting oneself off from God. In 34.5, Ben Sira says, ‘Divinations and omens and 

dreams are unreal, and like a woman in labour, the mind has fantasies’; a dismissal 
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of the apocalyptic, which he views as impure and irrational.  Rather than seek 

knowledge in visions, divinations and dreams, which are subject to error, one needs 

to focus on Torah, the only acceptable revelation of God.
447

 It is Torah which 

contains all the answers – if searched correctly. 

 

4.2.4 Greek Philosophy and Apocalyptic Wisdom  

Scholarly debate is divided about what Ben Sira is warning his students against: on 

the one hand, there is the world of Greek philosophy, with its free enquiry and 

zh/thsiv; and on the other, mystical and apocalyptic currents which were prevalent 

in the Judaism of Ben Sira’s time.  

 

4.2.4.1 Greek Philosophy 

Many scholars argue Ben Sira is writing about the dangers of Greek philosophy in 

this passage. Alexander DiLella argues he is cautioning his students against the 

futility of Greek learning, including its goals and techniques, while directing them 

towards what the Lord has bestowed in Scripture.
448

 Similarly MacKenzie states that 

while the focus of these verses is obscure, it may concern the teaching of philosophy 

which would have been attractive for young Greek-speaking Jews, Ben Sira’s 

potential students.
449

 Following this argument, the pious Jew did not need to have 

concern for the pretensions of Greek learning, having enough to contend with in the 

Torah. The pericope is therefore a warning against the dangers of intellectual pride 

and the futility of Hellenistic learning. 
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Victor Tcherikover sees the background of Ben Sira as a fight against the 

spirit of Greek civilisation.
450

 Free enquiry, unafraid to ask questions about nature 

and morality, or answer them by the power of the human mind alone, provoked fear 

in Ben Sira, who saw a contradiction to the spirit of Judaism. According to Ben Sira, 

the fear of the Lord, which is the beginning of wisdom (Sir 1.14), is absent from 

Greek speculation, and as such contrary to the spirit of Judaism. This fear is put into 

words in this passage, warning students away from free enquiry. Unchecked, this 

enquiry could lead to idle speculation; it needed to be held in check by fear of the 

Lord and the correct object for enquiry – Torah. 

Ben Sira warns against intellectual pride, distancing himself from, and 

repudiating, philosophical speculation.
451

 He may have had in mind Jewish 

apologists for Greek learning, who were attracted by this philosophical world and, 

lacking humility, were enticed by the opportunity to engage in free enquiry and the 

possibility that human reasoning could bring them knowledge.
452

 For Ben Sira, 

however, it is better to fear God and lack brains than to be highly intelligent yet 

transgress the law (Sir 19.24; see 20.32).
453

  

 

4.2.4.2 Mystical and Apocalyptic 

An alternative viewpoint argues Ben Sira is warning against engaging in mystical 

and apocalyptic activity, seeking to discern secrets of nature and the deity, of 

creation and the inner workings of the universe, of future events and the eschaton. 

For Ben Sira, these are not the correct subjects of speculation, for God has withheld 

these things from humankind. Alternatively, they may view Scripture as an esoteric 
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code to be cracked, or look for revelation through angelic intermediaries. According 

to Ben Sira, apocalyptics do two things incorrectly: they look to dreams and not 

Torah, and they interpret Torah in an incorrect manner. For Ben Sira, accurate 

exegesis is of utmost importance. 

In Sir 43.32, Ben Sira admits that he has seen only a portion of God’s works 

and does not make any pretensions about knowing the future. God does not withhold 

such information, he has after all given it to Isaiah (48.25), what God has already 

given is plenty to contemplate, and these are the only things ‘authorised’.
454

 This, in 

my opinion, is the central argument of the passage. Admonitions given by Ben Sira 

forbid his students from investigating the inner workings of the universe which 

cannot be fathomed, nor to try to divine future events, or eschatological happenings. 

Their attention is to be directed to the Torah, the authorised focus of their studies. 

By confining their study to the law, the only acceptable revelation of God, Ben Sira 

can keep his charges grounded. Thus, ‘rather than a polemic against Greek 

philosophy, this passage confronts unauthorised interest in things that God has 

decided to withhold from human understanding’.
455

 This reveals Ben Sira’s worry 

that his charges will focus on things which are too difficult, too great and perhaps 

even too dangerous to investigate – the secrets of God’s order and the revelation of 

the future. 

Consequently, apocalyptic mysticism, built on texts from Ezekiel and Isaiah 6, 

is to be avoided.
456

 Similarly, extra-Mosaic revelation, such as that found in Enoch, 
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is frowned upon. Lewis Prockter
457

 argues that those who engaged with both 

apocalyptic and mystic methods proclaimed new, extra-Mosaic revelation. For 

example, Enoch purported to disclose information of God’s plan of divine 

retribution and knowledge of natural phenomena, such as the ordering of stars and 

calendar (1 Enoch 91-107). Bolder still, they claimed knowledge of secrets 

connected to creation. Prockter contends that, according to Ben Sira’s view, they 

enquired into matters beyond them, transgressing Israel’s self-imposed limits of 

enquiry accepted by a long line of wisdom teachers (Job 11.8; 28; Qoh 8.17; Isa 

40.12-14).
458

 The good student must accept that wisdom has an impenetrable quality, 

which is restricted to God who does not self-disclose fully to humankind (Deut 

29.28; Sir 24.28-29). The hidden things, Ben Sira states bluntly in 3.22, are ‘none of 

your business’. What is known, by contrast, has been revealed to Israel in the 

Torah.
459

 

Given the references to the heavenly transition of Enoch (Ben S 44.14, 16) and 

the vision of Ezekiel (Ben S 49.8), Ben Sira must have been aware of some 

apocalyptic or mystical traditions, which lends weight to the claim that Ben S 3.21-

24 warned against speculation related to apocalyptic experiences. According to 1 

Enoch, the patriarch gained his information by means of cosmic journeys during 

which he was able to see the operations of heavenly and meteorological 

phenomena.
460

 Sir 24.5 asserts that this was a privilege of wisdom alone. 1 Enoch 

(Ethiopic) 33.1-3 reads: ‘I saw the ultimate ends of the earth which rests on heaven. 

And the gates of heaven were open, and I saw how the stars of heaven come out; and 
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I counted the gates out of which they exit.’
461

 In contrast, Sir 1.3 indicates that only 

God knows the cosmic dimensions, while the Enochic Book of the Watchers 

attributes such knowledge to the patriarch.
462

 What Enoch claims to know is 

regarded by Ben Sira as a mystery known only to God. The exegetical attitude 

towards Scripture of the apocalyptics was characterised by the claim that some kind 

of additional revelation, usually with angelic beings playing a major role, is vital for 

understanding the inner layers of meaning of Scripture.
463

 Ben Sira considered this 

dangerous and preferred an exegetical technique which focused on Torah. The 

revelation of what is hidden lies at the heart of apocalyptic writing and is found in 

rabbinic exposition of Gen 1 and Ezek 1.
464

 While visions may have been inspired 

by Scripture, enabling one to gain new insights of the mysteries of God and this 

world, Ben Sira was uncomfortable with such an approach, warning his students 

away from the hidden things. 

The danger with apocalyptic and mystical investigations was that Scripture 

became an esoteric code to be cracked, and that revelation comes through angelic 

intermediaries, and not through Moses.
465

 To seek in heaven what is already on 

earth, namely Torah, is not only foolish, but perilous. To seek what is ‘beyond you’ 

is to display pride, and cut yourself off from God, whose will is revealed to the 

humble here below, not to those trying to ascend to the heavenly realm. It is better to 

follow the guardians of tradition, who handed down the law to Moses on Sinai, 

which in turn was handed down through the generations until Ben Sira, whose own 
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teaching is a legacy to all generations (Sir 24.33). The debate can therefore be 

understood as an intra-Jewish debate on Torah interpretation, as will be seen in the 

next passage (Ben S 32.14-16). Students who study with Ben Sira, and who search 

Torah, receive instruction (rswm 35.14), a result that includes ‘an answer’ (hn(m 

35.14).
466

 This answer comes through exegesis. 

 

4.2.4.3 A Compromise  

An alternative hypothesis is that Ben Sira leaves the matter deliberately vague in 

order to incorporate both viewpoints, that he is arguing for the centrality of Torah 

and warning his students away from both Greek thinking and apocalyptic ideals.
467

 

Jeremy Corley argues that Ben Sira in his book is seeking to defend traditional 

Hebrew wisdom against the twin challenges from Jewish apocalyptic writings and 

Greek science.
468

 Against the revelations of apocalyptic writings, especially early 

parts of 1 Enoch, and the enquiries of Greek philosophers such as Aristotle and 

Eratosthenes (whose works Ben Sira may have encountered on a visit to Alexandria, 

see Sir 24.12; 39.4), Ben Sira holds fast to traditional Jewish wisdom, which he 

regarded as enshrined in the law of Moses (see Sir 24.23; Deut 4.6). On the one 

hand, Jewish apocalyptists regarded Enoch as the one who revealed heavenly 

wisdom, while Ben Sira taught that necessary wisdom had already been revealed to 

Israel in the Torah. On the other hand, Greek scientists sought by human effort to 

uncover the mysteries of the cosmos, while Ben Sira insisted that God had provided 
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all knowledge necessary for humankind.
469

 According to the sage, God’s people 

have been shown where true wisdom lies: ‘All wisdom is fear of the Lord, and in all 

wisdom is the fulfilment of the law’ (Sir 19.20). By proposing Torah as the focus of 

his students’ study, Ben Sira offers a response to exponents of either Greek 

philosophy, or apocalyptic wisdom. 

Advocates of this position argue that Sir 1.1-10 further supports the claim that 

Ben Sira is engaged on a battle on two fronts, with a veiled critique of Enochic 

literature, in addition to warnings against the limits of Greek knowledge. 

Additionally, Theophil Middendorp
470

 proposes parallels between Ben Sira and 

Greek literature (especially Theognis) which have been widely accepted. In Ben S 

33.14-15, the doctrine of opposites echoes the view of the Greek Stoic philosopher 

Chrysippus (d. ca. 207 BCE).
471

 The sage has other points of contact and conflict 

with Stoicism.
472

 Hence, it is worthwhile to consider whether Ben Sira may be 

offering a response to Greek philosophy, particularly in the area of scientific, and 

indeed zetetic, enquiry. Moreover, questions in Sir 1.2-3 about counting grains of 

sand and measuring rain were concerns of Greek scientists.
473

 In Philebus: 55e, 

Socrates declares ‘If someone were to take away all counting, measuring, and 

weighing from the arts and crafts, the rest might well be said to be worthless.’
474

 In 
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the context of the book as a whole therefore, it is very plausible that Ben Sira is 

pitching his tent away from both Greek learning and the Jewish apocalyptic and 

mystical worlds. 

 

4.2.4.4 Conclusion 

While the argument that Ben Sira is offering a middle course between Greek 

speculation and Jewish apocalypticism has merit, it is most likely that Ben Sira is 

warning his students to stay away from Jewish apocalyptic and mystical works in 

their investigation or study. Against Tcherikover et al, I would argue that Ben Sira 

did not see himself simply as a guardian of the virtues of Judaism against the free 

enquiry and philosophical speculation of Greek philosophy. In the current passage, 

the terms used (tw)lp/twrtsn/ My)r) focus more on things which belong to God 

and are out of the reach of humankind. There are limits to what God reveals to 

humankind; what is revealed is to be found in Scripture, which must be searched and 

interpreted to reveal God’s will, which will not come through angelic intermediaries. 

For Ben Sira, Wisdom and Torah are very much linked.
475

 Wisdom is 

restricted to God, who never engages in full self-disclosure with humankind. 

Wisdom, identified with the law, can only be achieved by one who fears God and 

keeps the commandments,
476

 an argument made most explicit in Sir 19.20. If 

wisdom is equated with law, then the sage is the one who knows and practices the 

law.
477

 Ben Sira desires that his students adhere to the law of Moses and that they 

learn how to do this by instruction and study. This will lead them in turn to discover 
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wisdom. In Ben Sira 32.17, the author characterises his opponents as men of 

violence who distort Torah, indicating the importance of correctly interpreting 

Torah. Ben Sira, in contrast, labours for all who seek wisdom or instruction (Sir 

24.34; 33.16-18). Wisdom has come to Israel to give Torah life, so that, in Ben Sira, 

wisdom and Torah are inseparably linked in a synergistic relationship.
478

 Boccacini 

however argues that the wisdom dwelling among God’s people is concretised in the 

Torah.
479

 Wisdom remains a heavenly being, living among the angels (Sir 24.2), and 

inaccessible to humankind (see Sir 1.10; 43.33). In contrast, Torah is accessible, 

God’s gift delivered through Moses. In this way, the interpretation of 3.21-24 as a 

request to search Torah, and not other forms of apocalyptic searching, makes sense. 

One danger of apocalyptic and merkavah wisdom is that it is not possible to 

place checks upon it, whereas if the Torah is the locus of one’s search for God, it is 

possible to support one’s search in a text. This is what Ben Sira is endeavouring to 

instil in his students, the correct way to search for God is through God’s Torah, 

which offers wisdom in a written form to guide the path. This conclusion will be 

further supported by an analysis of Ben Sira 32.14-16. 

 

4.3 Ben Sira 32.14-16: ‘Searching the Torah’ 

MS B:
480

  

14 wb #qwy hlhltmw [ ] Cwcr hwqw yt l) #rd 

hn(m ny#y whrt#mw [[ ]] rswm xqy l) #rwd 
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wtlptb whn(yw [[  ]]  xql  )#y xqy l) ycpx #rwd 

15 hb #qwy hlhltmw  [[  ]] hnqypy hrwt #rwd 

16 )ycwy K#nm >twlwbxhw< [[  ]] +p#m Nyby yyy )ry 

 Mblm w)ycwy twbr twmkxw twmxkw [[  ]] w+p#m wyby yyy y)ry 

14 The one who s[eeks G]od h[opes for] favour. [[   ]] But the one without restraint 

is ensnared by it. 

The one who seeks God obtains discipline [[   ]] and the one who rises early will 

attain his answer. 

The one who seeks the will of God will take instruction [[   ]] and he will answer 

him when he prays. 

15 The one who seeks the law will discover it [[   ]] but the one without restraint is 

ensnared by it. 

16 The one who fears the Lord will understand justice [[   ]] and will bring forth 

counsel from darkness. 

Those who fear the Lord will understand his justice [[   ]] and will bring forth much 

wisdom from their heart. 

 

14 o( fobou/menov ku/rion e)kde/cetai paidei/an kai\ o)rqri/zontev eu(rh/sousin 

eu)doki/an 

15 o( zhtw=n no/mon e)mplhsqh/setai au)tou= kai\ o( u(pokrino/menov 

skandalisqh/setai e)n au)tw~| 

16 oi9 fobou/menoi ku/rion eu(rh/sousin kri/ma dikaiw/mata w(v fw~v e)ca/yousin 
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14 The one who fears the Lord will receive discipline; and those who rise early will 

find favour 

15 The one who seeks the law will be filled with it, but the hypocrite will be caused 

to stumble in it. 

16 Those who fear the Lord will find judgement; and kindle righteous deeds like a 

light. 

As indicated in the analysis of Ben Sira 3.21-24, by asking his students to 

reflect on ‘what is authorised’ Ben Sira means Torah, an appropriate and indeed 

necessary object of #rd. In the current passage the verbal form of #rd occurs three 

times, with the objects respectively God,
481

 the will of God, and Torah. This passage 

further highlights the importance of interpretation of the law for Ben Sira. Torah 

needs to be interpreted and it is the interpretation which is key, as it can act as a 

counterpoint and check to those who seek God in apocalyptic and mystical visions. 

For Ben Sira, the task of the pious Jew is to study the law and master it.  

There are duplications in the text of MS B of Sir 32.14, 16. Of the four bicola 

in MS B, the two that provide the basic text are the second and the fourth. The first 

is a combination of verses 14a and 15b, and the third is a reworking of verse 14. Of 

the other versions, the Syriac only has verse 14, while the Greek reflects the earlier 

related verses 2.16 and 4.12.
482

 The wider context underlines the importance of the 

law for Ben Sira. Furthermore, it presents the key concepts of wisdom, law, and fear 
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of the Lord in a single passage, as well as explaining their relationship, which is 

characteristic of Ben Sira’s thought.
483

 

The verb #rd occurs three times in the passage. In the first, the object is God, 

the Hebrew reading, ‘the one who seeks God obtains discipline (rswm)’. rswm is a 

key concept in Ben Sira (6.22; 21.19, 21; 22.6; 23.7; 42.5, 8; 50.27).
484

 It is 

impossible to seek God without discipline. Argall proposes that an answer does not 

come from prayer, but is an exegetical answer.
485

 While this might reflect the overall 

tenure of the passage, it is not necessarily the case that seeking the Lord will result 

in an exegetical answer.
486

  

The Greek translator renders l) #rd with o( fobou/menov ku/rion, ‘the one 

who fears the Lord’. Such a translation of #rd is unknown in the LXX. The 

translator finds it inappropriate to present God as an object of human searching. He 

is aware of the significance of the verb as he uses zhte/w in the next verse where the 

law is the object. He can recognise that the law is an appropriate object of searching, 

but prefers the concept of o( fobou/menov ku/rion – oriented instead to subjection of 

humankind before God. While the motivations of the translator must remain 

speculative, it is fair to propose that for Ben Sira’s grandson, the Torah, accessible 

on earth, is a more valid object of research than God. Indeed, he may view this as the 

perfect counterpoint to Ben S 3.21-24. 
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Ben S 32.14 states that the one who seeks the will of God will obtain 

instruction and God will answer him when he prays. The Greek in contrast states 

that the one who rises early will find favour. The verb o)rqrisai can do without an 

object in Greek, see 32.14 (=Gk 35.14). Although o)rqri/zw is not necessarily 

equivalent to rx# (see Sir 4.12), the biblical evidence for rx# as ‘intensive 

searching for a person’ leaves enough room for ‘searching diligently’ with an 

impersonal object.
487

 Antonino Minissale translates the second half of Ben S 32.14 

‘how many yearn for him will find an answer’.
488

 The one who rises early to seek 

God, and the will of God, is the ideal of a God-fearing person.
489

 There is a 

suggestion that the answer to this search comes in prayer. Again, the Hebrew #rd is 

not represented by the Greek zhte/w. Indeed the two texts seem to almost bear little 

relation to each other, perhaps because the Hebrew text is overloaded with 

duplications.
490

 Additionally, the Hebrew hn(m, which indicates a concrete ‘answer’ 

is rendered by the Greek eu)doki/a, which carries a sense of obtaining the Lord’s 

favour.
491

  

Ben Sira 32.15 underlines the importance of Torah for Ben Sira. Those who 

seek the law will be filled with it, meaning wisdom. The student is to search Torah 

for answers, which do not necessarily come through prayer. The reason for 

(re)searching the Torah is that one may be filled with it and indeed ‘master’ it (Ben 

S 32.15). The goal of ‘searching’ (#rd)Torah is to lead to its correct practice – for 
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the individual and the wider community.
492

 The answer (hn(m) of Ben S 32.14b 

therefore becomes an exegetical answer. While Argall proposes that Ben S 32.16 

refers to a student coming with a question requiring ethical judgement, this appears 

to mistake the sense of the text in both Hebrew and Greek, which states simply that 

those who fear the Lord will find judgement.
493

 Argall is correct that through study 

of Torah in Ben Sira’s school the student receives his answer, or gains instruction. In 

contrast, the madman (hlhltm) is ensnared by Torah, which he twists to his own 

ends.
494

 Ben Sira 4.12 uses the same term ‘be filled with’ (qwp/e0mpi/mplhmi) to 

describe the person who seeks wisdom from early in the morning being filled with 

joy. ‘To be filled with the law’ underlines the strong link between the law and its 

practice. Torah is to be used in study and worship, as well as being the guide to how 

one should live. To have true educational value, Torah must be studied, precisely 

what Ben Sira encourages his students. By itself Torah lacks autonomy and has no 

educational value. Rather, by searching Torah, the student will find answers to how 

to live one’s life, guided by Wisdom. 

hrwt occurs 12x in the Hebrew text: 15.1b; 32.15a, 17b, 18b, 23a; 33.2a, 3b; 

41.4a, 8b; 42.2a; 45.5d; 49.4c, and it is generally translated by no/mov (except 

32.17b, 18b; 41.4a). Six of the occurrences are in 32.14-33.6, indicating the 

importance of Torah within the current passage. One can debate whether Ben Sira 

envisages a written Torah similar to the current version, or a more general idea of 

law. Some scholars indicate its unimportance, as he does not dedicate a poem or 
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large pericope to Torah.
495

 However, the current pericope has Torah, and its correct 

interpretation, as its focus. Torah was central to Ben Sira, who believed that it was 

given to Moses by God on Sinai and he identifies it with wisdom which God has 

poured out on creation (Ben S 45.5).
496

 Following Ben S 3.21-24, where Ben Sira 

encouraged students to seek what was authorised, which I concluded must be the 

Torah, it is reasonable to state that Torah existed in a written form at this time and 

Ben Sira was inviting students to study and interpret a written Torah.
497

  

There are two ways of understanding #rd in Ben Sira 32.14-16: ‘to look for,’ 

or to ‘consult/study’. The former fits the activity of searching for God, but not the 

idea of searching for Torah, unless Torah carried the meaning of instruction. In the 

latter, one must question whether God is an appropriate object of consultation or 

study, even if this were appropriate for Torah. The sense of Torah as instruction is 

well attested in the Psalter and goes well with the grammatical indefiniteness of the 

expression.
498

 However, if the meaning of consulting is taken, then the Torah is 

searchable, and would refer to Pentateuchal law. Understanding Torah as Pentateuch 

fits the position of the Tanak and Psalter, but it seems disrespectful to apply 

‘consulting’ to God! In Ben S 33.3b, Ben Sira states that the law is as dependable as 

consulting the divine oracle, providing further evidence that Torah is to be consulted 

for answers. The best answer is that Ben Sira may have used #rd in two different 

senses. Where God is the object, the verb takes the sense of searching, which is 
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common in the Tanak, while in Ben S 32.15, where Torah is the object, it takes on 

the sense of consultation or study, prominent in the DSS.
499

 

In Ben S 32.16-18, distinctions between the God-fearing and wise person on 

the one hand, and a violent and arrogant scorner on the other, are outlined with 

reference to Torah. The God-fearing, wise person understands and practices the law, 

while the violent and arrogant ‘scorner’ distorts Torah to fit his or her own need. 

That Torah can be distorted provides further evidence that it existed in some sort of 

fixed (written) form, and can be studied – adding further proof that #rd must refer 

to the interpretation or investigation of a text.
500

  

The phrase hrwt #rwd is central to the current passage and provides insight 

into how Ben Sira views Torah, and the importance of correct Torah interpretation. 

For Ben Sira, the diligent student seeks answers in Torah, which contains God’s 

revelation and wisdom. Such a conclusion follows Ben S 3.21-24, where students 

were asked to avoid that which was too difficult, or hidden, and to concentrate on 

what is authorised. My contention that this was a reference to Torah is supported by 

the interpretation of Ben S 32.14-16, in which the sage asks his students to search 

Torah for answers. These answers are exegetical and provide guidance to daily life.  

Until this point in my study of Ben Sira, there has been much discussion of a 

school setting. The next section will examine the phrase ‘Beth Midrash’, a reference 

to that school, or house of instruction. 

 

4.4 Beth Midrash (Ben S 51.23) 

y#rdm tybb wnylw [[ ]] Mylks yl) wnp 
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Approach me, (you) uneducated, and dwell in the house of study 

e)ggi/sate pro\v me a)pai/deutoi kai\ au)li/sqhte e)n oi1kw| paidei/av 

Draw near to me you who are uneducated, and dwell in the house of instruction 

 

This verse, the p–line in the acrostic poem in Ben Sira 51.13-30 has been 

described as the first attestation of #rdm tyb.
501

 On the basis of the Greek e)n oi)kw 

paidei/av and the Syriac yulpānā’ it is possible that the original Hebrew reading was 

rswm tyb.502 Although there is some evidence to reconstruct rswm tyb as original 

and consider #rdm tyb a secondary reading, there are no conclusive arguments to 

determine whether this secondary reading is the result of a mediaeval retroversion or 

an inner-Hebrew development.
503

 In this section, it will be argued that #rdm tyb is 

the correct reading, an argument supported by the use of #rd in Ben Sira. 

Additionally, I shall make some brief comments on what may have been taught in 

Ben Sira’s house of instruction. 

While Beth Midrash is often translated as a ‘house of study’, others propose 

that the Greek might be better translated ‘house of instruction’.
504

 Earlier in this 

poem, Ben Sira describes the passionate search for and disciplined study of wisdom: 

‘I explored her (hn#rwd)) in depth’ (14b). House of study is more than a technical 

term, the expression draws on the notion of ‘explore’ present in the verb of 14b. If 
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#rdm tyb is  correct reading in Sir 51.23, the root #rd in v23b could well refer to 

the activity of ‘exploring’ Torah in Ben Sira’s school,
505

 a place to explore and learn. 

The goal of this search is wisdom. Such a conclusion is supported by the close 

relationship between Wisdom and Torah, present throughout Ben Sira. 

It is frequently proposed that the Beth Midrash is a school. Henri Marrou 

states that Sir 51.23 refers to a school for training scribes.
506

 Declor argues that Ben 

Sira is first and foremost a man of the book, which he studies in order to seek out the 

law.
507

 This knowledge is then passed on to the students who reside in his school 

(#rdm tyb). Rainer Riesner proposes that the first Torah-centred schools in 

Jerusalem may have developed in reaction to Jason’s gym.
508

 There was no public 

education in Jerusalem in Ben Sira’s time, and Ben S 51.23 is the earliest clear 

reference to a school in a Jewish text. There can be little doubt a #rdm tyb was 

known in Jerusalem in Ben Sira’s time, and that it forms the setting of the sage’s 

own teaching.
509

 The content and style of teaching that took place in this school 

remains elusive; it would not necessarily have been influenced by the Hellenistic 

gym and world of philosophy. The best place to look for evidence is within the book 

of Ben Sira itself. The school of Ben Sira most likely focused on teaching his 

students wisdom through Torah study. Consequently, it is not unthinkable that Ben 

Sira did indeed call his school a #rdm tyb, as he encouraged his students to focus 

on what was commanded (Ben S 3.22) and study Torah (Ben S 32.15). 
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While one side of the argument proposes a metaphorical understanding of the 

Beth Midrash as a house of learning without rabbinic denotation of exegetical 

expounding of Scripture,
510

 a counter argument may be devised based on the wide 

use of the root #rd in the DSS in the technical sense of Torah exegesis. This use of 

#rd suggests it could have such meanings in Ben Sira,
511

 and support the reading of 

#rdm tyb in Ben Sira 51.23. The implication of the poem is that the same method 

of study is used in other schools, only the subjects of study are different.
512

  Ben Sira 

saw his work as ‘expounding’ the text of Scripture and consequently the language 

therein. A study of Ben S 3.21-24 and 32.14-16 permits a deeper understanding of 

what were (and were not) appropriate objects of study. In the first passage, Ben Sira 

advised his students to be humble and not search for that which was too difficult or 

beyond them (that is apocalyptic and mystical teachings), but to study what was 

authorised, in other words Torah, which the latter passage explicitly proposes as an 

appropriate subject of study. For this reason, it is plausible that #rdm tyb is the 

original reading. 

 

4.5 Conclusions on the use of #rd in Ben Sira 

This chapter has argued that scriptural enquiry took a new form in Ben Sira. James 

Kugel states ‘Ben Sira and the author of the Wisdom of Solomon did something no 

sage had done before: they made Scripture part of the subject of their enquiry.’
513

 

From the seventh century BCE, Scripture had become God’s great book of 

instruction which was relevant to people in any age. By the time of Ben Sira biblical 
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texts were the subject of scrutiny for all their possible implications. The sage’s task 

was to scrutinise them correctly, ignoring the attraction of free enquiry put forward 

by Greek wisdom and focusing enquiry on the Torah. The Torah is of prime 

importance for much of Ben Sira’s teaching, which can be viewed as a form of 

Torah interpretation.
514

  For Ben Sira, the pursuit of wisdom is in the first instance to 

be concerned with Torah (Ben S 9.15). Ben Sira is primarily a student of the Torah 

and for this reason closer in outlook to the rabbis who follow him than to the 

prophets who came before him. His book provides an important link in the chain 

which connects the rabbinic writings and their use of #rd and #rdm to the Hebrew 

Scriptures. Thus far, the use of #rd and #rdm in the Tanak and the DSS has been 

investigated. From the meaning of ‘to search,’ generally with God or the Lord as the 

object, the sense of the terms has expanded, to include texts as the object of #rd, as 

seen in the DSS. The same sense of #rd is present in Ben Sira, where once again 

Torah appears as an object of #rd; indeed the sage exhorts his students to 

seek/investigate the Torah. 

The Greek translation offers the opportunity to examine how a text has been 

translated into Greek. In chapter five, the translation of #rd into Greek will be 

examined in detail, where it will be argued that the choice of zhte/w to translate the 

majority of occurrences of #rd bears some debt to the genre of zh/thsiv. The 

translation of Ben Sira’s work into Greek follows the same pattern, although limiting 

discussion only to Ben Sira/Sirach such a position would be more difficult to 

maintain in isolation. 
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The book of Ben Sira shows a development in the use of #rd from the Tanak. 

The roots of midrash are visible, as Ben Sira instructs his students to confine their 

study to the law in order to find the answers to the problems life brings. This is 

similar to what the rabbis were doing in midrash, although as time passed the 

endeavour become more structured and regulated. Nonetheless, one can see how the 

senses of #rd had expanded, providing another key link in understanding the term.  

This chapter had demonstrated how Ben Sira encouraged his students to focus 

on interpretation of Torah in order to search for answers (Ben S 32.14-16); the law is 

the permitted object of study, in contrast to the nistarot or that which is too difficult, 

which, it was argued, stands for apocalyptic and mystical searching. Therefore, Ben 

Sira is writing to a Jewish audience and presenting the interpretation of Torah as a 

means of accessing Wisdom, which is present on earth in the Torah. 

The next chapter will examine how the rabbis employed #rd and #rdm in 

the Mishnah, the first of the great works of rabbinic literature. 
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5 The use of #rd and #rdm in the Mishnah 

The dissertation has to this point examined the use of #rd and #rdm in the Tanak, 

which serves as a base point for the interpretation of the terms, before examining their 

usage in the DSS, and Ben Sira, which allow one to see how they were used in two 

settings within the period of Second Temple Judaism. From a starting point of an 

almost exclusive sense of ‘to search,’ additional senses have been placed on the terms. 

While Ezra 7.10 provides an example of a text as an object of #rd, this sense is 

much more prevalent in the DSS, and Ben Sira provides further evidence not only of a 

text being an appropriate object of #rd, but also that the Torah is the proper place to 

search for the will of God. While this textual-interpretive sense of #rd has emerged, 

the term retains is basic sense of searching, and is still used with the ‘mundane’ sense 

of searching. The next step in the process is to examine the use of #rd and #rdm in 

a text of rabbinic Judaism. While at this point, one might assume that the textual-

interpretive sense of #rd and #rdm will become predominant, the examination of 

the use of these terms in the Mishnah will demonstrate that in the first great text of 

rabbinic Judaism, while #rd occurs most frequently with the sense of textual 

interpretation, it is still not used exclusively with this sense, and does retain the sense 

of examination of a person, as has been seen in the DSS. 
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5.1 Introduction 

This chapter will examine the use of #rd and #rdm in the Mishnah,
515

 seeking to 

determine to what extent the terms refer to the interpretation of Scripture. Following 

this investigation, the data will be compared to that of other texts in this study, noting 

similarities and differences in their use of #rd.  

By examining the evidence of the Mishnah, the scope of the investigation is 

restricted to a single important text, the earliest of rabbinic literature.
516

 While it 

cannot claim to be an exhaustive overview of Judaism at the time, the Mishnah is the 

document which is foundational to rabbinic Judaism, being the first text 

chronologically, followed by the Tosefta (‘supplement’), which imitates the themes of 

the Mishnah almost tractate by tractate,
517

 and the Talmuds, which contain 

commentaries on the Mishnah by rabbis living between 200-500CE.
518

 For that reason 

the Mishnah is indicative of a view of Judaism which existed in the early centuries 

CE, and a suitable place to conclude analysis of the use of #rd and #rdm. 

The focus of this study is on the text of the Mishnah itself, and not on themes, 

ideas or phenomena which may lie behind the text. It will not focus on the issue of 

dating, except to the extent that the matter is of undeniable importance to the 

interpretation of a mishnah. Similarly, while the Tosefta, and Talmuds may offer a 
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route for further investigation, this largely falls outside the domain of this study, 

except when it further illuminates the question of the interpretation of #rd in the 

Mishnah, or helps resolve a debate on the meaning of #rd in a particular context. 

The Mishnah is an important bridge between inner-biblical and rabbinic 

exegesis.
519

 A key question for this study is when #rd came to have the sense of 

being applied to the interpretation of a (scriptural) text. As shown in the study of the 

DSS and Ben Sira, this sense is present in both, therefore, while one may expect it to 

be present in the Mishnah, this chapter will investigate whether #rd is always used 

in this sense, or if earlier senses of the term remain. 

 

5.2 Form 

In form, the Mishnah is akin to an open invitation to discussion; it seldom legislates 

on disputed points of law, rather it offers a variety of opinions held by authorities on 

halakic matters and presents both sides of the arguments. As Philip Alexander argues, 

it could be viewed as the edited transcripts of the great rabbinic academies of 

Palestine.
520

 The origin of the word ‘mishnah’, from the root (hn#) ‘to repeat’, bears 

the sense of tradition repeated and memorised.
521

 The Mishnah speaks for and to a 

community; it does not want to be identified with ideas of one person.  

Two opposing viewpoints address the question of how rabbinic texts ask to be 

read. Jacob Neusner argues that the implicit de facto boundaries of most rabbinic 
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documents present strong evidence that they are best read as single documents, with a 

coherent message/narrative.
522

 On the other hand, Alexander Samely
523

 espouses the 

view that rabbinic statements, while they may look as if they imply a whole system of 

ideas, do not work like this within the texts themselves. The literature itself does not 

offer an articulation of the system of which single statements could be taken to be a 

summary.
524

 There is therefore, according to Samely, and in disagreement with 

Neusner, no unified message present in any rabbinic document, the Mishnah included. 

The rabbinic documents are constituted by discourse, not narrative, and while rabbinic 

texts may contain short narratives, these are integrated into an ongoing fabric of 

exposition and argument.
525

 Similarly, Steven Fraade has shown that although the 

Mishnah appears to lack a meta-narrative that justifies its laws, it employs various 

narratological techniques – ranging from dialogues to acts – which function as 

background and justification.
526

 Thus, the narrative of the Mishnah is connected to the 

giving of the law at Sinai (m. ’Abot 1.1), and the Mishnah builds a bridge between the 

two to assert its authoritative nature.  

Alexander Samely seeks to strip the works of rabbinic Judaism down to their 

most basic forms. In so doing, he moves outside of the assumptions of traditional 

historical and literary scholarship, arguing that it is impossible to access the historical 

context of the rabbinic documents without contextual rules to which the contemporary 

reader has no access. A better starting point, he argues, is to engage with the texts on 

the level of their own discourse, which addresses specific themes in a homogeneous, 
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stylised manner.
527

 As the editors behind the texts of early rabbinic literature did not 

deem it necessary to contextualise their works, the context stands out of reach to the 

contemporary scholar, who has no means by which to access this information.
528

 

Samely, taking the forms of individual statements in the documents as his starting 

point, demonstrates how rabbinic thought is intertwined with the nature of texts and 

rabbinic textuality.
529

 The contemporary reader will come to an awareness that 

general statements are not reliable and do not function as summaries of thought. For 

this reason, it is often difficult to speak of rabbinic theology and rabbinic ideals as 

something homogeneous. It is the structures and the forms that are constants, often in 

contrast to rabbinic thought, which is much more fluid. 

It is this latter approach which influences most strongly the reading of the 

Mishnaic text in this chapter, which will examine the occurrences of #rd and #rdm 

in the context of the mishnayot in which they appear, before, in conclusion, arriving at 

a final statement on how both the verbal and nominal forms are used in the Mishnah 

as a whole.   

 

5.2.1 Date 

Dating rabbinic material can be a difficult issue, especially as the origin of the 

material is often older than the written documents.
530

 While the Mishnah is dated to 

the first half of the third century CE,
531

 it records the teachings of not only rabbis in 

the years immediately preceding the written composition, but also some earlier, pre-
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Destruction, Pharisaic traditions.
532

 Instone-Brewer argues that the school debates 

which are contained in the Mishnah provide evidence that some pre-Destruction 

teachings have been preserved, though they have passed through the hands of 

editors.
533

 Thus, while the ideas may be faithful reflections of the practices of the 

rabbis pre-70CE, as they have been edited and redacted, they do not represent the 

actual words spoken or written in the pre-Destruction era.
534

 While the final form of 

the Mishnah long succeeded the completion of the NT writings, in some cases the 

interpretations agree with those found in Josephus, the NT, and even the LXX.
535

  

 

5.3 Role of Scripture in the Mishnah 

How groups read the Bible provides an important insight into how they see 

themselves and their origins. Scripture is quoted relatively rarely in the Mishnah; 

there are 265 quotations across its 517 chapters. Considering some chapters contain 

several quotations, this means a citation is quite rare. Scripture is used in three ways: 

tractates simply repeat Scripture in their own words; tractates take up facts of 

Scripture but work them out in a way those scriptural facts cannot have predicted; 

tractates take up problems in no way suggested by Scripture.
536

 Moreover, the rabbis 
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employed scriptural citations with a relative degree of freedom, so that on occasion 

there is no link between the original context and the subject identified in the Mishnah 

(for example, m. H Iul. 12.1; m. Yebam. 8.2); on other occasions the surrounding 

biblical text plays an important role in the interpretation (m. Pesah I 7.1; m. B. Qam. 

1.1).
537

  

Scripture plays little role in the Mishnah, given the Mishnah rarely cites a 

verse in its entirety, links its own claims to those of Scripture, or lays claim to 

originate in Scripture. Nor did the authors seek to imitate the language of Scripture.
538

 

Rather, the Mishnah constitutes a statement on the meaning of Scripture, distinct from 

a statement of the meaning of Scripture.
539

 The Mishnah wishes to stand autonomous 

of Scripture and claim the source of laws other than Scripture. Yet, the opposite is 

also the case, the Mishnah depends on Scripture, echoing its thematic concerns and 

topics. The Mishnah does not cite Scripture because it does not have to; it stands on 

the same plane as Scripture; the Mishnah is part of the Torah of Moses, the oral 

Torah, which stands beside the written Torah (m. ’Abot 1.1).
540

 

It is possible nonetheless to learn something from the school debates as to the 

rabbinic approach to Scripture. Certainly, as noted above, on occasion the Mishnah 

does not take into account the context of a scriptural passage. Yet, laws as presented 

in the Mishnah could not have survived and been passed down without some 

connection to Scripture. Azzan Yadin states that Scripture determines legal midrash 

‘from both ends,’ meaning that it signals to the reader what may be interpreted, then 

either interprets the signals itself or establishes the midrashic canons by which they 
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may be interpreted. Consequently, Scripture is at the epicentre of the midrashic 

process.
541

 This was certainly the case for later midrashim, but one must question 

whether this process was expressly present in the Mishnah. While Scripture is a 

source for the Mishnah, it remains an indirect source. One occasion where Scripture is 

explicitly cited as a source for the elaboration of a law is the separation of the High 

Priest before Yom Kippur (m. Yoma 1.1). Ironically, this has no scriptural 

foundation.
542

 Others argue that Scripture was added at a later editorial stage. While 

the editing of the Mishnah lies outside the purview of this study, it suggests that 

Scripture verses may have been added to support certain mishnayot.
543

 While the 

mishnaic method of teaching halakah allows repetition independent of Scripture, 

running commentary of the scriptural text is also present (Ma‘aś. Š 12.6 on Deut 25.7-

10; Sot Iah 8.1-6 on Deut 20.2-9; Sanh. 2.4-5 on Deut 17.15-19). M. Šabb. 8.7-9.4 

offers an example of the biblical text as a ‘proof’ for a traditional law, which while it 

may not meet later standards and may be better termed indirect support, can be 

classified as biblical support for a halakah. 

M. HIag. 1.8
544

 offers the best insight into how the Mishnah views its own 

relationship with Scripture. Parts of Mishnaic law are not at all or loosely connected 

with Torah, others vastly expand it or systematise it in a way which could not be 

envisaged by the biblical text, while a third group paraphrases and develops biblical 

law. For this reason, Stemberger argues that the Mishnah wants to distinguish itself 

from Scripture. It does not act as a biblical commentary, nor claim to be in direct 
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continuation of biblical law.
545

 Neither does it separate itself wholly from Scripture, 

and citations, while not prevalent, are present. This study shall note the frequency 

with which such citations are modified by the verb #rd, asking whether this holds 

significance for the meaning of #rd in the Mishnah.  

 

5.4 How #rd is used in the Mishnah  

The various occurrences of #rd in the Mishnah will be examined individually, 

before drawing some general conclusions as to the sense of #rd in the document as a 

whole. This will demonstrate that while the majority of instances relate to the 

interpretation of Scripture, by the time of the Mishnah, #rd could still carry other 

senses, including that of investigation in a legal sense. Then, the use of #rd in the 

Mishnah can be compared with its usage in other texts, noting trends, especially with 

respect to its connection to the interpretation of Scripture. 

 

5.4.1 The occurrences of #rd and #rdm in the Mishnah 

The noun #rdm occurs seven times in the Mishnah, twice referring to the tyb  

#rdm (Ter. 11.10; Pesah I. 4.4), three times with the sense of exposition (Šeqal. 6.6; 

Yebam. 10.3; Ketub. 4.6) and twice with the sense of study (Ned. 4.3; ’Abot 1.17). 

The verbal form is found twenty-seven times. The most frequent object is a verse of 

Scripture (fourteen times), with Scripture in general appearing as the object three 
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times. On three occasions the object is #rdm, twice referring to scriptural exposition 

and once to exposition of a mishnah (Ketub. 4.6). In five cases the verb is used in a 

legal context, twice the object is a person under investigation, twice it refers to the 

examination of a case, and once to the decision of a court. While the most common 

sense of #rd in the Mishnah is the exposition of Scripture, there remain occasions 

when its meaning is not limited to interpretation of the biblical text.
546

 The various 

occurrences will be examined individually. 

Ber. 1.5
547

: The Exodus from Egypt is rehearsed [also] at night. R. Eleazar b. 

Azariah said: Lo I am like to one who is seventy years old yet failed to prove 

why going forth from from Egypt should be rehearsed at night until Ben Zoma 

thus expounded it: for it says: (rm)n# )mwz Nb h#rd# d(): that thou 

mayest remember the day when thou camest forth out of the land of Egypt all 

the days of thy life. ‘The days of thy life’ [would mean] the days only; but ‘all 

the days of thy life’ [means] the nights also. The Sages say: ‘The days of thy 

life’ [means] this world only; but ‘all the days of thy life’ is to include the 

Days of the Messiah. 

In this passage, part of a larger discussion concerning the recitation of the Shema, it is 

clear that a scriptural verse (Deut 16.3) is the object of #rd, with Ben Zoma 

expounding the verse, concluding that because the text says ‘all the days of thy life,’ 

the reference to the Exodus in the Shema must be mentioned at night as well as during 

the day. Interestingly, Instone-Brewer indicates that this passage may have originated 
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pre-70 CE, as the Exodus passage was included as part of the Shema. He does 

however mark Ben Zoma, who provided the exposition, as a third generation Tanna, a 

period which he dates as 110-135 CE.
548

 Ben Zoma interprets Deut 16.3 in order to 

argue that the Shema must be recited during the night. 

Ter. 11.10: Heave-offering oil that [has become unclean and] must be burnt, 

may be kindled in synagogues, in houses of study (hpr# Nm# Nyqyldm 

tw#rdm ytbbw twysnk ytbb), in dark alley-ways and over sick people, 

that it is a place where a priest may enter in. 

In this verse, the occurrence of #rdm is in the construct ‘Beth Midrash’, which has a 

special status along with the synagogues, dark alleys and the vicinity of sick people, 

in that oil which may be burnt in the presence of a priest may be burnt there. The 

mishnah offers no further insight into what activity may take place in the Beth 

Midrash. 

Pesah I. 4.4: Where the custom is to kindle a lamp on the nights of the Day of 

Atonement, they may do so: where the custom is not to kindle it, they may not 

do so. But they may kindle it in the synagogues, houses of study (Nyqyldmw 

w#rdm ytbbw twysnk ytbb), dark alleys, and over sick persons.  

As in the previous example, this verse references the special status of the Beth 

Midrash as a place where a lamp may be kindled on the night of Yom Kippur. There 

is no indication given as to what happens in a Beth Midrash. In his translation of the 
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Mishnah, Instone-Brewer
549

 uses the translation ‘study-house’ for the Beth Midrash, 

indicating that he feels an educational element was present, though there is nothing in 

the text to prove this. Günter Stemberger asserts that the phrase means ‘house of 

study,’ with the study in question of a biblical nature.
550

 

PesahI. 10.4: And here the son asks his father (and if the son has not enough 

understanding his father instructs him [how to ask]): ‘why is this night 

different from other nights? … And according to the understanding of the son 

his father instructs him. He begins with the disgrace and ends with the glory; 

and he expounds from ‘a wandering Aramean was my father’ … until he 

finishes the whole section (rwmgy# d( yb)  dbw)  ymr)m  #rwdw    

hlwk h#rph-lk) [Deut 26.5 ff.]. 

The questions in this passage of the Mishnah concern the unique aspects of the 

Passover meal, and the reply includes the retelling of the events of the Exodus based 

on an exposition of Deut 26.5 onwards. Traditionally the retelling ends at 26.8, which 

concerns the Exodus, which is perhaps confirmed by m. Pesah I. 10.5.
551

 In this 

passage, reading #rd as ‘expound’ would suggest that each Passover, every father 

has to expound a passage from Deuteronomy. It is difficult to imagine everyone being 

expected to produce new midrashic interpretations. Consequently, it has been argued 

the passage be read with the sense of ‘to recite’, carrying the sense of public 

exposition, itself proposed as a suitable English translation of #rd.
552

 One problem 

with the translation of #rd as public exposition in the current mishnah is that the 
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setting of Pesah I. 10.4 is within the home and therefore not strictly speaking a ‘public’ 

exposition. Nonetheless, the initial objection has merit and an alternative translation 

than ‘expound’ could be found. There must be something more than reading in view 

here and the best translation to English may be ‘explain,’ as the father takes on the 

responsibility of drawing out the full meaning of Scripture.
553

 According to the 

Talmud (y. Pesah I. 10, 70a-b),
554

 the role of the Father is to teach the child according 

to the child’s ability to learn, indicating more than simple reading of the biblical text. 

Rather, explanation is required. #rd cannot therefore here simply mean recite. While 

it may not mean exposition in the rabbinic sense of uncovering a hidden meaning of 

Scripture, it does carry the sense of explaining and teaching from the Scripture. While 

this can mean exposition, ‘explain’ is a better translation in this case, treating as it 

does the explanation of the significance of some verses from Deut 26. 

According to Instone-Brewer,
555

 this passage has a strong possibility of having 

a relatively late date, in contrast to m. Ber. 1.5. It would thus seem that there is little 

correspondence between the dating of mishnayot and the use of #rd. 

Šeqal. 1.4: But the priests used to expound this Scripture for their advantage 

(Nmc(l hz )rqm My#rwd Mynhkh# )l):): ‘And every meal-offering of 

the priest must be wholly burnt; it shall not be eaten.’ [Lev 6.17] 
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The background to this mishnah is that that since three meal offerings are brought as 

public offerings at the charges of the Temple fund (which is mentioned by the Shekel 

contribution), the private may not contribute to the Temple fund: if they contributed to 

the rest of these meal-offerings they would need to be burnt; and this would be 

contrary to Scripture. In this passage, the object of #rd is a verse of Scripture (Lev 

6.17), and the priests are accused of interpreting this particular verse to their 

advantage. Therefore, the meaning of #rd is the interpretation of a scriptural 

passage. 

Šeqal. 6.6: Jehoiada the High Priest gave the following exposition (#rdm hz 

lwdg Nxk (dywhy #rd), ‘It is a guilt offering he is certainly guilty before 

the Lord.’ [Lev 5.19]  

In this passage, both #rdm and #rd are present, with #rdm as the object of #rd. 

The exposition given by Jehoiada refers to two verses from Leviticus (5.19 and 7.6). 

The High Priest encourages everyone to offer a guilt offering, because they are no 

doubt guilty of something! Both #rdm and #rd are related to scriptural exposition, 

in addition to being closely connected with each other. While #rd is the object of 

#rdm, the scriptural verses are the subject of the exposition. 

Yoma 1.6: wynpl Ny#rwd Mymkx ydymlt w)l M)w #rwd Mkx hyh M): 

If he was a sage he used to expound [the Scriptures], and if not the disciples of 

the sage used to expound before him. 

This mishnah refers to the prohibition on the High Priest sleeping on the night before 

the Day of Atonement. To stay awake, he used to hold a discourse interpreting 
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biblical passages, but if he was not learned, the scholars used to do it for him. The 

meaning of the mishnah refers to the interpretation of biblical books, specifically the 

Pentateuch and the prophetic books.
556

 The distinction between reading and 

interpreting is that the Hagiographa could not be interpreted and thus were read, while 

the verb #rd refers to the interpretation of suitable books – the Pentateuch and 

Prophets. 

On the contrary, Mandel argues that #rd is best translated by ‘instruction,’
557

 

citing the present verse as well as m. Sanh. 11.2, in addition to other verses from later 

midrashim to argue his case.
558

 Yet, firstly, the two verses are not of the same ilk, as 

Sanhedrin speaks to the context of a court case and cannot fairly be read in the same 

way as the verse from Yoma. The current passage distinguishes verses from the Torah 

and those from the Ketuvim. The simplest explanation is that they were viewed in a 

different light by the rabbis; Torah verses were suitable objects for exposition, while 

Job, Ezra, and Chronicles were not, and therefore could simply be read and not 

expounded or interpreted.
559

 

Yoma 8.9: Thus did R. Eleazar ben Azariah expound (ybr #rd wz-t) 

hyrz( Nb rz(l)): ‘From all your sins before the Eternal shall ye be clean.’ 

[Lev 16.30] – for transgressions that are between man and God the Day of 
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Atonement effects atonement; but for transgressions that are between man and 

his fellow the Day of Atonement effects atonement only if he has appeased his 

fellow.  

In this mishnah, a scriptural verse (Lev 16.30) is the object of interpretation by R. 

Eleazar ben Azariah. As a contrast, later in the passage R. Akiva cites Ezek 36.25, but 

does not offer an interpretation, therefore the verb rm) is used. While this could be 

because the verse came from the Prophets, it is more likely that rm) was used as 

there was no interpretation offered, as elsewhere #rd is used with non-Torah 

scriptural verses as the object in Meg 2.2 (Esther); Sot Iah 5.5 (Job); and H Iag 2.1 

(Ezekiel). 

The exposition of Lev 16.30, that the Day of Atonement purifies all sins 

‘before the Lord’, implies, according to Eleazar, that it does not apply to sins against 

other people. Repentance must be sincere; therefore if a sin is wilfully repeated, or the 

pardon of the person against whom one has sinned was not sought, repentance is 

useless. In the passages attributed to Akiva, God addresses Israel when they have 

delved to the very depths of sinfulness – they are guilty of idolatry (Ezek 36.18, 25) 

and blasphemy (Ezek 36.20-23), and Jer 17 emphasises that Israel’s heart is engrained 

with sin and deceit (Jer 17.1, 5, 9f.), despite which, God forgives them.  

It is important to note once again, the object of #rd is a scriptural verse, and 

that in this mishnah a clear distinction is made between #rd and rm), suggesting 

#rd carries a different meaning – interpretation. While Instone-Brewer argues the 
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scriptural support was added at a later date,
560

 an examination of the text preserved 

notes that #rd is used to indicate interpretation or exposition of a scriptural verse, 

irrespective of whether this was added at the editing stage. 

Meg. 2.2: If a man read it piecemeal or drowsily, he has fulfilled his 

obligation; if he was copying it, expounding it, or correcting a copy of it 

(hhygmw h#rwd hbtwk hyh), and he directed his heart [to the reading of the 

scroll], he has fulfilled his obligation; otherwise he has not fulfilled his 

obligation. 

The tractate Megillah deals with the time and manner of the public reading of Esther 

at Purim (see Esth 9.28); and continues by treating the times and public reading of 

other portions of Scripture.  M. Meg. 2.2 provides examples of how a person may 

fulfil the obligation to read the Scroll while engaged in another activity. In this 

mishnah, #rd is distinguished from )rq (reading), meaning that something more 

than simply reading is indicated by #rd. The other activities in the same category as 

#rd (copying and correcting) are scholarly activities, which indicates #rd here 

means exposition of Scripture, even if no specific biblical verse is cited. 

HIag. 2.1
561

: Myn#b ty#)rb h#(mb )lw h#l#b twyr(b Ny#rwd Ny) 

wt(dm Nybmw Mkx hyh Nk M) )l) dyxyb hbkrmb )lw: The forbidden 

decrees [Lev 18.6 ff.] may not be expounded before three persons, nor the 

story of creation before two [Gen 1.1-2, 3], nor [the chapter of] the Chariot 
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[Ezek 1.4ff.] before one alone unless he is a sage that understands of his own 

knowledge. 

In this mishnah, limits are placed upon the exposition or expounding of certain 

passages of Scripture, deemed to be too dangerous to allow free reign of 

interpretation. The passages are related to mystical and apocalyptic interpretations of 

passages in Gen 1 and the chariot (Merkabah) text in Ezek 1. The forbidden decrees 

refers to the relationships which are forbidden according to Lev 18.6ff. This mishnah 

is an attempt to avoid people becoming too familiar with dangerous theological 

passages. Teachers considered that exposition and meditation on the first chapters of 

Ezekiel and Genesis were matters of considerable importance and no little danger.
 562

 

The content of these passages was potentially more precarious than other parts of 

Scripture because they offered the basis for further reflection on the nature of the 

universe and God beyond what was actually written; in other words, the passages 

were ripe for interpretation. This does not mean that the rabbis refused to embark 

upon speculative interpretation of these passages, indeed the opposite was more 

likely; but it recognised the dangers that lay within and the necessity for solid 

exposition based on strong principles. This mishnah is also a clarion call in support of 

biblical exposition, and as a consequence against visions and apocalyptic experiences. 

The passage recognises the dangers of such interpretation, but at the heart of rabbinic 

exercise what lies in Scripture must be more fruitful than the dangers of visions. 

In the Tosefta parallel, Mandel argues that his legal-instructional model of 

midrash allows the phrase to be understood in a new light, so that t. HIag. 2.1 h)n 

Myyqm h)n #rwd indicates someone who practices what he preaches. While such an 
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interpretation is reasonable for the Tosefta, the context of the passage strongly 

suggests that ‘expound’ is a better translation of #rwd, especially as it is used in that 

context no less than five times in the same passage.
563

 The Tosefta passage narrates a 

debate between R. Yohanan ben Zakkai and R. Eleazar ben Arakh, wherein Eleazar 

outlines his interpretation of the chariot passage from Ezekiel. While such an 

interpretation could be in a public setting, a better reading of the passage is that the 

conversation takes place between the rabbis in question and that the best translation of 

#rwd is ‘expounds’ or ‘interprets’. The Tosefta can inform a reading of the Mishnah 

passage, where the sense is very similar. M. HIag 2.1 offers very precise rules 

concerning the exposition of three scriptural passages. Such rules point to a period 

when interest in these passages had developed into a cause for concern.
564

 While these 

biblical passages are not for general consumption, room remains for the diligent sage 

to interpret with a degree of freedom. Apocalypticism is concerned with ‘what is 

above, what is below, what was beforehand, and what is to come’ (m. H Iag. 2.1), all 

important issues for the rabbis of the time. The quest for secret matters was something 

which the rabbis came up against in their study of the Scriptures. The Mishnah, 

however, offers very little support for this view. Azzan Yadin argues that it is possible 

that m. Hag. 2.1 is not concerned with mystical speculation at all, but even if it is, 

restricting the prohibitions to the first chapters of Gen and Ezek indicates that the rest 
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of the Bible is not hidden and mysterious.
565

 While the apocalyptic or mystical 

elements of the passages cannot be ascertained, the passages themselves were 

certainly considered off limits for the unqualified. 

The concern of the rabbis is similar to that expressed by Ben Sira 3.21-24, that 

students (or members of the public) should not meddle in concerns that were too 

difficult for them or beyond them; perhaps also that they do not be attracted by the 

arguments of mystics and apocalyptics, but follow the exposition of the rabbis from 

the bate midrashim. Against Mandel, I maintain that the passage refers to 

interpretation or exposition of the biblical passages in question, a view that is 

supported by other occurrences of #rd in the Mishnah, where the object of the verb 

is a biblical verse. 

YebahI. 10.3: h#wrg h#y)w hytm Nb rz(yl) ybr #rd #rdm wz-t) 

h#y) wny)# #y)m )lw h#y)m: This explanation (#rdm) did R. Eleazar 

ben Mattia expound (#rd): [It is written] ‘Neither shall they take a woman 

put away from her husband’ [Lev 21.7
566

]; and not ‘from a man that is not [yet 

fully] her husband.’ 

In this passage, which contains both #rd and #rdm, R. Eliezer ben Mattia decides 

the matter of whether a woman who thought her husband was dead and became 

betrothed to another, on finding her husband was alive, but having received a bill of 

divorce, would be free to marry a priest. The decision is made with reference to Lev 

21.7 ‘neither shall they put a woman away from her husband’. This mishnah is an 
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example of a biblical passage being employed in support of a decision. The exposition 

(#rdm) is the initial object of #rd, and again the scriptural passage in view is a 

verse from the Torah. It is possible to conclude therefore that the object of #rd is a 

scriptural verse. 

Ketub. 4.6: This explanation did R. Eleazar ben Azariah expound before the 

sages in the vineyard at Jabneh (hyrz) Nb rz(l) ybr #rd #rdm xz 

hnbyb Mrkb Mymkx ynpl). ‘The sons inherit and the daughters receive 

maintenance’ [m. Ketub. 13.3] – but like as the sons inherit only after the 

death of their father so the daughters receive maintenance only after the death 

of their father.’ 

In this passage, the combination of #rdm and #rd is present, however, unlike the 

previous passage (m. Yebam. 10.3), it is not a scriptural text which is the object of 

#rd, rather a text from m. Ketub. 13.3. This rule seems to act as the introduction to 

the text of m. Ketub. 4.6ff., which discusses the interpretation of the marriage 

contract.
567

 The use of #rd in this context leads the Tosefta to cite many further 

examples of how sages produced an exegesis not of Scripture but of ordinary legal 

documents.
568

 For example, in t. Ketub. 4.9, Hillel the elder made an exegesis (#rd) 

of ordinary language [of legal documents and not merely the Torah text]. It is as if the 

sages recognise that the pattern of #rd referring to the interpretation of Scripture has 

been broken and requires justification. It is interesting that the anomaly was not 

explained with reference to the theory of two Torahs (written and oral, see m. ’Abot 
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1.1) which would allow the oral Torah to be an object of exposition in the same way 

as written Scripture. For the purposes of the present study the sense of #rd remains 

that of exposition, though here it refers to another verse of the Mishnah tractate 

Ketubboth and not a biblical verse. 

Ned. 4.3: )rqm wndmly )l lb) twdghw twklh #rdm wdmlmw: He may 

teach him Midrash, Halakoth and Haggadoth, but he may not teach him 

Scripture. 

This passage contains one of the seven occurrences of #rdm in the Mishnah. The 

context of the mishnah is that of a man under a vow to his neighbour. In such a 

situation he may teach him midrash, halakoth, and haggadoth, but he may not teach 

Scripture. The reason for the dispensation to teach the son and daughter is that there is 

no payment for midrash, halakah, or haggadah, while teaching Scripture is an activity 

for which payment would be due.
569

 From the context, there is a distinction to be 

made between midrash, halakah, and haggadah, as well as between midrash and 

Scripture. Teaching Scripture may refer to teaching the basics of Scripture and its 

content, while midrash would be the exposition of or interpretation of Scripture. 

Halakah is an accepted decision in rabbinic law, which is usually, but not always, 

derivable from Scripture.
570

 Haggadah is a type of exposition of Scripture which aims 

at education, and can be found in some tractates as a conclusion (see Pe’ah, Yoma); it 

is quite prominent in the tractate ’Abot. While it is difficult without further 

information to make a distinction between midrash, halakah and haggadah, all three 

are distinguished from the teaching of Scripture, suggesting an interpretative 
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dimension.
571

 This being the case, it is reasonable to conclude that #rdm in this 

instance refers to the interpretation of Scripture.  

SotIah 5.1: As the water puts her to the proof so does it put the paramour to the 

proof, for it is written, ‘and it shall come,’ and again ‘and it shall come’ [Num 

5.22, 24]. As she is forbidden to the husband so she is forbidden to the 

paramour, for it is written, ‘and she is become unclean’ and again ‘and she is 

become unclean’ [Num 5.13, 14]. So R. Akiba. R. Joshua said: so used 

Zechariah b. ha-Kazzab to expound (bcqx Nb hyrkz #rwd hyh Kk). 

Rabbi says: twice in this section of Scripture it is written ‘and she is become 

unclean’, ‘and she is become unclean’, once for the husband and once for the 

paramour. 

M. SotIah 5.1 holds that the bitter water tests proposed by Num 5.11-31 will have 

consequences both for the accused wife and the man said to be her lover, so that he 

will die by the same sort of death.
572

 The mishnah continues by saying that just as she 

is forbidden to her husband during this time so she is forbidden to her paramour. An 

exegesis credited to Akiba proves this proposition. The same exegesis was supported 

by R. Joshua and attributed to Zechariah b. ha-Kazzab. Thus, the object of #rd in 

this mishnah is Num 5.13, 14. The important point is that at some time in Tannaitic 

period, a concern was expressed that law passed on without explicit scriptural 

authority might fail to stand the test of time. According to Jay Harris, some large or 
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small segment of rabbis developed a concern that an unjustified law would not seem 

compelling to future generations.
573

 While in the broader context of the Mishnah as a 

whole may support Harris’s theory, in m. Sot Iah 5 the passages of Scripture are 

integral to the passage; indeed, without them, the passage would not make sense. 

While one could argue that the final addition came at the editorial hand of Rabbi, this 

cannot take away from the fact that the interpretation of Num 5 is key to the mishnah 

as a whole. 

The passage concludes with Rabbi saying (rmw)) ‘twice in this section of 

Scripture it is written “and she is become unclean”, “and she is become unclean”, 

once for the husband and once for the paramour’ in support of the original exposition 

of Zechariah, another example of #rd and rm) appearing together in the one 

mishnah. This distinction between the two terms is important, suggesting once more 

that the activity indicated by the use of #rd differs from a simple reading. In this 

particular mishnah, the distinction it is difficult to pinpoint. The exposition which R. 

Joshua attributes to Zechariah b. ha-Kazzab must pertain to Num 5.13, 14, which he 

interprets, due to the double occurrence of the phrase ‘and she is defiled,’ to mean that 

the woman is forbidden both to the husband and to the paramour. Zechariah b. ha-

Kazzab expounds the text from Numbers to arrive at this conclusion. The exposition 

is then repeated by Rabbi, introduced by ‘Rabbi says’, perhaps offering his approval 

of ben Kazzab’s interpretation. The four mishnayoth which follow offer a strong 

support for the conclusion that #rd is used here in the sense of ‘to interpret’. 
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The next four passages can be taken together as they follow a similar theme, 

indeed Neusner declares m. Sot Iah 5.2-5 to be an unnecessary appendix.
574

 M. SotIah 

5.2-4 presents a triplet of exegeses attributed to Akiba on diverse subjects, connected 

by the introductory phrase, ‘On that day R. Akiba expounded.’ M. Sot Iah 5.5 presents 

an exposition of R. Joshua ben Hyrcanus following the same formula.  

SotIah 5.2: That same day R. Akiba expounded ()byq( ybr #rd Mwyb wb): 

‘And every earthen vessel where-into any of them falleth, whatsoever is in it 

conveys uncleanness’
575

 [Lev 11.33];  

SotIah 5.3: That same day R. Akiba expounded ()byq( ybr #rd Mwyb wb): 

‘And ye shall measure without the city, for the east side two thousand cubits’ 

[Num 35.5], while another [verse – Num 35.4] says, ‘From the wall of the city 

and outward a thousand cubits round about.’  

SotIah 5.4: That same day R. Akiba expounded ()byq( ybr #rd Mwyb wb): 

‘Then sang Moses and the children of Israel this song onto the Lord and spake 

saying’ [Exod 15.1].  

SotIah 5.5: That same day R. Joshua ben Hyrkanos expounded (Mwyb wb 

swnqrwh Nb (#why ybr #rd): Job served the Holy One, blessed be he, 

only from love, as it is written, ‘Though he slay me yet I will wait for him’ 

[Job 13.15]. Thus far the matter rests in doubt [whether it means] ‘I will wait 

for him’ or ‘I will not wait’; but Scripture says ‘Till I die I will not put away 

my integrity from me,’ teaching that he acted from love. R. Joshua said, ‘Who 
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will uncover the dust from thine eyes, O Rabban Jochanan ben Zakkai, for 

thou didst use to expound all thy days that Job served the Holy One, blessed 

be he, only from fear, (Mwqmh-t) bwy) db( )l# Kymy-lk #rwd tyyh# 

h)rym )l)) for it is written “The man was not perfect and upright and the 

one that feared God and eschewed evil” (Job 1.1); and has not Joshua, thy 

disciple’s disciple, now taught us that he acted from love? 

These four verses are the clearest indication of #rd being used in the sense of textual 

interpretation in the Mishnah. There is little to link the verses thematically, with the 

formula ‘that same day X expounded,’ the means of connecting each mishnah to its 

predecessor. In the first three examples, the verses which are the subject of exposition 

come from Torah, while in m. Sot Iah 5.5, in which #rd occurs twice, verses from the 

book of Job are interpreted. Based on the way in which #rd is used in the 

mishnayoth which follow, it is reasonable to conclude that when #rd is found in m. 

SotIah 5.1, the interpretation of Scripture is intended. 

SotIah 9.15: When R. Meir died, there were no more makers of parables. When 

Ben Azzai died, there were no more diligent students. When Ben Zoma died, 

there were no more expounders (Myn#rdh wl+b )mwz Nb tm#m).  

M. SotIah 9.15 marks the passage of various skills/attributes from the world 

with the passing of various rabbis. Ben Zoma is, according to this mishnah, the last of 

the expounders (Myn#rd). Whilst not ordained, Ben Zoma was highly regarded (San 

17b), and is occasionally called ‘rabbi’ (Ber 6b). It was said that whoever saw Ben 
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Zoma in a dream could expect an increase in wisdom (Ber 57b).
576

 W. M. Christie 

argues that Sot Iah 9.15 states of Ben Zoma that there was none more studious.
577

 Yet 

this interpretation does not respect the context of the passage, which speaks of the last 

of the makers of parables (R. Meir), the last of the diligent students (Ben Azzai), the 

end of the glory of the law (R. Akiba) and the end of good deeds (R. Hanina b. Dosa). 

It does not follow that both Ben Azzai and Ben Zoma would be given the same 

accolade, using different language. Moreover, darshanim was to become the standard 

designation of an expounder of the biblical text. This, coupled with the evidence of 

the earlier passages in Sot Iah 5, indicates that Ben Zoma was the last of the 

expounders of Scripture. 

Citation of scriptural verses is much more frequent in tractate Sot Iah, whose 

style is also much less halakic than the others.
578

 The five verses which open chapter 5 

show its importance within the text. Within Sot Iah, it is clear that the verb #rd refers 

to the interpretation or exposition of Scripture, which makes ‘When Ben Zoma died 

there were no more expounders’ the most reliable reading of Sot Iah 9.15. 

B. MesI. 2.7: y)mr M) Kyx)-t) #wrdt# d( wtw) Kyx) #wrd d( 

y)mr wny) M) )wh: ‘until thy brother inquires (#wrd) after it’ [Deut 22.2], 

[which is to say] until thou shalt inquire (#wrdt#) of thy brother whether he 

is a deceiver or not a deceiver. 
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In this verse, the first occurrence of #rd is a citation from Deut 22.2, ‘until your 

brother seeks it’, the ‘it’ being a reference to an ox or a sheep. In the second 

occurrence, the brother is the object of #rd, which carries the sense of a search or 

investigation of a person to ascertain his honesty or otherwise. It is clear that a 

scriptural verse is not the object of #rd in this mishnah. In the DSS, a person can be 

an object of #rd.
579 

Sanh. 4.1: hryqxbw h#yrdb tw#pn ynyd dx)w twnwmm ynyd dx): Non-

capital and capital cases are alike in examination and inquiry. 

Sanh. 4.5:  h#yrdb Mkt) qwdbl wnypws# Ny(dwy Mt) y) )m# w) 

hryqxbw: Or perchance ye do not know that we shall prove you by 

examination and inquiry.  

Taking both verses from Sanhedrin 4 together, as they concern the enquiry required 

before non-capital and capital cases, the Mishnah concludes that there is to be no 

distinction between the two. The object of #rd in these verses is not Scripture, but a 

person, an inquiry which takes place in a legal setting and refers to the examination of 

a witness. The study of the DSS noted a similar usage of #rd, though in those 

instances the reason for the inquiry is to discern worthiness to join, or be readmitted to 

full membership, of the community. 

Sanh. 11.2: They betook themselves to the court that was at the gate of the 

Temple Court, and the one would say ‘Thus I have expounded, and in that 

matter my fellows have expounded (yrybx w#rd Kkw yt#rd Kk); in this 
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way have I taught and thus have my fellows taught.’ If they [in the Beth Din] 

had heard a tradition they told it to them, otherwise they took themselves to 

the court at the gate of the Temple Mount, and the one would say, ‘Thus I 

have expounded, and in that matter my fellows have expounded (yt#rd Kk 

yrybx w#rd Kkw); in this way have I taught and thus have my fellows 

taught.’ 

In this passage, #rd does not have an immediate object, so one must decide what 

sense of the verb best fits the text. Looking at the previous examples from chapter 4 

of the Sanhedrin tractate, and at the general sense of this mishnah, initially a sense of 

legal enquiry would seem to be the best fit. Thus, Mandel argues that in this verse 

there is no relation to textual interpretation.
580

 However, while Mandel argues that 

both this verse and m. HIag 2.1 are in accord with his thesis, there is a distinction in 

how #rd is used in these two texts. In tractate Sanhedrin, there is clearly a legal 

setting, and within that context #rd carries the sense of making or pronouncing a 

legal judgement. However, the manner of arriving at the judgement is narrated in two 

ways #rd ‘expounded’ and dml ‘taught’. Consequently, it may be argued that #rd 

means to investigate or expound a passage or section of Scripture.
581

 While Deut 

17.8-13 is cited, the proposed exposition, if it is such, is not related to these verses, 

which set the scene for the difficult case placed before the courts. The question 

remains as to how one is to interpret the use of #rd in this context. A distinction is 

made between ‘expounding’ and ‘teaching’, but the text provides no further guidance 
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as to what precisely these terms signify. Taking the context of the Mishnah as a 

whole, the evidence indicates that the exposition which led to the judgement came 

from a scriptural text (in twenty-three of the other twenty-seven occurrences in the 

Mishnah where #rd refers to the exposition of a text, all but one a reference a 

scriptural text).
582

 However, the context of the Sanhedrin tractate as a whole suggests 

that it is more likely that here #rd relates to a legal judgement, with the two 

occurrences in chapter 4 referring to legal investigation of a case (4.1), or witness 

(4.5).
583

 Weighing all the evidence, especially the evidence of the current passage, 

which refers to both interpretation and teaching, the most likely sense of #rd in m. 

Sanh. 11.2 is that of exposition of Scripture, from which the judgement receives its 

scriptural support. This exposition leads to a decision which is then promoted by 

teaching of the sages to the general populace. 

’Abot 1.17: I have found naught better for a man as silence, and not the 

expounding [of the Law] is the chief thing but the doing [of it] (#rdmh )lw 

h#(mh )l) rqy(h )wh). 

This verse highlights the importance of action over study – it is better to do the law 

than to expound it, or, doing is better than studying.
584

 Maccoby argues that the verse 

is an indictment of the sages’ engagement in the activity of midrash, or the activity of 

the Beth Midrash, in that it is not study, but actually doing the law which is the main 

thing.
585

 Mandel argues, however, that this verse deals not with the study of law, but 
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its instruction, this being an activity which characterises the hakham, and as a 

consequence, the statement is an indictment of the verbosity of the hakhamim.
586

 

Mandel’s argument follows his overall thesis that #rd in the Mishnah carries the 

sense of legal instruction. As there are no further occurrences of #rd or indeed 

#rdm in the tractate ’Abot, there is no further information than that which is outlined 

above in order to best decide the sense in the current mishnah. Indeed, the mishnah 

itself is not primarily interested in this activity (#rdm) but in the doing of the law. 

Given the overall tenor of the tractate, the best fit is biblical exposition, as instruction 

in matters of the law would better aid the doing of it, while the exposition or study of 

the law could bring one away from the actual doing and lead to a focus on arguments 

of a trivial nature which take away from the doing of the law. Thus, the best 

translation of #rdm is the sense of textual interpretation or study, in line with other 

occurences in the Mishnah. 

HIul. 5.5: The ‘one day’ spoken of in the law of ‘It and its young’ means the 

day together with the night that went before. This was expounded by R. 

Simeon b. Zoma ()mwz Nb Nw(m# #rd wz-t)). 

This chapter treats the law relating to ‘it and its young’ (Lev 22.28), which must not 

be killed on the one day. In m. HIul 5.5, R. Simeon b. Yoma, expounds (#rd) from 

Gen 1.5 ‘one day’, to state that the law relates to the day and the preceding night. The 

connection is made by gezerah shawah, with the phrase dx) mwy appearing in both 

verses. It is clear that #rd carries the sense of textual interpretation, even using one 
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of the rules of rabbinic exegesis.
587

 One can safely conclude that #rd is used in the 

sense of scriptural exposition, Gen 1.5 being the object of interpretation. 

 

5.4.2 The meaning of #rd 

Analysis of #rd in the Mishnah has demonstrated that the verb is used most 

frequently with the sense of ‘to interpret Scripture’ (twenty-three of twenty-seven 

occurrences). On four occasions, #rd is used in the context of a legal setting (m. B. 

MesI. 2.7 [x2]; m. Sanh. 4.1, 5). The nominal form #rdm occurs seven times, twice in 

the construct #rdm tyb (m. Ter. 11.10; Pesah I 4.4), three times meaning exposition 

of a text (and as the object of #rd) (m. Yebam. 10.3; m. Ketub. 4.6; m. Šeqal. 6.6), 

and twice with the general sense of exposition (m. Ned. 4.3; m. ’Abot 1.17). The 

significance of these findings will be discussed in this section, which will argue that, 

in the majority of instances in the Mishnah, #rd is used with an interpretive sense, 

before comparing the use of #rd in the Mishnah to its usage in the Tanak, the DSS, 

and Ben Sira. 

The first task is to establish the meaning of #rd, and in particular what type 

of interpretation may be in view – hidden meanings found by rabbis in the text, or 

simply using the plain meaning (+#p) to support a legal conclusion. Instone-Brewer 

argues that during the Tannaitic period, hermeneutical techniques later employed by 

rabbis had not fully developed, so that #rd simply meant ‘interpretation’ and did not 
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describe the search for secondary or hidden meanings in the text.
588

 Despite making 

this claim, Instone-Brewer does recognise the influence of Hellenistic Judaism, and 

Homeric commentaries, which may have influenced some hermeneutical techniques 

of the rabbis.
589

 Where #rd occurs in the Mishnah, on only one occasion is a 

rabbinic technique used (m. HIul. 5.5), meaning that how the rabbis used Scripture to 

support their arguments is usually not recorded. In another work,
590

 Instone-Brewer 

argues that, pre-70 CE, #rd refers to the hidden meaning of a text, and may mark the 

distinction between the primary and the secondary or allegorical meaning. The term 

is, according to Instone-Brewer, of great import in rabbinic exegesis, but almost 

entirely absent from scribal exegesis. While this meaning of #rd may be found in the 

DSS, the evidence of the Mishnah itself does not support this claim. On occasion 

verses from Scripture, especially the Torah, are used to support rabbinic decisions, 

especially in legal cases (see, for example m. Ber. 1.5; Šeqal. 1.4; Yebam. 10.3). The 

distinction between simple and allegorical interpretation is not always present, but the 

rabbis do interpret scriptural verses in a new context to support their legal 

interpretations. Thus, one may conclude that #rd is used in the Mishnah to describe 

interpretation of Scripture in a new context to the biblical setting (though not 

necessarily allegorical), even on occasion using one of the rules attributed to R. Akiba 

(m. HIul. 5.5). 
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Not all scholars understand the use of #rd in the Mishnah in this way. Paul 

Mandel
591

 offers the greatest critique, stating that the origins of the term #rd lie 

within the purview of the law. Mandel asserts that, having analysed the term in the 

light of Eastern, Mesopotamian sources, a legal-instructional model, rather than a 

textual-hermeneutical model provides a better route to understand the origins of the 

term.
592

  Bringing this to the Mishnah, Mandel notes that the activity denoted by the 

verb #rd was considered a particularly inventive act of interpretation, grounded in a 

close reading of the text and alive to the problems generated by such a reading, but 

also consciously going beyond the usual assumptions of a simple understanding of the 

text.
593

 He argues however, that the safar (rps), who can be termed ‘teacher of the 

Law’ and ‘legal advisor’ (which is also related to the Hebrew term qqxm),
594

 is 

responsible for the oral Torah and enactment of new laws (m. ‘Or. 3.9; Yebam. 2.4; 

Kelim 13.7), a responsibility which is separated from the importance of the text.
595

 

Consequently, their major occupation is not explication of Scripture but exegesis of 

law. Thus, Mandel questions whether #rd is used in Tannaitic and Amoraic texts 

with reference to textual interpretation. To this end, he cites a number of examples, 

where he claims #rd means ‘instruction’ and not the interpretation of a text (m. 

Yoma 1.6 ; m. Sanh. 11.2 ; Sipre Num 66, 118; Sipre Deut 122; Gen. Rab. 33. 3; Lev. 

Rab. 5.3; b. Šabb. 38a; b. Pesah I. 54b; b. Qidd. 73a).
596

 While not excluding the 

possibility that #rd could have an interpretative sense in the Mishnah, Mandel seeks 
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to limit its reach, arguing that Albeck
597

 in his commentary exhibits a tendency to 

explain the activity of #rd as related to Scripture even when this element was absent. 

As this study has demonstrated, in the majority of cases the Mishnaic occurrences of 

#rd do indeed refer to the interpretation of Scripture, which, although not the 

exclusive sense in the Mishnah, does best explain twenty-three of the twenty-seven 

occurrences. In making this comparison, Mandel does not take into account, as yet at 

least, the non-equivalence of terms including #rd. For that reason, I argue, against 

Mandel, that an interpretative sense reads better than an instructional sense in the 

majority of instances in the Mishnah, the exceptions being the four occasions when 

#rd is used with the sense of a legal investigation (m. B. Mes I. 2.7; Sanh. 4.1, 5). 

An alternative argument proposes that #rd carries the meaning of public 

exposition. Ofra Meir
598

 states that there is no agreement of when #rd first came to 

be understood as a technical term (for midrashic interpretation). While all 

commentators can agree that there was a semantic development from a biblical root, 

and that in rabbinic literature it had taken on the sense of a technical term, the precise 

moment when this ‘change’ occurred remains elusive.
599

 By the time of the 

Babylonian Talmud, #rd had acquired two extended meanings, the dichotomy 

between +#p and #rd had been created, and #rd stood for all a darshan said (in 

public).
600

 Meir argues that the phrase ‘Rabbi X darash’ relates in half the instances 

in Tannaitic occurrences not only to the interpretation of a biblical text, but also to its 
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public proclamation.
601

 By the time of the Amoraic midrashim, this meaning has 

developed, so that ‘darash Rabbi X’ is a signifier for reciting in public rather than for 

the procedure of interpreting a biblical text. This meaning does not appear to apply to 

the Mishnah. Where the setting for rabbinic exposition was the Beth Midrash, the 

inferred audience would be other rabbis, which stands in contrast to public exposition. 

The majority of the occurrences of #rd in the Mishnah are in private settings, 

especially where the term means the interpretation of Scripture, so any development 

to mean public exposition must have come later.  

The Mishnah remains a key document in tracking the semantic change of the 

term #rd. While the usage of #rd in a legal context on four occasions indicates that 

a full semantic shift had not taken place, there is strong evidence that the term had 

taken on the meaning of the interpretation of Scripture, notably in the sense of 

supporting a rabbinic legal decision, accounting for twenty-two
602

 of the twenty-seven 

occurrences of #rd.  

It is possible to conclude that #rd in the Mishnah carries a sense of 

exposition of or interpretation of Scripture, though it is not used exclusively with this 

sense. When ‘#rd Rabbi X’ occurs, the interpretation of a verse or section of 

Scripture is in view.
603

 Given that on the majority of occasions where #rd occurs it is 

this sense which is intended, I would argue that where two interpretations of the 

meaning of the term are possible, unless strong evidence indicates otherwise, the 

interpretation of Scripture is the more likely meaning. Interpretation means supporting 
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legal interpretation with scriptural verses, often taken out of their original context. 

This follows both Ben Sira and the DSS, with one possible sense of #rd being 

scriptural interpretation. By the time of the Mishnah (c. 200 CE), it is possible to say 

that #rd principally means the interpretation of Scripture, though other meanings are 

not excluded. 

 

5.5 Conclusions on the use of #rd in the Mishnah  

Having examined the use of #rd in the Mishnah, the most frequent sense is that of 

(scriptural) exposition or interpretation – twenty-three of the twenty-seven 

occurrences. For that reason, when the sense is unclear, and may refer to scriptural 

interpretation (such as m. Sanh 11.2), the burden of proof falls on the one who wishes 

to prove otherwise. This is not to say that the meaning of #rd was limited to textual 

interpretation. #rd can still have a legal sense and on four occasions it is used in 

precisely this sense in the Mishnah.
604

 However, the biblical sense of simple searching 

is now absent from the meanings of #rd. 

That the term #rd is used principally in the sense of textual interpretation and 

exposition is important. It is also noteworthy that although scriptural citations are rare 

in the Mishnah as a whole,
605

 the vast majority of verses where #rd occurs include a 

scriptural citation, the majority from the Torah.
606

 Therefore, one can expect that 

where #rd is used, the interpretation of Scripture is in view, with the exception of 
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legal cases, where it carries the sense of investigation. #rd is no longer used of the 

search for God, the most prevalent sense in the Tanak. While it may at this point be 

stretching the case too far to state that the search for the will of God was confined to 

the exposition of Scripture, there is a strong suggestion in the mishnaic text that the 

will of God is to be found in Torah. Furthermore, the interesting usage in m. Ketub. 

4.6, which offers a text from the Ketubbah scroll as the object of #rd, indicates that 

the oral Torah had already come to be seen as an appropriate object of rabbinic 

searching. While the sense of #rd is not yet strictly limited to the exposition of 

Scripture, in the vast majority of occurrences in the Mishnah, #rd refers to the 

interpretation of Scripture. 

In the context of this dissertation as a whole, by the time of the Mishnah, in 

the majority of occurrences #rd carries the sense of textual interpretation. Looking at 

the overall trend, it is possible in one sense to conclude that the sense of has 

undergone a semantic change, from the core meaning of ‘to search,’ which was 

present in the Tanak in the vast majority of occurrences. While the DSS and Ben Sira 

demonstrate that the term had widened to include texts as valid objects of #rd, the 

basic meaning ‘to search,’ could still be largely applied to #rd. This examination of 

the Mishnah has demonstrated that the term #rd has come to be ever more closely 

related to the interpretation of Scripture and taken on a large part of the sense which it 

has in the later midrashim. In mishnayot such as m. Yoma 8.9, there is a clear disction 

with the verb rm), which means reading in contrast with interpretation (#rd), and in 

m. Ketub 4.6, the text of another mishnah, is a valid object of #rd. 
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While this study was limited to examination of the Mishnah, in the future the 

use of #rd and #rdm could be traced into the Tosefta, which might be particularly 

interesting, as the Tosefta often adds scriptural proofs to the Mishnah. This chapter 

has demonstrated that the Mishnah is a key document in tracking the semantic change 

in the use of #rd. In the Amoraic period, as Ofra Meir has for example convincingly 

argued, there is a clear sense that the phrase ‘darash Rabbi X’ signifies the public 

proclamation of a darshan. However, this is not the sense of the term in the Mishnah, 

where its main sense is the interpretation of Scripture. 

In this study, the next step will be to examine how #rd is translated in the 

LXX, and to examine the activity of zh/thsiv. 
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6 The Translation of #rd in the LXX, and Homeric zētēsis 

The previous chapters have examined the use of #rd and #rdm in the Tanak, DSS, 

Ben Sira and the Mishnah, concluding that a semantic change had occurred by the 

time of the Mishnah, with the primary sense of #rd in the first great text of rabbinic 

literature being interpretation of Scripture. These chapters have sought to address one 

of the concerns about beinging texts of rabbinic literature into conversation with NT 

texts, namely, the later date of rabbinic texts. The second challenge relates to the issue 

of language, with the NT being written in Koine Greek, and rabbinic literature in 

Hebrew/Aramaic. This chapter seeks to address that issue, and to demonstrate the 

importance of Hellenistic literature, especially the genre of zētēsis, for the study of 

midrash and the NT. 

This chapter will examine how #rd was translated into Greek, with a 

particular focus on zhte/w and e)kzhte/w. Secondly, it will survey the genre of zētēsis, 

its origins in Homeric criticism and exegesis, and note parallels between this activity 

in the Hellenistic world, and biblical exegesis in the Jewish world. This examination 

will begin with the earliest critics of the Homeric text, and those who answered these 

critiques, notably Aristotle, before examining how some Jewish exegetes employed 

the genre of questions and answers (zh/thsiv kai\ lu/seiv) in their biblical 

interpretation, namely Demetrius the Chronographer and Philo of Alexandria. The 

chapter aims to demonstrate the importance of the genre of zētēsis for those interested 

in midrash and the NT. The genre was widespread in the Hellenistic world and 

allowed for exploration, criticism and exegesis of a text, for philosophical 

questioning, and for legal procedures. As the works of Demetrius and Philo 
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demonstrate, zētēsis was known in the Jewish world, and it is apt to consider how the 

genre may have influenced NT writers.
607

  

It has been argued convincingly that roots of rabbinic literature can be found 

in the Hellenistic world – for example in contemporary readings of Homer and other 

Greek classics.
608

 Parallels between the genres of zētēsis and midrash have also been 

outlined by David Daube and Saul Lieberman.
609

 While one must be cautious not to 

read too much into such parallels, there is room for fruitful comparisons, even if such 

a comparison is not easy.
610

 The tradition of Hellenism in late antiquity was exegetical 

and text-based, with a focus on re-use and re-adaptation of classical texts. Exegesis 

was not only important in the world of literature, but also in philosophy, law, and 

sciences such as medicine and engineering. The closest of these forms to the rabbinic 

exegesis were the disciplines of philosophy and law. In this chapter, focus falls on 

how defenders of Homer used the genre of zh/thsiv kai\ lu/seiv in their exegesis of 

Homeric poems.
611

  

As Martin Hengel has noted, it is no longer a question whether there was 

Hellenism in Jewish Palestine, but rather the extent and meaning of Greco-Roman 
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influences.
612

 It is important to examine how the scholarly, and indeed legal, climate, 

had an influence on the writings of Jewish Hellenism and the NT.
613

 Jewish and 

Hellenistic cultures blended not only on the level of ideas, but also on the level of 

literary composition. While these parallels have been noted, the influence of zētēsis 

on rabbinic exegesis, and on NT authors, has been overlooked.  

At the centre of Judaism stood a single document, Torah, which was available 

to all and which determines the character of ancient Judaism.
614

 Philo sought to 

defend/promote the Torah in his works, and the Torah forms the basis for the works of 

Demetrius. Homer’s poems occupied a similar (though not identical) role in Greek 

culture, holding a position as unchallenged cultural authority. The importance of the 

Homeric text in the Hellenistic world means it is plausible LXX translators could 

frame their task in terms of the techniques which the Alexandrian grammarians 

developed for the editing of Homer.
615 Like the Bible, Homer could be viewed as 

history, and claimed as the source of all knowledge and wisdom.
616

 This may inform 

the tradition of allegorical interpretation in Jewish Hellenistic culture, which finds its 
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roots in Homeric interpretation, and was also used in Christian exegesis of the 

Scriptures. At the time of translation of the LXX, in the translators’ Greek educational 

culture, the almost sacred Homeric texts were being intensively, critically, and 

reverently studied.
617

 The two genres are far from identical, with different goals and 

foundations. Susan Handelman notes that while in rabbinic literature the word had 

primacy, this was given to maths in the Greek world.
618

 Moreover, the authority of the 

text differed in the two traditions. For the Greeks, Homer was the important text, but 

it never attained the all-embracing authority that Torah had for the Jews.
619

 

Nonetheless, there are similarities which allow for fruitful analogies to be drawn 

between the two genres.  

Firstly, however, the translation of #rd will be analysed, which as 

commentators have noted, points to parallels with the genre of zētēsis.
620

  

 

6.1 The translation of #rd in the LXX 

This section will examine how the LXX translators chose to render #rd in Greek, 

with a particular focus on two Greek forms, zhte/w and e)kzhte/w, which translate 114 

of the 165 occurrences of #rd in the Tanak. Additionally, I shall look at how zhte/w 

and e)kzhte/w are used elsewhere in the Greek Old Testament. 
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Before beginning the study of the translation of #rd in the LXX, some terms 

and guidelines need to be clarified. In examining the LXX, it is necessary to study it 

on its own terms, as a document written in Greek.
621

 However, to do so without any 

reference to the original Hebrew text would be to do it a disservice, as, ultimately, the 

LXX was an exercise in communicating the meaning of the Hebrew text to a new 

setting.
622

 Initially, the LXX was subservient to the Hebrew text and was linguistically 

dependent on it. While this dependence diminished, the LXX was never considered a 

well-formed text by Greek literary standards, though it later achieved the status of an 

authoritative text.
623

  The LXX is not a unified document, but stems from a turbulent 

history, albeit one which represents an important self-witness to Greek-speaking 

Jews.
624

 Therefore, as each book, or indeed sections within a book, has individual 

translators, consistency could not be expected over the whole work.
625

 Moreover, on 

other occasions the translator chooses different words in Greek to render the same 

Hebrew term, possibly in order to demonstrate knowledge of Greek.
626

 As James 
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Barr
627

 cautions, it is important not to read too much into the histories of individual 

words. It is necessary to examine words in context, which is a key guiding principle 

of this dissertation.
628

 Ultimately, the only source of information is the translation 

itself. 

The translation of the Torah was part of the earliest literary activity of the 

Greek-speaking diaspora, which gave diaspora Judaism the same scriptural foundation 

as its Hebrew-speaking counterpart.
629

 The translation itself is probably older than the 

middle of the second century BCE, though it cannot be dated accurately to within 

more than a century.
630

 Various reasons for the translation have been proffered, 

including liturgical, educational, for a library, to have the law available, and prestige; 

later dissatisfaction led to more literal translations in Roman Palestine.
631

 The chief 

motivation was to bring the reader to the source.
632

 The LXX thus stands poised 

between two worlds, and ‘represents a resolution of two powerful drives’: the pull of 

acculturation and the anxiety of cultural annihilation, which led to the invention of a 

translation language.
633

 Tessa Rajak argues that LXX Greek may have been the 

product of the house of study (Sir 51.23), or a translators’ cell; yet one must remain 

cautious and not place too much emphasis on finding an overall narrative which 
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encompasses the entire LXX.
634

 The linguistic basis of the Greek of the LXX is the 

common, non-literary language of the Hellenistic period as spoken throughout the 

Greek-speaking world at the time; it is not homogenous, and the few distinctive traits 

generally relate to religious or theological terms.
635

 This study focuses on how the 

biblical language is used, how the translators used zhte/w and e)kzhte/w in particular, 

and why they may have chosen these words, specifically, whether the translators had 

the philosophical or critical background of zh/thsiv in mind when translating #rd.  

114 of the 165 occurrences of #rd in the OT are rendered in Greek by zhte/w 

and e)kzhte/w. This in itself is not unusual, as zhte/w is the most fitting translation of 

#rd. In the Pentateuch, which is programmatic for the translation as a whole, of the 

twenty-two occurrences of #rd, twelve are translated by e)kzhte/w, two by zhte/w, 

and the others are translated by eight different words. In Genesis, #rd occurs five 

times (9.5 [3x]; 25.22; 42.22), all translated by e)kzhte/w with the exception of 25.22, 

which uses punqa/nomai. In the sole occurrence in Exodus, 18.15: Myhl) #rdl – 

e)kzhth=sai kri/sin para\ tou~ qeou=, #rd is translated with e)kzhte/w.  The translator 

of Exodus often demonstrated proficiency in Greek with numerous free renderings, 

adding words with no exact equivalent in the Hebrew.
636

 Thus, the precise sense of 

the Hebrew is conveyed by adding kri/siv. The pattern for the Torah is slightly 

skewed by Deuteronomy, where, of the fourteen occurrences, seven are translated by 

e)kzhte/w, and the other seven by seven different words, including zhte/w. While the 

percentage accounted for by zhte/w and e)kzhte/w is smaller, it demonstrates the most 
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popular words chosen to render #rd in Greek, and this pattern follows in the rest of 

the LXX. 

In order to more closely analyse why the translators may have chosen these 

words, the next section will examine how zhte/w and e)kzhte/w are used in the LXX. 

 

6.1.1 How zhte/w and e)kzhte/w are used in the LXX 

The verb zhte/w occurs 320x in the LXX, forty-one of which translate #rd, with the 

term also frequently translating #qb and l)#. The primary meaning of zhte/w is to 

look for something (which is lost + accusative), though it may have the Lord as the 

object (Deut 4.29), the word of the Lord (Amos 8.12), or a vision from a prophet 

(Ezek 7.26). Further senses of zhte/w include to pursue as desirable; to aim to 

achieve; to ask after; to apply for guidance (Isa 8.19 – necromancy; 1 Sam 28.7 – of a 

[female] medium); to approach with a request; or to inquire into something as an 

object of intellectual pursuit (Sir 3.21; 1 Esdras 5.39; 2 Sam 11.3; 4 Macc 1.13). 

In Wisdom Literature, wisdom is often the object of zhte/w (Wis 6.12; 8.2, 18; 

Sir 4.11; 6.27; 51.13), in addition to God, and the Lord. Further objects of zhte/w in 

Sirach include: the law (32.15); instruction (33.18); and freedom (33.26). In prophetic 

literature, the call is often to seek the Lord (Isa 51.5; 55.6). In Ezekiel, zhte/w is used 

with the meaning to seek a vision from the prophet (7.26). Daniel 1.20 notes that the 

king inquires of them in matters of wisdom and understanding, while in Dan 2.11, the 
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question the king is asking is too difficult. As a general rule, a text does not appear as 

an object for zhte/w, the notable exceptions being Ezra 7.10 and Sir 32.15.
637

  

In Exod 2.15, the verb zhte/w is used in the phrase ‘Pharaoh sought to kill 

Moses’; such a sense was common, for example, in Exod 4.19. 24; 1 Sam 19.10; Esth 

2.2, 21; 1 Macc 9.32. This reflects the use of #rd with this sense, notably in Gen 9.5; 

42.22. Zhte/w may also be used in the sense of ‘negative’ searching, as in 2 Kgs 1.6, 

16, where Baal is the object, 1 Sam 28.7, where Saul seeks the witch of Endor, and 1 

Chr 10.13, where a necromancer is the object. In Chronicles, ‘the Lord’ is most 

frequently the object of zhte/w (following the usage of #rd in the Hebrew text); 

other objects include the commandments (1 Chr 28.8) and the ark (1Chr 13.3).
638

 

The evidence is that zhte/w is, in most cases, considered by translators as the 

best word to translate #rd.  As can be seen from its occurrences, beginning with the 

Pentateuch, it is the most common word chosen to render #rd in Greek.
639

  

The verb e0kzhte/w occurs 132x in the LXX, of which over half (seventy-three) 

translate #rd, with rkn and #qb the other Hebrew terms most frequently translated 

by e0kzhte/w. The primary meaning of e0kzhte/w is to look for or search for somebody 
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or something. Occasionally, the word is used in parallel with zhte/w (Lev 10.16; Deut 

4.29; 2 Chr 26.5; Prov 11.27; Isa 8.19 Jer 36.13). The verb is also used with the sense 

of to ask for (something) (Deut 23.21; Gen 9.5; Exod 18.15; Mal 2.7); to demand an 

account of (Gen 42.22; Ezek 3.18, 20); to investigate (Deut 17.9); or to apply to 

someone for guidance – in the sense of necromancy or divination (Isa 8.19 – 

paralleled with zhte/w, both translating #rd). Objects of e0kzhte/w include the Lord, 

the law, various legal objects (commandments – Pss 78.7; 118.45, 100; law – Ps 

104.45; testimony/witness – Ps 118.22; regulation [dikai/wma] – Ps 118.33, 56, 94, 

145, 155), other gods (Deut 12.30; 2 Chr 25.20; 28.23), and the altar of a foreign god 

(2 Chr 1.5). In the Wisdom Literature, knowledge (Eccl 1.13), and wisdom (Wis 8.2; 

Sir 24.34; 51.14) are found as objects. In Bar 3.23, the object is ‘understanding’ 

(su/nesiv). So it can be concluded that the goal behind seeking is to obtain knowledge, 

wisdom, and understanding. 

The verb e)kzhte/w is used in a legal context to denote a thorough investigation 

in Deut 17.4, and to describe an inquiry into who destroyed the altar of Baal in Judges 

6.27. Isaiah 1.17 LXX states that judgement is to be sought.
640

 While the background 

of legal zētēsis is also present at this time, it had not fully developed, so its link to the 

translation of #rd could not be expected. 

A third cognate term, e0pizhte/w, with the primary meaning of to pursue 

something as an object of devotion or care, occurs eighteen times in the LXX, of 

which eight translate #rd, generally with the sense of inquiring of the Lord, a 

prophet, or indeed Baal (see Jdg 6.29; 1 Kgs 1.2, 3; 2 Chr 18.6). With the exception of 
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Isa 62.21, the instances where e0pizhte/w translates #rd relate to searching for the 

will of the Lord, or Baal, while more mundane elements of searching which it renders 

are translations of #qb (see 1 Sam 20.1; Esth 8.7; Hos 5.15). The evidence of the use 

of e)pizhte/w indicates that a cognate of zhte/w was used to mean the inquiry of the 

Lord. 

The third most frequent verb used to translate #rd is e0perwta/w, which 

occurs seventy-five times in the LXX, usually translating l)#, and twelve times 

translating #rd. The sense of this verb is usually to ask someone about something 

(Deut 4.32, former days; Job 8.8, of past generations; Num 27.21, of the Umin before 

the Lord; Jer 21.2, ask the Lord for us; Hag 2.11, ask the priests about the law; Deut 

18.11 ghosts and spirits – #rd; Isa 19.3, consult idols - #rd). It can also be used for 

an inquiry after someone’s wellbeing (Jer 37.14; 2 Sam 11.7); to request someone to 

do something (Sir 32.7); and to ask for (Ps 136.7, a song). The translators chose 

e)perwta/w to translate the sense of asking or requesting, in the sense of seeking an 

answer, which lies behind some occurrences of #rd in the OT.  

While it would be remiss to read too much into the choice of zhte/w and its 

cognates to translate #rd, as the meaning behind both words is similar, there is a 

clear trend in its choice as the verb most used by translators to render it in Greek. 

Such arguments must be further tempered by the knowledge that the LXX had many 

different translators, each with their own methodologies. Yet, the genre of zētēsis 

could well have been influential in the translation of #rd. On the vast majority of 

occasions, translators chose to render #rd in Greek with zhte/w or a cognate. Their 
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reasoning can only be discerned from the translation itself.
641

 The choice may have 

been influenced by how zhte/w and its nominal form (zh/thsiv) were used, especially 

in the works of Homeric critics and early Hellenistic Jewish authors such as 

Demetrius. This does not mean zh/thsiv is the equivalent of #rdm, nor that the 

Hebrew term had the later technical rabbinic meaning in biblical times (see 1 Chr 

13.22; 24.27
642

). It should be noted that some copies of the Hexapla did translate the 

term #rdm in 1 Chr 13.22 with e)kzhth/siv, ‘enquiry’, which would be an equivalent 

of the later understanding of the word,
643

 but the evidence is not overwhelming. The 

next step will be to examine the origins and content of the genre of zh/thsiv kai\ 

lu/seiv. 

 

6.2 The genre of zētēsis 

The genre of zētēsis provides parallels with the study of midrash. This section will 

look at the origins of the genre, its prevalence in exegetical scholia, the development 

of quaestiones literature, and its role in posing and answering philosophical questions, 

before examining how the genre was adapted by Hellenistic Jewish authors 

(Demetrius and Philo), with the biblical text as its object. A study of the origins and 

history of this genre will reveal similarities with the genre of midrash, and explain 

some of the nuances behind the choice of zhte/w, e)kzhte/w and cognates to translate 

#rd.  
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 The New Pauly Encyclopaedia defines the related term zētēma (the question 

which lies behind zētēsis) as ‘a widespread Greek term for a philosophical-exegetical 

method of questioning and the subject of an investigation, as well as for the kinds of 

texts which deal with such questions.’
644

 In the Hellenistic period, zētēsis became 

primarily the investigation of individual exegetical problems in standard philosophical 

texts. In addition to philosophy, zētēmata appear in symposium literature, scholia, and 

philology, as well as representing the subject of a judicial inquiry. Behind all of these 

fields lies the sense of searching for the answer to a question. In Latin literature, the 

zētēmata appeared as quaestiones, and continued into medieval theological and 

philosophical tradition. The origins of the genre can be traced to the criticism of the 

works of Homer. 

 In his classic article, Gudeman distinguishes two types of zētēsis literature 

with different origins: the first relates to the interpretation of literature; the second, 

independent of a text, to philosophical questions.
645

 Gudeman defines the genre 

according to its answer, lu/seiv being the answer to a scientific or academic question, 

the explanation of a difficulty, or the solution to a problem, in opposition to a 

pro/blhma, zh/thma, or a)pori/a.
646

 The distinction relates to whether they are 

prompted by a text, so that the first relates to textual exegesis, while the latter can 

cover a variety of subjects such as physics, ethics, music etc. The genres are thus 

distinguished by subject matter and not form. 
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6.2.1 The origins of zētēsis 

The origins of zētēsis are found in the criticism of Homeric poems around the sixth 

century BCE.
647

 The original critics were disturbed by aspects of Homer’s writing, 

and raised questions about matters they found objectionable, firstly from a moral 

perspective, while later Homer’s grammar and style came under attack.
648

 In response 

to these attacks, defenders of the poet came to defend or solve (lu/ein) difficulties 

raised by the critics. Thus the genre came to be called zh/thsiv kai\ lu/seiv; or 

problh/mata.  

 At its most basic level, the genre of zh/thsiv kai\ lu/seiv is based on questions 

and answers, with the purpose of exploring and probing a subject. The zētēma is a 

kind of intellectual question which engages opposing viewpoints, though such a 

designation fits more easily in the field of philosophy than in that of Homeric 

criticism.
649

 Homer increasingly became the object of thorough critical examination, 

for ethical and grammatical concerns, stylistic and rhetorical difficulties, factual 

contradictions and inconsistencies, which led to a diversity of zh/thsiv kai\ lu/seiv. 

Aristotle and his school took up the challenge of responding in both Homeric 

Problems and chapter 25 of Poetics.
650

 While the original text of Homeric Questions 

has been lost, fragments remain in the scholia, especially in passages extracted from 

Porphyry. Dörrie and Dörries remark that zh/thsiv is an unsystematic genre, of which 
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the most important is the Homeric zhth/mata, ‘what does Homer mean by the words 

… ?’
651

 The answer to such a question (a)pori/a) unfolds in the explanation of a word, 

or a monographic digression.  

A zh/thma or problh/ma in the area of philology is often bound to a certain 

passage, and commonly asked what a verse, word, or sentence meant. The contents of 

these zhth/mata hold the middle ground between philosophy and philology, though 

their genesis is philological. The question requires a solution (lu/siv), which is related 

to the former’s tone, and requests a detailed examination. Solutions range in length 

from a few words to a few pages, and the question may be significantly longer than 

the solution (for example, Rose fr. 144, where the question covers thirteen lines and 

the solution three).
652

 

The zh/thma emerged in Plato’s works as a question or inquiry of a 

philosophical nature. Platonic zhth/mata were often heard in the Platonic school in 

Athens.
653

 In analytical presentations, zētēsis related to questions posed by a pupil to a 

teacher – whether as a response to a thesis, or a text.
654

 Zētēsis triggers a search for an 

answer, or for premises on which a conclusion may be based. The model for such 

searches was Plato’s Socratic dialogues, with the refutations of definitions and 

theses.
655

 

 Zētēsis has its roots in defence of Homer against his critics. Allegorical 

exegesis of Homer began in the sixth century BCE with Theagenes. Ancient scholars 

closely examined Homer’s myths to identify their background and discover their 
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thought.
656

 In the second century CE, Neo-Platonists discover in Homeric myths a 

reflection of their beliefs and souls. The battle around Homer takes place between 

those who believe that he is an irreproachable poet, and those who believe that he is a 

storyteller of fiction, full of untruths, contradictions, errors, and guilty of immorality 

and impropriety.
657

 The material comes in two categories: firstly, dispersed across 

Greek literature from Pre-Socratics to Stoics, from Plotinus to the last of the 

Platonists; secondly, it includes Latin authors like Cicero, and crosses into 

Christianity and Judaism – for example, Clement of Alexandria and Philo. Works 

dedicated to Homeric interpretation are found in three groups: allegorical exegesis; 

works talking of Homer and myths in a more general way; and scholia-type works 

with verse-by-verse interpretation. 

 The purpose of early zetetic works was to defend Homer against claims of 

impiety, and the Homeric problems and solutions reported as Aristotelian by the 

scholiasts are a good sample of the range of concerns of early philosophical 

commentary. Aristotle sought to defend Homer against Plato, and other detractors, 

without explicitly mentioning Plato’s name.
658

 ‘Problems’ to which Aristotle responds 

are raised in censure of Homer, who is attacked as unseemly, thoughtless or 

objectionable, due to problems like grammatical mistakes, strange words or customs, 

contradictions, moral offensiveness, or attributing unworthy behaviour to the gods or 

goddesses.
659

 Such criticisms fit the mood of the time: Xenophanes criticised Homer 
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for belittling gods (including anthropomorphisms), while Plato had such a low 

opinion of the poet that he banished study of Homer from the Academy.
660

  

It is probable that over a long period of time Aristotle had drawn up a list of 

difficulties or questions (a)porh/mata/problh/mata/zhth/mata) relating to the 

interpretation of Homer, and their respective solutions (lu/seiv).
661

 These defences 

were published in six books of  3Omhrou Problh/mata, of which thirty-eight 

questions are preserved.
662

 Additionally, chapter 25 of Poetics (Peri\ de\ 

problhma/twn kai\ lu/sewn) treats censures of Homer and responses, following the 

formula dia\ ti/ …e)sti de\ lu/siv. For example, Aristotle disputes the assertion as 

found in Plato’s Republic (319b) that it cannot be true that Achilles dragged the 

corpse of Hector around the tomb of the Patroklos. Aristotle contradicts this assertion, 

referring to a Thessalian custom, still prevalent, he says, in his own time, of dragging 

the corpse of murderers around the tombs of those they had murdered.
663

 Such 

analysis provides an example of how Aristotle used his collections for the correct 

interpretation of the epic poet.
664

  

In Poetics, a problem (usually pro/blhma) is advanced as deserving 

discussion, and the solution (lu/siv) may be found in historical or philological 
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learning. A problem is a difficult passage or expression requiring explanation and 

may be easily censured by an unsympathetic critic. Many objections Aristotle tries to 

answer are matters of extreme detail.
665

 Aristotle agrees with Plato’s Republic 378d in 

rejecting the method of u(po/noia (the allegorical concealed meaning) in literary 

interpretation in chapter 25 of Poetics. In his defence of Homer, Aristotle acts as if he 

is clearing the poet from a charge, for example Poet. 25.7 w(/ste dei= ta\ e)pitimh/mata 

e)n toi=v problh/masin e0k tou/twn e)piskopou=nta lu/ein (‘these considerations must, 

then, be kept in view in meeting the charges contained in these objections’).
666

 In 

Poet. 25.20, a problem relating to Il. 10.251-53 was raised on the matter of 

a)mfiboli/a (ambiguity): how a third of the night could be left when over two thirds 

had passed was called by the scholia a poluqru/lhton zh/thma. The true lu/siv is that 

Homer wavered between ‘half the night had passed’ and ‘one third of the night was 

left’. Porphyry records Aristotle’s treatment of the passage: that ple/wn can mean 

both ‘more than’ and ‘the greater part of’. The alleged exposition is that the greater 

part of the second half could have passed, so one third could be left without doing 

violence to the arithmetic, fitting use of ple/wn. While the discussion in chapter 25 of 

Poetics is difficult and compressed, possibly as it acts as a synopsis of the larger 

work, Homeric Questions, it gives a strong flavour of Aristotle’s treatment of 

Homeric criticism. 

 Aristotle’s questions have a uniformity of style, which is more or less 

replicated in the solutions. Almost all fragments begin with the formula dia\ ti/. Of the 

exceptions, five contain no question (154, 162, 165, 169, 170); two contain only 

solutions (168, 177); and seven are objections or censures, introduced by other 
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formulae (143, 144, 160, 161, 167, 172, 175). Of the 38 solutions, 31 are introduced 

by fhsi\ o( 'Aristote/lhv or a similar formula, with lu/ein occurring eleven times 

(149, 152, 160, 161, 164, 166, 170, 171, 172, 173, and 174).
667

 The verb zhtei=n is 

used in fragments 171 and 172, while the question in 161 is explicitly designated a 

zh/thma.  

 The activity was not limited to Aristotle, but there are far fewer extant 

examples from others. One exception is Euripides (481-407 BCE), who defended 

Homer against fierce detractors who point to the immoral nature of the poet’s work, 

though of a considerable amount of those preserved in the scholia, only nine remain, 

and no full questions are extant.
668

 Zeno, the founder of the Stoic school, wrote 

Homeric Questions, which had a focus on theology, argued to be a Stoic 

innovation.
669

 Heraclitus authored Homeric Allegories in the first century BCE or CE, 

having inherited a long tradition of questions or problems across five centuries.
670

 As 

the title suggests, he aimed to demonstrate that Homer was not impious, arguing for 

allegorical readings of the text.
671

 Thus, the genre, which was initiated by Aristotle, 

continued, and gained momentum in later years, and was adapted to different settings. 

 Aside from scholarly investigation into literary problems such as Homer’s 

dates, authorship, dialect, grammar, and contradictions, zētēmata became popular both 

in schools and for after-dinner conversation, and questions were posed for the 
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pleasure of exercising one’s wits in providing ingenious solutions.
672

 In the 

educational setting, Pierre Hadot argues that ancient schools often promoted an 

adaptable ‘question and answer’ method of learning:  

Different works written by the same author and guided according to this 

‘zetetic’ method, ‘one that seeks’, will not necessarily be coherent on all 

points because the argument in each work will be a function of the question 

asked.
673

  

Such comment belies one of the key attributes of zētēsis: it can adapt to any setting 

and allows both close analysis of a text, but also the ability to, by virtue of the 

question(s) posed, open up the text to the direction in which the author wants to take 

the argument.
674

 The setting of the symposium gave rise to a genre that was frivolous 

and playful, as opposed to the more serious works of Aristotle and his fellow 

defenders of Homer. With time, the search for questions and solutions took on a 

playful character, and often degenerated into sophistry and foolish gimmick. 

Aristarchus argues that the zhth/mata kai\ lu/seiv were established for witty reasons, 

and dilemmas were only raised for the purpose of providing solutions, for example 

Schol A. Il 2.494.
675

  

 During the Hellenistic (323-146 BCE) and Imperial periods (The Golden Age 

– Horace [65-8 BCE]; Vergil [70-19 BCE]; Ovid [43 BCE-17 CE]), the genre of 

zhth/mata kai\ lu/seiv reached its highpoint. The genre in its Latin form 

(quaestiones) related almost entirely to Vergil in texts which remain extant. At this 

stage, the genre made its way into the Christian world, though the form was used by 
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Jewish scholars Demetrius the Chronographer and in Philo’s Questions and Answers 

in Genesis and Exodus, both of which will be examined below. As Adam Kamesar 

notes, zētēsis was particularly suitable for biblical exegesis, as much of the OT, like 

the Homeric poems, was based on an oral tradition, which leads to ‘problems’ such as 

inconsistency, offensive morality, and other issues which exegetes may solve, as they 

did with the text of Homer.
676

 Questions were posed by either opponents, or by those 

who wished to demonstrate the authenticity or relevance of a text.
677

 

 

6.2.1.1 Conclusion on Origins of zētēsis 

The origins of zētēsis are found in the defence of Homer against attacks on his use of 

grammar and charges of impiety. The earliest exponents include Aristotle, who wrote 

six books of Homeric Questions, which defended the poet against censure and attack. 

The genre continued to be used until at least the fifth century CE, and moved away 

from being text-based to include questions of philosophy, medicine and science. 

Exegetical zētēmata centred on objections to Homer’s works. Moral objections 

included charges of impropriety, immorality, and anthropomorphisms, while Homer 

also came under attack for his style, grammar, and inconsistencies in the narrative. 

Frequently, Aristotle responded in defence of the poet, using evidence from history, 

or philology. The genre of zh/thsiv kai\ lu/seiv was adaptable to a variety of settings 

and was found in schools and symposiums. It was also adopted by Jewish authors, as 

will be demonstrated in the next sections. 
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6.3 Demetrius the Chronographer 

One of the earliest exponents of the question and answer formula in the field of 

biblical exegesis was Demetrius the Chronographer, whose questions on the 

Pentateuch follow the text, with interruptions for questions.
678

 Demetrius has been 

called the forerunner of midrashic literature,
679

 though others believe that he was first 

and foremost an exegete,
680

 and others that he was more a historian than an exegete.
681

 

Demetrius aimed to resolve problems in the biblical text, particularly related to 

chronology and genealogy. Six fragments of Demetrius’s work have survived in the 

work of Eusebius (Praep evan 9.19.4; 9.21.1-19; 9.29.1-3; 9.29.15; 9.29.16c); and 

Clement (Stromateis 1.141.1-2).
682

 The work is published in Holladay.
683

 While what 

remains of his work does not permit a full understanding of how he viewed Judaism, 

it is possible to conclude that he was attached to the Torah and concerned to promote 

its credibility. The central issue is whether these questions can be considered to fall 

under the genre of zētēsis and whether Demetrius has applied the genre in a similar 

way to earlier defenders of Homer.  
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 While Demetrius may have set out to offer an apologia for Judaism, it is 

debatable how much interest non-Jews would have in his work.
684

 He used the Greek 

Bible as his basis and combined his reading of the text with Alexandrian critical 

standards.
685

 There is no suggestion he was conscious of interpreting a translated 

text.
686

 The LXX was viewed by Demetrius as the scriptural text, and is quoted as 

such.
687

 Indeed, the LXX was Demetrius’s only source and his knowledge of its 

contents is both detailed and exact.
688

 Demetrius criticised and summarised the 

chronology and provided explanations of obscure events. The most likely audience 

was Alexandrian Jews.
689

 The surviving fragments do not discuss Jewish law, yet his 

work demonstrates a sense of narrow concentration on that law, all the while 

accepting Hellenistic forms of thought as the framework for his presentation. 

Demetrius sought to strengthen the standing of the Torah, aiming to silence the 

skeptic and hearten the faithful.
690

 In spite of this, the work appears to engage in 

exegesis for its own sake, a product of engaging with the practices of Alexandrian 

scholarship, and using practices of Greek learning to engage with the Bible. 

Alternatively, Erich Gruen argues that Jewish, rather than Hellenistic, practices 

undergird the history of Demetrius, citing Jubilees as an example with no Alexandrian 

influence.
691

 Ben Zion Wacholder notes that the use of zētēsis can be linked to the 

Hellenistic culture, a claim which goes back to Jacob Freudenthal,
692

 and became one 

of the chief midrashic devices. The absence of any other rhetorical usage or technical 
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vocabulary could mean that his use of question and answer was not necessarily 

borrowed from a manual of Greek rules.
693

 Yet, the similarities between Demetrius’s 

work and that of earlier Homeric commentators, coupled with the location of 

Alexandria, which was the epicentre of zētēsis, suggests that Demetrius was 

employing the techniques of the Hellenistic world to the biblical text.
694

 The questions 

which Demetrius raises would be very much at home in the milieu of Aristotle and 

Aristarchus, who were strong on the study of texts. Demetrius provides evidence that 

the tradition of close reading of the biblical text and investigation into the characters 

and chronology of events was being carried out on the Greek Bible by Jews.
695

 His 

work was intended for Jews who read and spoke Greek, especially if they were 

attracted to Hellenic rational and critical inquiry. The Bible’s troubling problems 

(inconsistencies, chronological disparities, and historical perplexities), which may 

have exercised the minds of attentive Bible readers among the Alexandrian Jews, 

were tackled via rationalism, not apologia. Demetrius wrote for those who already 

knew enough of the Bible to be bothered by episodes that raised doubts concerning 

the story. 

 Demetrius’s work reflects the Alexandrian procedure of zētēsis.
696

 Demetrius 

tried to establish chronological and genealogical order among biblical events and 

patriarchs, and answer difficulties that arose in reading the biblical text. Not all the 
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problems are chronological, Demetrius addresses questions such as why Joseph 

delayed bringing his relatives to Egypt,
697

 or how, after passing through the Red Sea, 

the Israelites come to be armed (Exod 17.4)?
698

 Demetrius sought to straighten out 

chronological discrepancies, solve historical puzzles, and reinforce the credibility of 

Scripture. He had no interest in the character, personality, or moral dilemmas of 

biblical passages.
699

 He made Zipporah a descendant of Abraham, in a passage which 

reflects a particularly Jewish concern, showing that Moses was not polygamous and 

did not marry outside his own people.
700

 Demetrius responds to questions with a 

realistic attitude, carrying echoes of Hellenistic concern with Homer. Nikolaus Walter 

argues that the literary form of zh/thsiv kai\ lu/seiv is reflected in the work of 

Demetrius, even down to matters of style.
701

 Demetrius’s questions are far removed 

from those of semi-philosophical literature, and reflect a genuinely critical attitude to 

the biblical narrative.
702

 

 A standard example of zētēsis is found in fragment 2 (Praep evan 9.21.13):  

Question: A crucial question arises as to why (diaporei=sqai de\ dia\ ti/) 
Joseph gave Benjamin a fivefold portion at the meal even though he would not 

be able to consume so much meat. Solution: He did so because seven sons had 

been born to his father Leah whereas only two sons had been born to him by 

Rachel his mother. For this reason he served up five portions for Benjamin and 

he himself took two. Thus, there were between them seven portions, that is, as 

many as all the sons of Leah had taken.
703
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This question follows Aristotle’s short form: question introduced by dia\ ti/, a short 

paraphrase of the verse in question, and a solution. There is no need for an 

explanatory clause, as the question could stand on its own.  

 Demetrius asked the same kind of questions of the Bible as both the critics and 

defenders of Homer did of the poetic text. Such questions may have emerged in 

schools of exegesis. There is evidence of such schools existing at a later date, and 

Demetrius may well have been part of an earlier form.
704

 Hengel proposes that from 

the time of 180 BCE there was a Jewish philosophical school tradition in Alexandria, 

which continued through the time of Philo and into Christian tradition with Clement 

of Alexandria and Origen.
705

 Demetrius exploits the zetetic formula with the aim of 

disposing of historical difficulties in the text.
706

 In fragment 3, in particular, 

Demetrius demonstrates an approach similar to that of his contemporary 

Eratosthenes.
707

 The exegetical basis of the exposition becomes clearer when one 

notes the importance of the questions in driving the interpretation.
708

 

 The evidence from Demetrius demonstrates that in the third century BCE, a 

Jewish exegete was comfortable using zetetic techniques to explain the biblical 
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text.
709

 Everything Demetrius discussed had a biblical basis, and he used the biblical 

text as the starting point for his work. This is a clear use of the technique which had 

become famous through the Homeric questions. While the term zh/thsiv does not 

occur in Demetrius’s work, the form is that of the genre of zētēsis. This method of 

posing exegetical problems and giving an answer, as well as being widely used in the 

Hellenistic world, played a central role in Philo’s exegesis – the focus of the next 

section. 

 

6.4 Philo of Alexandria: Questions and Answers on Genesis and Exodus 

The genre of zētēsis was used by Philo of Alexandria, whose method of composing 

allegorical treatises is closely related to the exegetical methods developed by Greek 

and Jewish interpreters of authoritative writings, notably Homeric exegesis in the 

form of a)po/ria/zhth/mata kai\ lu/seiv, which parallel especially Philo’s 

Quaestiones.
710

 Various scholars have argued that the germ of Philo’s method is to be 

found in the question and answer method, which they have speculated may have been 

practised in the Alexandrian synagogue.
711

 While formal aspects of the genre are 

drawn from Greek models, the manner of invoking and handling the biblical text has a 
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Jewish background.
712

 Using such a technique could be seen as a forerunner of the 

midrashic form. 

 Quaestiones et Solutiones in Genesim et Exodum (QG; QE) is the largest of 

Philo’s extant writings.
713

 It comments on the two books in sequential order, often 

beginning with a query like ‘What is the meaning of the words …?’ One or more 

interpretations follow, both literal and allegorical, even on the same text. Even though 

the commentary is on Genesis and Exodus, other biblical passages are included, 

though the interpretation of secondary texts plays a smaller role than in Philo’s other 

commentaries. There is a distinction between primary exegesis, which concentrates on 

the biblical lemma, and secondary exegesis, which includes reference to another 

biblical text, which Philo deemed necessary to understand the main biblical lemma. 

The secondary text is normally linked verbally rather than thematically.
714

 The 

questions generally focus on the primary biblical lemma and there is little secondary 

exegesis in Quaestiones. In responding to his questions, Philo first offered a literal 

response, followed by a figurative or allegorical one. The genre combines Homeric 

questions and scriptural exposition as practiced in the synagogue. In his discussion, 

Philo did not see a conflict between scriptural exegesis and philosophical discussion, 

simply a difference in method and purpose.
715

 The question is therefore not whether 

Philo was influenced or dependent on synagogue traditions, but how great this 

influence was. Philo endeavoured to expound Mosaic thought in relation to Greek 

philosophical, scientific, and even, theological ideas.
716
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 The genre of Quaestiones stands out from Philo’s other writings, and suggests 

that Philo regarded himself as belonging to a community and succession of 

exegetes.
717

 John Dillon has posited that the questions may be a means of promoting a 

certain literary tradition.
718

 Philo’s questions are very attentive, and tackle difficulties 

posed by the text, for example, which river flowed out of Eden.
719

 Or, why put man in 

charge of the garden when it was not necessary for it to be worked on?
720

 Other 

questions noted changes in person,
721

 and indeed questioned the order of words.
722

 On 

occasion, Philo does not even ask a question, but simply states the biblical lemma 

with little or no elaboration, without an attempt to define what the question might be, 

meaning one needs to look to the solution to divine what the question might be.
723

 

Philo’s solutions differ from those in the Homeric questions in that they are frequently 

longer.
724

 While it could be argued that the motive behind the Homeric questions is to 

flag problems, rather than find solutions, Philo’s answers were solution-focused. For 

Philo, each biblical lemma is like a code to be decoded by allegorical interpretation, 

so that the text itself becomes an a)pori/a to be resolved.
725

 The more substantive 

zetetic inquiries of Aristotle and Demetrius have been replaced by Philo’s rhetorical 

questions. The formula dia\ ti/ has become a rhetorical or stereotypical marker, 

leading Wan to remark that the genre is in danger of moving from zētēsis to 
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scholia,
726

 to the extent that it raises questions as to whether it really falls under the 

genre of zētēsis. 

Philo approaches Scripture with a mind already trained in Greek philosophy, 

Platonism, the Stoics, and other systems.
727

 His exegetical method allows him to draw 

the biblical text towards the meaning he wishes to make. In Quaestiones Philo uses 

only one technique to interpret the text, the question; this question can begin with the 

opinion of another exegete, a semantic distinction, or a grammatical observation. 

While the question allows the text to flow to a certain extent, it is the structure of the 

biblical text which frames the final work.
728

 It is reasonable to inquire whether Philo 

is posing his own questions, or using those asked by predecessors.
729

 Of the 100 

questions in QG, forty-one deal with philosophical issues, while fifty-nine treat issues 

posed by the text itself. Questions relating to the text include a1logov, 

anthropomorphisms, unexplained assumptions, contradictions, and the order of the 

text. Behind the questions, Philo wanted to write a verse by verse commentary and the 

main purpose of the questions was to allow him to explicate the text literally and 

philosophically. Using this process, Philo was able to take over questions already in 

the exegetical tradition to allow his work to fit into the tradition. The questions may 

have formed part of a question bank, which Philo mined for his other writings.
730

 

However, it is more likely that QG is an independent work which adopted the 

questions and answers formula. Philo used traditional exegetical formulas in a flexible 
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way,
731

 adapting an existing methodology to fit his purpose. Philo was steeped in the 

synagogue,
732

 and the Jewish world of Alexandria, and he took elements from 

Hellenistic exegesis to create his argument.
733

 There are commonalities between 

Philo’s questions and those of rabbinic exegesis, even on occasion drawing on the 

same traditions, or questions, for example ‘why man was created last’ (Opif 77; t. 

Sanh. 8.7).
734

 The phrases used, especially ‘why,’ denote similarities in form with the 

Hebrew terminology, with hm ynpm commonly used by the rabbis in their 

interpretation of Scripture.
735

  

Although it can be argued that some of the hermeneutical techniques used by 

Philo originated in Scripture itself, the first outside influence probably came from 

Homeric commentaries, which used allegory in the same way as Philo.
736

 Although 

their allegory often appears to be apologetic, it was often based on a sincere belief that 

Homer was actually trying to teach philosophical truths.
737

 The rabbis employed 

similar techniques to those of the grammarians and Philo. For example the technique 

of changing word order
738

 was employed by the rabbis in response to an issue in Num 
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9.6: ‘And they came before Moses and before Aaron on that day.’ R. Josiah
739

 said: 

‘If Moses did not know, is it possible that Aaron would?’ (Sipre  Num; b. B. Bat. 

119b) But the verse is to be inverted (whsrs) and expounded, so that the men first 

came to Aaron who did not know and then they came to Moses. It seemed 

unreasonable to them that the people whose question Moses failed to answer would 

consult Aaron on the same subject. They solved the problem by means of 

rearrangement of the verse. With regards to word order, rule 11 of R. Eliezer, Siddur 

she-neḥlaḳ, states that where in the text a clause or sentence not logically divisible is 

divided by the punctuation, the proper order and the division of the verses must be 

restored according to the logical connection. 

The 29
th

 rule of R. Eliezer is gematria, which is the computation of the 

numeric value of letters. The classic example of this is taken from Gen 14.14, where 

the number 318 (servants of Abraham), has the numeric value of rz(yl), taken to 

mean that Abraham only had Eliezer with him.
740

 

Thirdly, diairesis, trying out different word divisions, is the last of R. Eliezer’s 

rules (notarikon). For example, in Sipra to Lev 2.14, the word lmrk is to be 

interpreted by Kr lm, in other words, the word is broken in two parts and the letters 

of the first part are transposed.
741

 In Gen 41.43, Krb) is interpreted by R. Judah as 

Kr b).
742
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 The unique point in Philo’s Quaestiones is the centrality of the question to the 

work. In QG, the question frames the work and provides its structure. Philo was 

familiar with Alexandrian literary criticism and commentators on Homer. Philo’s 

work has parallels with these forerunners. This is unsurprising, as Hellenistic Jewish 

scholarship was heavily influenced by the Alexandrian academic world, with its 

emphasis on philology and Homeric scholarship. Philo applied these models to his 

interpretation of the Pentateuch, despite little particular interest in philology. Philo’s 

QG demonstrates one way the genre of zētēsis could be applied to the biblical text, 

and follows Demetrius by analysing the Pentateuch via the question and answer 

method, and providing allegorical solutions. Thus, Hellenistic Jews found the 

Homeric questions to be a useful tool to apply to their interpretation of the biblical 

text. 

 

6.5 Legal zētēsis 

One other matter which needs to be discussed is that of legal zētēsis, which may be 

closely aligned to another sense of #rd in the Tanak and the DSS, legal 

investigation. In Athens, zhth/tai (investigators) were appointed to inquire into 

breaches of law. There are three cases which mention these investigators, as early as 

the fifth century BCE: they are assigned to look into the mutilation of Hermes and 

religious offences (And. 1.40; cf. 1.14, 36). In the other two instances, the 

investigators were appointed to look into charges that individuals had taken unlawful 

possession of public property (Lys 21.16; Demosth. Or. 24.11). The term zh/thsiv 

was in use towards the end of the fifth century BCE in a legal setting. 
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 George Parsenios notes that Athenian legal procedure had an investigative 

process (zh/thsiv).
743

 Such an investigation drives the plot of Oedipus Rex (OR), and 

Parsenios argues for a similar plot device being employed in the Gospel of John. The 

commission of investigators (zhthtai/) are appointed to investigate a crime of public 

import and the public summoned to provide information to the commission. Thus:  

Sophocles founded his exposition of Oedipus’ self-discovery on the Athenian 

process of zh/thsiv – the proceedings of a publicly-appointed commission of 

zhthtai/ or inquisitors charged with investigating a crime of public import 

committed by a person unknown and gathering information that would 

identify the criminals and lead to their prosecution.
744

  

The zh/thsiv in OR, as well as in the legal procedures of ancient Athens, was not a 

trial per se, but an investigative process that could lead to a trial. Such usage is far 

removed from the exegetical sense of zhth/siv, but must be considered when 

examining how NT authors used the term. For example, in Acts 25.20, zh/thsiv is 

used with the meaning of a legal inquiry. As I aim to demonstrate in my study of 

Acts, this fits with Luke’s use of the term, with the law in question being the Jewish 

law. 

 

6.6 Conclusions on the genre of zētēsis 

The tradition of literary criticism of Homer dates back to the sixth century BCE, and 

provides the source for zh/thsiv. The genre, which began as an exegetical enterprise, 

treating moral issues, inaccuracy, grammar, style, and rhetoric expanded to be used in 

the fields of philosophy, natural science, and medicine, among others. Zh/thsiv is 
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suited to biblical exegesis, as showcased by Demetrius and Philo.
745

 Additionally, 

there are linguistic and stylistic links between zh/thsiv and midrash. The question and 

answer genre was so flexible that it could be found in the classroom, the symposium, 

and even banquets. It was however, especially useful for exegeting a text, which is 

how it was used by Hellenistic Jewish authors. This, coupled with the process of 

zh/thsiv in Athenian legal procedure, meant it could be used by NT authors to treat 

not only the biblical text, but also matters of Jewish law, even more so when the two 

combined.  

 

6.7 Summation of the argument 

The dissertation has prior to this chapter discussed the use of #rd and #rdm in the 

Tanak, the DSS, Ben Sira, and the Mishnah, comparing and contrasting their usage 

within those texts and groups of text, and noting a trend towards the use of #rd with 

a sense of textual interpretation. In the latest of these texts, the Mishnah, while it is 

still not used exclusively with this sense, #rd is used in a textual-hermeneutical 

sense in the vast majority of cases (23 out of 27). Having established this, the next 

step for the dissertation was to bring these findings to the Hellenistic world, beginning 

with the LXX. 

 In order to bring this into conversation with the Hellenistic world, the first step 

was to examine the translation of #rd in the LXX. As may have been expected, the 

most common term to translate #rd was zhte/w and its cognate e)kzhte/w. Parallels 

with the related term zētēsis were examined. Zētēsis, which has its origins in defence 
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of Homer, was a popular discipline in the ancient Hellenistic world. From its early 

exponents who defended Homer against critics, the question and answer format of 

zētēsis was used to interpret texts and expanded into a variety of genres. From the 

perspective of this dissertation, the exegetical use of zētēsis to examine moral issues, 

inaccuracy in the work of Homer, grammar, style, and rhetoric bears some similarity 

to rabbinic exegesis.  

 Of particular interest, are the works of Demetrius the Chronographer, and 

Philo of Alexandria’s QG and QE, both of which used the genre of zētēsis to interpret 

the biblical text. Demetrius asked questions of the LXX, seeking to respond to 

‘problems’ in the biblical text, in a similar vein to Aristotle’s defence of Homer. 

Philo’s works were particularly solution-focused. Philo viewed the text as a problem 

to be solved and zētēsis was one method he used to draw out the allegorical meaning 

of the text.  

 Some parallels between the use of #rd and the genre of zētēsis have emerged 

in the study. #rd occurs in a textual-hermeneutical sense in the DSS, Ben Sira, and 

especially in the Mishnah. Zētēsis has its origins in exegesis, and in Philo’s QG and 

QE, the question and answer format was used to interpret the biblical text 

allegorically. Philo’s work includes techniques familiar from some of the rules of 

rabbinic exegesis outlined by Rabbi Eliezer. Secondly, in the DSS, and the Mishnah, 

#rd occurs with the sense of legal investigation. Again parallels may be drawn with 

the legal zētēsis of the Greek world, which was an investigative process which could 

lead to a trial.  
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 It is possible to conclude at this point that #rd was used in a textual-

hermeneutical sense in texts of Second Temple Judaism, and while at the time of the 

Mishnah, this was not the exclusive sense of #rd, it was most frequently used in this 

sense. Secondly, the genre of zētēsis, which has linguistic parallels with Midrash, 

offers a bridge between the two worlds. 

The next step will be to bring the results of the dissertation to this point to the 

NT. In the NT, the term zh/thsiv occurs seven times (John 3.25; Acts 15.2, 7; 25.20; 

1 Tim 6.4; 2 Tim2.23; Titus 3.9), with the related term zhth/mata occurring five 

times, all in Acts (Acts 15.2; 18.15; 23.29; 25.19; 26.3). It is Luke’s use of the terms 

zh/thsiv and zhth/mata in Acts which provide the focus of the next chapter. 
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7 ‘That they shall seek God’: Use of zh/thsiv (Seeking, debate) in Acts 15 

The next step in this dissertation is to bring the findings of the previous chapters to the 

NT, specifically the Acts of the Apostles. Acts has been chosen due to the occurrences 

of zh/thsiv in this book, especially in one of its key passages, the Council of 

Jerusalem (Acts 15.1-22).  

 It might be expected, considering the evidence of the previous chapters, that 

zh/thsiv would carry the sense of textual interpretation; however, analysis of the use 

of zh/thsiv and zh/thma in Acts will demonstrate that where Luke uses these terms 

matters of Jewish laws are the focus of the debate. Thus, while #rd has been used in 

a textual-hermeneutical sense, and while the genre of zētēsis has been brought to bear 

on the biblical text by Philo and Demetrius, in Acts, while Torah may be an object of 

zh/thsiv (debate), that debate focuses on questions (zh/thmata) of Jewish law. For 

this reason it might be considered more appropriate to view its usage through the lens 

of the legal-instructional model. Yet, this model does not fit entirely neatly with the 

sense of zētēsis as legal investigation, or a pre-trial investigation.  

Such a divergence is in some ways fitting, as it is indicative of the problems 

with attempting to fit the study of Midrash and the NT into neat categories. It is also 

perhaps indicative of the limitations of a word study approach to the question. Yet, the 

approach does have merit. It allows for an understanding of how the worlds of 

Midrash and zētēsis form part of the background of Acts, and how Luke borrows from 

both of these worlds in his work.This chapter will examine how Luke uses terms 

related to this dissertation, with a particular focus on zh/thsiv in Acts 15. 
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7.1 Introduction  

The purpose of this chapter is to examine how Luke uses terms related to #rd/zhte/w 

in Acts. Two key points provide a focus for this discussion: firstly, the author’s use of 

suzhte/w in Acts 6.9 and 9.29, a term which also carries legal significance for Luke, 

with both occurrences relating to debates on the law of Moses. Secondly, Luke’s use 

of zh/thsiv and zh/thma to describe the debate at the Council of Jerusalem in Acts 15 

is significant, as it describes a legal debate which cuts to the very foundation of who 

can be a Christian, a debate which centres on Torah. This is the first occurrence of 

these terms in the narrative and remains consistent with Luke’s use of the term 

throughout Acts to describe debates which centre on Jewish law. Luke’s use of the 

term zh/thsiv (Acts 15.2, 7) to describe the debate which takes place at the Council 

suggests most immediately a debt to the Greek genre that bears the same name.  

Deeper analysis brings to light that zh/thsiv has much in common with midrash. It is 

significant that the two recorded responses to the ‘zh/thma’ posed in Acts 15.2 come 

in the form of divine revelation (Peter), and scriptural support (James). The other 

occurrences of zh/thsiv (25.20) and zh/thma (18.15; 23.29; 25.20; 26.3) in Acts 

confirm that Luke uses the term with reference to the Jewish law. For Luke, the 

question of Gentile admission to the Christian community is therefore a matter of 

Jewish law, and as a consequence the Apostolic Decree (Acts 15.20, 29) must regulate 

the Gentile’s relationship with that law. 

The Council of Jerusalem falls at the central point of the narrative of Acts. 

Luke’s use of zh/thsiv at the central point of his narrative is highly significant. He 

uses it to describe the debate which is central not only to the Council, but to Acts as a 

whole. I will argue that, while the term is taken from Greek literature, it is used by 
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Luke to describe a legal debate, in which the question at issue is whether Gentiles 

need to be circumcised and follow the law (customs) of Moses in order to be saved. 

This study aims to unpack the significance of the choice of this term, drawing on 

knowledge of the Greek genre as well as what has been uncovered about the sense of 

#rd in the texts examined thus far. Luke’s use of zh/thsiv carries a significance 

largely overlooked by previous scholarship. When used in Luke-Acts, the term 

indicates a discussion on Jewish law, and as the debate at the Council of Jerusalem 

will show, such a dispute is resolved by divine revelation and the Jewish Scriptures. 

Before focusing on the debate at the Council of Jerusalem, the use of zhte/w in 

Acts will be investigated, followed by its cognate suzhte/w.  

 

7.2 The Sense of zhte/w in Acts 

The verb zhte/w occurs ten times in Acts, with an additional three occurrences of 

e)pizhte/w, and a single occurrence of both a)nazhte/w and e)kzhte/w. In addition there 

are two occurrences of suzhte/w, which will be considered separately. The usage of 

zhte/w in Acts largely follows that of the LXX, with the verb being used in the sense 

of ‘to search’ or ‘to look for’, with objects including Paul (Acts 9.11), Peter (Acts 

10.19, 21); or in the sense of seeking ‘to cross to Macedonia’ (Acts 16.10), ‘to kill 

Paul’ (Acts 21.31), ‘to flee the boat’ Acts (27.30). In Acts 17.27, God is the object. 

During his address in the Agora in Athens (17.16-34), Paul exhorts those 

listening ‘to seek God’ (zhtei=n to\n qeo\n),
746

 a call which is the climax of his address. 

There are two influences on Luke’s use of the term in this setting: the LXX/Tanak, 
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and philosophical language. Various scholars have highlighted either or both of these 

influences in their writing, from Dibelius arguing that ‘the pious man in the Old 

Testament seeks God in order to serve him’
747

 to Barrett arguing that Luke has gone 

out of his way to hint at an analogy with Socrates.
748

 However, Barrett limits this 

analogy by also stating that Luke restricts his use of philosophy to those themes which 

it shares with the Tanak. The location of the discussion, the Agora, does provoke the 

memory of Socrates.  

Seeking God is a main theme of the Tanak, for example, Isa 51.1; 55.6. As 

noted in the study of the translation of #rd in the LXX, God is the most frequent 

object of the search (zhte/w). Seeking God is a challenge presented to Israel in various 

ways in the Tanak (e.g. Deut 4.29; Isa 45.19; 51.1; 55.6), though the supposition in 

many contexts is that seeking God (the Lord) means responding to special revelations 

revealed through the prophets. Gentiles are classified as being ignorant of the true 

God and praying to gods that cannot save (e.g. Isa 45.20; Ps 140.2-3; Jer 10.1-16; Wis 

13.1-10). In the Tanak, some Gentiles were drawn to the God of Israel and expressed 

trust in God because of what they heard about God’s dealing with Israel (e.g. Jos 2.1-

11; 2 Kings 5.1-18). But there are no exact parallels to Paul’s declaration that Gentiles 

may seek God and perhaps reach out for him and find him.
749

 

In the Tanak, seeking the Lord is a matter of will; the intellectual side is 

brought out in Hellenistic Judaism: e.g. Philo, De Spec Leg 1.36 ‘seeking the true 

God’. Dibelius claims that, in the context of Acts 17, zhtei~n does not have its typical 

Tanak meaning of an act of will, trusting and obeying God, but rather its characteristic 
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Greek meaning of seeking out and examining what is true,
750

 something seen in the 

works of Plato (Apol 19b, 23b, Rep, 444a). It is difficult to separate the two and Luke 

does not appear to do so in this passage. Seeking God is not meant to be a simple task, 

but as Barrett observes, ‘we do well to ask whether Luke had seen as clearly as 

modern students the difference between the biblical and philosophical search.’
751

 

While both the philosophical and theological worlds used the same words, it is 

reasonable to question whether they meant the same thing in every situation. To 

analyse the distinctions too sharply may mean missing Luke’s point. It is not 

unreasonable to propose that Luke was borrowing from both the Jewish and 

Hellenistic worlds, as can be seen throughout his composition. With respect to Acts 

17.27, Paul is exhorting the Gentiles to seek God, for this is the desired outcome of 

the Council of Jerusalem (Acts 15.1-21). Seeking God leads to salvation for the one 

who finds him. This is very much in the tradition of the Tanak. For this reason, it must 

be concluded that Luke’s use of zhte/w is in line with that of the Tanak/LXX, while 

also being unafraid to borrow from the Greek philosophical world, that which gave 

birth to zh/thsiv. 

 

7.3 The Meaning of suzhte/w in Acts 

A cognate of zhte/w that merits special attention is suzhte/w. The verb suzhte/w 

occurs twice in Acts (6.9; 9.29). The first occurs during a debate between some 

members of the synagogue of the Freedmen and Stephen. The second refers to a 

discussion which took place between Paul and Hellenistic Jews in Jerusalem. The 

nominal form, suzh/thsiv, is found in some manuscripts at Acts 28.29, where, 
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following a discussion between Paul and the Jews who gather at his residence in 

Rome, on leaving, the Jews have a debate among themselves. Consequently, 

Barrett
752

 labels the verb as Lukan, though the term occurs 10x in the NT, six of 

which are in Mark, with the remaining four in Luke (22.23; 24.15
753

) and Acts.  

In Acts 6.9 suzhte/w occurs during the discussion between Stephen and 

members of the synagogue of the Freedmen. Luke uses suzhte/w to typify discussions 

between Stephen and his inquisitors, which led to the accusation that Stephen was 

speaking (lale/w) ‘blasphemous words against Moses and God’ (Acts 6.11). 

Stephen’s attitude to the law is being questioned, with ‘Moses’ denoting the law or 

prescripts of the law.
754

 Though the reader is not told precisely what Stephen’s 

teaching was,
755

 in Acts 6.13 the accusation is brought that he was speaking against 

the law.  Stephen Wilson notes that  

the second part of the accusation against Stephen, that he said that Jesus ‘will 

change the customs which Moses delivered to us,’ is obscure. It may refer to 

the introduction of a new interpretation of the Torah or a rejection of 

circumcision.
756

  

Luke maintains that this is a false charge. 

The term e1qov has been the subject of some debate among scholars. Stephen 

Westerholm questions whether e1qov could signify an extra-biblical tradition – as in 

Acts 26.3; 28.17.
757

 However, in Acts 15.1, where e1qov is paralleled with ‘the law’, 
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Luke reads the terms interchangeably. Similarly, in Acts 21.21, forsaking Moses is a 

failure to circumcise and walk according to the customs. The connection of Moses to 

the law is typical of Luke.
758

 The use of the ‘custom’ in connection with the law is 

particular to Luke. The term e1qov can mean ‘habit’ (Luke 22.39) or refer to Roman 

customs (Acts 25.16) – though usually Jewish customs are in mind. On three 

occasions the custom is specified – priestly customs (Luke 1.9), circumcision (Acts 

15.1), and Passover (Luke 2.42). Others refer in a general way to a Jewish way of life 

– customs (Acts 16.21; 21.21; 20.3); customs of our fathers (Acts 28.17); customs of 

Moses (Acts 6.14; 15.1; see 21.21). The association of the concepts customs and law 

is without parallel in early Christian literature with reference to Judaism.
759

 The 

association of two customs amounts to an identification in the parallel versions of the 

charges against Stephen (6.11-14), the demands of the circumcision party (15.1, 5), 

and charges against Paul (21.21), reference to specific legal requirements in Luke 1.9; 

2.42, and in the verbal phrase in Luke 2.27 (kata\ to\ ei0qisme/non tou= no/mou). For 

Luke, e1qov and no/mov are interchangeable and he moves naturally from one to the 

other in describing essentially the same phenomenon. One can conclude that when he 

writes customs of Moses, Luke is referring to the law. The exact nature of the 

accusation against Stephen, that he said that Jesus ‘will change the customs which 

Moses delivered to us,’ remains obscure. While some scholars refer to the 

introduction of a new interpretation of the Torah or a rejection of circumcision, this 

can only be speculative. Alternatively, it may be that Stephen raised the ire of the 

Hellenists as he was simply preaching Jesus as the fulfilment of the Scriptures. As 

Bauckham argues:  
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Perhaps an insistence in interpreting the Law in the style of and with the 

authority of Jesus lies behind the (mis)perception of some in the Hellenistic 

synagogues that Stephen was attacking the Law (Acts 6.10, 13-14).
760

  

Acts 6.11 suggests the charges may have been trumped up, with the Hellenists 

inducing men to say Stephen spoke blasphemous words. Although the precise content 

of Stephen’s teaching remains elusive, one may conclude that the term relates to 

debate on the law (or customs) of Moses. 

 

In Acts 9.29, Paul, having arrived in Jerusalem, speaks boldly of the Lord 

(parrhsia/zomai) among the people of Jerusalem. He debates (suzhte/w) with the 

Hellenists, but, as Luke succinctly tells us, they were attempting to put him to death. 

Here suzhte/w is used in combination with parrhsia/zomai (9.28). The latter verb 

frequently appears in the context of speaking in the synagogue, and often exposition 

or preaching is mentioned, and usually the speaker is preaching about Christ.
761

 Acts 

9.28-29 describes Paul almost in the same manner as 9.27, which refers to Acts 9.20 

where Paul is preaching in the synagogue. As Koet concludes: ‘Considering the 

context of preaching and expounding in the synagogue, it is clear that suzhte/w here 

is related to this.’
762

 This indicates a clear connection between suzhte/w and 

preaching the Scriptures (in relation to Christ). 

It is clear that Luke wishes to make some parallels between Paul and Stephen. 

Saul, when he returns to Jerusalem, assumes the role of Stephen, debating with the 

Hellenistic Jews, who plot to kill him (9.29; 6.9-11).
763

 The verbs lale/w (6.10 and 
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9.29) and suzhte/w appear in both passages.
764

 It may also be the case that Paul takes 

up the debate with the same opponents who engaged Stephen in debate in Acts 6.9, as 

Ben Witherington posits,  

Paul was speaking and arguing in the name of the Lord with the ‘Hellenists’, 

presumably in the synagogue of the freedmen mentioned in Acts 6:9, which 

involved Greek-speaking Jews from Paul’s native region of Cilicia.
765

  

The identity of their opponents, the Hellenists is unclear. One theory proposes that 

they were the members of the Greek-speaking synagogues in Jerusalem (Acts 6.9), 

from which the Jewish-Christian Hellenists had themselves emerged (see 9.29).
766

 

Joseph Tyson argues that they are Greek-speaking peoples.
767

 According to this 

reading, and the clues that Luke gives us in Acts 6-11, it appears that in Acts 6 and 9, 

Luke uses the term ‘Hellenist’ to refer to Diaspora Jews living in or around Jerusalem 

(or their descendants) for whom Greek is their spoken language, and who attended 

synagogues where Greek was the language of worship.
768

 

There is nothing to suggest that the term Hellenist relates to Gentiles. The term 

is based on a verb (e3llhnizw), which means to live like a Greek, with similar 

historical customs and culture.
769

 In Acts 9.29, the term probably refers to Hellenistic 

Jews, as opposed to Palestinian Jews; while in Acts 11.20, where Antioch is the 

setting, the term more than likely refers to Greeks as opposed to Jews. Wilson argues 

that the Hellenists probably attracted this name because they were more open to 

Greek influence.
770

 Belonging to the Synagogue of the Freedman may mean that they 
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were former slaves who had been freed.
771

 It is peculiar that the Hellenists, and not the 

Palestinian Jews, first object to Stephen’s views, unless one can assume that they 

were not so influenced by the freer attitude of Hellenistic Judaism, or that when in 

Jerusalem they maintained a strict line. This is especially the case if one infers from 

the pairing of opposites Hebrews/Hellenists that the Hellenists had an un-Jewish 

attitude, which in view of their being prosecuted, proved itself to be pronounced 

antinomianism.
772 

Returning to the focus of this study, the Hellenists in Acts 6.29 and 9.29 are 

certainly Jewish, and are protecting their interpretation of the laws of Moses and 

customs of their faith against the alternative viewpoints promoted by Stephen and 

Paul. The debates in which they engage are focused on the law, a point reinforced by 

Luke’s use of suzhte/w, as well as the context. This verb relates to the interpretation 

of the law in Acts. 

 

In the final scene of Acts (28.29), following a discussion with Paul in his 

Roman base, the Jews departed and had suzh/thsiv (debate) among themselves. This 

debate most likely centred on Paul’s last words, which were a citation of Isa 6.9-10. 

According to Bart Koet: ‘It is quite apparent that the scribe who added these words 

suggests that when the Jews are disputing among themselves, the debate about these 

verses is continuing.’
773

 The choice of noun is not haphazard. In this case it is the 

nominal form of suzhte/w which is used in connection to Scripture – a specific 
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scriptural quotation from the Prophets having been cited by Paul. This provides 

evidence of the link between suzhte/w and Scripture for Luke and his community.
774

 

Acts 28.29 does not appear in the WH. The d text (byz g p vg.coss hcl*) adds 

the verse. The verse softens the picture of a general denunciation hurled at the backs 

of the departing audience.
775

 The addition has the support of some interpreters, who 

believe that the D-Text represents the correct understanding of the author’s 

intention.
776

 The conventional text ends on an apologetic note, the D-Text on an 

eschatological note. Yet the addition leaves a certain pious taste, and indicates an 

editor ever too ready to intervene.
777

 It is most likely that Acts 28.29 was added by a 

later scribe, so that while it refers to a discussion related to a scriptural text, as it was a 

later addition, it would be prudent not to build too much on this verse. 

Considering the use of suzhte/w in Acts, it is plausible that this verb has the 

connotation of discussion about Scripture. Koet can say, ‘In Luke 24.15 this 

possibility is of some importance. Luke suggests that at least part of the disciples’ 

discussion is about (some parts of) the Scriptures.’
778

 While the two references to 

suzhte/w in the Gospel of Luke (22.23 and 24.15) are not explicitly in reference to 

Scripture and its interpretation, neither can it be definitively ruled out. More 

importantly, where suzhte/w or suzh/thsiv occur in Acts, law and/or Scripture is part 
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of the debate. In Acts 6.9, the Hellenist Jews take issue with Stephen’s remarks on the 

customs of Moses; in Acts 9.29, Paul is arguing in the synagogue with Hellenist Jews; 

and in the final scene, the Jews continue a discussion after Paul quotes from Isa 6.9-

10. When Luke uses the term suzhte/w, he has Scripture (or law or the customs of 

Moses) and its interpretation in mind. 

 

7.4 The meaning of zh/thsiv in Acts 

The focus of this section is Luke’s use of zh/thsiv to describe the debate at the 

Council of Jerusalem. Before focusing on the debate itself, I shall first describe 

Luke’s use of zh/thsiv in Acts, as well as considering the related term zhth/ma which, 

I contend, Luke reserves for questions relating to Jewish law. I will argue that Luke’s 

choice of zh/thsiv to describe the debate at the Council signifies that, for Luke, the 

Council is a legal debate (halakah), which must be answered by either divine 

revelation or Scripture. Finally, the purpose of and sources behind the Apostolic 

Decree will be investigated, as this Decree regulates the Gentiles’ relationship to the 

law. 

Having examined the term zh/thsiv in detail in a previous chapter, this 

argument shall not be repeated here, where the focus is on the use of zh/thsiv and 

zh/thma in Acts. These terms have not garnered much comment, which is surprising 

as they describe the debate at the Council of Jerusalem, widely recognised to be the 

pivotal moment in the narrative of Acts. C. K. Barrett describes Luke’s use of 

zh/thsiv in Acts 15.2 as ‘expected’, adding that it never quite loses its sense of 
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inquiry.
779

 He notes that zh/thma is a specific matter for zh/thsiv.
780

 Commenting on 

Acts 15.7, Barrett describes zh/thsiv as the search for truth through public inquiry 

and debate.
781

 Jaroslav Pelikan notes
782

 that later in the chapter another controversy 

leads to Paul and Barnabas splitting, yet he hesitates to conclude whether there was 

intended to be any theological significance in the variation of terminology between 

the sta/siv kai\ zh/thsiv of 15.2 and the parocusmo\v of 15.39. It is true here, too, 

that it was a ‘sharp contention’, so they separated from each other. Pelikan’s 

conclusion is that this disagreement did not call for a doctrinal condemnation or 

appeal to apostolic council.
783

 While he is correct to note the difference, as with other 

commentators, Pelikan has failed to notice the significance of Luke’s choice of 

zh/thsiv. This investigation will demonstrate that Luke reserves the terms zh/thsiv 

and zh/thma for matters which relate to Jewish law. The debate at the Council 

concentrates on matters of Jewish law, and how this applies to Gentile converts. The 

response must be by appeal to Scripture, or divine revelation, as in the responses of 

James and Peter. Based on these interventions, the Council concludes that Gentiles are 

included in the people of God.  

 

7.4.1 How does Luke use the term zh/thsiv? 

The term zh/thsiv occurs three times in Acts (15.2, 7; 25.20 – the cognate suzh/thsiv 

is found in some MSS at 28.29). The focus of discussion falls on chapter 15, though, 

firstly, the use of zh/thsiv and zh/thma in Acts is investigated. The latter term occurs 

five times in Acts (15.2; 18.15; 23.29; 25.19; 26.3), the only occurences in the NT. 
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As Acts 28.29 was discussed above, and the Council of Jerusalem, Acts 15.1-

21, will be discussed below, focus here is limited to Acts 25.20. In 25.20 zh/thsiv can 

be construed two ways: 1) ‘I was at a loss in a dispute on these things’; 2) ‘I was at a 

loss how to investigate such matters’. While Johnson
784

 prefers the second reading 

because of the offer immediately made to Paul, in my opinion, the text reads best in 

the first way, as the nominal form is used. zh/thsiv here carries the sense of a judicial 

inquiry,
785

 but the matter, or questions, pertain to the Jewish religion and, more 

specifically, Jesus (Acts 25.19).  

In the passage (Acts 25.13-22), Festus is consulting Agrippa about questions 

concerning the Jewish faith and Paul’s proclamation that Jesus is alive. Festus holds 

these questions to be beyond his competence; however, Paul refuses the offer to be 

sent to Jerusalem for trial, preferring instead to be sent to Caesar (Acts 25.21). 

Agrippa’s interest is piqued and he will be granted his wish to hear Paul. The debate 

in this instance concerns questions about Judaism. Festus recognises the charges as 

matters in which Roman law would not be involved, but charges in the Jewish way of 

life. Thus, Fitzmyer can say, ‘Luke uses the technical term zētēsis, equalling the Latin 

legal term quaestio, “Controversial question”, which had to be settled by judicial 

inquiry.’
786

 However, in Luke’s choice of term, my contention is the he is doing 

something more than using zh/thsiv in the sense used in Greek literature. Luke retains 

the term exclusively for matters (questions/zh/thmata) of Jewish law. 

In its other occurrences in the NT, zh/thsiv has more the meaning of 

‘inquiry/discussion’, in the Greek sense. It occurs three times in the Deutero-Pauline 
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works: 1 Tim 6.4 (‘disputes about words’, which detract from the teaching of the 

Lord); 2 Tim 2.23 (‘have nothing to do with stupid and senseless controversies’); and 

Titus 3.9 (‘But avoid stupid controversies, genealogies, dissensions, and quarrels 

about the law, for they are unprofitable and worthless’). Zh/thsiv in the Pauline letters 

has a negative connotation; such discussions are disparaged as moving away from the 

more important matter of the teaching of the Lord. It has a sense of philosophical or 

philological inquiry, and so zh/thsiv is to be explicitly avoided. 

Zh/thsiv is also found once in the Gospel of John: 3.25, ‘now a discussion 

(zh/thsiv) arose between John’s disciples and a Jew about purification’, its only 

appearance in the Gospels. In John, the subject matter is one of halakah, regarding 

purification in the context of Baptism. However, as this is the only occurrence of the 

term in John, it would be unwise to read too much into its usage, simply noting that 

for John purification (baptism) was a suitable subject for zh/thsiv. 

Returning to Acts 25.20, Parsons views Festus’s remarks as an admission to 

his lack of knowledge and experience with certain matters of Jewish religion.
787

 Thus 

he appeals for help from Agrippa, who is not only a Jew but is acknowledged to have 

expertise in Jewish matters (Acts 26.3). More precisely, it is matters of Jewish law. To 

further support this argument, the occurrences of zh/thma in Acts will be examined. 

As the discussion which follows will outline, Luke reserves the term zh/thma 

for questions which pertain to Jewish law. At its most basic level, zh/thma is a 

specific matter for zh/thsiv.
788

 Regarding Luke’s use of the term in Acts, most 

commentators miss its significance, particularly with regard to discussion on the 
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questions of Jewish law. Barrett describes the zhth/mata of Acts 15.2; 23.29; 25.19; 

26.3 as ‘small and insignificant disputes, which sensible people would not consider’, 

believing that Luke uses the term in a pejorative sense.
789

 These are questions which 

are not important enough for a Roman court. While Barrett admits that no/mov is the 

authoritative basis of the Jewish religion, its appearance in Acts 23.29, simply denotes 

that for Rome, Christianity is a variety of Judaism.
790

 Luke Timothy Johnson makes a 

similar point about Acts 18.15, arguing that Luke is building a set of legal precedents 

to regard Messianists not as revolutionaries threatening Rome, but as a legitimate 

variation of Judaism.
791

 In relation to Acts 26.3, Barrett does acknowledge that 

zhth/mata are the disputes which the Jews were known to have about the 

interpretation of their law,
792

 without recognising that this is how Luke consistently 

uses the term. 

Both Dunn and Fitzmyer, see zhth/mata as marking a distinction between 

Jewish and Roman law. Fitzmyer argues that such questions would be matters in 

which Roman law would not be involved, as Festus recognises (Acts 25.19),
793

 while 

Dunn argues that the purpose of the zhth/mata is to determine whether Christianity 

was an internal Jewish movement.
794

 He speculates that the question before Festus 

may be the controversial matter of Jesus’s resurrection, as suggested by Acts 4.2; 

17.18, 32.
795

 Yet there is nothing in the text and no verbal connections between the 

verses cited, which definitively support such a claim. Furthermore, Bock determines 

that in Acts 18.15, the debate is over issues that reach back into Judaism and the 
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Hebrew Scriptures.
796

 Similarly, Parsons argues that zhth/mata are disagreements of 

an intra-Jewish religious nature.
797

  

There is some truth in what the commentators say, yet I would argue that there 

is something more behind Luke’s choice of vocabulary, and the not insignificant fact 

that it appears first at the Council of Jerusalem, where, as in other instances (notably 

Acts 25.19, 20), it is closely related to zh/thsiv. The object of zhth/mata in Acts 

18.15 and 23.29 is o( no/mov. In Acts 18.15, Gallio is unwilling to judge the questions 

as they concern the words, names and laws of Judaism. In Acts 23.29, Claudius 

Lysias, captain of the guards, in a letter to Felix the governor, states that Paul has 

been accused concerning questions of Jewish law, something which Claudius Lysias 

does not believe merits death. In Acts 25.19, the zhth/mata concern i0di/av 

deisidaimoni/av which is translated as ‘their own religion’ and about Paul’s claims 

that the dead man Jesus is alive. The term deisidaimoni/a appears only here in the 

NT; LSJ defines the term as ‘fear of the gods’ religious feeling’, with a second 

definition reading, in a negative sense, ‘superstition’. The term is found sixteen times 

in the works of Plutarch, where it is best translated in the second sense ‘superstition’ 

(for example, Publicola 21.1; De super 2, 3, 4, 6, 9, 10,12; Quaes Rom 25, 55). 

Plutarch argues that ‘of all fears, none so dozes and confounds as that of superstition’ 

(De super. 3) and further that ‘atheism hath no hand at all in causing superstition; but 

superstition not only gave atheism its first birth, but serves it ever since by giving it its 

best apology for existing, which, although it be neither a good nor a fair one, is yet the 

most specious and colorable’ (De super. 12). The meaning of deisidaimoni/a is 

related to fear of God and superstition, in other words religion, carrying a potentially 

negative sense, hinting that Festus is somewhat sceptical regarding Paul’s claims, 
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which relate to a religion about which he remains unknowledgeable, hence his request 

for aid from Agrippa. 

In the last instance, Acts 26.3, Paul defends himself before Agrippa, whom he 

declares to be knowledgeable of all customs (e)qw~n) and questions (zhthma/twn) of 

the Jews. As noted above, Luke holds e1qov and no/mov to be synonymous, so it is 

possible to conclude that even though zhthma/twn does not have a particular object in 

this instance, questions about Jewish law may be inferred, particularly as Paul is 

requesting to be heard before a Roman court and not be tried under Jewish law in 

Jerusalem. 

From this examination of the occurrences of zhth/mata in Acts, it has 

emerged that what Luke has in mind when he uses the term is a debate centred on 

matters of Jewish law. It is in this context that Luke describes the debate (zh/thsiv) 

which occurs at the Council of Jerusalem. This debate, which is central to the 

narrative, both in its location and due to the wider implications of the spread of the 

Way to include Gentiles, responds to the question as to whether Gentiles need to be 

circumcised and follow Torah, and how that relationship with Torah might be 

regulated. 

 

7.4.2 What is the Debate at the Council of Jerusalem About? 

In Acts 15.1-21, Luke narrates his version of the Council of Jerusalem. An issue 

arises when certain individuals (tinev) come from Jerusalem (to Antioch) teaching 

that ‘unless you are circumcised according to the law of Moses, you cannot be saved’ 

(Acts 15.1). Luke states that ‘Paul and Barnabas had no small amount of dissension 
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and debate with them, they appointed Paul and Barnabas and some of the others to go 

up to the apostles and the elders in Jerusalem concerning this question.’ (genome/nhv 

de\ sta/sewv kai\ zhth/sewv ou)k o)lighv tw~| Pau/lw| kai\ tw~| Barnaba~| pro_v 

au0tou/v, e1tacan a)nabai/nein Pau~lon kai\ Barnaba~n kai/ tinav a!llouv e)c au)tw~n 

pro_v tou\v a)posto/louv kai\ presbute/rov ei0v 0Ierousalh\m peri\ tou=  zhth/matov 

tou/tou – Acts 15.2). In Jerusalem, on reporting all God had done with them, Paul 

and Barnabas meet opposition from Pharisees who argue that the Gentiles must be 

circumcised and keep the law of Moses. The apostles and elders meet to discuss the 

matter. After there had been much debate (pollh=v de\ zhth/sewv), Peter addresses 

the gathering, reminding them that he was the one through whom the Gentiles heard 

the message, and that God had granted them the Holy Spirit, making no distinction 

between ‘them and us’ (Acts 15.9). He concludes that both Gentile and Jewish 

Christians will be saved by grace. Following Peter’s address, the assembly kept silent 

and listened to Paul and Barnabas as they told all the signs and wonders God had done 

through them among the Gentiles, though Luke does not record their words. Finally, 

James replies, saying that Simeon has recounted how God looked favourably on the 

Gentiles, taking a people from among them in his name, which agrees with the words 

of the prophets, citing  

After this I will return and rebuild the tabernacle of David, which has fallen; 

from its ruins I will rebuild it, I will restore it, so that the rest of humankind 

may seek the Lord, even all the Gentiles over whom my name has been called, 

thus says the Lord who has been making these things from of old (Acts 15.16-

18).  

James decides that the Gentiles who have turned to God should not be troubled, apart 

from four stipulations, to abstain from that defiled by idols, from fornication, from 

that which is strangled, and from blood. 

Ernst Haenchen has written that  
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the Jerusalem Council has been described as the ‘turning point’, ‘centrepiece’ 

and ‘watershed’ of the book, the episode which rounds off and justifies past 

developments, and makes those to come intrinsically possible.
798

  

This does not overstate the case; it is the decisive moment for the future of the 

mission to the Gentiles, making the decision about what they have to do to become 

Christians and outlining their relationship to the law of Moses. James Dunn can say:  

In historical terms what was at stake was nothing less than the very existence 

of the new movement, both its identity and its unity – in part, whether what 

had begun in Jerusalem was going to remain in vital continuity with Jerusalem 

and all that Jerusalem represented, and whether the new outreach into the 

Gentile world now taken up as a life’s work by Paul was going to become 

something else.
799

   

The Council decision is of fundamental importance for an understanding of Luke’s 

view of the gospel and the church.
800

 It is the decisive event in defining what road the 

followers of the Way will have to travel to become Christians, and defines the 

boundaries of the messianic people of God.
801

 This section will discuss the content of 

and response to the debate at the Council and argue that, as a matter of Jewish law, 

the answer must come from divine revelation or appeal to Scripture. The Council’s 

decision is informed by Peter’s intervention (divine revelation), and James’s appeal to 

Scripture. Thus, the Gentiles are admitted to the community without having to be 

circumcised, and their relationship to the law of Moses is regulated by the Apostolic 

Decree. 

The dispute which formed the basis for discussion at the Council was the 

question of whether or not Gentile Christians should be circumcised. The debate was 

provoked by individuals who had travelled to Antioch from Judea (15.1) and a group 

of converted Pharisees who ‘propose for discussion the proposition that it was 
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necessary that they should proclaim the keeping of the law of Moses’
802

 (15.5). Luke 

gives no detail of the ‘much discussion’ which took place, but summarises the 

decisive speeches made successively by Peter (15.7-11), Paul and Barnabas (15.12), 

and James (15.13-21). Martin Hengel posits that ‘presumably Paul and Barnabas were 

chosen as delegates because they could put forward the most convincing theological 

and scriptural arguments.’
803

 This theory cannot be put to the test as, unlike their 

opponents, Luke does not record their words, leaving it to Peter and James to put 

words to the Council’s decision. 

The focus of this study is the words Luke uses to convey the dispute (zh/thsiv 

and zhth/ma). These words have links both to #rd and the zētēsis in which 

intellectuals of the Greek world engaged. At the central point of his narrative, which 

discusses the implications of following the law of Moses for Gentiles (and which 

leads to the Apostolic Decree, which outlines how Gentiles are to keep the law), 

Luke’s choice of vocabulary is very significant for portraying his message. These 

legal matters were disputed vigorously and the word chosen to convey that discussion 

was zh/thsiv. 

The opening verses set out the question at issue: Are circumcision and keeping 

the law necessary for salvation?  While this is the original point for debate, the 

subsequent discussion, and later the Apostolic Decree, seems to shift from the original 

question. Barrett puts forward the hypothesis  

that Luke allows the theme to shift in the course of chapter 15 from this 

fundamental problem of theology to the practical question of the terms on 
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which Jewish and Gentile Christians might have fellowship, especially at the 

common Christian meal.
804

  

This is however not what Luke says the dispute was about. For the author, the central 

area of dispute is the law of Moses, specifically, the issue of circumcision – a matter 

of halakah. Parsons asserts that the rhetorical situation of the Council is ‘deliberative’ 

in which speakers ‘seek to persuade’ the audience.
805

 They do so by recalling a 

personal experience of divine revelation and by appeal to prophetic texts. 

The Gentile mission, set in motion by Peter’s preaching to Cornelius, the 

growth of the church at Antioch, and Paul’s first missionary journey, had created 

problems about the status of Gentile converts and their relationship with Jewish 

Christians. This needed resolution. Thus, even after the conclusions of Peter’s visit to 

Cornelius, a Council was necessary. Acts 15 provides an example of Luke’s pattern in 

this work.
806

 A difficulty arises and is addressed by the Christian community – a 

solution is found which does not merely solve the difficulty but leads to further 

expansion of the Christian movement. Raising an issue (question) and finding an 

answer bears much in common with the genre of zh/thsiv kai\ lu/seiv, prevalent in 

the Greek world at this time, in the areas of philosophy, literary criticism, and science. 

Luke treats the issue with care, meaning the topic for dispute is reputable and worth 

debating. 

Luke offers three reasons for calling the Council: salvation (Acts 15.1), 

circumcision (Acts 15.5), and adhering to the law of Moses (Acts 15.5). The next step 

will be to examine how the issue was resolved, with a particular focus on the 

interventions of Peter and James, before examining the Apostolic Decree. The Decree 
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outlines what is required of Gentiles, and provides the focus for the following section, 

which examines its purpose. I propose that the Council of Jerusalem, the central 

passage in Acts, is a legal debate which is resolved by appeal to divine revelation and 

Scripture, and that as a consequence, the Decree must regulate the relationship of 

Gentiles with the law of Moses. 

 

7.4.2.1 The stages of the debate in Acts 15 

This section begins by tracing the arguments that form part of the Council in Acts 15. 

This merits attention, especially since the central question seems to change as the 

argument develops. The debate is not fully recounted in the text; the reader must read 

between the lines to recognise that a serious debate did indeed take place, and only the 

final summations of the victorious side are presented. Peter and James are ‘responding 

to a dispute that has been carried on with considerable vehemence’.
807

 This debate 

threatens the unity of the church; it is, undoubtedly, a major crisis. The dispute is 

resolved through three speeches that together present a single persuasive 

interpretation of God’s purpose, though Luke deems it unnecessary to hear the 

theological case presented by Paul and Barnabas. Peter recounts his experience of the 

Cornelius episode, which manifests the will of God, and James offers the scriptural 

evidence in support of the Council’s decision. 

Luke describes the source of the conflict as tinev ‘certain individuals’, who 

come down from Judea to Antioch teaching that ‘unless you are circumcised 

according to the customs of Moses, you cannot be saved’ (Acts 15.1). So, the issue at 

hand is that of salvation. This teaching led to great dissension and debate (sta/siv kai\ 
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zh/thsiv), with the consequence that Paul, Barnabas, and some others went up to 

Jerusalem to the apostles and elders to resolve this question (zh/thma). The position of 

the men described in verse 2, and thus the source of the controversy, was that apart 

from circumcision, which represented to them the law, potential converts could not be 

saved. To promote their view, they sought to manufacture a disagreement between 

James and Paul by positioning James as their champion and Paul as their enemy.
808

 In 

Acts 15.4, Paul, Barnabas, and companions arrived in Jerusalem and ‘reported all that 

God had done with them’. The ‘them’ in this instance must mean uncircumcised 

Gentiles, as immediately some believers belonging to the sect of the Pharisees stood 

up and challenged them, arguing that ‘it is necessary to circumcise them and to 

instruct them to keep the law of Moses’ (Acts 15.5). In addition to circumcision, the 

issue in Acts 15.1, Gentile converts are now expected to keep the law of Moses. The 

apostles and elders come together to decide the matter (Acts 15.6), which caused 

much zh/thsiv ‘debate’ (Acts 15.7). Following the debate, Peter is the first to speak.  

In his intervention, Peter points to three facts:  it was God who decided that 

the Gentiles should receive the Gospel (Acts 15.7); it was God who had given them 

the Holy Spirit (Acts 15.8), making no distinction between them and us (Acts 15.9); 

and it was God who purified both Gentile and Jewish hearts when a response of faith 

was made to the grace of Christ (Acts 15.11). Peter also questions why the Gentiles 

should bear the yoke of the law which ‘neither our ancestors nor us had the strength to 

carry’. 

Paul and Barnabas are the next to speak, though Luke does not record their 

words, mentioning only that they spoke of the wonders God had worked through them 

among the Gentiles (Acts 15.12). 
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The final recorded speaker is James, who adds to the words of Peter that God 

has taken a people for his name from among the Gentiles, something which agrees 

with the words of the Prophets, before citing Amos 9.11-12 (plus some additional 

allusions to other verses). James is making two points: God will restore ‘the 

tabernacle of David which is fallen down’ (Acts 15.16), that is, the restored Israel; 

and a Gentile remnant will seek the land and thus share in the messianic blessings. 

James concludes that the Gentiles who wish to turn to God should not be troubled, but 

simply follow the four stipulations in what is known as the Apostolic Decree (Acts 

15.20). 

The issue as outlined in the beginning is whether Gentile converts must be 

circumcised and are thereby obliged to keep the law of Moses, in other words, do they 

have to become Jews in order to belong to the people of God.
809

 The alternative 

argument is that baptism and the Spirit alone were necessary for membership.
810

 That 

this follows Peter’s visit to Cornelius, which had led to the conclusion that ‘to the 

Gentiles God has granted that repentance that leads to life’ (Acts 11.18) is puzzling; if 

this was agreed, why was another conference necessary? There are different nuances 

in the two narratives: the dispute in chapter 11 begins with the legitimacy or otherwise 

of contacts between Jews and Gentiles, and ends with the general question of 

salvation for the uncircumcised. Chapter 15 moves in the opposite direction, 

beginning with questions of salvation and ending with what appears to be rules 

regulating table fellowship between (Christian) Jews and Gentiles. The issue in Acts 

15 is therefore the question of whether Christians have to be Jews first. The result 
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runs through the rest of the book, which describes the increasing success of the 

Gentile mission, and reaches a climax when Paul proclaims the gospel in Rome.
811

 

Therefore this issue is not in essence a question on the validity of the Gentile 

mission, which has already received approval. The key debate focuses on the 

relationship of the Gentiles to the law. That having been decided, James sets out some 

stipulations which regulate that relationship. The next step is to look at the individual 

elements of the debate. 

 

7.4.2.2 Being saved (Acts 15.1) 

The focus of the argument at the Council is what is necessary to be saved, with the 

people coming down from Jerusalem saying that without circumcision it is not 

possible to be saved (Acts 15.1). This is still the question which Peter is addressing in 

his intervention: ‘we believe that we will be saved through the grace of the Lord 

Jesus, in the same way as they will’ (Acts 15.11).  In broader terms, the issue is 

whether salvation is to be found only within Israel, defined by its covenant of 

circumcision, or whether the nations which are promised blessing through Abraham 

(Gen 12.3) may find it within their own people.
812

 As the issue begins therefore, it is 

not a matter of table relations or Jews and Gentiles living together. For James, if law 

is neither the path to salvation nor the distinguishing mark of the Chosen People, there 

is no point accumulating obstacles in the conversion of pagans.
813
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The question explicitly raised in the text is that of the requirements for 

salvation. Salvation is frequently seen to be the centre of Luke’s theology (Luke 1.69-

71, 77; 2.11, 30; 3.6; 19.9-10; Acts 2.21, 40, 47; 4.12; 5.31; 11.14; 13.23, 26, 47; 

16.17, 30-31; 28.28). For Luke, salvation is always theocentric, as well as 

Christocentric. Jesus is the one sent by God to be both Lord and Messiah (Acts 2.36); 

he is mediator of salvation (Acts 2.38; 3.19; 10.43; 13.38-39; 20.21; 26.18). First, the 

question of Gentile circumcision has to do with the requirements for salvation: the 

brethren at Antioch are told that ‘unless you are circumcised in accord with the 

custom of Moses, you cannot be saved’ (Acts 15.1). The references to swthri/a and 

sw/zein in Luke-Acts, which carry a theological sense (rather than signifying mere 

physical wholeness), are ultimately bound up with eschatological salvation (Luke 

13.23; 18.26; Acts 2.21, 40; 4.12; 11.14). Luke does not hesitate to apply these terms 

with a present sense to those who are destined to obtain such a salvation (Luke 13.23; 

Acts 2.47; 15.11). This guarantee of final salvation belongs solely to those who have 

repented and placed their faith in Jesus’s name (Acts 2.21, 40, 47; 4.9-12). Salvation 

through repentance and faith in Jesus is integral to the proclamation of the church 

(Acts 11.14; 13.26, 47; 16.17, 30-31; 28.28). The problem which is confronted in Acts 

15 is whether or not obedience to the Mosaic law is essential to salvation. Pesch
814

 has 

argued that law is irrelevant to salvation in Luke-Acts, a point which Barrett argues is 

difficult to maintain given the references to Moses and the law in chapter 7 of Acts.
815

 

It is the very relationship between law and salvation which the Council discusses in 

Acts 15. To this end, Parsons proposes that the conflict in Acts 15 has inter-related, 

but ultimately distinct, soteriological and social dimensions.
816

 For Parsons, the issue 

ends up being not about the Gentiles’ salvation but about whether Gentiles and Jews 
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can commingle without the Jews being defiled by association with Gentiles.
817

 While 

this aspect does enter the debate as the arguments at the Council develop, the initial 

debate is framed by the issue of salvation and whether it was only accessible for those 

who had been circumcised. 

The debate is in essence soteriological; it concerns whether circumcision is 

necessary in order to be saved, while the insistence on circumcision is linked to the 

law of Moses.
818

 Luke’s account of the Council of Jerusalem’s debate extends to the 

soteriological status of the Torah, rather than restricting it to the single practice of 

circumcision. However, the issue of the basic nature and identity of the believing 

community is also at stake. Ultimately, the decision of the Council recognises 

Gentiles as full heirs of salvation and members of the people of God, apart from the 

Mosaic law.
819

 

 

7.4.2.3 Circumcision  

In Luke’s account of the Jerusalem Council, the issue is whether Gentile converts 

must be circumcised and thereby obliged to keep the law of Moses (15.1, 5) that is, 

whether, in order to belong to the eschatological people of God, they have to become 

Jews.
820

 At the start of the mission, Christians were already Jews and had already 

been circumcised, however, when Gentiles came to faith in Christ, the question as to 

the necessity of circumcision arose. The question was raised by believers from the 

Pharisee party, who are in support of circumcision (Acts 15.5). In so doing, they are 

stating that circumcision is necessary to be saved. They wish to let Moses complete 
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what Jesus had begun and let the law supplement the gospel.
821

 The Pharisaic 

Christians want Gentiles to become converts to Judaism.
822

 Hence the stumbling 

block is not the free access of the Gentiles to salvation, but only their admission 

without circumcision.
823

 In this way the general issue of salvation is focused on the 

particular act of circumcision. For opponents of Paul in Antioch, and those who 

oppose his viewpoint at the Council, the access of pagans to salvation is unthinkable 

apart from their first being circumcised, and, furthermore, without Torah observance. 

To remove Torah and circumcision was to remove the boundary markers of the 

Chosen people. It is from this perspective that the intentions that drive the opponents 

of Paul and Barnabas can be determined.
824

 

Circumcision is central to Judaism. In addition to being embodied in Mosaic 

law (for example, Lev 12.3), it is fundamental to Israel’s self-understanding as set out 

in Gen 17.9-14. The covenant with Abraham is a ‘covenant of circumcision’ (Acts 

7.8; Gen 17.11), an everlasting covenant in their flesh. Without circumcision, there is 

no covenant, no promise, and indeed no nation (Gen 17.10, 12-14). Judith 14.10 notes 

that circumcision is a necessary element for the conversion of Achior. Israel’s identity 

marker was reinforced by the Maccabean crisis. The Maccabean defence of Judaism 

had included among its first priorities the reassertion of circumcision as indispensable 

for all Jews (1 Macc 2.46). ‘Thus, for the great bulk of Jews, the link between 

“Jewish”, “Judaism” and circumcision was axiomatic; an uncircumcised Jew was 

virtually a contradiction in terms.’
825

 And since circumcision was so inextricably 

bound up with the covenant promise to Abraham and his descendants, no one could 
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surely think to have a share in that inheritance without first being circumcised. In a 

sense, circumcision can be viewed as a test of conformance to the law of Moses.
826

 

The solution proposed by the Pharisee believers that Gentiles respect the law and at 

least be circumcised (Acts 15.5) had also been proposed by Philo (Migration, 16.89-

94, esp. 92), circumcision being a covenant sign predating Mosaic law. If one part of 

the Torah were to be followed, it should be the covenantal sign of the Abrahamic 

covenant, tied to promises God made to him.
827

 

Any decision made at the Council does not mean an end to the law or 

circumcision. When Paul circumcises Timothy (Acts 16.4), he demonstrates his 

support for Judaism and the law, and his fidelity to the agreement made in Jerusalem. 

Similarly, in the speech of James and the elders to Paul in Acts 21.23-25, Luke makes 

it clear that by taking Nazirite vows, Paul is showing his continued devotion to 

Judaism and its decrees. Thus, it can be concluded that the decision of the Council 

applies only to Gentile Christians and that Jewish Christians will still follow the 

precepts of the law of Moses. It is Gentile relationship to the law which is under 

discussion. 

In Acts 15, membership of the Christian community is at stake. Circumcision, 

the visible marker of Jewishness, is a sign both of membership of the Jewish 

community and that one will undertake to follow the law of Moses. Jacob Jervell 

argues that the party from Judea was not denying the Gentile Christians access to the 

community outright:  
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The brothers who are zealous for circumcision (Acts 15:1) do not question the 

free access of Gentiles to salvation, but question only their admission without 

circumcision.
828

  

He correctly notes that the real problem in Acts 15 is the relationship of the nations to 

the law of Moses.
829

 The nuance in this argument is important; the Gentile mission as 

a whole is not up for discussion; this had previously been decided (Luke 24.47; Acts 

1.8, 10-11).
830

 The main question which the Council must face is whether the Gentiles 

ought to be circumcised, and keep the law of Moses. Luke uses the term zh/thsiv in 

relation to this debate. That the Gentiles can be saved is not the issue; rather the 

question is do they have to become Jews first. It is logical that a discussion about 

whether one needs to be Jewish in order to be saved will have circumcision as a focus.  

 

7.4.2.4 Observing the Law (customs) of Moses (Acts 15.5) 

The implications of following the command to circumcise according to the customs of 

Moses are unfolded in Acts 15.5. Circumcision would be the beginning of a life 

directed to keeping the law of Moses.
831

 Some Pharisees believed that Jesus was the 

Messiah, and had not abandoned their allegiance to Moses and Torah. In their 

demand, they use the language of necessity (dei=), implying God’s will.
832

 Thus it is 

not only the particular issue of circumcision which provokes the Council, but the 

more general matter of keeping the law of Moses as a whole. 

With respect to the law, most of the significant themes in the Gospel reappear 

in Acts in conjunction with important new themes. The three most important items of 
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legal terminology are no/mov, e1qov, and Moses. Luke’s use of no/mov reflects normal 

Jewish or Christian usage, and of the twenty-six occurrences in Luke-Acts, the 

majority refer to the ‘prescriptive,’ and a few to the ‘predictive,’ function of the law. 

The connection of Moses to the law is typical of Luke. Unique to Luke in the NT are 

the curious uses of the concept ‘custom’ in connection with the law, as discussed 

above.  

The Council of Jerusalem narrates a debate between the supporters of a 

‘rigorist Judean-Christianity’
833

 and the Antiochene delegation led by Paul, which 

questions the validity of the law of Moses in the life of the Christian community, 

more particularly the Gentile Christians. The debate also touches on the soteriological 

status of the Torah, as the real question behind the debate is whether it is necessary to 

follow the law of Moses in order to be saved. The interventions of the participants 

respond to this question. These interventions will be examined after a brief 

examination of the issue of Pharisaic halakah. 

 

7.4.2.5 Pharisaic halakah, or the halakic status of Gentile believers 

David Rudolph has argued that Luke portrays Pharisaic halakah, and not the entire 

law of Moses, as a heavy burden. For Rudolph, Acts 15 ‘relates that Jesus-believing 

Pharisees opposed Paul’s stance that Jesus-believing Gentiles were exempt from 

circumcision.’
834

 This view was the source of no small dissension and debate and led 

to Peter’s comment that the law was a yoke which neither we nor our fathers could 

bear. For Rudolph, this was not a reference to the whole law: 
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While most commentators interpret Peter’s ‘under the yoke’ language as a 

reference to being ‘under the yoke of Mosaic law’, the Luke-Acts context gives 

weight to the argument that Peter was referring to the historic imposition of 

Pharisaic interpretation of the law (not Mosaic law in general) on the Jewish 

populace. I contend that he is speaking of being ‘under the yoke of Pharisaic 

halakhah’.
835

 

Rudolph offers three arguments in support of his thesis: 

1. The assumption through Acts 15 is that Jesus-believing Jews would continue 

to observe Mosaic law. If this were not the case, how could it be made 

obligatory for Gentiles. It appears that such a thought did not even occur.
836

  

2. Luke disparages a narrow interpretation of the law. In Luke 11.37-45, Jesus is 

depicted as saying ‘woe also to lawyers (Nomikos) for you load the people 

with burdens hard to bear’ (11.46). ‘Luke 11:46 and Acts 15:10 were written 

by the same author and occur in contexts in which Luke focuses on onerous 

burdens imposed by the Pharisees.’
837

 

3. Torah observance is positively portrayed throughout Luke-Acts (Luke 1.6; 

2.21-39; Acts 22.12). 

For Rudolph, ‘Acts 15:10 does not refer to the general application of Mosaic Law 

(the normative way of life to first century Jews) but to Pharisaic halakhah.’
838

 This 

verse provides evidence that Pharisees were viewed by some early Jesus believers as 

Jews who were ‘under the yoke’ of a particularly strict interpretation of the law. 

Peter’s words might be interpreted as follows: ‘If we mainstream Jews do not want to 

keep strict Pharisaic interpretation and expressions of the law, why should we impose 

Pharisaic halakah on the Gentiles? We are not saved by strict law observance but by 

grace.’ Peter is not rejecting Torah observance per se, but Torah observance as 
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defined by Pharisaic halakah for the purpose of eschatological blessing.
839

 Mbachu 

Hilary, who Rudolph cites in support of his argument, states:  

as a simple Galilean Jew who observes the law of cleanliness (Ac 10.14) and can 

under divine guidance readily fraternize with the Gentiles (Ac 10.28; Ga 2.11-14), 

Peter and those like him may find the details of the Pharisaic legal tradition too 

burdensome to observe.
840

 

There is some merit in Rudolph’s argument. Certainly it is clear from the text that, 

despite the fact that Peter considers it a ‘yoke,’
841

 the law remains in place for Jewish 

Christians. I would question however whether this means that it is a specific piece of 

halakah, or perhaps better specific halakoth, which those from the Pharisees are trying 

to impose on Christians. If that were the case, why does Luke not say so explicitly? 

Those who come from Judea and the Pharisees argue that ‘circumcision’ and the 

‘customs of Moses’ are necessary for salvation. Circumcision is foundational to the 

law, not a Pharisaic addition. While the discussion in Jerusalem was halakic and in a 

formal setting, there is no specific evidence that is was Pharisaic halakah only under 

consideration. The verdicts as delivered by Peter and James support this, as they do 

not single out the Pharisees (who are largely treated positively in Acts – see Acts 

5.34; 23.6; 26.5) in their speeches. Nor do the stipulations of the Apostolic Decree 

argue specifically against Pharisaic halakot. 

The next section examines the arguments which Luke records as having been put 

forward at the Council. While it can be argued that these arguments were halakic, they 

do not specifically reference the Pharisees or Pharisaic halakah.  
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7.4.3 Resolving the Debate 

The dispute at the Council is resolved by three speeches, which together represent a 

single persuasive interpretation of God’s purpose. Luke records the interventions of 

Peter (Acts 15.7-11) and James (Luke 15.13-21), while noting that Paul and Barnabas 

‘told of all the signs and wonders that God had done through them among the 

Gentiles’ (Acts 15.12). It is likely that they did not need to present a theological case 

as Peter and James could and did do just that.
842

 It would however be unfair to 

expunge the roles of Paul and Barnabas from the record. Juel’s assertion that the 

decision of the Council had nothing to do with Paul’s testimony
843

 is overly harsh; 

while the input of Peter and James may have carried more weight in Jerusalem, it was 

Paul whose experience and mission to the Gentiles both provoked and informed the 

decision of the Council. However, it is the words of Peter and James which Luke 

records and which provide the focus for this section. They approach the question from 

different angles: Peter offers a theological argument for the inclusion of Gentiles in 

part on the basis of his personal experience, while James offers a theological 

argument based on another source of authority – Scripture.
844

 The two approaches 

may hint at a tension as to the validity of direct inspiration in deciding how early 

Christians behaved.
845

 Yet, experience and exegesis need not be mutually exclusive 

modes of revelation, providing the former does not put forward a view difficult to 

justify by means of the latter.  

When Peter or Paul claimed they were justified in their actions with regard to 

the Gentile mission, either in whole or in part on the basis of revelation, it 

became well-nigh impossible to resist the question of the validity of that 
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claim, not least as far as Paul was concerned, whose claim to apostolic 

authority was far less secure than that of Peter.
846

  

In James’s speech, the justification is rooted in proof from Scripture; this marks a 

change from the visionary and supernatural proof which runs through Acts 10-11, and 

the appeal to experience repeated in Peter’s speech in Acts 15.7. 

 

7.4.3.1 Peter’s speech (Acts 15.7-11) 

Peter stands to speak in an atmosphere of possible hostility,
847

 Luke having recounted 

that there was ‘much debate’; the occurrence of zh/thsiv at this juncture indicates this 

was a debate on legal matters, specifically, the vital issue of whether the law of Moses 

was necessary for salvation. According to Luke, the proceedings of the Jerusalem 

Council confirm that the believing Gentiles have been granted salvation apart from 

the law. Peter’s speech establishes this in four ways. He underscores the divine 

initiative in bringing Gentiles to faith (15.7); the divine witness to their full 

acceptance by their reception of the Spirit (15.8, 9); the description of the law as a 

‘yoke’ which neither the ancestors nor the present generation were able to bear 

(15.10);
848

 and grace, Peter concludes that both Jewish and Gentile Christians will be 

saved by faith through the grace of the Lord Jesus (15.11). 
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In Acts 15.7-9, Peter places God as the central actor in calling Gentiles to 

salvation: God chose; God testified; God did not discriminate. He then applies the 

actions of God to the present situation in Acts 15.9-11. The essential point of Peter’s 

argument is that God who ‘knows hearts’ has given his verdict in favour of Gentiles 

‘in giving the Holy Spirit as to us’. Peter reiterates a point he has made no less than 

three times in the Cornelius narrative (10.47; 11.15, 17). He has learned that God no 

longer required the separation of Jews and Gentiles and brings this experience, which 

came as the result of a vision, to the Council. Peter is qualified because of the 

revelation to him at Cornelius’s house.
849

 He can testify to the fact that God has given 

God’s Holy Spirit to Gentiles who believed, and that no attempt should be made to 

add requirements such as circumcision to them.  

The gift of the Holy Spirit is a key element in Peter’s testimony. By giving his 

Holy Spirit to the uncircumcised, God removes any requirement of circumcision. The 

inference is that the Holy Spirit trumps the need for circumcision.
850

 This does not 

mean that the time of circumcision is over, as, shortly after the conclusion of the 

Council, Paul circumcises Timothy (Acts 16.4), meaning that, while circumcision is 

not to be imposed on Gentiles, the rules still apply to Jewish Christians. Peter has 

learned through revelation and the bestowing of the gift of the Spirit to Cornelius and 

his household that reception of the Spirit and Baptism, given to Gentile believers in 

Jesus, has cleansed them from moral impurity (Acts 15.8-9). They require neither 

circumcision, nor to follow the law of Moses.
851

 In Acts 11.17, it was the gift of the 
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spirit to Gentiles which settled the matter, and rendered circumcision irrelevant.
852

 

Peter’s vision in Acts 10, mediated by the Spirit, is sufficient to convince only him: 

the subordinate role which is assigned to him in the narrative prevents him from 

taking the larger function which Luke reserves for the Spirit. 

Peter describes the law as a ‘yoke’ which has been too much to bear, thus 

denying that the law is necessary in order to be saved. This is not a call for Jews to 

abandon the law. Luke expects continuing commitment on their part, confirmed in the 

assertions to this effect about Jewish Christians, including Paul, in the rest of Acts (for 

example, Acts 21.24). Luke allows two groups in the church: Jews who remain Torah-

observant, but are freed to mix with Gentiles because God has declared them clean 

and are not obligated to insist on their circumcision.
853

 The Apostolic Decree will go 

some way to regulating this mingling. Salvation does not come from the law, but 

grace, as Peter asserts in Acts 15.12. 

Peter’s interpretation of the Cornelius episode considerably strengthens the 

emphasis on faith. His statement that the Gentiles are cleansed by faith is something 

new and his conclusion that salvation for both Jews and Gentiles comes through grace 

and faith, not through the law (by implication), expresses the matter with a particular 

sharpness and clarity.
854

 It is this statement which causes the great debate to dissolve 

into silence (Acts 15.12). The preoccupation of the Gentile believer could have been 

shifted from the ‘grace of the Lord Jesus’ to the law, but Peter argues that this burden 

would be unfair. The source of justification is no longer the law, but grace, whose 

source is the Lord Jesus.
855

 The thrust of the main clause in Acts 15.11 is that Jewish 
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believers are saved by grace. The adversative a)lla/ sets salvation through grace apart 

from the ‘yoke’ of the law. One would have expected the statement to be framed with 

an emphasis on Gentile salvation. According to Luke, the dynamics of evangelistic 

success force the believing community to face the insights which are inherent to the 

Cornelius episode.
856 The controversy settled at Jerusalem involves the question of 

whether or not believing Gentiles can be saved as Gentiles, without fulfilling the 

demands of the Mosaic law. For Peter, this is certainly the case, as it is grace, not law, 

which leads to being saved.  

Peter addresses the Council speaking out of his experience at the house of 

Cornelius. While his experience grew out of a vision, he focuses on the actions of 

God, who sent Peter to the Gentiles and gave them the Holy Spirit. As God did all 

these things, what right could humans have to place the yoke of Torah observance 

upon the necks of Gentiles? The law is not necessary for salvation, which comes 

through the grace of the Lord Jesus. With regard to the question as to whether 

circumcision and keeping of the law of Moses were necessary for salvation, the 

answer is emphatically no. Peter’s words are met by silence, signifying the assent of 

those present.
857

 Into this silence, Paul and Barnabas recount all of the signs and 

wonders God worked through them among the Gentiles, before James addresses the 

community. 

 

7.4.3.2 James’s speech (Acts 15.41-21) 

James is the last voice to be heard at the Council, indicating the authority of the 

Council is not due to its apostolicity; rather, according to Luke, it stems from James, 
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the adherent of the law par excellence.
858

 James’s speech can be subdivided into four 

sections: a summary of Peter’s address; scriptural support for the inclusion of Gentiles 

in the people of God; what is required of Gentiles (the Apostolic Decree); a closing 

comment, with reference to the synagogue. To Peter and Paul, James adds a scriptural 

proof that it was as Gentiles that Gentiles were to be included in the messianic people 

of God, and in the Apostolic Decree he outlines the relationship of Gentile Christians 

to the law. In so doing, James addresses a critical issue of the Council – the 

boundaries of the messianic people of God.
859

 This section will argue that James adds 

a scriptural proof to resolve a matter of Jewish law, before regulating the relationship 

of Gentiles to that law in the Apostolic Decree. 

James’s speech takes as its starting point the precedent provided by Peter, and 

uses Scripture to build it to a basic principle. The Cornelius episode has marked a new 

stage in God’s dealings with humankind, in particular Gentiles, and James will argue 

that the restoration of Israel would incorporate Gentiles.
860

 He states directly that God 

has taken a people for his name from among the Gentiles, and that the words of the 

Prophets agree (sumfwne/w) with this (Acts 15.14-15); James speaks of the Prophets 

and Peter as if they were two people who were actually in agreement on a matter; this 

is a unique use of sumfwne/w in the NT.
861

 For the Lukan James, this indicates that 

the Scriptures foretold that God would choose a people from the Gentiles, which fits 

with Peter’s assertion that God was in control of events (Acts 15.7-10). In making this 

argument, James asserts that the prophets, when they predicted that Gentiles would 

join the eschatological people of God, also made clear that they will do so as 
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Gentiles.
862

 ‘To take a people in his name’ does not mean that all who believe become 

part of Israel, rather, it means that in addition to Israel, God has established a people 

in his name.
863

 This hints at separate roles for Jewish and Gentile Christians, so 

Jewish Christians continue to follow Torah, while Gentile Christians are free from the 

law.  

Scot McKnight offers an alternative perspective, arguing that the inference of 

James’s intervention in Acts is that he sees in Jesus’s ministry the beginnings of a 

reversal of fortunes for Israel and that Israel, as a nation, is being restored. Thus, the 

Judaism that the Lukan James leads is ‘primarily, if not totally, an expression of a 

restored Israel and not a separate religion’.
864

 Consequently, Gentile conversion 

means inclusion in Israel. According to McKnight, what the beliefs of Gentiles 

achieve is not the redefinition of Scripture (as in Paul’s thought), but the restoration of 

the house of David. The use of lao\v and not e)/qnh in reference to these Gentile 

converts is significant, as it indicates that the Gentiles thus become part of the people 

of God – that is, Israel. However, this choice of vocabulary would be significant 

according to either argument, as it indicates membership of the people of God, which, 

while one people, could have two strands – Jewish Christians and Gentile Christians. 

The scriptural passage with which James supports this position is Amos 9.11-

12 LXX. There are a number of points which merit further attention in this citation. 

While the verses from Amos form the centre of the citation, the first and last words 

come from elsewhere in the Prophets. Secondly, it is Amos LXX and not the MT 

which is the source of the citation, as the two texts differ in a significant manner. 
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Thirdly, there is a possible connection between the scriptural citation and the 

Apostolic Decree which follows.  

Amos 9.11-12 is widely held to be the source of the citation in Acts 15.16-18. 

Yet the text in Acts includes references to other texts, a conflation which can be seen 

elsewhere in the NT, as well as at Qumran.
865

 The opening words (meta\ tauta 

a)nastre/yw) and closing words (gnwsta\ a)p’ ai)w=nov), which are not found in 

Amos 9.11-12, frame the text with allusions to other texts which have been 

interpreted in close relationship to it (Hos 3.5; Jer 12.15; Isa 45.21). The inclusion of 

the ‘additional’ text elements suggests that James may be alluding to related texts 

which refer to the building of the eschatological Temple (Hos 3.4-5; Jer 12.15-16), 

and the conversion of the nations (Jer 12.15-16; Zech 8.22; Isa 45.20-23) in the 

messianic age.
866

 In so doing, James emphasises that Gentile converts are included in 

the eschatological people of God in the messianic age. 

In Acts 15.15, the Lukan James has replaced ‘that day’ with meta\ tau=ta,
867

 

he may in so doing have recalled Jer 12.15 (‘And after I have plucked them up, I will 

again have compassion on them, and I will bring them again to their heritage and to 

their land, every one of them’). One simple effect of this was to simplify and 

abbreviate Amos’s cumbersome sentence. Additionally, James introduces the verb 

a)norqw/sw (possibly reflecting 2 Kgdms 7.13, 16, 26; 1 Chr 17.12, 12, 24; 22.10);
868

 

and omits Amos’s reference to the days of old (Mlw( ymyk/ai9 h(me/rai tou= ai0w~nov), 
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which indicates that Acts is concerned with something new, not a renewal of the past, 

even if it was foretold. In Acts 15.17, 18: to\n ku/rion is added as the object for 

e)kzhth/swsin; James omits o( qeo\v, probably because he understands ku/riov to refer 

to the Christ. The scriptural proof that James selects is essentially Amos 9.11-12, with 

the opening phrase alluding to Jer 12.15, and the closing words indicating a 

dependence on Isa 45.21.
869

 These additions, or secondary allusions, are 

understandable: the Jeremiah passage envisages a restoration of Israel’s hostile 

neighbours and integration with God’s people, while the Isaiah passage is part of a 

famous denunciation of false gods. In the context of the Council, specifically the 

inclusion of Gentiles among the Christian community, who view themselves as the 

people of God, there is a divine command to seek out the remnant of humanity and 

the nations who are called in the name of the Lord. James uses this citation as 

scriptural proof that the inclusion of Gentiles into the people of God is supported by 

and even demanded by Scripture. What Peter has recounted is in accordance with the 

words of the Prophets. 

The use of Scripture in Acts does not always pay attention to the context, still 

less the original meaning and context of the passage cited.
870

 James’s text is based on 

the LXX, not the MT, which differs in several respects. Chiefly, tyr)#-t) w#ryy 

Mwd) is rendered by e)kzhte/w oi9 kata/loipoi tw~n a)nqrw/pwn. This is a unique 

rendering of #ry in the LXX and is a departure from the sense in Hebrew. In the 

LXX, e)kzhte/w most frequently renders #rd (73x). The MT reads: ‘That they may 

possess (w#ryy) the remnant of Edom and all nations who are called by my name says 
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the Lord who does this’. Instead of t) they read hwhy. Remnant of Edom (tyr)# 

Mwd)) becomes remnant of humankind (Md) tyr)#). The difference between the 

two Hebrew words is only the first letter. Timothy McLay raises the possibility that 

the translator read #qb, which is rendered by e)kzhte/w 29x, but that would require 

the translator to confuse two consonants, and is an unnecessarily complicated 

reading.
871

 In the LXX, the meaning of the verse is almost reversed. The writer of 

Acts capitalised on this and reinterpreted it in the light of the Christ event – which 

accounts for the addition of ‘the Lord’, and for the omission of ‘in the days of old’. 

The importance of the citation from Amos centres on how it supports James’s 

argument. While other texts in the Prophets could be interpreted to mean that Gentiles 

must become Jews first (and as a consequence be circumcised and follow the law, for 

example, Isa 19.25; Zech 2.11), Amos states that the nations – as nations – belong to 

God. There is no requirement of circumcision to be called by God’s name. Thus, 

‘James concludes that Scripture confirms Peter’s experience that the Gentiles should 

not have to become Jews in order to become Christians.’
872

 Although James’s speech 

revises both the Septuagint and the original Hebrew, its intent is clear: to demonstrate 

that Amos had already foreshadowed how God would incorporate the Gentiles into 

Israel, and that ‘we should not trouble those Gentiles who are turning to God’ (Acts 

15.19).  

James concludes that Moses has been preached in the synagogue and read on 

the Sabbath for generations (Acts 15.21). James (and the Jewish Christians he 

represents) finds in Torah the answers to life’s complex problems, including specific 

problems about which laws Gentiles have to follow in order to be part of the Christian 
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community.
873

 This exegesis would be familiar to those who attend the synagogue 

regularly.
874

 James insists on the integrity of Scripture and sees Israel as an 

eschatological community living out of the vision of Jesus, but remaining fully 

committed to following Torah. In accepting the interventions of Peter (and Paul and 

Barnabas), James accepts that the way of salvation is open to Gentiles, and indeed that 

their salvation is supported by Scripture. While Jewish and Gentile Christians may 

follow different paths, he does not impose circumcision and the law of Moses upon 

Gentiles, but accepts that they are free to become members of the community without 

accepting the law; they need simply to follow four stipulations. Therefore, it is quite 

incorrect to state that Gentiles are being subsumed into the community as Jews. 

In Acts 15.21, preaching Moses is contrasted with preaching Jesus (Acts 8.5, 

Philip proclaims Christ to the Samaritans; 9.20, Paul preached Christ in the 

synagogue; 10.42, Peter preaches Christ to the household of Cornelius). The element 

of discontinuity in Acts 15.19-21, which undergirds James’s judgment, is the contrast 

between the ancient reading of Moses in the synagogue and the recent numbers of the 

Gentiles who have turned to God (15.19). According to Luke, the law is not the 

authorisation for the Decree, rather it is the Holy Spirit and the Council (15.28). 

Consequently, Seifrid argues that nothing in the context of Acts 15 requires that the 

Decree be understood as a direct obligation to the law, and there is a good deal to 

suggest that it is not to be so understood.
875

 However, a better reading of Acts 15.21 is 

that in concluding his address, James wishes once more to underline the heritage into 

which the Christian community is born, that of Moses and the ongoing interpretation 

of Torah which has taken place from ancient generations every Sabbath. It is a call to 
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recognise the importance of the law for Jews and Jewish Christians, but not a 

justification for imposing some of its requirements on Gentiles. The activity of the 

synagogue will continue under the guidance of the Spirit (who may be the one who 

guides James’s interpretation of the Scriptures). 

 

7.4.4 Conclusion: Gentiles Incorporated into the People of God 

The conclusion of the Council is that the Gentiles can seek and find God by turning in 

repentance from their identity and believing in the resurrected Jesus. The decision 

concerning the freedom of Gentiles did not affect the traditions of the Jewish people; 

opening the door to Gentiles does not close it to Jews, as the stipulations of the 

Decree outline. While Jervell argues that the decision is not an outpouring of the 

Spirit,
876

 in the Lukan narrative there is little doubt that the debate took place under 

the guidance of the Spirit: ‘it seemed good to the Holy Spirit and to us’ (Acts 15.28). 

Moreover, the intervention of Peter is grounded in his divine vision at Joppa (see Acts 

11.6-10), and God’s gift of the Holy Spirit to Gentiles. That said, the decision of the 

Council is grounded in legal and scriptural interpretation; the zh/thsiv is a legal 

debate and its resolution is grounded in the texts of Judaism. The legal judgement is 

laid out in the Decree, which will now be discussed in more detail. 

 

7.5 What is required of Gentiles? (The Apostolic Decree) 

The Apostolic Decree outlines four stipulations for Gentiles, who James has 

concluded should not be troubled if they are turning to God. There are three versions 
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of the Decree in Acts (15.20, 29 and Acts 21.25), which are similar but with slight 

amendments. The Decree’s stipulations regulate the Gentile’s relationship with Torah. 

An examination of the contents and context of the Decree leads to the conclusion that 

it does not represent a direct obligation to follow all of the Torah. The stress of the 

narrative in Acts 15 is undoubtedly on the freedom which has been maintained for 

Gentile believers. This section will examine the purpose of the Decree, and explain 

how the conclusions and audience are more important than speculation as to its 

sources. 

 

7.5.1 Purpose of the Apostolic Decree 

The Apostolic Decree, and its purpose, has caused some debate among scholars, and 

no consensus has been reached. The purpose may be found in the reasons for the 

calling of the Council of Jerusalem: Those who came from Jerusalem claiming that 

Gentiles must be circumcised in order to be saved. Having established that this was 

not the case, James states that they must simply abide by four requirements, possibly 

meaning that these stipulations were necessary for salvation. Alternatively, the Decree 

could serve to regulate external and not internal relations, as one consequence of the 

Council was to define the group in distinction with the rest of society.
877

 Another 

potential consequence of the Decree could be to keep Christianity aligned with 

Judaism. When Paul is arguing before the Roman officials, he does so as a Jew, 

meaning Christianity would be defined in distinction with pagan cults. Finally, the 

Decree could serve to keep both Jewish and Gentile Christians together as two strands 
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in the one community, enabling them to worship together and enjoy table fellowship. 

These various possibilities will be examined. In seeking to determine the purpose of 

the Apostolic Decree, the context provides the key evidence. 

The motivation behind the rules is not separation. According to Chilton, James 

links the stipulations to the fact that Mosaic purity regulation is well and widely 

known, citing Acts 15.21 ‘being in the synagogues every Sabbath’ in support.
878

 The 

rules set out by James are designed to separate believing Gentiles from their ambient 

environment. The consequence would be that Gentile Christians refrain from pagan 

feasts in benefit of the gods and food sacrificed to idols, and that they might observe 

stricter than usual limits on sexual activity.
879

 The strictures of the Apostolic Decree 

are consistent with James’s initial observation that God had taken a people from the 

Gentiles (Acts 15.14).  Chilton finds further support for this claim in Leviticus, 

arguing that the command to love, and the imperative to remain pure are inextricably 

linked in Torah, being located in the same chapter of Lev – 19.18 see 19.20, 29.
880

 

This argument is dependent on Leviticus being established as the source of the 

Decree, which is not proven, being at best one source of the Decree. Nonetheless, 

there is merit in this argument, not least the idea that it aims to set Christians apart, a 

people called in the name of the Lord (Acts 15.14). 

The Decree neither imposes Torah, nor rejects it; it attempts to preserve the 

ethnic distinctions of Judaism.
881

 Yet, it would be a mistake to focus solely on table 

fellowship as the reasoning for the Decree and ignore its possible application to the 

law. William Loader has argued that the Apostolic Decree appears to be understood as 
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guaranteeing that Gentiles are as law-observant as the law demands them to be, but 

they are not free from the law.
882

 Loader’s conclusion takes the position too far; rather 

Gentile Christians are declared free from the law by James but expected to follow the 

four stipulations of the Decree. While it is neessary to maintain good community 

regulations, an important aspect of the Decree is that Gentile Christians need to 

recognise the validity of the law, and the Decree is the means of regulating this. 

For Barrett, the four requirements are a combination of the moral and the 

ceremonial, the compromise probably coming as a result of years of controversy. He 

views the Decree as a practical rather than a theological compromise, which, while it 

was set up to contain the conditions of salvation, has the practical effect of peace 

within the burgeoning church as well as making it possible to share a common meal. 

The Decree is therefore ‘Judaism reduced to an absolute minimum so as to impose as 

little strain as possible on Gentiles’.
883

 Put in another way, the Gentiles were to be 

treated as set out in the law, no more, no less.
884

 Yet this argument cannot be 

sustained if all Gentiles had to do was to follow the four stipulations. There is no 

requirement to refrain from stealing, for example. James Dunn proposes that all that 

was required of Gentiles was to adopt sufficient basic laws to enable Jewish and 

Gentile believers to associate together in worship and in table fellowship.
885

 Gentiles 

are not required to become or to live like Jews. Taking a slightly different approach, 

Bernheim states that table fellowship could be an (almost unintended) consequence of 

the Decree, without being its primary reason. While within the land of Israel ritual 

purity laws were designed to keep Israel pure, the stipulations in the Decree would 
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have the effect of avoiding offence to the Lord.
886

 While table fellowship
887

 is often 

proposed as a possibile reason for the Decree, the proposal of worship also has merit, 

particularly considering that in the very next verse James underlines that Moses is 

preached each Sunday in the synagogue. Moreover, pagan temple services would 

have incorporated elements of the four things forbidden by the Decree. 

In conclusion, bearing in mind that the Council was called in order to ascertain 

what precisely Gentile relationship with the law would be, it is logical that the Decree 

which concludes the Council would respond to this question. In response to the initial 

question, Peter declares that Gentiles should not be burdened with the law (Acts 15.7-

11), a view upheld by James, who stated that God has taken a people for his name 

from the Gentiles (Acts 15.14). The Apostolic Decree therefore regulates the Gentile 

relationship to the law, specifically the ritual requirements therein, which allow 

Gentile Christians to seek the Lord and be called by his name (Acts 15.17). In so 

doing, they will be able to live together and share meals with Jewish Christians as a 

unified Christian community. Moreover, and perhaps more importantly, they are 

enabled to worship the Lord together. The next step is to examine the potential 

sources of the Decree. 

 

7.5.2 Sources of the Apostolic Decree 

The sources of the Apostolic Decree are difficult to determine precisely and have as a 

result been the focus of much debate, comment, and speculation. There are certainly 

echoes of both the Noachide commandments and the laws which apply to the resident 
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alien from Lev 17-18, although these do not incorporate the prohibitions of the Decree 

fully. Neither do rabbinic texts provide precise parallels. In fact, there is no known 

Jewish parallel to the four stipulations and no evidence in any of the proposed sources 

that God-fearers were required to keep them. This has led to speculation that the 

Decree may refer to pagan festivals, with the four stipulations referring to elements 

that take place in pagan temples. 

It is unlikely that the Decree is directly connected to Lev 17-18, the Noachide 

commandments, or the ger tosheb (a Gentile who is not a proselyte). The most serious 

difficulty in connecting the Decree with Lev 17-18 is that the term prosh/lutov had 

undergone a shift in meaning, which is manifest even in the LXX translation. By the 

first century, prosh/lutov, by which the foreigner is designated in Lev 17-18 LXX, 

would be understood to refer to a full proselyte, not to a sojourner within Israel.
888

  

Wilson also notes the connection of pnikto/v with Lev. 17-18 is ‘by any reckoning 

extremely obscure’.
889

 There is no evidence that any groups or text in first-century 

Judaism made Lev 17-18 a part of its requirements for either proselytes or 

godfearers.
890

 If the Decree is understood to refer to the Mosaic law, then Gentiles 

would be free to steal, rob, and lie! This point stands out even more sharply when the 

Decree is compared with the Noachide commandments, since the Decree allegedly 

performs the same function as the latter. The Noachide prohibitions include 

bloodshed, robbery and idolatry.
891

  

While it is necessary and illuminating to examine the possible sources of the 

Decree, the conclusions and audience of the Apostolic Decree are of greater import. 
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Luke is known to choose from many sources in his composition, and this is no less the 

case with regard to the Apostolic Decree, which borrows from more than one 

potential source. These sources are mainly Jewish, and the purpose of the stipulations 

is that Jews and Gentiles may coexist within the one Christian community. Its 

stipulations are directed at communities containing both Jewish and Gentile 

Christians. The origin of the list is not the be all and end all; it reflects an ethos 

instead of being the invocation of a specific text.
892

 Elements of the Decree are found 

in part in many Jewish sources and the Lukan James chooses these to illustrate his 

point. It is not an appeal to Noachic commandments from Gen 9.3-4, where meat is 

not mentioned.
893

 Lev 17-18 cannot explain all the sources, and while the list deals 

with more than table fellowship, it is present as a concern.
894

 Rather, the issue is the 

burden of adding the law to the Gentiles, an idea already excluded by the Council, 

notably in Peter’s intervention. The primary focus is therefore more the avoidance of 

giving offence by one’s actions.
895

 It encourages an atmosphere of mutual respect. 

James’s reference to the fact that Moses is read each week in the synagogue in Acts 

15.21 indicates the need for sensitivity, asserting that Gentiles continue to respect 

Jewish concerns, as Jewish Christians are encouraged to accept the Gentiles without 

circumcision. 

Luke is deeply concerned with unity in the fellowship of believers (Acts 1.14; 

2.46; 4.24; 5.12; 15.25). It is in this mood that the Decree is framed (Acts 15.25) and 

that on a later visit to Jerusalem Paul submits to James’s request to take a vow (21.20-

24). At some points in the narrative, an apologetic concern explicitly lies behind 

keeping the law (e.g. 25.8; 28.17); in others it is at least implicit (e.g. 22.12).  At 
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James’s recommendation, it was decided that Gentile converts to the faith should 

refrain from certain practices, while at the same time Jews would retain their own 

customs and laws. This conclusion is meant not to unduly trouble those who wish to 

turn to God (Acts 15.19), while at the same time respecting those who continue to 

adhere to the law of Moses. Terrance Callan argues that the Decree has been written 

with God-fearers specifically in view.
896

 The Apostolic Decree specifies minimal 

requirements for Gentiles who wish to associate themselves with Judaism without 

fully converting to Judaism.
897

 In Acts 10.35, Peter says that everyone who fears God 

and does what is right is acceptable to God. This seems to require less of Gentile 

Christians than the Apostolic Decree, but if Luke presupposes that to be a God-fearer 

is to keep the laws summarised in the Apostolic Decree, any tension disappears.
898

 

These requirements do not need to be mentioned as Cornelius was already keeping 

them. The argument fails when one considers those who convert without being God-

fearers. This seems to be a weakness in this particular conclusion of Callan, especially 

as the converts in Antioch (13.48) and Iconium (14.2) were designated Gentiles 

(e1qnov), and not God-fearers (see, for example Acts 13.16, 26). 

On either interpretation, the Apostolic Decree has a striking ecclesiological 

significance. The Decree implies that Gentile Christians are incorporated into Israel in 

some way, either as converts or as a group associated with Israel without full 

conversion, supporting the conclusions of the Council. This indicates that, for Luke, 

the core of the Christian community is that part of the Jewish people which has 

accepted Jesus as the Messiah sent by God. Gentile Christians are associated with this 

restored Israel and are dependent on its existence in order to be part of the Christian 
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community. This is certainly the implication of the citation from Amos 9.11-12, and 

how the Decree is linked to James’s earlier indication that Gentiles were welcome to 

be included without the necessity to follow the law of Moses. By this understanding, 

the Decree regulates the Gentile Christian’s inclusion in the people of the Lord’s 

name (Acts 15.14). 

 

7.6 Conclusions: A zh/thsiv solved by divine revelation and Scripture 

The debate (zh/thsiv) which forms the focus of the Council of Jerusalem, whether 

Gentile Christians must be circumcised and bound by the law of Moses, is resolved by 

appeal to divine revelation and Scripture. It marks a turning point in Acts; the 

narrative leaves Jerusalem, and the effect of the Apostolic Council is to universalise 

and make permanent the principle inherent in the conversion of Cornelius. Acts 15 

finalises the manner in which Gentiles are to enter and remain within the fellowship 

of believers. The question explicitly raised in the text is that of the requirements for 

salvation. However, the issue of the basic nature and identity of the believing 

community is also at stake. Ultimately, the decision of the Council recognises 

Gentiles as full heirs of salvation and members of the people of God, apart from the 

Mosaic law. This recognition defines the position of the believing community vis-à-

vis the law and Judaism. Jewish believers are free to practice faith as they have been, 

under the law, while Gentiles are not required to come under the law. Salvation is not 

exclusive to either of these practices or approaches. 

Chapter 15 marks the last acts of Peter and the Apostles. From here the 

narrative of Acts focuses on Paul, the Gentile churches, and the movement that will 
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take Paul to Rome.
899

 The decision of the Council made no difference to the Jewish 

Christians’ observance of the Torah, which was taken for granted. The zh/thsiv, a 

legal debate on Gentile’s relationship to the law of Moses, was however resolved; 

Gentiles were free to become Christians without being troubled by circumcision or 

having to adhere to all the precepts of the law of Moses, a Council decision which 

was resolved from Peter’s experience including a divine vision, and James’s 

interpretation of Scripture, and was ratified by the Spirit (Acts 15.28).  

By focusing on Luke’s use of zh/thsiv in Acts 15, it is possible to see how 

Luke frames this as a legal debate, in line with the other occurrences of zh/thsiv and 

zh/thma in Acts. An examination of the other occurrences of these terms in Acts has 

demonstrated that they are used to refer to matters of Jewish law. The central issue 

was not the validity of the Gentile mission, which had already received approval 

following the conversion of the household of Cornelius, but whether the Gentiles had 

to be circumcised and follow the law of Moses in order to be saved. This explains 

Luke’s choice of zh/thsiv to describe the debate. As a matter of Jewish law, the 

answers to the question (zh/thma) are found in divine revelation and Scripture. Peter 

gives a theological response based on his personal experience of the vision he saw in 

Joppa (Acts 11.6-10). In his speech at the Council, Peter focuses on the divine 

initiative in including the Gentiles in the people of God, by giving them the Holy 

Spirit, and that both Jewish and Gentile Christians will be saved by grace (Acts 

15.11). The role of God is primary. James supports Peter’s intervention, adding a 

scriptural proof in order to resolve a matter of Jewish law. His scriptural support, 

while principally from the book of Amos, includes allusions to other texts, showing 

evidence of an exegetical history. The boundaries of the people of God are regulated 
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by their relationship to the law of Moses. The Apostolic Decree regulates the 

Gentiles’ relationship to the law, and their inclusion in a people of the Lord’s name. 

By following the ritual regulations outlined in the Decree, which allows Gentiles to 

seek the Lord, Gentile Christians will be able to live together with Jewish Christians, 

sharing meals, and worshipping together. An analysis of the use of zh/thsiv in Acts 

allows the Council to be viewed as a legal debate, and the Apostolic Decree as 

regulating Gentile Christians’ relationship with the law of Moses. 

Within the wider context of this dissertation, it is noteworthy that this legal 

debate is described by the word zh/thsiv. As demonstrated in this chapter, when Luke 

uses zh/thsiv, discussion falls on matters of Jewish law. The debate at the Council is 

resolved by appeal to divine revelation and Scripture, which are acceptable means of 

reaching new legal decisions. Although zh/thsiv refers to legal debate, this would not 

fall under the legal-instructional model of midrash which Mandel proposes is the 

sense of the word that would be most applicable to the use of #rd and #rdm within 

Judaism at the turn of the era.
900

 While a legal matter is being discussed, the 

resolution comes from divine revelation and interpretation of Scripture, and, 

furthermore, it is the very debate on these matters which is described by zh/thsiv, not 

the teaching of the laws to an audience. Thus, the Council of Jerusalem provides 

evidence of a NT passage which discusses a matter of Jewish law, even if the content 

is particularly Christian, specifically, whether Gentile Christians can be saved without 

fully adhering to the Mosaic law, and, that being the case, outlines how their 

relationship to the law is regulated. 
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In summation, in Acts Luke uses some of the terms which are related to the 

content of this dissertation in a variety of ways, generally combining Jewish and 

Greek usage. The base term, zhte/w, carries the sense of ‘to search’ as was seen in the 

Tanak, but also elements of the characteristic Greek meaning, as seen in Acts 17.27 

especially. The cognate term suzhte/w is used by Luke with the sense of legal or 

scriptural interpretation, with its use in Acts 9.29 in the synagogue setting and Acts 

28.29 about a discussion on Isa 6.9-10 having scriptural interpretation in view. Of 

particular interest is the term zh/thsiv, which Luke uses in Acts with the sense of 

debate on matters of Jewish law. Thus, Luke’s choice of zh/thsiv to describe the 

debate at the Council makes this a debate on a matter of Jewish law. While Jewish 

law is founded on the text of Torah, it is not the case that particular verses of Torah 

form the basis for the discussion. (It does not for example mean a legal debate focused 

on biblical verses related to circumcision.) Thus, the best translation for zh/thsiv in 

the passage is ‘debate’ or ‘discussion’. While there are similarities to the usage of 

zh/thsiv in the Hellenistic world, Luke has adapted the term to his own purpose. In 

Acts 15, zh/thsiv relates to a matter of Jewish law. The Council is however steeped in 

Scripture, notably in the response of James to the question, which includes a scriptural 

citation which demonstrates an exegetical history, with Amos 9.11-12 as its focus.  

Thus, the Council of Jerusalem narrates a debate which is ‘midrashic’ in 

nature, and is decided in a way which would be acceptable to rabbinic Judaism. Yet, 

the focus of this dissertation has been the word(s) used by Luke to describe this 

debate. In the previous chapter, which examined the genre of zētēsis, an examination 

of how Philo and Demetrius used this technique to interpret the biblical text was 

undertaken. The question and answer format was central to their methodology, which 

had much in common with Aristotle’s defence of Homer against his critics. This is not 
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however the sense with which Luke uses zh/thsiv. Thus while there may be parallels 

drawn between Luke’s use of these terms and previous chapters, it must be 

acknowledged that there is also a discontinuity in Luke’s understanding of the terms. 

Zh/thsiv in Acts fits neither the textual-hermeneutical, nor the legal-instructional 

model, but falls between the two. Zhth/mata are matters or questions of Jewish law, 

but are neither focused directly on the text of Torah, nor directly related to a pre-trial 

investigation. While the pieces may not fit together neatly, the full range of meaning 

in these terms has been examined and a fuller picture of the background from which 

Luke was working has emerged. In his writing, Luke borrows from both Jewish and 

Hellenistic literature. His use of zh/thsiv is a further example of this, fitting neatly 

into neither category but taking elements of both, taking it with the sense of legal 

debate. It is perhaps the cognate suzhte/w which comes closest to the use of the 

question and answer genre by Aristotle, Philo and Demetrius. When Luke uses this 

term, it describes a debate on matters related to the customs of Moses, or 

interpretation of Scripture. Suzhte/w also occurs six times in Mark, where it is closely 

connected to the interpretation of Scripture, and these occurences will now be 

examined briefly. 
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7.7 Excursus on the use of suzhte/w in Mark 

The passages in which suzhte/w occurs in the Gospel of Mark provide an insight into 

how the Markan Jesus reads Scripture. From the beginning of the Gospel, Mark 

presents Jesus as an authoritative teacher of Scripture (see Mark 1:21-28). The final 

passage in which suzhte/w occurs (Mark 12.18-27, 28-34), demonstrates that Jesus’s 

reading of Torah is built on a foundation of love – something unique that Jesus adds 

to the Golden Rule. Examining how Jesus interprets Torah can provide a key lens 

through which to interpret the legal debates in Mark 2.23-28; 7.1-23 and 10.1-9. Mark 

presents the beginnings of what Joel Marcus has termed ‘Christian midrash,’
901

 

meaning an interpretation of Scripture with a Christian perspective, which in Mark 

comes from the mouth of Jesus. An examination of the pericopae in which suzhte/w 

occurs (Mark 1.21-28; 8.11-13; 9.9-13; 12.18-27, 28-34) demonstrates that the words 

of Jesus can also be a subject of debate in the same way that the text of Scripture is 

debated and interpreted by Jesus himself. 

From the four passages in which suzhte/w occurs in Mark, one can draw some 

conclusions. Mark 1.21-28, which is a pericope of programmatic significance for the 

Gospel, presents a debate among those present in the synagogue in Capernaum 

following Jesus’s interpretation of Scripture. It is the authoritative nature of Jesus’s 

words which leads to this debate, in addition to their newness (Mark 1.27). The nature 

of Jesus’s interpretation of Mal 3.22 in Mark 9.11-13 may indicate that it was Jesus’s 

expansion of the scriptural text which led to the debate among the congregation in the 

synagogue. This interpretation was more positively received than that of the scribes, 

who, though absent from the scene, are presented as theoretical opponents of Jesus. 

                                                           
901

 Joel Marcus, The Way of the Lord: Christological Exegesis of the Old Testament in the Gospel of Mark 

(Edinburgh: T & T Clark, 1993), 108. 
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In the passages where Mark uses suzhte/w, the authority of Jesus, specifically 

with relation to his authority to interpret Scripture, emerges as a key theme. The 

Markan Jesus’s authoritative interpretation of Scripture leads to the amazement of the 

congregation in the synagogue (Mark 1.27), and ultimately to the approval of the 

‘good’ scribe (Mark 12.28, 32). Mark has demonstrated Jesus’s knowledge of the 

Scriptures, and encourages the readers to ‘listen to him’ (Mark 9.7), who also knows 

the power of God. Moreover, in Mark 9.9-13, the Markan Jesus interprets Mal 3.22 

with reference to himself, and John the Baptist. This interpretation, which finds 

scriptural support for a suffering Messiah, goes beyond the interpretation of the 

scribes, and is described by Mark using the verb suzhte/w. 

In the wider context of this thesis, it is of great import that suzhte/w is so 

closely connected with the interpretation of Scripture in the Gospel of Mark. It cannot 

be without significance that where the term appears the interpretation of Scripture is 

frequently at the centre of the debate. A focus on Mark’s use of suzhte/w 

demonstrates that, in Mark, Jesus has the true authority to teach Scripture (unlike the 

scribes). This authority is demonstrated in getting the better of the Sadducees in a 

debate, with a citation from Exodus 3 supporting his argument (Mark 12.18-27). After 

demonstrating that he knows the Scriptures, Jesus is invited by a scribe to give his 

opinion on which is the greatest commandment (Mark 12.28). In these passages, Mark 

presents Jesus as the one who has the authority to interpret Scripture. While this 

authority is simply stated in the first pericope, in subsequent passages where suzhte/w 

occurs, Jesus’s authority is demonstrated, especially in Mark 12.17-34. This 

investigation can inform future studies on Mark, especially in relation to Jesus’s 

disputes on the Sabbath (Mark 2.23-28), purity (Mark 7.1-23), and divorce (Mark 

10.1-12). 
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9. Conclusion 

This dissertation has sought to examine the issue of midrash in the NT by tracing the 

history of #rd and #rdm from their usage in the Tanak, the DSS, Ben Sira, and the 

Mishnah, in addition to how #rd was translated in the LXX. In taking this approach, 

it was possible to see how these terms were used in texts which are older than the NT 

(with the exception of the Mishnah, which is dated to the first half of the third century 

CE). Additionally, by examining how #rd was translated in the LXX, most 

frequently by zhte/w and cognates, it was possible to see how the translators may 

have been influenced by the genre of zētēsis, which was popular in the Hellenistic 

world and used by Hellenistic Jewish authors, for example, Demetrius and Philo. 

Following this, it examined Acts, where the focus was Luke’s use of zh/thsiv, a term 

which describes the debate at the Council of Jerusalem. 

 Throughout the investigation, continuities and discontinuities emerged in the 

usage of #rd. Taking the use of #rd in the Tanak as a starting point, a basic 

meaning of ‘to search’ was established. There was a division between what might be 

termed appropriate and inappropriate searching, dependent on the object of the search. 

‘Good’ searching was that which had the Lord or God as its object, while a negative 

side of searching is that which does not have the Lord as its object, but looks toward 

Baal, false mediums, or ghosts. The object of the search is a key element which 

determines its character. In the Tanak, the object is generally the Lord (God), or a 

false god, while a prophet may act as a medium. Only in one instance is a text present 

as an object of #rd, in Ezra 7:10. The primary sense of #rd in the Tanak can be 

seen prominently in the DSS. Indeed the raison d’être of the Qumran community was 

to seek God (1 QS 1.1; CD 1.10). Thus, the primary sense of searching for God 
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remains consistent, but the place where that search occurs can change, something 

which can be seen in the various objects of #rd. 

 Objects provide an interesting lens through which to examine the use of #rd 

in the other documents and sets of documents in this dissertation. Additional objects 

to #rd are found in the DSS, Ben Sira and the Mishnah. It is possible to trace 

changes in the use of the term across these texts. In the DSS, legal terms become more 

prominent as objects of #rd. A key change which can also be seen in the DSS is that 

Torah and the scriptural text emerges as an object of #rd. At Qumran, a community 

which held Scripture in high esteem, there is a sense in which the will of God is 

sought through interpretation of Torah, so a text becomes a legitimate object of #rd. 

This sense is also present in Ben Sira, as was established in the discussion of Ben Sir 

3.21-24, and Ben Sira 32.15. Yet, at this stage other sense of #rd are present in both 

the DSS, and Ben Sira, where ‘mundane’ searching is still primary sense of #rd. In 

the later text of the Mishnah, this sense is much more prevalent, accounting for 

twenty-three of twenty-seven occurrences. But it is also the case that by the time of 

the Mishnah, the primary sense of #rd is textual interpretation. 

 Another sense in which #rd is used is that of examination of a person. This 

sense emerges in the DSS, where a member is tested on their knowledge and 

compliance with the laws of the community (1 QS 5.20; 6.14, 17; CD 6.18; 20.32-33). 

Additionally, in 1 QS 6.24 and 8.26, #rdm is used to mean a community 

investigation or examination, following the sense of #rd in the same text, where the 

object is a person. This sense is not present in Ben Sira, but four of the occurrences of 
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#rd in the Mishnah carry the sense of legal investigation. Thus, a person may be the 

object of #rd in the Mishnah, where #rd occurs in the sense of a legal investigation. 

The sense which was present in the DSS remains in the Mishnah, and shows the 

diversity with which #rd is used. 

A key question for this dissertation is whether #rd is used with the sense of 

scriptural interpretation, consequently a close analysis of these texts was undertaken. 

While some scholars argue that Ezra 7.10 provides the roots of Midrash, one 

occurrence of #rd with a text as an object is not sufficient to base any solid 

conclusions. It is important to see how scriptural interpretation becomes the most 

common sense with which #rd in the Mishnah. This sense is also present in the DSS 

and Ben Sira. The evidence from Qumran indicates that biblical study and 

interpretation were central aspects of the life of the community. The yahIad was 

dedicated to seeking the Lord and studying Torah, and defined itself as a community 

which studies and searches Scripture (1 QS 5.7-12; 6.6-8). This search needed to be 

carried out in the correct way, which is that approved by the IL, and not that of the 

‘Seekers After Smooth Things.’ This is important, as the community marks its 

opponents as those who do not interpret Scripture correctly. The community at 

Qumran searched for the will of God in (new) interpretations of Scripture. In a similar 

way, the book of Ben Sira highlights the importance of searching Torah. In Ben Sira 

3.21-24, Ben Sira warns his students against searching for apocalyptic and mystical 

things. Rather, they are to pursue wisdom. For Ben Sira, the correct way to attain 

wisdom is to seek and study the Torah (Ben S 32.15). This highights the importance 

of Torah for Ben Sira, as it acts as a check on searching. Fpr Ben Sira, true wisdom is 
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to be found in the Torah. Even before the beginning of the Common Era, there is 

evidence from two sources that #rd is used with the sense of scriptural 

interpretation. The Mishnah, the latest text which was examined in this dissertation, 

has twenty-seven occurrences of #rd, twenty-three of which are used with the sense 

of biblical interpretation. It is also significant that while there are only 265 scriptural 

citations across the 517 tractates in the Mishnah, in tractates where #rd occurs, there 

are frequently scriptural citations. It is fair to conclude on the evidence of the texts 

examined that #rd is used with the sense of scriptural interpretation in these texts. 

While it is still not used exclusively with this sense in the Mishnah, by the time of the 

first rabbinic text scriptural interpretation is the primary sense of #rd. At a time 

when the era of prophecy had ended, people began to search for and access the divine 

will through the Scriptures, and #rd was used to denote inquiry into or study of these 

texts. 

A second issue for those who seek midrashic roots in the NT is that of 

language. For that reason, the translation of #rd in the LXX was investigated. As 

might be expected, the Greek equivalent zhte/w (and cognates) was most frequently 

used to translate #rd. This term is linguistically linked to the genre of zētēsis, which 

has its roots in criticism of the poetry of Homer, and those who sought to defend the 

poet. This genre was taken up by Hellenistic Jewish authors Demetrius the 

Chronographer, and Philo of Alexandria, who used the techniques of the Hellenistic 

world to ask questions of the biblical text, and solve difficulties raised therein. Thus, 

by the time of the NT, it is possible to state that Jewish Hellenistic authors were 
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comfortable with using Hellenistic exegetical techniques to interpret the biblical text, 

especially techniques of the field of zētēsis. 

Parallels can be drawn between the use of #rd and the genre of zētēsis. The 

dissertation established that #rd was used with the sense of biblical interpretation in 

the DSS, Ben Sira, and the Mishnah. The genre of zētēsis was also used in an 

exegetical sense in the Hellenistic world, especially for defending Homer against his 

critics.  Hellenistic Jews such as Philo and Demetrius were comfortable in using the 

question and answer technique to interpret the biblical text. Parallels can be drawn 

between the wider genre of zētēsis and rabbinic Midrash, with similar techniques 

being used in both. In the Jewish Hellenistic milieu, Philo in particular used 

techniques which would be familiar from the world of Midrash in order to interpret 

the biblical text (see QG). Philo combined the question and answer technique from the 

genre of zētēsis with techniques which would later become familiar from rabbinic 

literature. 

Bringing this evidence to the NT, focus fell on the Acts of the Apostles, 

specifically on Luke’s choice of the term zh/thsiv to describe the debate at the 

Council of Jerusalem. Considering the evidence of the study of the genre of zētēsis, 

one might have expected that zh/thsiv would relate to interpretation of a text. The 

evidence from Acts demonstrated however that where Luke uses zh/thsiv matters of 

Jewish law are in view. Thus, the choice of the term to describe the debate at the 

Council suggests that it is a debate pertaining to the law of Moses. The decision made 

by the Council is grounded in legal and scriptural interpretation, with the speech of 

Peter appealing to direct divine intervention, and that of James appealing to the 

authority of Scripture, to support the admission of Gentiles to the Christian 
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community without having to be circumcised and follow the law of Moses. The 

Apostolic Decree regulates the relationship of Gentile Christians to the law of Moses. 

Luke’s use of zh/thsiv is not in complete continuity with the genre of zētēsis 

in the Hellensitic world. It is not based on the interpretation of a text, but, for Luke, 

zh/thsiv is a legal debate and zh/thmata are questions of Jewish law. There are some 

parallels with the use of #rd in the sense of legal investigation, but again this is a 

minority use of the term. Nontheless, there are still parallels with rabbinic literature, 

and with some uses of #rd in earlier texts. In many ways this is endemic of the 

problems with seeking parallels between rabbinic literature and the NT. These 

parallels remain somewhat elusive, but the approach of this dissertation has sought to 

trace the developments of the use of #rd across a series of texts, and examine how 

this was translated into Greek before applying these to the NT text. 

This dissertation has sought to identify whether #rd was used with the sense 

of textual interpretation in the first century CE, and has established that this was 

indeed the case, as seen in the DSS and Ben Sira. Furthermore, the interpretation of 

Scripture emerged as a means of divine revelation. In the Tanak, the primary sense of 

#rd was that of searching, with the object of positive searching being the Lord, and 

divine will often sought through the medium of a prophet. Following the end of 

prophecy, that will had to be sought through other means, and as early as Ezra 7.10, 

the Torah emerged as a means of seeking the divine will, by means of its 

interpretation. This sense of #rd can be seen in the DSS and Ben Sira, and by the 

time of the Mishnah, was the primary sense of the term. A study of this nature could 

not ignore the Hellenistic world, and this dissertation has identified the genre of 
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zētēsis as a fruitful place to seek equivalents of rabbinic exegesis in the Hellenistic 

world, based on both linguistic similarity, and hermeneutical techniques. Authors 

such as Demetrius the Chronographer and Philo of Alexandria used the techniques of 

the genre to ask questions of, and solve problems raised by, the biblical text. 

It was in such a milieu that the NT authors composed their texts. The 

investigation of the history of the use of #rd, and the genre of zētēsis, informs the 

world in which the NT was written. By taking account of texts written in Hebrew and 

Greek, a fuller picture emerges of the world of the first century CE, and informs the 

background of certain NT texts. An examination of Acts has demonstrated that Luke 

uses the term zh/thsiv to refer to debates on matters of Jewish law. Thus, it is possible 

to see how the Council of Jerusalem is a Jewish legal debate, where the Gentile 

Christians’ relationship to the law of Moses is discussed, and a decision reached by 

reference to divine revelation and Scripture. The Gentiles are not required to adhere to 

the entire law of Moses; their relationship to the law is regulated by the Apostolic 

Decree. This investigation has provided a new way to interpret the Council of 

Jerusalem, and has demonstrated that it situates the debate within the realm of Jewish 

law. 

The method used in this dissertation to investigate midrash in the NT has 

found that roots of midrash are to be found not only in the DSS and Ben Sira, but also 

in Hellenistic Jewish literature, particularly in the genre of zētēsis. Demetrius and 

Philo asked similar questions of the biblical text to the rabbis. While it is clear from 

even a brief examination that there are many differences between the NT and rabbinic 

midrash, that is not to say that there are not parallels between the two bodies of texts. 

It is of note that Mark uses suzhte/w in pericopae which highlight Jesus’s 
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authoritative interpretation of Scripture. Suzhte/w, a cognate of zhte/w, when it 

occurs in the NT generally refers to the interpretation of Scripture.  

This thesis provides grounds for further research. Firstly, the use of suzhte/w 

in Mark could be explored in more depth. Secondly, #rd in rabbinic literature could 

look beyond the Mishnah to include later texts, in particular the Tosefta. This would 

more fully situate the use of #rd in rabbinic literature, and demonstrate how a 

second core rabbinic text uses this key term. Further work could also be done on the 

genre of zētēsis, especially in the centuries closer to the turn of the era. While this 

dissertation has focused on the works of Demetrius the Chronographer, and Philo, 

their exegetical techniques could be compared and contrasted both with other works 

of Hellenistic Judaism, and their contemporaries in the Greek, and indeed Roman, 

worlds. Additionally, this investigation could inform scholarship of the patristic era. 

Church fathers such as Jerome and Origen have used the techniques of zētēsis, and 

drawing out the links to critics of Homer could lead to valuable insights for patristic 

exegesis. 
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